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ABSTRACT 
Although adventurous pursuits are gaining popularity, many leading theoretical paradigms 
within the adventure literature ( e.g., the Adventure Experience Paradigm) lack predictive 
power and depth. Flow Theory (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975) and Reversal Theory (RT; Apter, 
1982) are two general psychological models which describe the structure of motivation and 
offer theoretical bases from which to understand optimal experiences, such as flow, and non-
optimal experiences, such as fear and anxiety, in adventure activities. Despite theoretical 
similarities, previous research has not empirically evaluated adventure-based flow 
experiences within a Reversal Theory framework. Therefore, this project evaluated 
relationships amongst flow and RT constructs in the short and long-term, as well as potential 
links to a positive learning spiral. 
A sequence of two studies based on sequential exploratory design evaluated flow and 
RT constructs in adventurous experiences. Study one consisted of six qualitative, 
, retrospective interviews with four male and two female expert adventure activity instructors 
with a mean age of 37 years. Study two employed a prospective, mixed-method design in 
which: (a) ten novice riversurfers (mean age= 23 yrs, 8 males, 2 females) completed 
quantitative measures of RT states (i.e., T/PSI, O'Connell & Calhoun, 2001), flow states (i.e., 
SFSS, Martin & Jackson, 2008) and challenge/skill perceptions during a three day course; 
and (b) five of these ten participants (mean age= 25 yrs, 3 males, 2 females) completed daily 
qualitative interviews facilitated by footage from head-mounted video cameras worn 
throughout the course. Data was analysed using a concurrent nested design. 
Expert participants reported a range of flow experiences throughout their careers; 
enjoyment sources, flow intensity and flow complexity, appeared to vary over time. Experts' 
most intense flow episodes were reported in learning situations with heightened perceived 
challenges. Novice participants also reported a range of flow experiences and 
metamotivational reversals. Contrary to previous theoretical literature, the concept of telic 
flow was supported, along with concepts of paratelic flow and the positive learning spiral. 
Telic and paratelic flow states appeared qualitatively distinct based on the felt 
intensity of key dimensions, as well as psychosocial and environmental influences. Dynamic 
recalibration of challenges and skills, and dynamic tensions amongst RT dimensions, 
appeared to facilitate distinct flow states and the learning process in a multi-phasic manner. A 
dynamic tensions model of flow within a RT framework was supported, which accounted for: 
(a) the multi-phasic nature of various flow states, (b) a positive learning spiral of 
IV 
development, and ( c) increases in flow complexity over time. Findings highlighted the need 
for refinement of Flow Theory and Reversal Theory in adventure contexts. This project 
provided a starting point from which to (a) identify qualitative differences amongst flow states 
based on RT constructs; (b) investigate the multi-phasic nature of these flow states in the short 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
Voluntary risk-taking has come of age. Ironically, the quest for comfort, security and 
freedom from naturally-imposed risks in modem societies has engendered a backlash ( e.g., 
Lyng, 1990). In developed nations, many societal ills stem not from lack of food or shelter, 
but rather from lack of meaningful stimulation and opportunities for action ( e.g., 
Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). These populations are no longer forced to 
encounter physical risk and challenge on a daily basis (Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). Only in 
these unique circumstances can the paradoxical pursuit ofrisk-taking activities be understood. 
Raoul Vaneigem (1967) epitomised the quandary facing modem civilization when he 
lamented, "who wants a world in which the guarantee that we shall not die of starvation 
entails the risk of dying of boredom?" 
Despite increasing societal attempts to minimise risk, 'high risk', 'extreme' or 
'adventure' activities, such as skydiving, rock climbing and whitewater kayaking, are gaining 
in popularity (e.g., Lyng, 1990; Shoham, Rose, & Kahle, 2000; Stranger, 1999). Unlike other 
sports or recreational pursuits in which the element of risk is often viewed negatively, the 
common thread in all adventurous pursuits is the positive valuation of risk and active pursuit 
ofrisk-taking opportunities (e.g., Brannigan & McDougall, 1983; Davis-Berman & Berman, 
2002; Ewert & Hollenhorst, 1989; Karinch & Brooks, 2000; Kerr, 1991; Lupton & Tulloch, 
2002; Lyng, 1990; Priest, 1990). The challenge involved in adventure activities lies not in 
defeating one's opponent, but in encountering, minimising, and mastering physical risk 
through use of personal skills and competencies. 
Many early psychological theories of voluntary risk-taking viewed it as irrational, 
deviant behaviour resulting from ignorance or the inability to self-regulate (Lupton, 1999). 
Recent research has highlighted self-actualisation and positive experiential states ( e.g., 
enjoyment, flow) as motives to voluntarily seek recreational risk-taking opportunities (e.g., 
Ewert & Hollenhorst, 1989; Iso-Ahola, La Verde, & Greafe, 1989; Lupton & Tulloch, 2002). 
The complex and counter-intuitive nature of purposeful risk-taking makes it a psychologically 
revealing puzzle (e.g., Apter, 1992). A thorough investigation of the adventure experience 
has the potential to illuminate governing mechanisms which dictate the quality of subjective 
expenence. 
The adventure experience can only be understood within theoretical paradigms which 
account for paradoxical behaviour and idiosyncratic constructions of experience. Leading 
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theoretical paradigms within adventure literature (i.e., the Adventure Experience Paradigm) 
lack predictive power and depth concerning the structure of subjective experiences. Flow 
Theory and Reversal Theory are two general psychological models which describe the 
structure of subjective experiential states and offer theoretical bases from which to understand 
both optimal experiences (e.g., flow) and non-optimal experiences (e.g., fear and anxiety) in 
adventure activities. Flow Theory (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1975, 1988, 1993; 
Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) stemmed from the systematic investigation of 
intrinsically motivating subjective experiences. Fundamentally, Flow Theory describes the 
emotional states associated with intrinsically rewarding activities and accounts for essential 
structural elements of the optimal experience known as 'flow'. 
Reversal Theory (RT; e.g., Apter, 1982, 1989, 2001) also seeks to explain subjective 
experiences, but emphasises the role of governing motivational states, or 'frames', in 
determining the quality of subjective experience. Reversal Theory surmises that, although 
human behaviour is inherently inconsistent, underlying structures and patterns dictate 
paradoxical behaviours and cognitions (Apter, 1982). These underlying structures are 
identified by the presence or absence of "protective frames" (Apter, 1993, p. 28). Individuals 
are thought to continually 'reverse' between opposing states, depending of the presence or 
absence of a protective frame (Apter, 1993). Often likened to viewing the world through 
'rose-colored glasses' ( or not, as the case may be), it is the existence of ( or lack thereof) a 
protective frame which is hypothesised to ultimately determine the nature of subjective 
experience (Apter, 1992). 
Despite theoretical similarities between Flow Theory and Reversal Theory, previous 
research has not evaluated adventure-based flow experiences within a RT framework. Due to 
a dearth of predictive models within adventure research, the current study sought to (a) 
elucidate these experiences by examining them in the context of Flow Theory and RT, and (b) 
identify potential opportunities for theoretical integration. Flow Theory and RT constructs 
were expected to provide a more comprehensive understanding of optimal experiences in 
adventurous activities. It was hoped that these two established theories would potentially 
inform each other and, in doing so, expand the breadth and depth of their explanatory 
capabilities. 
Examination of adventure-based flow experiences within a RT framework warranted a 
multifaceted literature review. Initially, an operational definition of 'adventure activities' was 
created, coupled with a review of factors related to voluntary risk-taking and risk perceptions. 
An in-depth review of literature surrounding the adventure experience ( e.g., the Adventure 




accounts of multidimensional and facilitative anxiety, self-efficacy, Self-Determination 
Theory, sensation seeking, and psychological skill use as they related to flow and RT 
concepts were also examined. This literature review identified the following unanswered 
questions which became the central focus this investigation: 
1. What are the key antecedents, outcomes and dimensions of flow in adventure 
activities? 
2. What are the relationships amongst Reversal Theory and Flow Theory constructs 
influencing the quality of flow experiences in adventure activities? 
3. Can a more integrated framework of optimal experiences in adventure activities, 
based on Flow Theory and Reversal Theory constructs, be created? 
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This chapter will first define adventure activities and adventure experiences and review 
research literature pertaining to the following concepts in the context of adventure: (a) 
voluntary risk-taking; (b) the emotions of fear and anxiety; (c) perceptions ofrisk and control; 
( d) the positive valuation of risk; and ( e) the concept of' edgework' and mental edgework 
skills involved in voluntary risk-taking. In the next section, the development and empirical 
underpinnings of Flow Theory and the Adventure Experience Paradigm (AEP) will be 
discussed with particular reference to theoretical similarities. Reversal Theory principles will 
then be introduced and critically reviewed as they relate to sensation seeking, self-efficacy, 
Self-Determination Theory and flow literature. Finally, challenges posed by RT to Flow 
Theory will be explored along with areas of theoretical congruence, followed by the research 
questions. 
The Nature of Adventurous Activities 
While examples of 'risky' activities abound, acceptable definitions of adventure and high risk 
sport or recreation are difficult to ascertain. This may be due largely to the subjective nature 
ofrisk and the proliferation of varied terminology, such as 'extreme sports', 'high risk sports' 
and 'adventure recreation'. For the sake of clarity, one term will be used throughout this 
thesis to refer to any activities which would qualify equally as 'extreme', 'high risk', or 
'adventurous' physical recreation. 
All such endeavours will hereafter be referred to as 'adventure' activities or 
experiences. Although the term 'high risk' sport and recreation had been used across a range 
of disciplines, such as sport behaviour (Brannigan & McDougall, 1983); sport and exercise 
psychology (Brody, Hatfield, & Spalding, 1988); experiential education (Davis-Berman & 
Berman, 2002); applied sport psychology (Delle Fave, Bassi, & Massimini, 2003); leisure 
research (Ewert & Hollenhorst, 1989; Iso-Ahola, La Verde, & Graefe, 1989); and sociology 
(Lyng, 1990; Stranger, 1999), the terms adventure activities and adventure experiences 
broadened the scope of adventurous endeavours under consideration and thereby helped this 
project to overcome the semantic hurdles posed by domain-specific terminologies. For 
instance, phrases such as 'high risk' or 'extreme' sport necessarily entail competition. This 
investigation used the terminology 'adventure activities' and 'adventure experiences' in order 





education or therapy, without being reliant on or defined by specific outcomes. Moreover, the 
term 'adventure' connotes the aspect of deliberate risk-taking which, as demonstrated below, 
is the defining element of all 'extreme' and 'high risk' forms of physical recreation 
(Brannigan & McDougall, 1983; Davis-Berman & Berman, 2002; Ewert & Hollenhorst, 
1989; Karinch & Brooks, 2000; Kerr, 1991; Lupton & Tulloch, 2002; Lyng, 1990; Priest, 
1990). 
The Role of Fear, Anxiety and Risk in the Adventure Experience 
The term adventure is defined as "an undertaking usually involving danger and unknown 
risks ... [and] the encountering of risks", while experience is "something personally 
encountered, undergone, or lived through" (Merriam-Webster, 1994). Brannigan and 
McDougall (1983, p. 37) identified "danger" and "a risk to life" as defining characteristics of 
adventurous experiences. Carpenter and Priest (1989) argued that adventurous recreation is 
leisure with uncertainty. Ewert and Hollenhorst (1989, p. 125) further refined the notions of 
adventurous recreational activities as the deliberate seeking of danger and risk and, more 
specifically, as: "a variety of self-initiated activities utilising an interaction with the natural 
environment, that contain elements of real or apparent danger, in which the outcome, while 
uncertain, can be influenced by the participant and circumstance." 
From an anthropological perspective, Margaret Clark (1986) differentiated between 
the inevitable risk-taking that occurs in life, and risk-seeking which is deliberate and easily 
avoidable. According to Clark (1986) and Foster (1993), the risk-seeking inherent in 
adventure is one way of attaining high levels of emotional arousal. "Risk-seeking is a 
deliberate way of inducing the emotional arousal that risk-taking generates ... both pleasurable 
and unpleasurable excitement are involved in risk-seeking" (Foster, 1993, p. 67). 
Based on literature reviewed, the proposed operational definition of 'adventure 
activities' is: self-initiated, physical activity within a natural environment which provides 
opportunities to exercise personal skills in order to minimise real or apparent risk or danger, 
and thereby influence uncertain outcomes. An adventures experience is thereby the 
encountering or undergoing of adventure activities. By these definitions, adventurous 
activities and experiences inherently involve a perception of risk by the participant. 
Notwithstanding, research literature indicates that the risk inherent in adventure activities is 
generally pursued only insofar as it promotes positive experiential outcomes ( e.g., Brody et 
al., 1988; Fischer & Smith, 2004; Iso-Ahola, La Verde, & Graefe, 1989). As such, the 
voluntary pursuit of risk can be understood as the means to a self-actualising end, rather than 
the end itself. This investigation seeks to identify how risk perceptions affect flow and 
reversal mechanisms and, by extension, the quality of experience in an adventure setting. 
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The study of adventure experiences is laden with misconceptions and assumptions 
regarding individuals' subjective experiences and participation motivations. Superficially, 
fear and risk appear to be integral parts of the adventure experience (e.g., Miesel & Potgieter, 
2003). However, the degree to which perceptions of fear and risk promote positive adventure 
experiences is unknown. Some researchers argue that adventure paradigms have neglected 
the experience of anxiety which accompanies risk perceptions (Davis-Berman & Berman, 
2002). Identifying theoretical definitions of fear and risk is the first step in examining this 
issue. 
According to the Merriam-Webster Dictionary (1994) fear is: An unpleasant often 
strong emotion caused by anticipation or awareness of danger ... implies anxiety and usually 
loss of courage. In the context of psychological literature, fear has been defined as a 
subjective emotional and physiological arousal response to stimuli (Bandura, 1977; Breivik, 
1998; Davis, Redmond, & Baraban, 1979; Hofmann, Moscovitch, & Heinrichs, 2004; Lerner 
& Keltner, 2001; Muhlberger, Herrmann, Wiedemann, Ellgring, & Pauli, 2001; Tinetti, 
Richman, & Powell, 1990). Physiological fear responses include elevated heart rate and skin 
conductance (Muhlberger et al., 2001 ), while high anxiety, uncertainty and lack of efficacy 
and personal control characterise emotional fear (Bandura, 1977; Lerner & Keltner, 2001; 
Tinetti et al., 1990). 
There are common elements within customary and psychological definitions of fear. 
Both reference fear as unpleasant arousal caused by real or imagined danger, accompanied by 
physical and/or mental anxiety and a loss of efficacy. Anxiety is an emotional state 
characterised by subjective, consciously experienced feelings of tension, apprehension, worry 
and nervousness coupled with heightened arousal or activation of the autonomic nervous 
system (Spielberger, 1989). Based on the reviewed literature, fear will be operationally 
defined as an undesirable state of heightened anxiety and arousal which will not be pursued 
for its own sake. Yet leading adventure researchers highlight the prominence of fear and 
anxiety in adventure experiences (Priest & Gass, 1997). Fear in adventure experiences is 
borne of inherent uncertainties; uncertainties regarding the nature ofrisk, one's response, and 
the possible outcomes of this interaction (Ewert, 1988). Fear and anxiety are common 
emotional responses to the perception of risk inherent in the adventure experience. 
<' 
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Perceptions of Risk and Control 
Davis-Berman and Berman (2002, p. 305) make a critical distinction between "actuarial 
risk", the objective, data-based assessment of the likelihood of an event and its consequences; 
and "perceived risk", an individual's subjective assessment of the potential for injury or death 
in an activity. These dichotomous definitions account for different factors influencing risk 
assessment. The former is 'objective' in so far as it is grounded in empirical data. The latter 
is 'subjective' in the sense that it is idiosyncratic and influenced by unique cognitive and 
emotional experiences. For example, many people feel that flying in an aeroplane is riskier 
than driving a car. These feelings may be so powerful that they insist on driving to their 
destination rather than board an aeroplane. Objectively, an individual faces far greater odds 
of dying in a traffic accident than an aeroplane crash (National Safety Council, n.d.). It is the 
perception of risk, rather than actuarial risk, which is related to emotions such as fear and 
anxiety. 
Research on fear and risk perceptions showed that fear influenced judgements of risk, 
but that this relationship was mediated by perceptions of control and certainty (Lerner & 
Keltner, 2001). When people feel out of control, they feel most at risk (Walsh, 1996). It 
remains unclear whether risk judgements affect fear or vice-versa. Coping literature provides 
a cognitive appraisal explanation which indicates that emotions, such as fear, are a 
consequence of primary and secondary risk appraisals based on perceptions of personal 
control and uncertainty (Hardy, Jones, & Gould, 1996). Primary appraisals are based on the 
following three judgements (Lazarus, 1991 ): 
1. Goal relevance: Emotions only result if goals are of concern or relevance. 
2. Goal congruence: Positive (negative) emotions result from movement toward 
(away from) a goal. 
3. Ego involvement: The degree to which a goal or event reflects on the individual. 
Coping literature highlights the role of personal control, degree of uncertainty and goal 
states on emotional responses (e.g., Dickson, 2006; Hardy et al., 1996; Lazarus, 1991; Monat 
& Lazarus, 1991). More generally, this literature emphasises the interrelatedness of 
cognitive, emotive and motivational systems with regard to goal states and perceptions of 
control and risk. Such relationships form a basis from which to understand Flow Theory and 
Reversal Theory accounts of subjective experience. 
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Risk research indicates that risk is perceived simultaneously through two systems: 
experiential and analytical (Slovic, Finucane, Peters, & MacGregor, 2004). The subjective 
experiential system, which provides automatic information based upon past experiences, is the 
primary method though which risk is evaluated (Slovic et al., 2004). This information is 
experienced as emotions; thus risk at this level is perceived as a subjective feeling akin to fear 
(Slovic et al., 2004). Evidence from anxiety literature also supports the role of dual 
neurological processing systems in feelings of anxiety and avoidance motivation (Dickson, 
2006). 
Due to the equivocal nature of research in this area, it was unclear whether risk 
perceptions lead to fear or vice-versa. They may be experienced as a simultaneous emotional 
response, rather than a cognitive assessment (Slovic et al., 2004). What appears to be 
substantiated is that perceptions of risk, lack of control and uncertainty are associated with 
fear and anxiety (e.g., Hardy et al., 1996; Lerner & Keltner, 2001; Walsh, 1996). 
Furthermore, these perceptions are influenced by goal states and values (Lazarus, 1991 ). The 
curious element of risk perception, however, is that voluntary risk-taking has also been 
associated with excitement in adventure experiences (Apter, 1992; Kerr & Cox, 1991; Lupton 
& Tulloch, 2002; Lyng, 1990). An examination ofrisk perceptions in adventure experiences 
helped to elucidate this paradox. 
The Positive Valuation of Risk as Participation Motivation 
Priest and Gass (1997, p. 19) defined risk as "the potential to lose something of value" which 
is created by "the presence of danger" and involves uncertainty. Priest and Baillie (1987) and 
Davis-Berman and Berman (2002) distinguished objective risks from subjective risks in 
adventure settings. Specifically, Priest and Baillie (1987) defined perceived risk in terms of 
an individual's assessment of the 'worst-case scenario' versus his/her skills to deal with that 
eventuality. 
These perspectives highlighted the dynamic nature of risk assessments. Risk is 
temporally determined to a greater or lesser extent by an individual's ability to minimise a 
threat via personal skills. This conception of risk is central to an understanding of voluntary 
risk-taking within the context of Flow Theory, RT and the Adventure Experience Paradigm. 
These models accept that risk can be experienced positively or negatively, based on the 
presence or absence of competence perceptions, and that subjective evaluations of risk in 
relation to personal skills ultimately determine the quality of experience. (Apter, 1989, 1992; 






As this study investigated the quality of adventure experiences, factors which 
influenced risk perceptions, rather than actuarial risk, were of central importance. As 
discussed above, perceived risk of an activity is often related to perceptions of personal 
control (e.g., Hardy et al., 1996; Lerner & Keltner, 2001; Walsh, 1996). When people feel out 
of control, such as in an outdoor or novel setting, they are likely to feel at risk (Davis-Berman 
& Berman, 2002). These findings can be applied to the earlier example of people who feel 
aeroplane travel is riskier than personal transport. Exercising personal control through skills, 
as opposed to passive reliance on an unknown pilot, may influence risk perceptions. 
Opportunities to exercise personal control are central to Ewert and Hollenhorst's (1989) 
model ofrisk recreation participation (see Figure 1 below). Their research found that 
motivations such as challenge, achievement, control and risk-taking were positively correlated 
with participation level. Participants in this study continually sought feelings of competence, 
gained through experience and the accurate matching of individual aptitudes with challenge 
opportunities (Ewert & Hollenhorst, 1989). This model was conceptually supported by Flow 
Theory in that opportunities for mastery, perceived control, self-sufficiency and efficacy not 
only motivated participants (Ewert & Hollenhorst, 1989), but also influenced enjoyment and 
continued participation (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975). 
Individual Attributes (y-axis) 





Low Low Leader External Activity/Setting Attrib11tes (x-axis) 
LOlV Risks High 
Programs I Courses Social Orientation Peers I Solos 
Developed Environmental Orientation Natural 
Figure 1. Adventure recreation: A revised conceptual model (Ewert & Hollenhorst, 1989, p. 
136). 
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These findings were reinforced by Self-Efficacy Theory which purports that efficacy 
beliefs are important predictors of motivation, thought, affect and behaviour (Bandura, 1977, 
1997). "Perceived self-efficacy refers to belief in one's capabilities to organise and execute 
required courses of action to produce given attainments" (Bandura, 1997, p. 3). This social 
cognitive explanation has been used to understand participants' ability to overcome 
potentially inhibiting feelings of anxiety, fear and risk during adventure experiences (Slanger 
& Rudestam, 1997). 
While Ewert and Hollenhorst's (1989) model incorporates self-efficacy constructs, the 
authors contend that opportunities for mastery and self-sufficiency alone do not explain the 
crucial role of risk in adventure pursuits. They argue that the emotional challenges posed by 
risk, such as confronting fear, play a role in participants' engagement in adventurous 
activities. Presumably, few individuals would engage in voluntary risk-taking if it only gave 
rise to unpleasant emotional states such as fear and anxiety. Research indicates that, although 
perceptions of risk and fear exist amongst participants in adventure activities, the act of 
confronting these elements serves an essential purpose (Apter, 1992; Coble, Selin, & 
Erickson, 2003; Ewert, 1985; Ewert & Hollenhorst, 1989; Jones, Hollenhorst, & Perna, 2003; 
Lupton & Tulloch, 2002; Lyng, 1990; Miesel & Potgieter, 2003; Priest & Bunting, 1993; 
Priest & Carpenter, 1993; Priest & Gass, 1997). Ewert and Hollenhorst (1989, p. 127) 
explicitly corroborated this point: "It is [the] positive valuation of risk and danger that makes 
adventure recreation fundamentally different from other recreation experiences." 
Investigations have revealed a number of positive outcomes associated with deliberate 
risk-taking. These outcomes included increased perceptions of personal control, conquering 
fear, experiencing excitement, displaying courage, personal growth, self-actualisation, 
achievement and mastery motivations (e.g., Brannigan & McDougall, 1983; Brody et al., 
1988; Burke & Orlick, 2003; Chirivella & Mayor, 1994; Coble et al., 2003; Delle Fave et al., 
2003; Ewert & Hollenhorst, 1989; Fischer & Smith, 2004; Iso-Ahola, La Verde, & Graefe, 
1989; Karinch & Brooks, 2000; Lupton & Tulloch, 2002; Lyng, 1990; Miesel & Potgieter, 
2003; Pain & Pain, 2005; Priest & Carpenter, 1993; Rinehart & Sydnor, 2003; Slanger & 
Rudestam, 1997; Stranger, 1999). Personal skills were reportedly used to overcome fear and 
optimise solo outdoor experiences in an investigation of fear negotiation strategies (Coble et 
al., 2003). A study of rock climbers also found that competence perceptions derived from 
adventurous experiences increased self-esteem (Iso-Ahola et al., 1989). 
Self-Determination Theory (SDT; e.g., Deci, 1975) provided a psychological account 
of the finding that competence appeared to be a common underlying motivation for voluntary 
risk-taking. Self-Determination Theory contends that motivation is influenced by innate 
r 
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psychological needs for autonomy, competence and relatedness (e.g., Deci & Ryan, 1985, 
2008, 2002). Literature has also identified areas of convergence between SDT and Flow 
Theory ( e.g., intrinsically motivated behaviour and competence perceptions require optimal 
challenge) and divergence (e.g., competence and autonomy needs are not considered 
fundamental to flow; Deci & Ryan, 2000). Self-determination theorists contend that these 
innate needs specify the contexts in which optimal challenges will and will not lead to flow 
(Deci & Ryan, 2000). Furthermore, contexts that support basic need satisfaction (e.g., 
voluntary risk-taking) facilitate intrinsically motivated behaviour, motivation, performance, 
and well-being (Deci & Ryan, 2000). 
Lupton and Tulloch (2002) identified self-improvement, self-control and emotional 
engagement or stimulation as three areas in which voluntary risk-taking was reported to 
facilitate personal benefits. The value of voluntary risk-taking in personal growth was 
strongly endorsed by participants in their study, as exemplified by the following excerpt: "Is 
[risk-taking] worth it? I'd have to say, yes! It's part of the whole process of becoming the 
person that you finally finish being" (Lupton & Tulloch, 2002, p. 118). Lupton and Tulloch's 
(2002, p. 118) conclusion that "risk-taking [is] a form of work upon the self' is consistent 
with Ewert and Hollenhorst's (1989) model ofrisk recreation, Self-Efficacy Theory, SDT 
and, as will be further demonstrated, Csikszentmihalyi's (e.g., 1975, 1988; Csikszentmihalyi 
& Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) Flow Theory. 
Edgework: A Sociological Explanation of Voluntary Risk-Taking 
The desire for personal growth through voluntary risk-taking, physical mastery, personal 
control, self-sufficiency and efficacy is also identified in the sociological theory of edgework. 
Although the present project was rooted in psychology, the concept of edgework provided 
valuable insights as it highlighted the relationship between psychological and sociological 
factors which underpin risk-taking behaviours. The edgework construct describes social 
factors which stimulate the desire for voluntary risk-taking, and the sensations and feelings 
resulting from these experiences (Lyng, 2005). 
Edgework activities are those that involve a "clearly observable threat to one's 
physical or mental well-being or one's sense of an ordered existence" (Lyng, 1990, p. 857). 
The edge represents a slim boundary between opposing states such as life· and death, chaos 
and order, consciousness and unconsciousness (Lyng, 2005). The sociological framework for 
edgework activities was derived from Marxian and Meadian social theories. This framework 
contends that many problems encountered by individuals in modem, post-industrial societies 
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stem from a lack of opportunities for spontaneous and self-actualising activities in the 
institutionalised realms of society (Lyng, 1990). Lyng (1990) argues that institutionalised 
societies' constraint of individual control, efforts to minimise risk, and trivialisation of human 
labour ( due to capitalism) motivates individuals to seek spontaneous and self-actualising 
leisure pursuits. In essence, edgework is an effort to fulfil human needs which are largely 
unmet in routinised and constrained post-industrial societies. Edgeworkers seek to escape 
these routines via encountering physical and mental risks, or 'threats', and thereby 
experiencing novelty, spontaneity and the opportunity to exercise personal skills (Stranger, 
1999). Thus the tension between spontaneity and constraint is central to understanding 
edgework activities which entail voluntary risk-taking (Lyng, 2005). 
Research in edgework demonstrated that negotiating various 'edges' (e.g., edge of 
competency/control) was a primary motivation in adventure activities, and that edgeworkers 
attempted to identify their 'performance limits' by pushing physical and mental limits (Lyng, 
1990). Continuous edgework inherently required continual rebalancing of challenges and 
skills in order to maintain this 'edge' (Lyng, 1990; Stranger, 1999). Furthermore, edgework 
experiences were characterised by feelings of self-actualisation, altered sensory perceptions, 
feeling of "oneness" with key objects; "hyperreality", and the inability to fully articulate the 
experience (Lyng, 1990, p. 861). 
Mental Edgework Skills 
The ability to negotiate boundaries and identify performance limits requires the development 
of unique cognitive skills. Schuett (1991) and Lyng (1990) referred to these mental processes 
which enable individuals to successfully confront risk and accompanying unpleasant emotions 
as 'edgework skills'. In line with competence-effectance processes (e.g., Harter, 1989), 
Schuett (1991) posited that competence perceptions are based on the cognitive 'edgework' 
skills used to overcome negative emotions in adventure activities. Research has refuted the 
notion that experts in adventure activities are fearless individuals. On the contrary, findings 
suggests that fear is consistently present in the early phases of the adventure experiences, but 
that it generally gives way to excitement and exhilaration over time (e.g., Breivik, 1998; 
Jones, Hollenhorst, Perna, & Selin, 2000; Lyng, 1990). Research in a skydiving subculture 
revealed that the development of mental stamina and cognitive skills were valued aspects of 
voluntary risk-taking (Lyng, 1990). Thus, personal growth and self-actualisation in adventure 
experiences may be attained as much through the exercise of psychological skills as the use of 
physical abilities. 
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Mental "edgework" skills identified by skydivers and other voluntary risk-takers 
(Lyng, 1990, p. 855) overlap somewhat with traditional sport psychology techniques (see 
Williams, 2001 for review). For example, exerting emotional control over fear (i.e., 'mental 
toughness') and the ability to focus attention on crucial survival tasks were cited as necessary 
'edgework' skills by participants in adventure activities (e.g., Coble et al., 2003; Lyng, 1990). 
Studies of imagery use with climbers (Boyd & Munroe, 2003; Jones, Bray, Mace, Macrae, & 
Stockbridge, 2002) and slalom canoeists (White & Hardy, 1998) corroborated the view that 
psychological skills are used to achieve performance outcomes in adventure activities. In the 
domain of traditional sports, psychological skill use has been shown to influence the effects of 
anxiety on performance (Fletcher & Hanton, 2001). While some participants insisted that 
psychological 'edgework' skills were innate and could not be taught (Lyng, 1990), other 
studies have shown that mental skills training is integral to preparation for adventure pursuits 
(e.g., White & Hardy, 1998). In light of these findings, the influence of mental skills on flow 
states, psychological reversals and the adventure experience was examined in this project. 
Although sociological accounts of risk-taking and accompanying optimal experiences 
were beyond the scope of this investigation, the edgework concept identified noteworthy 
sociological factors related to the phenomenon of interest, and reinforced the research 
rationale to theoretically integrate flow and RT constructs. Lyng's (1990) contention that 
flow and edgework differ, due to the 'extreme' nature of edgework states versus the 'optimal' 
middle ground embraced in flow, is addressed by arguments presented later in the literature 
review which question this 'optimal' model of flow. There are also important areas of 
congruence between edgework and RT insofar as they both incorporate the concept of 
'extreme' dualities as drivers of experience. Notwithstanding, the edgework model also 
reinforced key aspects of Flow Theory from a sociological perspective, such as the human 
desire to negotiate boundaries between challenges and skills and the unique sensations and 
feelings associated with flow experiences. 
Flow Theory 
Positive Experiences, Consciousness and the Self 
Without knowledge of the basic cognitive processes from which all thoughts, feelings and 
actions stem, it would be difficult to fully understand optimal experiences. What follows is a 
review of the cognitive processes collectively termed 'consciousness', and their role within 
the positive experience state known as 'flow'. Csikszentmihalyi (1988), the originator of 
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Flow Theory, related the structure of consciousness to positive experiential states. From 
Csikszentmihalyi's (1988) perspective, consciousness evolved as a way to convert 
physiological instincts to subjective understanding; it is the accumulation of all our 
expenences. 
Consciousness is composed of three basic systems: attention, awareness and memory 
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). Attention attends to immediate information, and is temporally 
limited. Awareness refers to any processes that occur after information is attended to, such as 
emotions and evaluation. Finally, memory stores relevant information that has passed 
through consciousness. Awareness of "the self' emerges through this process 
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1988, p. 20). 
As Maslow (1965, 1968) described in his theory of self-actualisation, there are a 
variety of needs of 'the self' beyond basic survival. The role of the self is to determine which 
goals or needs to fulfil based on genetic, cultural and idiosyncratic information 
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). Foremost, the self will attempt to duplicate states of consciousness 
that are congruent with the goals of the self, and therefore pleasant, and avoid states that 
conflict with the goals of the self and thereby threaten it (Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). 
Csikszentmihalyi' s (197 5, 1988) research confirmed that pleasant emotional experiences 
occurred when consciousness was ordered and congruent with the goals of the self. 
Qualitative investigations generated the terms peak or optimal experience and, more simply, 
flow to refer to these exceptionally pleasant experiential states (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975, 1988; 
Privette, 1983). 
Development of Flow Theory 
The concept of flow stemmed from intrinsic motivation research, particularly work by Lepper 
and Greene (1978), Deci (1975) and deCharms (1968). Csikszentmihalyi's (1975) seminal 
flow investigations went beyond asking why people participated in activities with no extrinsic 
rewards, to asking how do intrinsic rewards feel? What began as an attempt to understand the 
experiences and motivations of artists generated a new construct for understanding 
consciousness and enjoyment. Moreover, flow dimensions have been validated across 
disciplines, cultures and a range of activities ( e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1975, 1988; Jackson & 
Csikszentmihalyi, 1999; Jones et al., 2000; Massimini & Carli, 1988). 
Flow Theory has robustly demonstrated that people enjoy, and are intrinsically 
motivated by, activities that present an optimal balance between perceived challenges and the 
perceived skills necessary to meet that challenge (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1975; 
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Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). Further, this balance must spiral infinitely 
upward in order to continually exceed personal averages and thereby facilitate flow 
experiences (Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). Jackson and Csikszentmihalyi 
(1999) refer to this continual balancing act which facilitates flow as the challenge/skill (C/S) 
balance. To illustrate, imagine a task which you the reader find quite easy, yet is mind-
numbingly boring - perchance proofreading graduate research. Conversely, imagine a task in 
which the perceived challenges may exceed your perceived skills and thereby cause you to 
feel anxious - perhaps presenting new research. While your presentation skills may actually 
exceed your ability to uncover every misplaced colon, these endeavours can nevertheless 
evoke disparate emotional experiences (i.e., anxiety and boredom). According to Jackson and 
Csikszentmihalyi (1999), flow occurs only when a balance of challenge and skills is perceived 
(i.e., the C/S balance), rather than objectively achieved. Flow is determined by the subjective 
experience of an activity; objective measures of skill versus challenge are extraneous. 
Csikszentmihalyi (1975) originally identified six flow dimensions which facilitated an 
ordered state of consciousness. Jackson's (1992, 1996) investigations of Olympic figure 
skaters and subsequent studies (e.g., Jackson, Kimiecik, Ford, & Marsh, 1998; Jackson & 
Marsh, 1996; Jackson, Thomas, Marsh, & Smethurst, 2001) further elucidated the flow 
model and developed methods to increase flow in sport. This work expanded the original six 
flow dimensions to the following nine (Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999; Jackson & 
Eklund, 2004): 
1. A challenges/skill balance. Flow occurs when perceived challenges are 
balanced with perceived skills. This balance, however, must exist at a level 
higher than the individual's normal level of functioning. The reader should 
also note at this point that the term 'balance' does not always indicate an 
exact matching of challenges and skills, but rather that perceived challenge 
and skills tends to fluctuate or hover around this balance point. 
2. Merging of action and awareness. In flow, actions merge with awareness and 
a feeling of oneness with the action is experienced. 
3. Clear goals. Flow is characterised by coherent demands for action, or goals. 
4. Unambiguous feedback. In flow, an individual's actions are met with clear and 
unambiguous feedback. 
5. Total concentration on the task at hand. Individuals demonstrate intense 
concentration centred on the activity at hand during flow. 
6. Sense of control. A strong sense of being in control of actions and the 
environment is reported during flow. 
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7. Loss of self-consciousness. In flow, the 'self' disappears from awareness. 
Although the self is fully functioning, it is not aware of itself doing so, and 
therefore attends only to the present task. 
8. Transcendence of time. During a flow experience, an individual's sense of 
time is altered. Generally, hours seem to pass by in minutes and, less 
commonly, seconds stretch to what seems like eternity. 
9. Autotelic experience. The end product of the above elements is an autotelic 
experience. Flow is so intrinsically rewarding and enjoyable that individuals 
will participate simply for the sake of doing it. 
The Four and Eight Channel Flow Models 
Massimini and Carli (1988) expanded the original flow model to include multiple channels in 
an attempt to increase its predictive value in adventurous and normal settings. They proposed 
a four and an eight channel model of flow (see Figures 2 and 3 below). The four channel flow 
model predicted that subjective experience varied in comparison to an individual's average 
challenge/skill balance in the following manner. 
In channel one, anxiety results when challenges exceed a person's average and skills 
fall below it. In channel two, boredom (and possibly relaxation; Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 
1999) results when personal skills are above average and challenge is below. If challenge and 
skill are both below personal averages, apathy results in channel three. Flow occupies the 
fourth channel wherein challenges and skills both exceed personal averages. 
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Studies revealed that the four channel model has a small predictive value with regard 
to various characteristics of flow in an everyday setting (Carli, Delle Fave, & Massimini, 
1988; Massimini & Carli, 1988). Therefore the eight channel model (see Figure 3 below) was 
developed to more precisely describe the influence of fluctuations in the C/S balance on flow 
in 'normal' settings (Massimini & Carli, 1988). While this model retained the original four 
channels described above by labelling them as channels two (flow), four (boredom), six 
(apathy) and eight (anxiety), it also added four channels to increase specificity. Channel one 
is arousal, resulting from high challenge and moderate skill levels. A sense of control is 
predicted in channel three wherein skills are high and challenges are moderate. Relaxation 
obtains when challenges are low and skills are moderate (channel five). A combination of 
moderate challenges and low skills produce worry, in channel seven. 
Channel 1 
Channel 7 Channel 3 
Channel 4 
Channel 5 
Figure 3. The eight channel model of flow (Massimini & Carli, 1988, p. 270). 
The eight channel flow model has been tested through the Experience Sampling 
Method (ESM; e.g., Csikszentmihalyi & Larson, 1987; Csikszentmihalyi, Larson, & Prescott, 
1977). The ESM alerts participants at randomised times throughout the day and week to 
complete an Experience Sampling Form regarding their current mental state. The use of this 
methodology to test an eight channel flow model allowed researchers to detect more subtle 
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nuances in the emotional experiences of daily living (Carli et al., 1988; Massimini & Carli, 
1988). Nonetheless, these researchers lamented the difficultly of isolating challenging 'flow 
activities' in everyday settings. Due to this complication, the predictive validity of the eight 
channel flow model in everyday contexts has proved relatively low (Ellis, Voelkl, & Morris, 
1994; Massimini & Carli, 1988). 
Although investigations of flow have been hampered in the arena of daily living, flow 
was expected to occur more often in adventurous experiences (Csikszentmihalyi & 
Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). Consistent with theoretical dictates, flow dimensions were more 
pronounced when participants were engaged in adventurous, challenging, intrinsically 
rewarding activities, such as adventure pursuits (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975, 1988; 
Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Delle Fave et al., 2003; Forch, 2004; Jackson & 
Csikszentmihalyi, 1999; Jackson et al., 1998; Jones et al., 2003; Jones et al., 2000). Although 
Csikszentmihalyi (1975) originally examined flow in the context of rock climbing, the bulk of 
flow research regarding athletic endeavours lies in traditional sports (e.g., Jackson, 1992, 
1996; Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999; Jackson et al., 1998; Jackson & Marsh, 1996; 
Jackson & Roberts, 1992; Jackson et al., 2001). The few investigations of flow in adventure 
recreation have focused on climbing and kayaking using a four channel (Delle Fave et al., 
2003; Jones et al., 2003; Jones et al., 2000; Powell & Verner, 1982). As the eight channel 
flow model remained untested in an adventure setting and provided more detail than the four 
channel model, this project attempted to account for a broader range of states as highlighted 
by the eight channel model. 
The Adventure Experience Paradigm and Flow Theory 
Martin and Priest (1986) developed a model to explain the adventure experience based upon 
Csikszentmihalyi's (1975) Flow Theory; Ellis' (1973) Optimal Arousal of Play Theory; and 
Mitchell's (1983) proposed antecedents of adventure. Ellis (1973) observed that, in addition 
to the need for continual stimulation, there is an optimal arousal level, past which 
performance decreases. He also theorised that people seek out conditions conducive to 
attainment of this optimal state. Mitchell (1983) posited that Csikszentmihalyi's (1975) flow 
model lacked identification of important flow antecedents in adventurous settings. For flow 
to occur during an adventure, he hypothesised the necessity of voluntary participation, 




Martin and Priest's (1986) Adventure Experience Paradigm (AEP) offered an 
integrated model which explained how behaviour in an adventure setting changed according 
to varied levels of perceived risk and competence. In this descriptive model, risk is defined as 
"the potential to lose something of value" and competency as "the capability of individuals to 
deal effectively with the demands placed on them by their surrounding environment" (Priest 
& Gass, 1997, p. 45). Challenge is created when competence and situational risk are tested to 
resolve an uncertain outcome. There are five possible challenge outcomes, each determined 
by an interaction ofrisk and competence levels (see Figure 4 below). 
Although tests of the AEP's ecological validity supported its descriptive validity and 
illuminated the process of novices' risk and competence assessments (e.g., Priest & Bunting, 
1993; Priest & Carpenter, 1993), the AEP lacked empirical support for its predictive validity 
(Jones et al., 2003). Omission of key participant demographics in these studies also limited 











Figure 4. The Adventure Experience Paradigm (Priest & Gass, 1997, p. 46). 
An in-depth examination of the AEP and its conceptual development revealed a high 
degree of congruence with the four channel flow model. For example, flow and 'peak 
adventure' are the same states of consciousness, just as 'misadventure' and 
'devastation/disaster' (if only psychological) represent varying degrees of anxiety. Empirical 
support for this contention was provided by examinations of the convergent validity and 
predictive value of these two constructs amongst whitewater kayakers (Jones et al., 2003; 
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Jones et al., 2000). Consistent with their hypotheses, Jones et al. (2000, 2003) found that the 
AEP and four channel model of flow had convergent ecological validity and similar predictive 
capabilities. The four channel flow model also predicted five times more variance for 
whitewater kayakers than the original flow model (Jones et al., 2000). Notwithstanding, the 
predictive value of both models was not large (R2 = .14; Jones et al., 2003) and the AEP and 
flow models were insufficiently supported with regard to their reliability and predictive value 
in adventurous settings in these studies. Moreover, research which supported the AEP ( e.g., 
Carpenter & Priest, 1989; Priest, 1990; Priest & Bunting, 1993; Priest & Carpenter, 1993) 
may not have reflected the nature of idiosyncratic subjective experiences as well as 
established flow methodology, due to methodologies which combined techniques used to test 
the original flow model (i.e., the match ofraw scores which indicated 'flow') and the four 
channel model (i.e., the delineation of various channels and conditions). 
The AEP's limited predictive power seemed primarily due to a lack of precision. 
Concepts within the AEP, while similar to flow, combined both subjective (e.g., 
psychological experience of peak adventure) and objective ( e.g., devastation/disaster) 
outcomes. This model appeared to sacrifice depth to encompass a breadth of subjective and 
objective adventure outcomes succinctly. Due to a lack of alternative or complementary 
models specific to adventure experiences, the AEP remains a leading model used by 
adventure researchers and in teaching texts ( e.g., Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; 
Jones et al., 2003; Jones et al., 2000; Martin & Priest, 1986; Miles & Priest, 1990; Priest, 
1990; Priest & Bunting, 1993; Priest & Carpenter, 1993; Priest & Gass, 1997, 2005). 
Consequently, this investigation sought to provide an alternative account of subjective 
adventure experiences by examining them within the frameworks of Flow Theory and RT. 
Summary 
This literature review has identified key aspects of the adventure experience and risk 
perceptions with regard to feelings of fear, anxiety, personal competence and control. 
Psychological skills and positive experiential outcomes ( e.g., feelings of competence, 
enjoyment, flow) associated with voluntary risk-taking have also been discussed. Flow 
Theory and the Adventure Experience Paradigm were outlined to contextualise adventure 
experiences within existing theoretical paradigms of subjective experience. Both Flow 
Theory and the AEP identified a singular, optimal state (i.e., flow or 'peak adventure') of 
being. In contrast, the literature review will now shift focus to a theoretical perspective which 






Reversal Theory: Challenging Optimal Arousal Theories 
Origins and Foundations of Reversal Theory 
Reversal Theory was generated by Michael Apter and Ken Smith in the 1970's as an 
alternative to limitations posed by optimal arousal theories. Clinical case histories were 
influential in the formation and validation of RT, as well as evidence from phenomenological, 
psychometric, experimental and psychophysiological studies (e.g., Apter, Fontana, & 
Murgatroyd, 1985; Apter, Kerr, & Cowles, 1988; Kerr, Murgatroyd, & Apter, 1993). 
Reversal Theory has been applied to many areas of psychology, including smoking addiction 
(O'Connell, Cook, Gerkovich, Potocky, & Swan, 1990), responses to stress (Martin, Kuiper, 
Olinger, & Dobbin, 1987), the nature of play (Kerr & Apter, 1991), the enjoyment of humour 
(Wyer & Collins, 1992), soccer hooliganism (Kerr, 1994) and cardiovascular risk (Svebak, 
Nordby, & Ohman, 1987). It has also been developed across a number of disciplines, notably 
in the context of sport (e.g., Apter, 1989, 1992, 2001; Apter & Batler, 1997; Apter et al., 
1988; Kerr, 1991, 1994, 1999a, 1999b; Kerr & Cox, 1991; Kerr, Fujiyama, & Campano, 
2002). 
Reversal Theory is a general theory of human behaviour and experience. Specifically, 
it describes underlying structures of human experience and seeks to explain inconsistencies in 
the nature of subjective experience (Apter, 1982). Reversal Theory's central claim is that 
psychological needs occur in opposing pairs; for every psychological need there is an opposite 
need (Apter, 1982). For example, the need for security is 'opposed by' the need for 
excitement; the need for serious achievement is 'opposed by' the need for fun and immediate 
enjoyment (Apter, Mallows, & Williams, 1998). In the RT model, psychologically healthy 
individuals are able to alternatively satisfy opposing, yet equally important, needs by regular 
reversals (Frey, 1999). Thus behaviour is expected to be inherently inconsistent and 
seemingly self-contradictory over time (Apter, 1982). One of the unique contributions of RT 
is the contention that human behaviour is fundamentally paradoxical (Kerr et al., 1993). 
Reversal Theory presents a theoretical framework to account for interpersonal and 
intrapersonal differences in subjective experience. 
Most psychological theories, such as Optimal Arousal Theory (Ellis, 1973; Hebb, 
1955), posit that humans have a single stability point around which they prefer to function. 
Deviations from this balance point will incite attempts to regain equilibrium. Research has 
questioned the validity of this unidimensional model of optimal arousal (Apter, 1976, 1982; 
Carrol, Zuckerman, & Vogel, 1982; Smith, 1994). Specifically, Apter (1982) raised the issue 
that high arousal could be interpreted as anxiety or excitement, a possibility not encompassed 
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in traditional optimal arousal theories ( e.g., facilitative anxiety; see Appendix A for discussion 
of facilitative anxiety literature and RT). 
Epistemology of RT 
In order to account for inconsistencies in subjective experience, RT embraced the mechanism 
ofbistability (Apter, 1982). Reversal Theory's notion ofbistability proposed that 
dichotomous preferences are distributed over time, rather being 'coalesced' into a singular, 
stable, and complex point of optimal arousal (Lachenicht, 1988). Systems with multiple 
points of stability are recognised in fields outside of psychology, such as cybernetics (Apter, 
1982). An illustrative example oft used in RT texts is that of a light switch; both 'on' and 
'off' are stable positions (Apter et al., 1988). Similarly, RT highlights findings that both high 
and low arousal can be experienced as pleasant or unpleasant (Apter et al., 1988). This 
finding was supported by research cited earlier which identified that appraisals of goal 
relevance, goal congruence and ego involvement were key determinants of emotional 
experience (Lazarus, 1991). In other words, the quality of subjective experience (pleasant or 
unpleasant) is influenced by desired goal states. Reversal Theory is based upon this premise. 
For example, there may be times of the day in which you, the reader, wish to feel 
relaxed, perhaps while reading the morning paper. There may be other times during the day 
when you wish to be moderately aroused or even excited ( e.g., while reading a highly 
engrossing thesis). Reversal Theory refers to these desired goal states as "metamotivational 
states" (Apter, 2001, p. 12). These states are metamotivational in the sense that they 
constitute a higher-order level of motivation. The goal of a metamotivational state is to feel a 
certain way, rather than necessarily obtaining a tangible outcome. A metamotivational state 
can be conceptualised as a proverbial pair of rose-colored glasses (Apter, 1992); a person 
always 'sees' or, more aptly,feels an experience in the context of his or her dominant 
metamotivational lens. Another way of conceptualising metamotivation is as. the background, 
or 'wallpaper', of experience. Although not the focus of an individual's attention, the 
peripheral presence of a metamotivational state colours the overall experience (Lachenicht, 
1988). 
The subjective quality of an activity (pleasant or unpleasant) is dependent on an 
individual's present frame of mind, or metamotivational state. Reversal Theory posits the 
existence of four pairs of metamotivational states which influence subjective experience 
(Frey, 1999). When one state is active, the other is dormant (Foster, 1993). As the name 
implies, frequent reversals between these states are possible. The four pairs of 
metamotivational states are (Frey, 1999): 
1 
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1. Telic (serious, outcome-oriented, arousal-avoidant)- Paratelic (playful, 
process-oriented, arousal-seeking) 
2. Conformist (rule-abiding)- Negativistic (rebellious) 
3. Mastery ( domination-oriented) - Sympathy (relationship-oriented) 
4. Autic (concern for self)-Alloic (concern for others) 
Telic/Paratelic Metamotivational Pair 
The telic/paratelic metamotivational pair is of greatest relevance to this investigation for a 
number of reasons. First, this metamotivational pair is concerned with intrinsically 
motivating activities (Apter, 1982), such as adventure experience (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975). 
Second, this pair addresses the same emotional states as Flow Theory (i.e., anxiety, 
excitement, boredom and relaxation; Apter, 1982). Third, the telic/paratelic pair purports to 
explain differential interpretations of intense emotional arousal, which occur in adventure 
experiences (e.g., Apter, 1992). Finally, the greatest depth of RT research literature has been 
devoted to the telic/paratelic pair (Frey, 1999). Therefore the telic/paratelic states were 
explored in greater depth. 
The term telic is derived from the Greek word for goal: telos. A serious, outcome-
based goal orientation typifies the telic state. In this state, current activity is seen as a means 
to an important end beyond the present moment and thoughts are directed to planning for 
future outcomes (Apter, 1982). Excessive arousal due to difficulties in achieving outcome-
oriented goals will thus produce anxiety or fear (Frey, 1999). Pleasant relaxation, or 
calmness, is proposed to result from lower arousal levels which are preferred in the telic state 
(Apter, 1982). 
In the paratelic state, arousal levels are subjectively experienced in direct opposition to 
the telic state pattern. Para, Greek for alongside/beside, indicates the lack of serious goals 
and the present-moment, activity-oriented focus which defines the paratelic state (Apter, 
1982). In this playful state, activities are pursued as ends within themselves and attentional 
focus is absorbed in the process-oriented goals of the activity. High arousal is experienced as 
excitement, whereas low arousal is boring (Apter, 1982). Figure 5 (below) illustrates the 
telic/paratelic relationships and with regard to the quality of emotional experience (i.e., 
hedonic tone) and the degree to which an individual feels "worked up" or "emotionally 
intense" (i.e.,/e/t arousal; Kerr, 2001, p. 197). Thus the arousal component of the 
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telic/paratelic pair (referred to as felt arousal) differs slightly from the traditional definitions 
of arousal (which are presented and discussed in Appendix A). 
Lachenicht (1988) presented useful categories through which to identify contrasting 
qualities of the telic/paratelic states. These categories, along with Fontana's (1988) notions of 
awareness, informed the following table of metamotivational state preferences and attributes. 






Telic State Paratelic State 
Outcome I Ego Process I Task 
Desire to finish act Desire to prolong act 
Lower I Obstacle-avoidant Higher I Challenge-seeking 
Goal anticipation Sensation I Activity itself 
Self-aware I Self-monitoring Unselfconscious 
THE TELIC/PARATELIC PAIR 
Pleasant 
calmness 
.... ·· .. 
excitement 
.. 
boredom ...... -· anxiety .... 
·---······· 
Unpleasant - Telle Paratellc 
Low > High 
Felt Arousal 
Figure 5. The relationship between felt arousal and hedonic tone for the telic/paratelic states 
(Potocky & Murgatroyd, 1993, p. 16). 
Challenges to Telic/Paratelic State Dimensions 
Critical evaluation of RT's proposed telic/paratelic pair found that face validity for the 
telic/paratelic construct was established in risk sport research (e.g., Apter & Batler, 1997; 
Chirivella & Mayor, 1994; Cogan & Brown, 1999a; Fontana, 1988; Kerr, 1991, 1999a, 2001; 
;' 
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Kerr & Cox, 1991; Males, 1999; Males, Kerr, & Gerkovich, 1998; Males & Kerr, 1996), 
although insights into the actual experience of adventure participants was lacking (Males, 
1999). Traditionally, the telic/paratelic pair has incorporated two key aspects of experience; 
goal orientation and perceived arousal level (O'Connell & Calhoun, 2001). As a result, RT 
instruments have delineated goal states (achievement/outcome versus enjoyment/process) and 
preferred arousal levels (arousal-avoidant versus arousal-seeking) as the two distinct 
dimensions of the telic/paratelic states (Apter et al., 1998). 
The Motivational Style Profile (MSP; Apter, Mallows, & Williams, 1998) 
operationalised the telic state as a serious, achievement-oriented state, characterised by the 
desire to feel that progress is being made towards important and/or long-term goals, at the 
expense of short-term pleasure if necessary. Conversely, the paratelic state was 
operationalised as a playful, present-focused state, defined by the desire to undertake 
activities for their own sake and/or for fun and pleasure (i.e., goals are secondary to 
immediate enjoyment; Apter, Mallows, & Williams, 1998). The preferred arousal dimension 
was operationalised in the following manner. Arousal-avoidance was defined as: 
"tranquillity; the need for peace and quiet [relaxation], and for the absence or removal of 
problems or circumstances which might raise arousal" (p. 9). Arousal-seeking was 
categorised as: "excitement; the need to experience excitement, thrills or other intense 
feelings, and to search for problems or stimulation which might raise arousal to a 
satisfactorily high level" (Apter, Mallows, & Williams, 1998, p. 9). 
The following issues were raised after reviewing operational definitions of the 
telic/paratelic pair. First, the term 'calmness' has been suggested as a more accurate 
descriptor oflowered felt arousal in the telic state than 'relaxation' (O'Connell & Calhoun, 
2001 ). As relaxation could be construed to mean a pleasant experience with an unspecified 
arousal level, the Telic/Paratelic State Inventory (T/PSI) uses the term 'calmness' instead of 
'relaxation' (O'Connell & Calhoun, 2001). This project accounted for these distinctions in 
'relaxation' and 'calmness' as they related to Flow Theory and RT constructs during data 
interpretation. 
Second, amalgamating key telic/paratelic state dimensions (i.e., arousal 
avoidance/seeking and degree of goal-orientation) could potentially obscure the complexity of 
subjective experiences. The Metamotivational Style Profile identified a five factor structure 
(as opposed to the traditional four metamotivational pairs), but this structure was only applied 
to this measurement of metamotivational dominance ( c.f., personality tendencies; discussed 
further on), not states (Apter et al., 1998). This finding suggested that accounting for goal 
orientation and preferred arousal level separately (e.g., via distinct measures) could 
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potentially reflect meaningfully distinct dimensions of experience. Multidimensional anxiety 
literature (e.g., Martens, Burton, Vealey, Bump, & Smith, 1990) also indicated that arousal 
could be examined independently due to its complex and multifaceted nature (see Appendix A 
for expanded discussion). 
Reversal Mechanisms 
Reversal theorists contend that reversals are involuntary processes (Apter, 1982). 
Metamotivational state changes are thought to be influenced, but not voluntarily induced, by 
engaging in certain situations or activities (Apter, 1982). Apter (1982) proposed three 
mechanisms, or 'inducing agents', which precipitated reversals. One was a contingency 
event: an internal or external event or situation. The second was frustration, which occurs 
when a goal or activity cannot be completed or enjoyed. Satiation (i.e., being in one state for 
a given time) was the third agent. 
Research has raised unanswered questions with regard to the involuntary nature of 
reversals (Fontana & Valente, 1997). For example, tennis players cited control (mental or 
physical), motivation, mood and focus as factors through which they could affect their 
metamotivational state (Young, 1998). Sport research regarding psychological skill use (a) 
amongst participants in adventurous activities (e.g., Boyd & Munroe, 2003; Jones et al., 2002; 
Lyng, 1990; Schuett, 1991; White & Hardy, 1998), (b) in facilitative interpretations of anxiety 
(Fletcher & Hanton, 2001), and (c) in attainment of flow states (Jackson et al., 2001) indicated 
that athletes can influence their subjective mental states. Kerr (1989) also provided practical 
suggestions for inducing reversals in sport (see Figure 6 below). In light of these findings, 
this project examined potential voluntary reversal mechanisms within adventure experiences. 
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Telic/Paratelic Dominance and Sensation Seeking 
Although individuals frequently reverse between metamotivational states, they are likely to 
have a preferred, or dominant, state in which they spend more time and to which ,they most 
easily reverse (Apter, 1992). State dominance is different to a personality trait in that it 
recognises that individuals' experience both non-dominant and dominant states frequently, 
and in equal intensities (Frey, 1999). With regard to the telic/paratelic pair, certain 
individuals exhibit a stronger desire to feel relaxed than excited (Potocky & Murgatroyd, 
1993). This does not imply that such an individual always is, or wants to feel, relaxed; rather, 
that relaxation is a generally preferred way of being (Potocky & Murgatroyd, 1993). 
Paratelic dominance has commonalities with the sensation seeking trait postulated by 
Zuckerman (Zuckerman, 1979, 1983a). Sensation seeking research revealed that there are 
individual differences in susceptibility to boredom at lower arousal levels, which is related to 
seeking heightened stimulation (Farley, 1985; Feiji, Orlebecke, Gazendam, & Van Zuilen, 
1985; Zuckerman, 1974, 1979, 1983a, 1985, 1983b). Further, Zuckerman's Sensation 
Seeking Scale (SSS) and Thrill and Adventure Seeking (TAS) subscale have been validated as 
voluntary participation measures in 'high arousal' sports (Cronin, 1991; Hymbaugh & Garrett, 
1974; Straub, 1982). 
As paratelic dominant individuals are generally arousal-seeking, it was logical to 
assume that they would have sensation seeking tendencies and exhibit a greater affinity for 
adventurous experiences. Convergent evidence from independent and concurrent studies of 
sensation seeking and paratelic dominance with participants in adventurous activities 
supported this contention (Apter, 1999; Chirivella & Mayor, 1994; Cogan & Brown, 1999a, 
1999b; Goma & Freixanet, 1991; Horvath & Zuckerman, 1993; Jack & Ronan, 1998; Kerr, 
1991, 1999b; Kerr & Cox, 1991; Zarevski, Marusic, Zolotic, Bunjevac, & Vukosav, 1998). 
However, the sensation seeking trait alone did not reliably predict or encompass all aspects of 
participation in adventure pursuits (Jack & Ronan, 1998). Paratelic dominance appeared to 
better account for participation in adventure activities than sensation seeking. 
The possibility of norr-dominance, a lack of preference for one state over another, and 
frequent reversals is also recognised in RT (Apter et al., 1988). Moreover, frequent reversals 
and non-dominance are thought to characterise psychologically healthy individuals, whereas 
psychopathology may result from an inability to appropriately reverse (Foster, 1993). 
Through appropriate reversals, an individual is alternatively able to plan for future goals when 
necessary, and enjoy the present moment through participation in intrinsically motivating 
activities. An ideal balance of positive experiences within the telic and paratelic 
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metamotivational states formed a theoretical basis for this investigation of flow experiences 
within an RT framework. 
The Protective Frame 
Reversals between metamotivational states are contingent upon the presence or absence of 
"protective frames" (Apter, 1993, p. 28). As the name implies, a 'protective frame' provides 
feelings of protection from the presence of danger (Apter, 1993). When the protective frame 
is active, heightened arousal and challenge is experienced as exciting; thus the presence of a 
protective frame characterises the paratelic state (Apter, 1993). When the protective frame is 
lacking, a telic state ensues wherein heightened arousal is experienced as anxiety. A useful 
metaphor for conceptualising the protective frame is that of viewing a tiger enclosed in a cage 
(Apter, 1992). This situation is generally exciting as the element of danger (the tiger) is 
coupled with an element of protection (the cage). Conversely, the absence of a tiger (i.e., risk 
or danger) would likely be boring, just as the absence of a cage (i.e., protection) would 
generally incite fear. Thus excitement (pleasant heightened arousal) is only possible when 
risk is coupled with some form of protection (Apter, 1992) 
Adventure operates on this principle of excitement. Participants in adventurous 
activities voluntarily seek risk to the extent that they feel protected from or in control of risk 
(e.g., Ewert & Hollenhorst, 1989). The protective frame proposed by Apter (1992) is 
generally classified as trust or confidence in oneself, others and/or equipment. Despite 
theoretical logic underpinning 'protective frames', and cases studies which supported these 
interpretations (e.g., Kerr, 2007; Pain & Kerr, 2004), further empirical validation appeared 
necessary. 
Preliminary research found that self-efficacy (SE) beliefs may be related to 
metamotivational dominance in motor activities (Bindarwish & Tenenbaum, 2006). Although 
the connection between SE and 'protective frames' (and thereby metamotivational states) was 
unknown, theoretical congruence between SE (e.g., Bandura, 1977) and RT's 'protective 
frames'(Apter, 1993) indicated a potential relationship. Self-Efficacy Theory has been used 
to explain the voluntary risk-taking behaviour (Slanger & Rudestam, 1997) and can account 
for heightened risk perceptions when individuals subjectively lack control ( e.g., Davis-
Berman & Berman, 2002). Self-Efficacy Theory accounts of disinhibition from fear and 




Reversal theorists postulate that a strong, resilient protective frame is fundamental to 
the paratelic experience (e.g., Apter, 1992, 1993). Without 'protection', risk-taking is 
experienced as anxiety and fear; with protection, it feels exciting (Apter, 1992). Self-efficacy 
beliefs and control perceptions generated by personal experience, and strengthened via 
modelling and positive reinforcement (Bandura, 1977), appeared to theoretically support RT's 
'protective frame'. Self-Efficacy Theory highlighted the importance of physical and 
psychological efficacy ( e.g., a protective frame) with regard to repeated high risk physical 
pursuits. 
Sport literature emphasised related concepts, such as self-confidence and positive self-
concept, in subjective experiences of excitement and anxiety reduction. Perceptions self-
confidence were associated with decreased debilitative anxiety (Woodman & Hardy, 2003). 
Positive self-concept, high perceived ability, confidence and positive mental attitude have also 
been cited as critical facilitators of positive performance states such as flow ( e.g., Jackson, 
1992; Jackson et al., 1998; Jackson et al., 2001). 
The Role of the Protective Frame in Flow Experiences 
Flow is hypothesised to occur when heightened perceived challenge levels are matched by 
heightened perceived skills (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975; Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999). 
Heightened perceived skills could be construed as awareness of the protective frame and thus 
indicative of a paratelic state. Consistent with RT tenets, the protective frame could manifest 
as coping skills, efficacy beliefs, self-confidence, positive self-concept, the presence of 
helpful others (e.g., instructors) or equipment. Thus, these idiosyncratic elements of the 
protective frame appeared necessary to facilitate a paratelic flow state of heightened arousal. 
Within a protective frame, individuals perceive their skills to be, if not high, then adequate to 
meet a challenge and experience pleasant heightened arousal ( e.g., Apter, 1993). This 
appeared to be a prototypical flow experience. However, if the confidence of the protective 
frame dropped away, possibly due to insufficient SE beliefs or lack of perceived control, 
paratelic flow would presumably cease. At heightened arousal levels, telic reversals ( e.g., due 
to lack of 'protection') result in anxiety and fear (Apter, 1992). Alternatively, pleasant 
relaxation should result if arousal levels are lowered after a telic reversal (Apter, 1992; Kerr, 
1989). 
Typical adventure experiences have been cited to support these conjectures. 
Misadventure or satiation during exciting adventurous experiences can induce telic (i.e., more 
serious) reversals (Apter, 1992). If arousal levels remain high, despite changes in preferred 
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arousal, anxiety is expected to ensue (Apter, 1982, 1989). However if arousal is successfully 
lowered through environmental change (e.g., discontinuing the adventure activity) or the use 
of coping or relaxation techniques, enjoyable relaxation can result. These interpretations were 
supported by participants who reported enjoyment and flow-like experiences after arousal 
levels were reduced and/or risk perceptions decreased during adventure activities (Apter, 
1982, 1989; Apter & Batler, 1997; Jones et al., 2000; Priest & Bunting, 1993). 
Reversal Theory and Flow 
Csikszentmihalyi (1975, 1988) and Jones et al. (2003) suggested that difficulties in flow 
measurement were inherent to this engaging experience. Nevertheless, some findings in the 
adventure literature remained unaccounted for by the flow model, such as reported similarities 
in subjective descriptions of (a) anxiety and flow states by participants in adventure activities 
(e.g., Jones et al., 2000) and (b) enjoyment and flow-like experiences at reduced arousal and 
challenge levels (Apter, 1982, 1989; Apter & Batler, 1997; Jones et al., 2000; Priest & 
Bunting, 1993). These findings raised the following questions. 
1. Do participants in adventurous activities frequently fluctuate between anxiety 
and flow and, if so, what is the nature of this relationship? 
2. Is flow experienced in conditions other than heightened perceived challenges 
and skills during adventure experiences and, if so, what are these conditions? 
These quandaries were partially accounted for by Ellis' (1973) Optimal Arousal 
Theory wherein anxiety can be positively interpreted, and thereby 'facilitative' (e.g., Jones & 
Hanton, 2001 ), up to a certain threshold beyond which performance decreases. Findings that 
anxiety was positively interpreted in an adventure setting were used by Jones et al. (2000) to 
support a link between the four channel flow model and the optimal arousal model. Jones et 
al. (2000) concluded that anxiety may result less from current perceived challenges and more 
from anticipating future challenges. These findings helped to explain the noted similarities 
between subjective descriptions of anxiety and flow and also illustrated the inadequacy of 
Optimal Arousal Theory ( e.g., Ellis, 1973) to account for the complexity of subjective 
experiences. Further, Jones et al.' s (2000) interpretation of anxiety as a result of challenge 
anticipation was consistent with RT accounts of the telic state. Thus the adventure literature 
also highlighted RT's potential utility in explaining seemingly paradoxical or conflicting 
descriptions of subjective experiences, such as anxiety and flow. 
T 
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Challenges to Flow Theory 
The interpretations above were somewhat incongruent with conventional Flow Theory which 
contends that flow experiences are possible only in conditions of above average personal 
challenge (e.g., Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999). However, these were logical conclusions 
resulting from adventure literature and the epistemology of RT (e.g., Apter, 1982) and Flow 
Theory ( e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). Flow occurs when the information or activity being 
experienced mirrors the goals of the self(Csikszentmihalyi, 1975, 1988). Reversal theorists 
contend that metamotivational state determines the goals of the self at any given moment 
( e.g., Apter, 1982, 1989). Thus flow appeared plausible whenever the goals of the self were 
being sufficiently actualised. By this analysis, individuals in the telic state would be most 
likely to experience flow in a calm state of lowered or moderate arousal. 
Reviewing the epistemological foundations of Flow Theory and RT provided further 
support for this notion of telic flow. The role of consciousness is central to both Flow Theory 
and RT (Apter, 1982; Csikszentmihalyi, 1975). Flow Theory underscores the role of 
consciousness in determining self-actualising goals; "What [people] want to do does not 
depend directly on outside forces, but ... on the priorities established by the needs of the self' 
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1988, p. 16). Csikszentmihalyi's (1988) notion of consciousness in an RT 
context implies that the self will pursue goals congruent with an individual's current 
metamotivational state because they are felt as enjoyable, pleasant, satisfying and happy. 
Flow researchers have highlighted the importance of subjective task meaning in 
attaining flow (e.g., Jackson & Roberts, 1992). Reversal theorists (e.g., Apter, 2001) posit 
that metamotivational states determine current subjective goals, thus making them pivotal to 
the flow experience. Furthermore, perceived skills, which appeared to be a key component of 
RT's protective frame, are vital to flow (e.g., Jackson & Roberts, 1992). These arguments 
were consistent with stress and coping literature which found that goal states influenced 
emotional experience (e.g., Lazarus, 1991). 
The epistemology of Flow Theory and RT logically implied the possibility of 
paratelic flow ( discussed in following section) and telic flow. In the telic state, goal 
attainment at lowered or moderate arousal levels is the goal of the self ( e.g., Apter, 1982, 
1989). According to Csikszentmihalyi (1988), psychic entropy is caused by activities which 
conflict with individual goals and thereby produce disorder in consciousness ( e.g., boredom or 
anxiety). Conversely, psychic negentropy, the ordering of consciousness, or flow, is created 
by activities congruent with the goals of the self (Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). "[Flow] obtains 
when all the contents of consciousness are in harmony with each other, and with the goals that 
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define the person's self' (Csikszentmihalyi, 1988, p. 24). Thus in the telic metamotivational 
state associated with goal attainment and arousal-avoidance, pleasant relaxation and flow 
should result from goal anticipation or attainment at lower arousal levels. 
Initial investigations of Flow Theory provided evidence of potentially distinct flow 
states. Pursuits which required limited skills and presented "very low challenge levels" were 
termed "microflow activities" (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975, p. 141). Microflow activities 
mirrored 'deep flow' activities in that they involved some goals and procedures, which 
enabled concentration on a limited stimulus field and provided feedback. "The flow model 
suggests that flow exists on a continuum from extremely low to extremely high complexity" 
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1975, p. 141). Degree of task challenge and complexity distinguished 
'microflow' from 'deep flow'. At this point the terms 'telic flow' and 'paratelic flow' will be 
substituted for 'microflow' and 'deep flow' respectively to demonstrate to the reader one 
potential way that these constructs appeared to vary prior to data collection. These terms 
highlighted differences in preferred arousal levels, metamotivational states and activity types 
which appeared to be associated with these distinct flow states. 
Preliminary research discovered evidence of telic flow experiences during trivial 
activities, such as housework (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975). These activities enhanced feelings of 
control or effectance and were therefore experienced as pleasant (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975). 
However, participants did not report that trivial telic flow activities contributed to personal 
growth, or were as rewarding, intense and personally meaningful as paratelic flow 
experiences (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975). These findings were supported by the flow model 
which posits that the greatest potential for personal growth arises when challenges are above 
average ( e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1993). 
Despite these findings, Csikszentmihalyi (1975) claimed that telic flow activities could 
potentially be as intrinsically rewarding as paratelic flow activities in certain contexts. As no 
research regarding potential telic flow contexts had been conducted, this idea remained a 
hypothetical proposition. Reversal Theory provided a framework through which to 
potentially elucidate distinct flow states in different contexts. For example, RT precepts 
suggested that telic dominant individuals could potentially experience rewarding and 
meaningful flow states in a telic state of moderate arousal. As Csikszentmihalyi's (1975) 
research only examined trivial daily activities which appeared to elicit telic flow, it remained 
to be seen whether the telic state could facilitate intensely rewarding flow states when 




Theoretical Convergence of Reversal Theory and Flow Theory 
In seminal RT literature, Apter (1982) identified commonalities between autotelic flow 
descriptions and the paratelic state: "Flow experiences in which there are no goals or rewards 
external to the experience itself ... would appear to be one form of paratelic experience" (p. 
65). He classified flow as an optimal paratelic experience which represented one point along 
a spectrum of potential paratelic emotions (e.g., boredom and excitement). Apter (1982) 
concluded that flow was theoretically congruent with distinctions between the paratelic and 
telic states. 
This conception of flow as a paratelic experience was supported in sport literature 
(Kerr, 1985, 1989). Kerr (1989) cited Csikszentmihalyi's (1975, p. 180) qualitative flow 
accounts as examples of paratelic flow states to illustrate this point. "The purpose of flow is 
to keep on flowing, not looking for a peak or utopia but staying in the flow ... you move only 
to keep the flow going. There is no possible reason for climbing except the climbing itself'. 
Kerr (1989) drew the following parallels between paratelic and flow states to support his 
claims: both states occur during intrinsically motivating, self-determined activity with a 
present-moment attentional focus; and each state is characterised by a playful mood and a 
desire to prolong challenging activities. He also hypothesised that telic anxiety would inhibit 
flow. Thus Kerr (1989) and Apter (1982) concluded that flow experiences were optimally 
exciting experiences of heightened arousal exclusive to the paratelic state. 
Rea (1993) and Young (1998) are the only two researchers known to the author to 
have suggested the possibility of telic flow (Rea in a theoretical book chapter and Young in an 
unpublished thesis evaluating flow within an RT framework amongst professional tennis 
player; see Appendix S for further details). These researchers argued for the compatibility of 
RT and Flow Theory on the basis of the following commonalities. One, they both focus on 
subjective interpretation and psychological structuring of experience and motivation. Two, 
motivation is accounted for by varying states of consciousness. Three, both are non-
homeostatic theories wherein motivation is seen as "a harmonious process of dynamic 
disequilibrium" (Rea, 1993, p. 76). 
Rea (1993, p. 79) conceptualised telic flow as "relaxing flow" and paratelic flow as 
"exciting flow". Consistent with the logical argument presented prior for the existence of 
telic flow, Rea (1993) identified flow as the optimal state of either telic relaxation or paratelic 
excitement. Seminal flow research on surgeons (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975) and cross-cultural 
educational experiences (Carli et al., 1988) was proposed to reflect these flow states. Telic 
flow was also cited in dancers' descriptions: "a strong relaxation and calmness comes over 
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me" (Csikszentmihalyi, 1993, p. 182). "You are totally involved in what you are doing ... you 
feel relaxed, comfortable and energetic" (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975, p. 39). Rea (1993) 
hypothesised that telic and paratelic flow experiences were both optimally stable states (see 


























Figure 7. The dynamics of flow within Reversal Theory (Rea, 1993, p. 82) 
Metamotivational dominance (e.g., Svebak & Murgatroyd, 1985) was also 
hypothesised to influence flow experiences in the following manner: telic dominant 
individuals would experience 'relaxing flow' more often than 'exciting flow' and vice-versa 
(Rea, 1993). This conjecture reinforced Rea's (1993, p. 80) argument that a "positive 
learning spiral" ( of psychological health and development) could be optimised by balancing 
flow states during phases of exploration (paratelic) and mastery (telic ). Evidence from infant 
learning processes which documented alternation between exciting, paratelic exploration, and 
relaxing, telic security (Bowlby, 1977) supported Rea's (1993) claim. 
Theoretical arguments for telic and paratelic flow were substantiated by flow research 
in competitive and recreational environments (Jackson et al., 1998; Stein, Kimiecik, Daniels, 
& Jackson, 1995). Non-elite participants in competitive and recreational environments 




reported when skills exceeded individual averages regardless of challenge; whereas in 
recreational (i.e., desired learning) environments, above average skills and challenges 
produced flow (Stein et al., 1995). Furthermore, the predicted positive relationship between 
process goal orientation (versus outcome goal orientation) and flow was unsupported (Jackson 
et al., 1998). These findings indicated that flow dimensions were experienced differently 
across settings, and goal states (i.e., telic/outcome-goal orientation versus paratelic/process-
goal orientation) influenced flow experiences in an unexpected manner. Researchers (Jackson 
et al., 1998) therefore highlighted the need for further investigations of perceived challenges 
and perceptions of experience within various physical activities, and motivational variables 
and the propensity to experience flow. 
Increased flow complexity was also broached by Rea (1993, p. 83) in his conjecture 
that "simultaneous integration" of paratelic and telic flow could be achieved. He 
operationalised this serious playfulness as a highly complex flow state in which telic skills 
and paratelic challenges "simultaneously reequilibriate" to maintain flow (p. 83; see Figure 8 
below). Rea's (1993) 'serious play' concept (a) entailed simultaneous integration of double 
reversals, (b) challenged RT's epistemological assumptions and (c) was empirically 
unsubstantiated. However, ancillary support for this notion was provided by research which 
identified serious playfulness as an optimal state for talent development (Csikszentmihalyi, 















Figure 8. The dynamics of flow with double reversals (Rea, 1993, p. 84). 
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Dynamic stillness was an alternative term used to describe highly complex flow states. 
"Dynamic stillness is not merely the absence of worries (paratelic excitement) nor the 
avoidance of anxiety (telic relaxation). It is a calm empowering sense of grace and beauty" 
(Rea, 1993, p. 85). Privette's (1983) work informed this conception of flow as both a 'peak 
experience' (paratelic flow characterised by spontaneity, loss of self, and joy) and a 'peak 
performance' (telic flow characterised by intentionality, assertion of the self, and 
power/mastery; Rea, 1993). Distinct flow states (telic versus paratelic) and increasing flow 
complexity (integration oftelic and paratelic flow) were hypothesised by Rea (1993), but 
remained largely untested. These theoretical hypotheses, along with gaps in the literature 
identified herein, generated the following research questions. 
The Research Questions and Significance of this Project 
1. What are the key antecedents, outcomes and dimensions of flow in adventure 
experiences? 
2. What are the relationships amongst Reversal Theory and Flow Theory constructs and 
the quality of flow experiences in adventure experiences? 
a. How can perceptions of high challenge ( or 'learning') and high competence ( or 
'mastery') in adventure experiences be alternatively experienced as both 
enjoyable and unpleasant by the same individual at different points in time (as 
suggested by RT)? 
b. Are there varying qualities of flow states amongst expert and novice participants 
in adventure activities? 
i. If so, does flow quality vary in relation to the telic and paratelic 
states and/or challenge/skill perceptions? 
ii. Can instances of 'telic flow' and/or 'paratelic flow' be identified? 
3. What, if any, mental strategies are employed by participants in adventure activities? 
a. Are different mental strategies employed within the telic and paratelic states to 
facilitate flow or reversals amongst expert and/or novice participants? 
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4. Is there evidence of a 'positive learning spiral' in adventure experiences, as suggested 
by theoretical literature, which may facilitate increasingly complex flow states ( e.g., 
serious play)? 
a. Is this positive learning spiral comprised of alternating phases of distinct flow 
states? 
b. What is the nature of these phases in the short and long-term? 
5. Can a more integrated framework of optimal experiences in adventurous activities, 
based on Flow Theory and Reversal Theory constructs, be created? 
The above research questions highlighted the relevance of this investigation to the 
theory and practice of adventurous activities. Specifically, this thesis was important in that it 
attempted to integrate the theoretical and methodological approaches of two theories which 
have both sought to elucidate the psychological and emotional processes during sport and 
recreational physical activities, particularly in the realm of adventurous activities. As 
theoretical research in Flow Theory and RT had occurred almost entirely independently 
during the past three decades, this investigation represented an initial attempt to integrate the 
valuable but different perspectives provided by both theories at the theoretical and 
methodological levels. Moreover, theoretical advances, in terms of the refinement or 
integration of these two well-established theories, were intended to have direct application for 
practitioners in the field of adventurous activities. It was hoped that greater understanding of 
relationships between adventurous experiences, flow, motivation and learning would allow 
instructors to better structure and sequence adventurous activities, and regulate challenge and 
skills levels accordingly. Furthermore, it was expected that practitioners would benefit from 
understanding how to best utilise mental skills to facilitate flow and promote longer-term 
learning. This investigation sought to contribute important information to the fields of 
psychology and adventurous activities by (a) theoretically integrating two well-established 
and relevant theories; (b) developing unique methodologies for investigating subjective 
experiences in adventurous activities; and ( c) providing practical directions for practitioners in 
the field. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGICAL OVERVIEW 
The preceding chapter reviewed literature relevant to this exploration of flow experiences in 
adventurous activities within a RT framework, and presented the research questions. This 
chapter describes the theoretical and methodological frameworks which guided the research 
design employed in this investigation. Addressing the aforementioned research questions 
required a sequence of two studies. Study one was a qualitative, retrospective investigation of 
flow and metamotivational states amongst a group of experts in adventurous activities. The 
results of this study were then used to generate a theoretical framework which integrated key 
RT and flow constructs. Study two built upon the findings of study one by employing a 
mixed-methods, prospective design to further examine these issues amongst a group of novice 
participants during an adventure activity. Specific methods of inquiry used in studies one and 
two are presented individually at the conclusion of this chapter. 
Theoretical Framework and Research Rationale 
This inquiry was rooted in the traditions of humanistic and positive psychology. It embraced 
the humanistic aims to be "faithful to the full richness of human experience" while using 
"systematic and rigorous methods" (Aanstoos, Serlin, & Greening, 2000, p. 14). Humanistic 
psychology adopts a holistic perspective in which experiencing 'negative' states is seen as 
essential to imbue meaning into 'positive' states, and vice-versa (Kuhn, 1962; Resnick, 
Warmoth, & Serlin, 2001; Schneider, 1999). Humanistic psychology does not reject 
paradoxical experiences, such as those evidenced in adventure experiences. Rather, it 
maintains that optimal experiences (e.g., flow) and emotions (e.g., happiness) can only be 
understood through their experiential relationship to non-optimal states ( e.g., boredom, 
anxiety; Resnick et al., 2001). 
As the primary task of this project was to investigate aspects of what makes life worth 
living for a group of individuals (i.e., optimal experiences amongst participants in adventure 
pursuits), it also fulfilled the aims of positive psychology (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 
2000). Positive psychology is the study of positive: character, emotions and institutions 
(Seligman, Steen, Park, & Peterson, 2005), which aims to promote well-being by 
investigating personally meaningful experiences (Seligman, 1999). 
Although positive psychology originated from humanistic theorists such as Abraham 
Maslow and Carl Rogers, its proponents have criticised humanistic approaches for lacking 
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empiricism (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). In response, humanistic psychologists 
have argued that, not only do these two paradigms share a common philosophy, but that 
"positive psychology can gain from recognising the merit of experiential, process-oriented 
research methodologies" (Resnick et al., 2001, p. 1). A significant shared principle is the 
notion that humans are self-organising, self-directed, and adaptive entities capable of 
decision-making, mastery and efficacy (Bandura, 1986; Resnick et al., 2001; Seligman, 1992). 
This project embraced these assertions along with positive and humanistic psychology's 
common philosophical aim: to understand the holistic nature of positive and meaningful lived 
experiences. This goal entailed recognising the symbiotic nature of superficially paradoxical 
'positive' and 'negative' states and that "the hedonic quality of current experience is the basic 
building block of a positive psychology" (Kahneman, 1999, p. 6). These tenets guided data 
interpretation in that positive experiences ( e.g., enjoyment) were recognised as immediate 
physical sensations, as well as cognitive states which could promote "personal growth and 
long-term happiness" (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000, p. 12). 
In line with the aims of positive psychology, it was hoped that data analysis would 
extend beyond mere description of lived experiences. Charmaz (2005) and Silverman (2000) 
maintained that qualitative data collection could result in 'mundane descriptions' without 
theoretical analysis and development. Therefore this investigation sought to critically analyse 
"the good life" (Seligman, 1999, p. 560) amongst participants in adventure activities to 
increase the predictive and practical value of theoretical constructs. The following 
methodology, which balanced scholarly rigour with ecological relevance, was employed to 
satisfy these goals. 
Methodological Framework 
The methodological framework for this project drew upon pragmatism, which supports the 
use of both qualitative and quantitative research methods to address research questions within 
the same study or research project (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003). Pragmatists contend that 
the research questions are more important than the paradigm underlying the method 
(Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003). The philosophies of Charles Peirce, John Dewey and William 
James, are reflected in pragmatism's emphasis on applied theoretical outcomes which provide 
practical solutions to 'real-world' issues. Consequently, pragmatists advocate the use of 
qualitative and quantitative methods to comprehensively understand research problems 
(Creswell, Plano Clark, Gutmann, & Hanson, 2003). Ideally, mixed-methods research should 
increase researchers' understanding of complex, multifaceted phenomena and facilitate more 
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accurate inferences from a variety of data sources (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003). Greene and 
Caracelli (1997) also recommend that mixed-methods researchers explicitly outline the 
paradigm(s) from which they are working to ensure scholarly rigor is maintained in a mixed-
methods design. Therefore this chapter highlights paradigmatic issues relevant to the 
methodologies of choice. 
In mixed-methods research, there are six major types of design which depend upon 
four criteria: implementation, priority of data, stage of data integration, and the presence or 
absence of a theoretical perspective (Creswell et al., 2003). Based on these four criteria, an 
adaptation of sequential exploratory design was chosen for this research project (see Figure 9 
below). In a sequential exploratory design, (a) qualitative data collection is followed by 
quantitative data collection (implementation); (b) priority is usually given to qualitative data; 
( c) data is integrated at the interpretation stage; and ( d) a theoretical perspective may be 
present (Creswell et al., 2003). This design was appropriate to explore a phenomenon and 
generate a theoretical framework (study one), which could then be further examined via 
qualitative and quantitative methods (study two). 
QUALDATA [ quan data J 
QUALDATA 
QUAL QUAL QUAL QUAL Interpretation 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
+quan +quan of 
Data Data Data Data Entire 
Collection Analysis Collection Analysis Analysis 
Figure 9. Sequential exploratory design featuring a concurrent nested design in the second 
stage of data collection and analysis (adapted from Creswell et al., 2003, pp. 225-226). 
Study one employed a qualitative research design, while study two employed a 
concurrent nested design (see Figure 9 above) during data collection and interpretation phases 
(Creswell et al., 2003). In a concurrent nested design, qualitative and quantitative data are 
collected simultaneously; however, the 'nested', or secondary method (i.e., quantitative in this 
project), is given less priority than the primary method (i.e., qualitative in this project; 
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Creswell et al., 2003). Data is then integrated at the interpretation phase. An example of a 
similar mixed-method approach was found in RT research on slalom canoeists (Males, 1999). 
Males (1999) contended that the combining qualitative and quantitative data to create case 
studies of individuals provided richer, prospective data with regard to key RT constructs. 
The challenges posed by mixed-methods research designs relate to (a) the 
transformation and integration of distinct data sets for meaningful interpretation; (b) the 
resolution of inconsistencies between two data sets; and ( c ), the unequal weighting of data 
sets which could be a potential analytical disadvantage (Creswell et al., 2003). Nevertheless, 
the benefits of this design (i.e., qualitative data enriched by quantitative data) outweighed its 
limitations as it enabled the researcher to examine the phenomena of interest from different 
perspectives in greater depth (i.e., inductively and deductively; retrospectively and 
prospectively). 
Primary Method: Qualitative 
An inherent hurdle in positive and humanistic psychology is finding a satisfactory 
methodology to meaningfully investigate the lived experience. Qualitative methodology was 
the chosen as the primary means of investigation due to its emphasis on personal 
constructions of experience. This is the preferred method of inquiry when phenomena of 
interest are subjective, not readily observable and where pre-existing research is lacking 
(Patton, 2002). Furthermore, the qualitative approach has been endorsed as a preferred 
methodology by RT researchers (e.g., Apter, 2001; Apter & Batler, 1997; Grange, 2005; Kerr, 
2007, 1999b; Kerr et al., 1993; Males et al., 1998; Potocky, Cook, & O'Connell, 1993; 
Purcell, 1999) due to the inability of self-report measures to fully capture the nature of 
ongoing reversals within an experience (e.g., Males, 1999). The majority of flow research has 
also employed qualitative methodologies due to the subjective and idiosyncratic nature of 
flow (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1975, 1988; Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988; Forch, 
2004; Jackson, 1992, 1996; Sparkes & Partington, 2003). 
As personal constructions of experience were central to this investigation, a 
constructivist approach to qualitative research was selected as the primary method of inquiry. 
Constructivism assumes that researchers' and participants' interpretations are influenced by: 
personal background and interests, the research context, interpersonal relationships, past 
experiences and the methods of inquiry (Charmaz, 2005). Similarly, researchers' and 
participants' joint constructions ofreality influence all aspects of the research process, from 
the questions posed to theory generation (Charmaz, 2005). My interpretations and 
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conclusions as the researcher reflected 'shared experiences' with my participants as well as 
subsequent personal constructions and analyses of these experiences. As a constructivist, I 
did not assume I could extricate my personal experiences with the phenomena under 
investigation from data analysis. Although objectivists (e.g., Glaser, 1992; Glaser & Strauss, 
1967) would find fault with this subjectivity, constructivism encourages analysis of the 
researcher's personal experiences with a phenomenon (Charmaz, 2000). Moreover, 
constructivists advocate greater recognition of the researcher's own "values, experiences, and 
priorities" in the research process (Miller & Salkind, 2002, p. 156). 
In terms of methodological choices, the qualitative procedures and analytical 
guidelines presented in Grounded Theory provided methods through which to investigate the 
'primacy' and 'uniqueness' of lived experiences from a constructive perspective. These 
guidelines directed simultaneous data collection and analysis at multiple levels to identify key 
relationships and foster theory creation (Charmaz, 2005). Grounded Theory was developed 
by Glaser and Strauss (1967) as an alternative to strictly deductive methodologies. Their 
suggestion that theory creation should be inductively 'grounded' in field data has since 
evolved into three dominant approaches: systematic design (e.g., Strauss & Corbin, 1990, 
1998), emergent design (e.g., Glaser, 1992), and constructivist design (e.g., Charmaz, 2000, 
2006). 
While methodologically similar, the philosophical underpinnings of these various 
approaches are fundamentally distinct. Charmaz (2001, p. 683), a prolific proponent of 
constructivist Grounded Theory, lamented that "the extemality and objectivism in much 
Grounded Theory data collection and analysis has granted Grounded Theory credibility at the 
cost of the full realisation of its phenomenological potential." The constructivist approach, 
which guided this study, deviated from emergent and systematic design in that it rejected 
positivist assumptions of objectivity, impartiality, the nature of truth and researchers' 
representations of data (Charmaz, 2005). Constructivist grounded theorists have embraced 
positivist procedures, but not positivist epistemology (Bryant, 2002, 2003; Clarke, 2003, 
2005; Seale, 1999). 
This project employed constructivist Grounded Theory techniques to determine how 
flow experiences were lived by 'theoretically relevant' individuals based on in-depth 
interviews (Charmaz, 2001; Miller & Salkind, 2002). Grounded Theory methods employed 
herein were: (a) interviews of 'theoretically relevant' individuals; (b) development of 
interrelated categories of information; and ( c) proposition of visual and textual theoretical 
models to explain processual relationships (Miller & Salkind, 2002). A 'purposeful sampling' 
method was employed (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Gratton & Jones, 2004; Patton, 2002) 
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because flow research within a RT framework was limited, and past researchers had 
successfully employed qualitative methods to develop RT concepts (e.g., Kerr, 2007; Kerr, 
1999b ). Patton (2002) and Denzin and Lincoln (2005) advocated using this sampling method 
to scrutinise a phenomenon via in-depth analyses of 'information rich' cases. The success of 
this methodology relied upon an appropriate selection process which 'purposefully' identified 
individuals with the most knowledge and experience of a particular phenomenon (Denzin & 
Lincoln, 2005). 
Participants were individuals with "substantial experience" and/or "considerable 
insight" (Charmaz, 2001, p. 676) with respect to their level of experience in an adventurous 
activity. As recommended by humanistic researchers (Polkinghorne, 1988), the technique of 
evoking memories of particularly positive experiences in participants, was employed. 'Thick 
descriptions' (e.g., Gratton & Jones, 2004) of these recollections were used to identify 
ecologically relevant relationships and inform the creation of idiosyncratic models. 
Investigation of common themes surrounding participants' descriptions of flow experiences 
was used to generate a theoretical framework (Miller & Salkind, 2002). As suggested by 
Moustakas (1994), 'textual descriptions' (i.e., what flow felt like), as well as 'structural 
descriptions' (i.e., internal/external contexts surrounding flow experiences) were analysed in 
the theory-building process. Data analysis occurred at all stages in the research process, as 
recommended by Charmaz (2001) and Miller and Salkind (2002). 
Although the procedures I employed during data collection and interpretation were 
drawn from constructivist Grounded Theory, I also utilised a data analysis technique derived 
from systematic design research (Strauss & Corbin, 1998): the creation of visual models. 
This technique was a product of my personal thought processes (i.e., preference for visual 
models to understand processual relationships), rather than an alignment with objectivist 
philosophy. I created idiosyncratic visual models of the core phenomenon (flow) as it related 
to (a) perceptions oflearning or mastery (i.e., the perceived balance between risks/challenges 
and skills/competencies), (b) mental strategies, (c) contextual/intervening conditions (i.e., 
metamotivational states and/or reversals), and (d) outcomes. These models were then used to 
create a theoretical framework of various flow experiences which integrated key RT 
constructs, as well as emergent data. 
Secondary Method: Quantitative 
In study two, quantitative data (i.e., surveys) were collected concurrently with qualitative 
data. Huberman and Miles (2002) advocated this use of multiple data collection methods to 
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strengthen the development of theory by the triangulation of evidence. This secondary data 
was 'nested' within the primary, qualitative data in that it was given less priority in analysis 
than the dominant data source (Creswell et al., 2003). Both flow (i.e., Flow State Scale, 
Jackson & Eklund, 2004) and RT (i.e., Telic/Paratelic State Instrument; O'Connell & 
Calhoun, 2001) had valid instruments which were used previously in sport settings (e.g., 
Jackson & Eklund, 2004; Jackson & Roberts, 1992; Stavrou, Jackson, Zervas, & Karterliotis, 
2007). Survey data was collected because it provided another means of gauging internal state 
changes prospectively. This data, which was analysed concurrently with qualitative data, 
increased the depth of data analysis and allowed for the comparison of various data sources. 
Study One Methods 
Study one investigated the research questions outlined at the start of this chapter in relation to 
expert participants in adventure activities. The aim of this qualitative, retrospective study was 
to inductively investigate flow and metamotivational states amongst expert participants and 
thereby generate a theoretical framework which integrated these constructs. 
Informed Consent 
Ethical approval for the following methodology was obtained from the University of Otago. 
Initial contact with potential participants was made via telephone or email. Those who agreed 
to participate were then mailed an information sheet detailing the research topic, the data 
collection process, and an informed consent form (see Appendix B). Every participant was 
made aware of the informed consent process which guaranteed confidentiality and anonymity 
and required written consent from the participant. 
Participant Selection and Sampling 
Study one utilised Grounded Theory methods to integrate Flow Theory and RT. Therefore, 
theory-based purposeful sampling dictated that individuals with the most exp~rience and 
knowledge of adventure activities would provide the most information-rich case studies for 
the first phase of investigation (Patton, 2002). As experiences of flow were expected to vary 
based on level of experience (e.g., Jackson, 1996), an acceptable common standard of 
experience amongst participants in study one was sought for the sake of theoretical clarity. 
The cross-case analysis was also facilitated by maintaining a standardised level of participant 
expertise (Patton, 2002). Thus a sample of expert participants was used for initial theory 
building in study one. 
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Although standardised experience levels were required, study one participants were 
heterogeneous in terms of activity choice. Conducting interviews with participants across a 
range of adventure pursuits enabled data analysis to "capture the core experiences and central, 
shared dimensions" of adventure experiences (Patton, 2002, p. 235). Thus a sample which 
was heterogeneous with regard to activity type and gender, yet homogeneous with regard to 
knowledge and experience, was selected for study one. 
Jackson (1996) maintained that athletes with greater levels of experience and 
proficiency would be more familiar with flow concepts, and have a larger experiential 
reference base to draw upon, than less experienced counterparts. Based on this research, it 
was inferred that the same would be true of participants who were experts in adventure 
activities. Individuals with the greatest breadth and depth of adventure experiences were 
thought to be those most able to identify and articulate differences amongst flow states. 
Therefore participants selected for study one were individuals with a high level of experience 
and proficiency within an adventure activity. 
A population which met the requirements described above were expert adventure 
instructors. There were a number of additional reasons that this sample population was 
considered appropriate for the study one. First, the requisite certification processes for these 
activities demanded compliance with rigorous industry measures of proficiency and field 
experience. For example, the New Zealand Parachute Industry Association (NZPIA) 
certification process sets skydiving proficiency standards ( e.g., the minimum number of 
logged jumps for tandem instructors). These guidelines are aligned with the international 
sport licensing body, Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI), which maintains 
international proficiency and training standards (New Zealand Skydiving School, n.d.). In 
addition, domestic organisations such as the New Zealand Outdoor Instructors Association 
(NZOIA; n.d.) and the New Zealand Mountain Safety Council (MSC; n.d.) operate 
assessment schemes across a variety of outdoor pursuits (see Appendices C-F for examples of 
certification criteria and achievement standards ~cross relevant adventure activities). 
Based on standardised industry-wide assessment documents (e.g., written 
examinations and official instructor 'logs' which detail and evaluate each trip) it was possible 
to judge whether an adventure practitioner was an 'expert' and to accurately gauge his/her 
experience level. A further benefit of interviewing instructors was the likelihood that they 
would have reflected upon their adventure experiences ( e.g., via debriefings with 
employers/clients/peers and self-evaluation logs) more than purely recreational participants. 
Past research also indicated that professional sport participants may have been more 
likely to experience the telic state with regard to their sport (Young, 1998). For example, 
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professional (versus amateur) athletes have been shown to exhibit a more telic orientation 
than their amateur counterparts (Kerr, 1999a; Young, 1998). These findings suggested that 
instructors of adventure activities (i.e., professionals) may have been more likely to 
experience telic flow than amateurs; as stated previously, this study sought to evaluate 'telic 
flow'. Research also documented that elite athletes were more skilled at mood management 
(Moran, 1996). Thus it was anticipated that expert participants would be capable of 
elucidating specific mechanisms (e.g., mental skills) employed to influence paratelic or telic 
flow states. Finally, as there was a greater knowledge base of optimal experience antecedents 
within elite populations (Jackson et al., 1998), expert participants allowed for comparisons 
with existing literature. 
Sampling was undertaken in Otago, New Zealand. This region was replete with a 
range of experts in adventure activities due to its international reputation as the 'Adventure 
Capital of the World' (Tourism New Zealand, n.d.). In order to assure maximum variation 
across gender, contacts for expert adventure practitioners over 18 years of age in skydiving, 
rock climbing, kayaking, riversurfing, hangliding, and mountain biking were obtained 
through New Zealand governing bodies (e.g., NZOIA, MSC) and commercial operators. A 
snowballing method (Patton, 2002) was then used to collect information regarding the 
reputation, industry experience and qualification level of specific instructors in each 
adventure activity. This information ensured that data-rich participants were purposefully 
selected (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). 
Participants 
The participants in study one were six expert adventure instructors ranging in age from 19 to 
52 years. The two youngest participants were female and the eldest four were male. Half the 
participants were from New Zealand, while the remaining three hailed from Sweden, France 
and the former Yugoslavia. Each participant was considered an expert within their activity, 
either in terms of years of experience, level of expertise, or both. For example, the study 
included a 19 year old world champion downhill mountain bike racer as well as the 
owner/operator of a mountain guiding company with 24 years international mountaineering 
experience. Another participant had competed in the French whitewater kayaking 
championships for ten years before achieving 3rd, 4th and 5th rankings in the New Zealand 
Coast to Coast endurance race; 4th and 5th rankings in the Eco Challenge international 
multisport race; and winning both the Southern Traverse multisport race (twice) and Outdoor 
Quest endurance race in Borneo. All participants were respected professionals in their fields, 
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which encompassed the following disciplines: skydiving, kayaking, riversurfing, mountain 
biking, hangliding, and rock climbing. 
The adventure activities included in study one were selected on the basis of previous 
research and the operational definition of adventure activities as generated through the review 
ofliterature (seep. 5). Flow experiences and/or evidence of telic-paratelic reversals had been 
documented in the following adventure activities: skydiving or parachuting (Figure 10 
below), wherein participants jump from a plane (generally from 2,800 - 4,600 meters [9,000 
- 15,000 feet] above ground), freefall for approximately one minute and then release a 
parachute and float to the ground (Apter & Batler, 1997); rock climbing (Figure 14 below), 
which involves using a variety of physical manoeuvres, ropes and harnesses to ascend a 
vertical rock face (Delle Fave et al., 2003); and whitewater kayaking or canoeing (Figure 11 
below), in which participants sit in an enclosed, oblong plastic boat and use a two-ended 
paddle to negotiate whitewater river rapids (Jones et al., 2000; Males et al., 1998; Sparkes & 
Partington, 2003). These three activities comprised half the sample population to allow for 
comparisons with existing literature. The other half of the sample included adventure 
activities which had not yet been examined in flow or RT literature at the time of this study: 
hangliding, river-surfing, and mountain biking. 
Figure 10. Skydiving 
Hangliding (Figure 12 below) involves flying an open-air, non-motorised, fixed-
winged craft with the use of a metal frame to navigate wind currents and various weather 
conditions. Riversurfing (Figure 15 below) or river sledging (Figure 16 below) retains 
aspects of both whitewater kayaking and ocean surfing; participants wear flippers and lay face 
down on a body board (riversurfing) or plastic 'sledge' (river sledging) to negotiate river 
rapids head-first and surf stationary river waves. Mountain biking (Figure 13 below) entails 
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descending steep, narrow and winding tracks on a purpose-built bicycle while avoiding 
natural obstacles (e.g., trees, roots, or rocks) and correctly executing various manoeuvres 
( e.g., jumps or drops) at high speed. 
Figure 11. Whitewater kayaking Figure 12. Hangliding 
Figure 13. Mountain biking Figure 14. Rock climbing 
Figure 15. Riversurfing Figure 16. River sledging 
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Data Collection: The Scanlan Collaborative Interview Method (SCIM) 
Study one was conducted during February and March of 2007. Individual interviews in study 
one were structured in a standardised open-ended format (Gratton & Jones, 2004) using an 
inductive-deductive interview methodology: the Scanlan Collaborative Interview Method 
(SCIM; Scanlan, Russell, Wilson, & Scanlan, 2003). This collaborative interview technique 
afforded personal depth and detail as well as scholarly rigour. In this format, the interviewer 
and participant worked in tandem to literally create an individualised 'picture' of the 
participant's experience (Scanlan, Russell, Wilson et al., 2003). The interview process was 
characterised by an ambience of partnership, highlighted by the side-by-side positioning of 
the researcher and participant as recommended by Scanlan, Russell, Wilson et al. (2003). 
This unique spatial arrangement was accompanied by clear, detailed explanations of the 
voluntary nature of the interview and its structure, process and purpose. 
The SCIM was selected for study one due to its multi-level approach to data analysis 
which clear delineated potentially theory-expanding data (i.e., participant-derived 
'inductively' grounded data) from theory-confirming data (i.e., theory-derived 'deductive' 
data), and areas of overlap between these data sources (Scanlan, Russell, Wilson et al., 2003). 
The advantage of this method was that it created a checklist and framework for qualitative 
analysis (Scanlan, Russell, Wilson et al., 2003) which augmented Grounded Theory methods. 
Any theorised constructs were assessed with regard to their temporal occurrence and reported 
significance to the focal concept. Confirmation or non-confirmation of key concepts was 
identified along with their perceived impact on the phenomenon of interest. Scanlan, Russell, 
Wilson et al. (2003) contended that this focused analysis of content could reveal underlying 
mechanisms and commonalities, while still including idiosyncratic information, regardless of 
whether was theory-confirming or not. 
The SCIM has been used successfully to directly test and expand the Sport 
Commitment Model in an elite athlete population within New Zealand (Scanlan, Russell, 
Beals, & Scanlan, 2003). A modified version of the SCIM has also been utilised to generate 
constructs of Athletic Engagement amongst elite New Zealand athletes (Lonsdale, Hodge, & 
Raedeke, 2007). Moreover, participants (e.g., members of the New Zealand All Blacks and 
Silver Fems national teams) have highlighted the ecological validity and success of the 
SCIM's collaborative process (Scanlan, Russell, Beals et al., 2003). In previous studies, 
athletes responded positively to the creation of a personalised theoretical diagram during the 
interview; "It's given me in words and in a picture just who I am and what my capabilities are 
and what I can achieve" (Scanlan, Russell, Beals et al., 2003, p. 375). 
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These affirming sentiments strengthened the rationale for utilising the SCIM in this 
study. The SCIM provided a unique methodology which extended beyond the minimum 
ethical imperative ofresearch to 'do no harm'; on the contrary, participants reported 
personally meaningful experiences during the research process. The collaborative partnership 
methodology facilitated a symbiotic relationship between researcher and participant in an 
effort to achieve goals of mutual value. This method thereby presented an innovative and 
practical humanistic approach to theoretical psychological research. 
While the SCIM retained some of the potential limitations of interview-based data 
collection ( e.g., reliability of recall; interviewer biasing effects; lack of generalisability to a 
broader sample; Gratton & Jones, 2004), the benefits of a combined inductive and deductive 
approach outweighed such drawbacks. Further, the constructivist approach employed in this 
study accepted these limitations as inherent to any form of research in that reality is 
constructed between the researcher and participant and therefore "no analysis is neutral" 
(Charmaz, 2005, p. 510). The SCIM adhered to constructivist grounded theorists' (e.g., 
Charmaz, 2006; Seale, 1999) calls for rich empirical data collection in a systematic manner to 
identify key contexts, processes and emergent themes. This methodology was also used in an 
attempt to overcome the limitations of negative case analyses which has plagued conventional 
qualitative RT research methodologies (Males, 1999). For these reasons, the SCIM was the 
chosen for study one. 
Interview Structure 
The SCIM was conducted in four parts ( as shown in Figure 17 p. 52). Part one introduced the 
interview procedure and was used to define the focal concept and strengthen the collaborative 
partnership. Part two (inductive) consisted of open-ended questions designed to elicit 
participant-derived insights relating to the focal concept. Part three (deductive) focused on 
direct testing of theory-derived concepts via questions adapted from relevant instruments 
(e.g., the Flow State Scale [Jackson & Eklund, 1994] and Metamotivational State Coding 
Schedule [O'Connell, Potocky, Cook, & Gerkovich, 1991]). These instruments were selected 
based upon the volume of previous research which had successfully used these tools to 
reliably assess evidence of RT constructs, such as the telic and paratelic states (e.g., Males et 
al., 1998; O'Connell, Potocky, Cook, & Gerkovich, 1991; Potocky et al., 1993), and flow 
(e.g., Jackson & Eklund, 2004; Jackson & Marsh, 1996; Marsh & Jackson, 1999), 
respectively. In part four, the interviewer and participants evaluated the collaborative 
product. This combination of inductive and deductive methodology allowed for theory 
expansion as well as the emergence of novel and unexpected elements. 
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Part one. Each interview began with a discussion of the participant's background with 
regard to his or her adventure activity in order to build the foundation for a collaborative 
relationship. The interview format was then outlined so that any questions regarding the 
nature or process of the inquiry could be answered. The interviewer introduced the concept of 
flow as: feeling fully engaged and enjoying his/her adventure activity while feeling thats/he 
was functioning at his/her fullest capacity (adapted from Jackson & Roberts, 1992). Offering 
this operational definition delineated the specific topic area (i.e., bounding), focused the 
discussion, and provided a clear understanding of what flow was without suggesting any of 
the nine flow dimensions (Scanlan, Russell, Wilson et al., 2003). This was important as the 
initial inductive approach was designed to elicit candid reports of idiosyncratic flow 
experiences. Each participant had the opportunity to ask questions regarding the definition of 
flow. Only when the participant and interviewer were satisfied that they had a mutual 
understanding of the flow concept was the participant asked to recall time( s) when s/he had 
experienced a flow-like state during an adventure experience. 
Part two. In the second phase, participants were asked to describe the thoughts and 
feelings they remembered prior to, during, and following their flow experience(s) (Lonsdale 
et al., 2007). This temporal division of the adventure experience had been shown to 
demarcate diverse mental strategies and frames of mind amongst Mount Everest climbers 
(Burke & Orlick, 2003) and slalom canoeists in RT sport research (Males, 1999). 
Furthermore, it facilitated RT data analysis by allowing the identification of RT coding units. 
Coding units are defined as distinct periods of time in which the participant reports a single 
goal and experiences only one combination of metamotivational states (e.g., Males, 1999; 
Potocky et al., 1993). 
Participants who reported multiple flow experiences were subsequently probed for 
information regarding similarities or differences amongst flow experiences following the 
same format. Interview questions (see Appendix G) were designed to elicit individualised 
accounts of adventure experiences by posing open-ended questions. For example: "Could you 
tell me about this experience as though you were telling me a story?" "What were your 
thoughts and feelings before/during/after this experience?" "What motivated you 
before/during this experience?" "Could you describe anything that influenced this experience 
( either positively or negatively)?" Any redundant deductive questions were omitted from the 
interview if the participant had sufficiently addressed the concept. 
While participants recalled their experiences, the interviewer recorded raw data 
descriptors on index cards that summarised the participant's descriptions. These cards were 
then displayed on the table in front of the interviewer and participant (Lonsdale et al., 2007). 
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Once an exhaustive set of raw descriptors was generated, the interviewer and the participant 
worked collaboratively to create inductive dimension 'themes' to form a preliminary 'picture' 
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experience 'picture' with f-+ of interview to confirm final 
verbatim transcript. adventure experience 'picture'. 
9. Cross-case analysis. 10. Audit trail. 
Common themes related to 
flow, RT, and mental skill 
_. 
usage identified. 
Figure 17. Four-part SCIM interview format and data analysis pathway for investigating flow 
experiences (adapted from Lonsdale et al., 2007). 
Parts three and four. In the third section, comprised of deductive questions, the 
interviewer presented prepared index cards ( of a different colour) with the nine 'potential' 
flow dimensions (for complete list seep. 15 and the following RT constructs derived from the 
reviewed literature: serious-minded; light-hearted; playful; spontaneous; bored; excited; calm; 
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anxious; worried; relaxed; cautious; adventurous; having fun; 'reversal' (accompanied by a 
description of this term: sudden change in the way you felt or how you viewed your situation). 
The below statements derived from RT literature (e.g., the MSCS; O'Connell, Potocky, Cook, 
& Gerkovich, 1991 ), were also presented: 
1. I wanted to accomplish something - I had a goal 
2. I was in the moment 
3. Focused on the future/ Planning ahead 
4. Concerned about consequences of my current activity 
5. Unconcerned about consequences of my current activity 
6. More aroused/ emotionally intense/ 'worked up' than in everyday life 
7. Less aroused/ emotionally intense / 'worked up' than in everyday life 
8. I wanted to feel more aroused 
9. I wanted to feel less aroused 
10. I wanted to have peace and quiet 
11. I wanted to feel a 'buzz' or seek thrills 
12. The sensation of the activity itself was enjoyable 
13. I wanted to avoid obstacles/ challenges/ risks 
14. I wanted to seek out challenges / risk 
Each RT construct and flow dimension was presented on a separate card. As each 
index card was placed on the table, the participant had the opportunity to (a) confirm that the 
dimension was already included in the inductive picture, (b) add the dimension (in its original 
or a modified form) to the overall picture of their adventure experience, or (c) reject the 
'potential' dimension if it was not a part of his or her experience (Lonsdale et al., 2007). 
Following this presentation of theory-derived dimensions of experience, the last section 
provided an opportunity for participants to give feedback on the interview process and make 
adjustments to their personal picture(s) of the adventure experience. Interviews and pictures 
were digitally recorded in audio and visual formats (see Appendices Hand P). 
Interview Pilot Tests 
The proposed interview structures and questions for study one were piloted with participants 
in adventure activities to evaluate their effectiveness and utility. Pilot interviews were 
conducted with the following participants for study one: a 34 year old male owner/operator of 
an adventure tourism business with 15 years adventure experience; and a 27 year old female 
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national-level competitor with ten years of adventure experience. A thorough debriefing 
between the participant and the author followed the pilot interview process. Any problematic 
aspects of the interview were therein identified and modified to create the final interview 
guide. 
Interviewer 
In qualitative research, the interviewer is the methodological instrument (Jackson, 1992). 
Consequently, the quality of instrumentation is based upon full disclosure of the interviewer's 
relevant personal characteristics and experience. This is the first step in establishing the 
trustworthiness of qualitative data (Patton, 2002). The interviewer in studies one and two was 
a 26 year old PhD candidate with five years of adventure guiding experience in New Zealand 
and the USA. She was also a national-level competitive athlete with knowledge of relevant 
psychological theories and data collection techniques. At the time of these investigations, she 
was undergoing accreditation with Sport and Exercise Science New Zealand (www.sesnz.org) 
to deliver mental skill training to athletes, as well as lecturing in adventure tourism 
management and guiding riversurfing tours. 
Study One Data Analysis 
Data analysis began with the interviewer/researcher immersing herself in the interview data. 
While transcribing the interviews, she familiarised herself with the audio recordings and 
verbatim data transcripts (see Appendix H). After transcription, each interview was perused 
for key themes which were then highlighted along with notes relating to them to RT 
constructs, flow or mental skills use, if applicable. These key raw data quotes and themes 
were then colour-coded and grouped into related themes in extensive summarising power 
point documents (see Appendix I). Any unique themes from an interview, as well as 
inductive and deductive data, were highlighted via a colour-coding system. These documents 
also formed the basis for theoretical visual models and individual case studies. 
Trustworthiness 
In qualitative research, the quality of data collected is dependent on the extent to which the 
investigator can establish sufficient credibility and trustworthiness, rather than reliability and 
validity ( e.g., Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). The first step in establishing trustworthiness was 




the sampling and interview procedures was previously reported in sufficient detail to allow 
others to evaluate their credibility ( e.g., Patton, 2002). In addition, the completion of an audit 
trail, coupled with the disclosure of auditor's relevant personal information below, contributed 
to the trustworthiness of this data (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). 
Trustworthiness was further established by the use of member checking (Denzin & 
Lincoln, 2000). Any inconsistent or illogical statements within an interview were addressed 
verbally in part four of the interview process, and in a written format following the interview. 
In the member checking process, participants were given the opportunity to modify or 
elaborate upon previous statements regarding their individual adventure experience 'picture' 
(Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). Follow-up member checks (i.e., 10 - 15 page summaries 
including visual models and quotes; see Appendix I for examples), were delivered within ten 
days to allow participants to review the data interpretations (see Figure 17). Amended 
documents were then signed and returned to the interviewer. Any amendments were verbally 
clarified between the interviewer and the participant. 
Case Studies: Interview Coding and Consistency 
The creation of individual case studies began only after the interviewer and participant were 
both satisfied with the accuracy and representativeness of raw descriptors and emergent 
themes generated during the interview (Patton, 2002). The first stage of content analysis 
sought to ensure that each participant's raw descriptors and dimension themes were accurately 
recorded (see Figure 17). Verbatim transcripts were perused several times for consistency 
with the digital interview record and to ensure that raw interview quotes corresponded to 
individual adventure experience models. Evidence of telic and paratelic flow, mental skill use 
and reversal mechanisms, were identified through the use of existing coding instruments. The 
Metamotivational State Interview (MSI) and Metamotivational State Coding Scale (MSCS; 
Males et al., 1998; O'Connell et al., 1991; Potocky et al., 1993) were used to assess evidence 
of RT' s telic and paratelic states through the use of coded units (Males, 1999), while the Flow 
State Scale (FSS) and the nine dimensions of flow were used to code for instances of flow 
(e.g., Jackson & Eklund, 2004; Jackson & Marsh, 1996; Marsh & Jackson, 1999). 
The use of the MSCS and other existing flow measures to code interview data satisfied 
Denzin and Lincoln's (2000) stipulation that qualitative data should be dependable, 
transferable, credible and conceivable. The adventure experience fulfilled the requirements 
identified by Potocky et al. (1993) for the successful use of the MSCS; it involved intense 
emotional experiences which could be clearly pinpointed in time. The FSS and nine flow 
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dimensions, commonly used to assess flow, depicted flow as an emotionally intense event 
experienced within a clear time frame (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1975, 1993; Jackson & 
Csikszentmihalyi, 1999; Marsh & Jackson, 1999). In addition, there was stronger empirical 
support for a subscale analysis of flow than a single global flow measure (Jackson et al., 
1998; Marsh & Jackson, 1999). Identifying various flow dimensions also facilitated 
distinctions amongst flow states. 
Analysis of individual case studies, based on the interpretive guidelines provided 
herein, culminated in the creation of visual models which depicted key relationships amongst 
flow, RT states, mental skills and other key variables. Appendix T outlines specific 
interpretive guidelines used to determine telic, paratelic and flow states, as well as defining 
key terms used in the results and discussion chapters which may have different intended 
meanings herein than in other bodies of literature. In addition, the operationalisation and use 
of the terms 'learning' and 'mastery' in the context of this thesis are discussed in depth in the 
following section. 
Operationalisation and Use of the Terms 'Leaming' and 'Mastery' 
As noted above, some of the terms used during data analysis and throughout the discussion of 
findings may have different intended meanings herein than those commonly associated with a 
particular term, either in RT or other bodies of scholarly literature. Although the theoretical 
terminology used in this thesis is outlined in Appendix T, this section specifically (a) outlines 
the author's operational definitions of 'learning' and 'mastery' based upon the theoretical 
literature relevant to this project, and (b) identifies basic similarities and distinctions between 
these definitions and those embraced in broader learning literature. This section is designed to 
clarify the use of these terms for the reader in the context of data analysis and, by extension, 
their use in describing the broader findings and implications of this investigation. 
The use of the terms 'learning' and 'mastery' herein are consistent with their usage in 
flow literature (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1993; Csikszentmihalyi et al., 1993) and Rea's (1993) 
theoretical presentation of learning and mastery in the context of flow, RT and optimal 
experiences. References to 'mastery' or a 'mastery state' herein do not refer to the mastery-
sympathy metamotivational pair or psychological literature regarding the need for mastery, 
but rather to an individual's perception of personal skill/competence in relation to a challenge. 
In a 'mastery state' perceived skill outweighs perceived challenge. The terms 'learning' or 
'learning state' are frequently used in this thesis to describe a state in which perceived 
challenge outweighs perceived skill. The reader will also notice that 'learning' is sometimes 
used in the more common sense of the term to reference to the holistic process surrounding 
\ 
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the acquisition of knowledge or skill (Merriam-Webster, 1994). To avoid confusion, efforts 
were made to specify the 'learning process' when this term was used in the broader notion of 
the word. The reader should also note that objective measures oflearning were not included 
in this study, but rather that the operational definitions provided above relied upon self-report 
measures of participants' perceptions of learning or mastery as defined. Therefore, these 
findings should be treated with caution in terms of their direct links to or implications for 
educational and learning theories. 
Although the term 'learning' as presented above was not explicitly grounded in 
learning theory literature, there are some noteworthy connections between these operational 
definitions of 'learning' and 'mastery' provided and those presented in the educational 
literature. Experiential learning theorists highlight the fact that learning is a subjective and 
idiosyncratic process and that perception of a stimulus ( e.g., perceived challenges) results in 
experiential learning due to the necessity of response (Beard & Wilson, 2006). Experiential 
learning also involves interpretation of the stimulus based on factors such as: previous 
knowledge, experience, emotions, self-concept, personal needs, cultural practices, social 
situations and group dynamics (e.g., Bandura, 1986; Gutierrez & Rogoff, 2003; Lave & 
Wenger, 1991). While all of these factors were not included in the operational definitions of 
learning and mastery, Bandura's (1977, 1986, 1997) work in social learning theory highlights 
linkages between perceptions of skills and challenges and a wide range of psychosocial 
factors ( e.g., emotions, social modelling, verbal feedback; environmental context). These 
issues are discussed in relation to learning and mastery in the data analysis and discussion 
sections of the thesis. 
Piaget's (1950) widely accepted concepts of assimilation and accommodation learning 
processes, further supported the operational definitions of learning and mastery provided. In a 
'mastery' state, heightened skill perceptions and task or skill familiarity would be expected to 
facilitate the assimilation process in which an individual's schema is reinforced and skills can 
therefore be consolidated and automatised. Conversely, in a 'learning' state of heightened 
perceived challenges, an individual's mental framework, would need to alter to accommodate 
new physical and/or mental skills and experiences. These concepts are mirrored in, and 
central to, Csikszentmihalyi's (1993) concept of 'the evolving self, which develops through 
dialectical processes of differentiation and integration and thereby facilitates increasingly 
complex flow .experiences. Although the author acknowledges that cognitive development is 
likely to occur to a degree in both of these situations ( e.g., in the mastery state skills may be 
automatised and consolidated, while in the learning state skills may expand and extend), the 
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terms learning and mastery herein are offered as a means to distinguish amongst individual 
perceptions which may be associated with these phases of the overall learning process. 
Cross-Case Analysis 
Identification of common dimensions of the adventure experience was the first step in cross-
case analysis. Themes were identified by scrutinising each transcript, model and case study. 
If reoccurring themes existed, the raw quotes associated with each theme were re-analysed to 
rule out discrepancies or inconsistencies. This process established whether the classification 
of raw descriptors and themes into dimensions was logical. Once common themes were 
identified and corroborated through member checking, these reports were compared to the 
models of flow and RT to identify commonalities and discrepancies. From this process, 
composite models of adventure experiences were constructed incorporating reported 
relationships between flow, RT, conditions ofleaming or mastery, and mental skill usage. 
Audit Trail 
O'Connell et al. (1991) recommended a process of discussion and reconciliation amongst 
researchers when using the MSCS to code responses within a specific population; this method 
was successfully employed by Males (1999) within RT sport research. In this vein, 
trustworthiness and reconciliation was established via an audit trail. The audit was conducted 
by a respected university academic who was well versed in RT and qualitative and mixed-
methods research, as well as being an experienced participant in adventure activities. Prior to 
this point, the auditor had not been not involved in content analysis (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; 
Gratton & Jones, 2004; Patton, 2002). The auditor first reviewed all verbatim transcripts, 
pictures, and member checks to identify common themes. He then compared his analysis to 
the researcher's case studies and cross-case analysis. Any discrepancies or inconsistencies 
were discussed and reconciled; however, the auditor did not identify any major omissions or 
misrepresentations of the data 
Study Two Methods 
Study two investigated the research questions outlined at the start of this chapter in relation to 
novice participants in adventure activities. The aim of this prospective, mixed-methods study 
was to investigate flow and metamotivational states amongst novice participants in the field 
and thereby expand and strengthen the theoretical framework generated from study one. This 
study was conducted a year after study one, during February, 2008. As discussed earlier, a 
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concurrent nested design was employed in which the primary (qualitative) data source was 
given greater weighting and consideration in analysis than the secondary (quantitative) data. 
Participant Selection and Sampling 
A sample of novice participants in adventure activities was sought for study two in an effort 
to expand upon the key findings of study one; which was limited to expert participants. As 
the participants in study one indicated that some of their most 'intense' flow experiences had 
occurred in the process of learning novel skills, a sample of novice participants was desirable 
to further investigate relationships amongst flow and RT within a different population and 
context. 
Permission was obtained from Serious Fun Riversurfing ( a commercial riversurfing 
company in Queenstown, New Zealand) to collect data from a purposeful sample of 10 novice 
trainees during a three day advanced riversurfing course (see Appendix J for course 
description, and Figures 15 and 16 on p. 48). This course was chosen for a number of 
reasons. First, a sample of novices provided a desirable contrast to the experts in study one. 
Second, the researcher was an experienced riversurfing guide and therefore better able to plan 
and execute data collection at key points during whitewater river sections, while also safely 
acting in the capacity of an informed observer (e.g., Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Gratton & 
Jones, 2004). Third, riversurfing was expected to be conducive to flow based on criteria set 
forth in flow literature ( e.g., presence of clear goals; necessity to react quickly and/or 
automatically to challenges; opportunities to continually rebalance the level of challenges and 
skills; the autotelic nature of the activity; Jackson & Csikszentrnihalyi, 1999). Finally, 
previous investigations of flow in whitewater settings documented dramatic changes in mood 
before and after participants completed rapids, and flow states ( e.g., Jones et al., 2003; Jones 
et al., 2000; Males, 1999; Males & Kerr, 1996; Priest & Bunting, 1993). Thus, riversurfing 
was primarily chosen for its potential to consistently evoke flow and discernable mood 
changes, as well as allowing for comparison to existing flow literature in whitewater settings. 
Informed Consent 
Ethical approval for the following methodology was obtained from the University of Otago. 
After gaining permission from a riversurfing company and course instructors to undertake 
data collection, all 10 participants (trainees) on the course were contacted via email to request 
their participation. Participants were given an information packet along with an ethical 
consent form and a brief background questionnaire (see Appendix K). All of the trainees 
agreed to participate in the study after reading the information packet. Participants were then 
asked to complete and return the background questionnaire prior to the course. These 
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background questionnaires formed the basis from which five of the ten trainees were chosen 
to participate in the qualitative data collection process, which included daily interviews and 
wearing a small, head-mounted video camera throughout the course. 
Qualitative Data Collection 
Participants 
The five novice trainees selected for qualitative data collection (i.e., in-depth interviews based 
on data from head-mounted video cameras) in study two were chosen on the basis of previous 
river and outdoor experience. Specifically, these participants were purposefully selected to 
represent a cross section of the range of outdoor and whitewater experience present within the 
larger group of 10. For example, the least and most experienced trainees were asked to 
participate. This diversity of experience was considered desirable as previous research 
indicated that experience and confidence in one domain could influence an individual's 
experience in a domain with a similar environment (i.e., previous river experience) and/or 
utilising similar skill sets (e.g., Brody et al., 1988; Creyer, Ross, & Evers, 2003; Ewert & 
Hollenhorst, 1989). Jackson (1.996) also maintained that athletes with greater experience and 
proficiency would be more familiar with flow concepts, and have a larger experiential 
reference base to draw upon, than less experienced counterparts. Thus this cross section of 
experience was expected to increase the scope of the data obtained. Once participants were 
purposefully selected, they were contacted with details of the study and asked if they would 
like to participate. Participants were also asked if they would be prepared to wear a small, 
head-mounted video camera while in the river and participate in daily interviews. All five 
selected participants agreed. 
Head-Mounted Video Camera Use 
Small, water-proofed head-mounted digital video cameras were used to obtain prospective 
data over the entire three day course while participants were in the river (see Figure 18 
below) 1. Participants were given a head-mounted camera to wear upon entering the river each 
day. At the end of each section, the footage from the cameras was downloaded into a laptop 
computer. The footage for each individual was compiled and replayed during their interview 
at the end of that day (see Appendix P). Replaying the visual and auditory data from 
participants' recent experiences was used to facilitate the interview process outlined below. 
1 All photos are used with written permission of participants. 
' ' 
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This novel approach to prospective data collection was believed to be a unique contribution to 
prospective whitewater research methodologies. The use of head-mounted video cameras had 
been used successfully in decision-making research amongst fire-fighters and competitive 
orienteers (e.g., McLennan, Omodei, Holgate, & Wearing, 2007; McLennan, Pavlou, Klein, & 
Omodei, 2005; Omodei & McLennan, 1994; Omodei, McLennan, & Whitford, 1998). This 
method was devised as an alternative to data collection procedures which were intrusive or 
disruptive to internal thought processes (Omodei & McLennan, 1994). 
Figure 18. Participant wearing head-mounted digital video camera. 
In comparison with free recall, the use of head-mounted camera footage had proved 
superior in facilitating recall during post-event interviews amongst orienteers (Omodei & 
McLennan, 1994; Omodei et al., 1998) and fire-fighters (McLennan et al., 2005). 
Specifically, video-assisted recall facilitated significantly greater immersion and specificity of 
recall regarding key thoughts and feelings (Omodei & McLennan, 1994), as well as providing 
a "powerful stimulus to recall and verbalise important performance-related mental events" 
(Omodei et al., 1998, p. 115). This methodology was employed based on this previous 
research which indicated that head-mounted video cameras provided an unobtrusive method 
of data collection which could improve recall of mental states while performing a physical 
activity. It was believed that this would be an improved method of capturing thoughts 
relating to flow and RT states while in a whitewater setting. 
Semi-Structured Interviews 
Individual interviews in study two were conducted in a standardised semi-structured format in 
which participants were asked to verbalise the thought and feelings they had experienced that 
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day while they reviewed their head-mounted video footage (see Appendix L). Prior to data 
collection, a standardised set of questions and topics was created based on study one findings 
(Patton, 2002). However, the sequencing of topics and the use of supplemental, probing 
questions was flexible depending on the participant's experiences and any emergent themes 
(Gratton & Jones, 2004). The semi-structured interview format was chosen so that themes 
arising from study one and key concepts (e.g., flow and RT states) could be further 
investigated, while still allowing for unexpected data to emerge ( e.g., Gratton & Jones, 2004; 
Patton, 2002; Silverman, 2000). Therefore, participants were asked to inductively narrate 
their general thoughts and feeling during their experiences, and later prompted with specific, 
deductive questions regarding RT, flow mental skill use. 
Participants were interviewed at the end of each day on the three-day course, at 
intervals ranging from 15 minutes to four hours after exiting the river. Charmaz (2001, p. 
682) advocated this use of multiple sequential interviews as a "stronger basis of creating a 
nuanced understanding" of processes of interest. Interviews lasted between 25 and 55 
minutes each and participants were rotated on the interview schedule to minimise order 
effects ( e.g., the first interviewee from day one was rotated to the last interview time the 
following day). One participant had to conduct his final interview 20 hours after finishing the 
course due to work commitments. The first two interviews for each participant were 
conducted in a large van located at the base campsite, near the riverbank, during the first and 
second evenings of the course. The final interviews were conducted off site on the third 
afternoon of the course. During each interview, participants viewed river footage from their 
head-mounted video camera and were asked to provide a real-time commentary with regard to 
their thoughts and emotions. Participants were then probed for deductive information specific 
to the constructs of interest (e.g., RT states, flow, mental skills). All interviews were digitally 
recorded verbatim. 
Interview Pilot Tests and Interviewer 
The proposed interview structures and questions for study two were piloted with novice 
riversurfing participants to evaluate their effectiveness and utility. Four pilot interviews for 
study two were conducted upon completion of a riversurfing trip, on separate occasions, with 
the following participants: (1) a 21 year old male adventure tourism student and kayaker from 
Zimbabwe who was fluent in English; (2) a 29 year old English female tourism booking 
agent; (3) a 24 year old male tradesman from New Zealand; and (4) a 29 year old female 
Brazilian tourism booking agent who was fluent in English. A thorough debriefing between 
the participant and the interviewer/researcher followed the pilot interview process. Any 
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problematic aspects of the interview were identified and modified to create the final interview 
guide. The interviewer in study two was the project's author, whose full details were 
disclosed in the methods section of study one. 
Quantitative Data Collection 
Participants 
Ten riversurfing trainees completed the quantitative data questionnaires during study two. 
These participants ranged in age from 18 to 32 years; two were female. Five participants 
were from New Zealand while the remaining five hailed from Australia, India, Canada (2), 
and Tahiti. All participants had a high level of English proficiency. Four of the participants 
had no previous riversurfing experience; five had been river sledging (a similar activity; see 
Figure 16, p. 48) or riversurfed one to three times previously; and one had over ten prior 
riversurfing experiences. In addition, all the participants had participated in sporting activities 
previously and possessed sufficient fitness levels to undertake the physical challenges of the 
course. Eight of the participants were students (i.e., English language, Masters degree, 
tourism), while the two non-students were a professional chef and a groundskeeper 
respectively. 
Survey Measures 
Quantitative data was collected from all 10 participants via a 26-item state inventory (see 
Appendix M) which was laminated and duct taped to the top of their body boards throughout 
the course (see Figure 19 below). Participants completed the inventory on 22 separate 
occasions during their three day course (see Appendix N for data collection schedule and river 
maps). Data were collected either in the river or on the riverbank and responses were marked 
onto the laminated survey with a white-out pen. Responses, along with details of date, time, 
and location, were then recorded via a digital camera and the laminated sheets were scraped 
clean. This inventory was comprised of the following scales which had been used previously 
in RT (e.g., Apter, 1999; Cogan & Brown, 1999a; Kerr, 1999b) or flow research (e.g., 
Jackson & Eklund, 2004; Jones et al., 2003; Jones et al., 2000; Stavrou et al., 2007): the 12-
item telic/paratelic state instrument (T/PSI; O'Connell & Calhoun, 2001) the 9-item 'short' 
flow state scale (SFSS, Martin & Jackson, 2008); a 3-item mood measure adapted from Jones 
et al. (2000); and 2 items exclusively measuring challenge and skill respectively (Stavrou et 
al., 2007). This survey was designed to measure the telic/paratelic states, flow and 
challenge/skill perceptions simultaneously and prospectively. 
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Figure 19. Participant with survey measures mounted on body board. 
Reversal Theory measures. Each item of the telic/paratelic instrument consisted of a 
6-point Likert scale anchored at each end by a pair of phrases denoting opposite feeling states 
( e.g., "feeling serious 1 2 3 4 5 6 feeling playful"). Respondents were asked to circle the 
number that best indicated how they were feeling in the previous few minutes. Of the 12 
items, 7 of these items contributed to a serious-minded/playful sub scale, and 5 items to an 
arousal-avoidant/arousal-seeking subscale. The total T/PSI score was obtained through the 
summation of these two subscale scores. Lower scores indicated the serious-minded, arousal 
avoidant, and telic states, while higher scores indicated the playful, arousal-seeking and 
paratelic states. Recommended scoring cut-offs (O'Connell & Calhoun, 2001) were used to 
classify participants as serious-minded or playful; arousal-avoidant or arousal seeking; and 
telic or paratelic overall. In addition, a 3-item mood measure adapted from studies of flow in 
kayaking (Jones et al., 2003; Jones et al., 2000), which also utilised a 6-point Likert scale 
anchored by polar emotions (i.e., excited-bored; worried-carefree; relaxed-tense), was 
included. 
Flow measures. The 'Short' Flow State Scale (SFSS, Martin & Jackson, 2008) was a 
shortened version of the Flow State Scale (FSS, Jackson & Eklund, 2004). The SFSS was in 
press for publication at the time of use and was generously made available by the authors for 
the express purpose of this study. Each item consisted of a statement relating to one of the 
nine flow dimensions (e.g., "I had a feeling of total control") followed by a 5-point Likert 
scale ranging from' 1' (strongly disagree) to '5' (strongly agree). Respondents were asked to 
complete these items in relation to their experience of the activity they had just completed 
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( e.g., running a rapid2). Cut-off scores for low, medium, and high levels of flow were as 
created based on normative data (i.e., group means and standard deviations across various 
physical activities) from the FSS manual (Jackson & Eklund, 2004). This was thought to be 
a prudent approach given that endorsement of flow dimensions varies by individual and 
activity (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988; Jackson, 1996; Jackson & 
Csikszentmihalyi, 1999; Jackson & Marsh, 1996). The final two flow items were drawn from 
a study of flow in elite athletes (Stavrou et al., 2007) which asked participants to rate 
perceived skill and challenge independently on an 11-point Likert scale ranging from 'O' (not 
at all) to ' 10' ( very much). These scores were then used to assess the challenge-skill balance 
dimension of the flow construct in relation to various flow states. 
Study Two Data Analysis 
Consistent with the recommended guidelines for concurrent nested designs, qualitative (i.e., 
interviews) and quantitative (i.e., survey measures) data were analysed concurrently during 
the data analysis process (Creswell et al., 2003). Qualitative data were transcribed verbatim 
and analysed in the same manner as outlined in the methods section of study one. Procedures 
for member checking, interview coding and consistency, establishing trustworthiness and 
conducting an audit trail detailed in the study one were also employed for study two (see 
'Study One Data Analysis' section). Further details regarding quantitative data analysis are 
provided in the sections below. 
Quantitative Classification of Telic and Paratelic States 
In the study two case studies, the telic and paratelic states were identified quantitatively in 
two ways. First, the author used recommended T/PSI cut-off scores (O'Connell & Calhoun, 
2001) in the initial analysis to identify telic (TPS < 41, SMP < 23, AAS< 18) or paratelic 
(TPS > 40, SMP > 22, AAS> 17) states. Given that the T/PSI had not previously been used 
in adventurous settings, and that validation tests of the T/PSI found that it was better at 
predicting some states over others (e.g., high arousal states) and not always sensitive to 
reversals (O'Connell & Calhoun, 2001), participants' personal range ofresponses were also 
considered relevant to this analysis. 
2 Running a rapid: Term used for navigating a whitewater river rapid in some form of water 
craft (e.g., kayak, body board, sledge, canoe). 
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In light of these issues, the second level of T/PSI analysis used the participant's 
mean TPS, SMP, and AAS scores as cut-off points from which to determine their 
metamotivational state. Accounting for participants' personal range of scores, along with the 
direction and magnitude of change across their T/PSI scores, allowed for a greater depth of 
analysis and the identification of state patterns. Variations within the telic/paratelic states, 
based on subscale (SMP and AAS) scores, were also considered in these analyses. The result 
of this secondary analysis level was the use of terms such as 'more telic' or 'less paratelic' in 
these case studies. These terms would not normally be used in RT literature as these states 
are considered discrete and dichotomous ( e.g., Frey, 1999), rather than conceptualised on a 
continuum of intensity. Thus the reader should be aware that these terms were used to 
indicate the directionality of participants' mood changes and allow for the identification of 
trends, rather than to question the dichotomous nature of RT states. 
Quantitative Classification of Flow States 
In study two, flow was classified quantitatively using cut-off scores derived from the FSS 
manual (Jackson & Eklund, 2004). Specifically, various levels of flow (low, moderate, high) 
were determined using the means and standard deviations from other physical activity studies 
included in the FSS manual. The resulting cut-off scores utilised for these case studies were: 
SFSS > 38.43 = 'high' flow; SFSS < 38.43 but> 29.25 = 'moderate' flow; SFSS < 29.25 = 
'low' flow. 
Case Studies 
Individual case studies were created based on content analysis of the three interview 
transcripts and survey data from the three day course. General trends were described for each 
individual in comparison to the group based on survey data. Graphs based on survey data 
were created for each individual to allow for visual inspection of key trends. Qualitative data 
and raw themes were compared with survey data and graphs to check for congruency, as well 
as patterns and/or unique themes. Analysis of individual cases culminated with the 
integration of qualitative and quantitative data which summarised key relationships amongst 
flow, RT, mental skill usage and other key variables throughout their riversurfing course. 
Cross-Case Analysis 
Summarising the findings of each case study, identifying common themes and comparing 
visual data were the first steps in cross-case analysis. If reoccurring themes existed, the raw 
quotes and graphs associated with each theme were grouped together and re-analysed to rule 
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out discrepancies or inconsistencies. This process established whether the classification of 
raw descriptors and visual data into common themes across cases was logical. From this 
process, general patterns of riversurfing experiences were constructed which incorporated 
reported relationships amongst flow, RT, conditions of learning or mastery and mental skill 
use. 
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CHAPTER 4: STUDY ONE RESULTS 
The following chapter details the results of study one. It begins with six in-depth case studies 
based on interviews with expert adventure instructors. These cases are presented in the 
following random order: hangliding, rock climbing, kayaking, skydiving, mountain biking 
and riversurfing. Although each interview was unique, the case studies were constructed with 
some common formatting elements to assist the reader. Each case study introduces the 
participant and provides general information regarding their adventure experiences before 
outlining specific instances of flow and RT constructs. At the conclusion of each case study, 
the researcher provides her reflections followed by vis:ual models of the textual data. This 
chapter concludes with a cross-case analysis of key themes. 
Study One: Case Studies 
Alrik's Case (Hangliding) 
This interview was conducted in two parts due to minor technical difficulties (see Appendix 0 
for field notes). Prior to re-convening the interview, Alrik3 and the interviewer listened to the 
initial 12 minutes of conversation. Alrik's passion for hangliding and playful personality 
were illuminated by stories replete with laughter and irreverence, yet tempered by sincerity. 
Alrik recalled and distinguished amongst various flow experiences and antecedents, and 
described common emotional patterns. He actively engaged in data analysis by making minor 
alterations and insightful comments throughout member checking. 
Background 
Alrik was a 37 year old Swedish tandem hangliding instructor living in New Zealand. He was 
a qualified tandem pilot assessor with 14 years experience across four continents. During his 
youth, Alrik was seriously involved in ski racing and gymnastics. Due to financial constraints 
and changing interests, he stopped skiing at age 20. After four years of factory work and 
engineering studies, Alrik discovered hangliding while on holiday. I was hooked onto it 
instantly!4 Sensations of moving aerially in three dimensions instantly engaged Alrik. I knew 
instantly: [hangliding] is what I want to do ... [Hangliding is] so dynamic; you move quick[ly] 
3 All names are pseudonyms consistent with the participant's country of origin. 
4 Italicised text indicates verbatim quotes from participants. 
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... It's just the feeling of being in the air and moving in three dimensions - it's awesome. 
Eventually, longer cross-country flights became Alrik' s passion. What got me really hooked 
was cross-country flying. It's very exciting to do that. You try to fly as far as you can ... [by 
staying] up in the thermals5 ... It can last ... up to 7 or 8 hours. Alrik gained experience 
throughout Europe by joining a large aviation club. Rampant club infighting and big egos 
were the catalysts which eventually drove him to New Zealand. 
Alrik's Recollections of Flow Experiences 
Alrik immediately related to the general flow definition offered by the interviewer (see 'Study 
One Methods' section). Aside from a few competitive experiences, Alrik reported flow 
especially when I do cross-country flights ... for four or five hours and you come back to goal. 
That's the best feeling in the world. Alrik also identified why flow did not occur as often in 
competition. You have more options to change your mind ... when you fly for fun than you do 
in competitions. 
Alrik indicated that freedom of choice, personal control, creativity and self-
determination were important flow antecedents. Alrik also differentiated between the quality 
of individual cross-country experiences and commercial tandem flights. Cross-country flights 
were perceived as more challenging as they required total attentional focus to succeed. Your 
senses [are] fully on - completely, fully on - because you want to find lifting air. If you don 't 
find lifting air you 're going to land ... Sometimes it can be scary. This heightened focus 
appeared to facilitate reversals and intensely exciting paratelic flow states (see quotes below). 
Alrik also indicated that tandem flights were enjoyable in a different way; they were generally 
less intense and enjoyment stemmed from sharing a unique experience with someone. We 
don't do cross-country flying with passengers ... When you fly with passengers it's more 
about sharing the experience of flying. Cross-country flying is way more exciting/or me and 
I have to be more onto it and use all my brain capacity to try and find the next thermal. 
In contrast to his general characterisation of commercial flights as lower intensity 
(mellow due to perceived mastery) and cross-country flights as higher intensity (exciting due 
to perceived challenge), Alrik recounted a unique flow experience which occurred with a 
student while flying cross-country (non-commercially). This was the student's first solo 
5 Thermal: A column of rising air resulting from solar heating in the lower altitudes of the 
atmosphere. As this air current provides upward lift, hangliders (and birds) seek thermals to 
help them fly. Once a thermal is encountered, the pilot flies in circles to keep within the 
thermal, which allows them to gain altitude (normally several meters per second) before flying 
off to the next thermal and towards their destination. 
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cross-country flight. In most cross-country flights Alrik was concerned with finding thermals 
to continue flying. However, this situation was unique in that Alrik's main priority was his 
student's safety. Alrik had to maintain higher than average performance levels during this 
flight to ensure his student's safety. I had to fly a lot better than I normally do to stay with 
him. Although Alrik felt in control of himself during the entire flight (i.e., perceived skills 
exceeded challenges), his primary focus on the student's safety and avoiding hazards denoted 
a telic state characterised by perceived task mastery (see Figure 20 at end of case study). 
While his concern for the student may also have indicated an alloic state (i.e., concern for 
others over self), this possibility extended beyond the methodology of this study. 
Although Alrik reported that this experience fit the general flow description, during 
the member checking process he pondered whether it was actually the best [most enjoyable] 
flow experience ... [because it was] more of an extreme multi-tasking event. This reflection 
supported the interpretation that multiple flow states may occur intra-personally depending on 
the context and metamotivational state of an individual at a given point in time. Alrik's 
descriptions herein also indicated that the timing and nature of enjoyment associated with 
flow could vary depending of the level of task immersion and importance of task 
consequences. Alrik's flow experience with his student, recounted below, illuminated these 
themes. 
Prior to flight with the student. We asked [the student] if he wanted to come and fly 
with us ... I wondered if he was ready for it or not ... Cross-country flying is very different 
because you have to think about so many things. Alrik's telic state prior to this flight 
stemmed from concerns for his student's safety. You always feel responsible. His comments 
also demonstrated differences in mental focus between this flight (i.e., more serious and 
deliberate) and his normal cross-country experiences (i.e., more instinctual and carefree). My 
main priority was to keep him safe at all times ... and fly ... much safer than I would have 
done by myself ... Normally I use my instincts a lot more but [in] this flight I had to think a lot 
more about him than myself ... Plus I was worried about him. Despite his serious concerns, it 
was notable that Alrik reported enjoying this flight and feeling excited by the uncertainty of 
outcome at times. It was difficult for him to identify whether he felt more worried or excited, 
instead affirming that he felt a little bit of both ... I was also happy ... It's always exciting 
when you do cross-country flying because you never know where you 're going to end up. 
During the first 30 minutes of the flight. Alrik was in a telic state characterised by a 
calm sense of mastery during the first 30 minutes of this flight. He found the flying easy (i.e., 
high perceived skills and moderate challenge) and was primarily concerned with flying in a 
safe way for his student. I was more concentrating on staying up and showing him where all 
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the updrafts were, and flying a safe way. He also reported feeling slightly playful in the 
deductive interview portion, perhaps indicating occasional paratelic reversals at this stage. [I 
was] very concentrated [ at this time] but not so worried ... The first half hour ... is pretty easy 
... and then you come over an area with more forest and smaller landing fields. [There are] 
more dangers [here] and also [it is] harder to stay up in the air - that's where the main 
worries are. 
After the first 30 minutes: In the danger zone. At this stage in the flight Alrik had to 
decide whether or not to fly over a dangerous forested area. He decided to carry on over the 
forest, which increased his anxiety, but sharpened [his] sense[ s] by forcing him to use his 
instincts in autopilot mode. Despite an increase in perceived challenges, Alrik's perceived 
skills remained higher (i.e., a mastery state) and he reported feeling in total control of the 
situation. Alrik' s descriptions indicated he was in telic flow during this part of the flight, as 
his student's safety and potential consequences were his primary concerns. This safety 
motivation, more than perceived challenges outweighing perceived skills, appeared to narrow 
Alrik's attentional focus to task-relevant informational cues and facilitate flow. It [was] very 
hard flying ... for one hour ... It's a big relief once you get over the forest. 
Exploring Relationships: Fear, Flow and Mental Skill Use 
At this point in the interview, the conversation diverged into a general discussion of flow and 
fear. This discussion illuminated various other situations in which Alrik had experienced 
flow, beyond this flight with his student. Alrik emphasis~d the key role that mental training 
played in his ability to successfully encounter fear-inducing situations and experience flow 
despite perceived dangers. He used imagery and deliberated focus on desired performance 
outcomes, rather than undesirable or unsuccessful outcomes. Before I do [ a manoeuvre] I can 
see it in my mind and I know instantly what I'm going to do. Alrik directed his attention away 
from danger and fear and redirected it towards immediate, essential tasks. These reports 
indicated that Alrik regulated reversals, or the 'felt intensity' of metamotivational states, via 
mental skills. You should be aware of[obstacles], but not think too much about them and 
look [at] them; because where you look is ... where you 're going to go. 
Imagery allowed Alrik to have better success. I'm more on autopilot when I'm flying, 
and the most important thing is to use your instincts. Because [then] ... you do it so much 
better ... If you think too much about it, you 're going to stuff it up. This mental skill appeared 
to increase the efficiency of his mental attention and facilitate flow, particularly in potentially 
fear-inducing situations. You 're using the elements to stay up in the air and go somewhere, 
plus you have to assess the conditions ... Your thought process is fully on the whole time ... If 
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you try to think too much, you can't do it because it's impossible; [it would] be a big mess. 
You have to think about the right things ... Visualisation is very, very important. Alrik's 
ability to regulate mental states via imagery appeared to improve with experience. When you 
start to fly you don't have that [ability] ... You have to learn how. 
Paradoxically, Alrik maintained that it was the presence of danger which made many 
of his flow experiences ultimately enjoyable and exciting. This point reinforced RT's 
construct of a protective frame which is necessary to perceive danger as exciting ( e.g., Apter, 
1992). However, it also questioned whether the protective frame is exclusively a paratelic 
construct. When Alrik was flying with his student, his protective frame may have been salient 
in a telic state wherein he had mastered a skill and was using it in a serious situation. 
Moreover, in successfully resolving the uncertainty of flying with his student over the forest, 
he affirmed and strengthened his protective frame by achieving his desired outcome. In this 
interpretation, the experience of telic flow imparted the highest hedonic tone (i.e., pleasant 
emotions) immediately after completing a serious task, while enjoying goal attainment and 
relief. 
Interpreting this data was challenging due to the complex, and occasionally 
contradictory, nature of Alrik's descriptions. These apparent contradictions may have 
resulted from frequent reversals and/or difficulties in recalling emotional sequences from the 
distant past (e.g., seven years prior). Furthermore, once immediate danger had passed, 
paratelic reversals may have allowed the 'no longer imminent' danger to seem retrospectively 
exciting when viewed through a paratelic lens (both immediately after event and, perhaps 
even more so, after the passage of years). These issues hindered identification of 
metamotivational states during flow in specific episodes. Alrik' s general descriptions of fear-
inducing situations revealed clearer patterns. 
When Alrik experienced telic fear, he used mental skills to redirect attention to task-
relevant thoughts. This technique facilitated flow from the telic state. It was nearly 
impossible (for reasons cited above), and potentially a moot endeavour, to pinpoint Alrik's 
metamotivational state(s) during flow as flow is generally considered an inherently unself-
conscious state (e.g., Jackson & Eklund, 2004). Nevertheless, the telic state appeared to be a 
flow antecedent for Alrik. The serious and goal-oriented nature of the telic state appeared to 
be an essential impetus to attentional narrowing and flow. I don't think how scary things are 
once I'm up the air ... I had a few moments where I got really, really scared ... but I still focus 
really, really [ well] on what I'm doing. I'm not panicking; I'm not freezing ... Some people ... 
freeze ... Some people just take action. 
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Above, Alrik highlighted the importance of initiating action to combat negative 
emotions (e.g., telic anxiety), and facilitate enjoyment and flow. One of the most enjoyable 
aspects of 'telic flow' Alrik described was the realisation that he could successfully negotiate 
dangerous situations and accompanying emotions, in the face of potentially serious 
consequences. As a result of telic flow, Alrik reported intensely positive emotions stemming 
from his sense of achievement. 
After flight with the student. By revisiting Alrik's account of his cross-country flight 
with a student, these themes were elucidated. Alrik enjoyed this flight because he 
successfully encountered a dangerous situation which was unavoidable (/ try to avoid the 
dangerous parts because I know the consequences are really, really bad) through use of 
personal skills. He also enjoyed sharing that experience with his student. Thus his enjoyment 
stemmed from two sources: overcoming danger and the joy of watching someone else 
succeed. It's a good reward when you see your student is doing [well]. The latter source 
suggested an alloic state, which was beyond the scope of this study. The former source 
suggested enjoyment occurred after successful completion of a dangerous task. Alrik's 
positive emotions stemming from perceived mastery and goal attainment also appeared 
congruent with the telic state. 
Flow, the Telic State and Frequent Reversals. 
In addition to experiencing flow which was preceded by the telic state, some of Alrik's 
descriptions also suggested potential telic/paratelic reversals prior to flow. Frequent reversals 
offered another explanation as to why Alrik identified fear as an antecedent to some of his 
most intense flow experiences. The tension between his concern for consequences and the 
excitement of an unknown outcome may have instigated Alrik' s singular focus in face of 
danger and, ultimately, lead to flow. In this sense, metamotivational reversals may have been 
a key flow antecedent for Alrik. These experiences were also primarily described as more 
'enjoyable' in retrospect, after the danger was successfully overcome. Whenever I've been in 
really scary situations and I've done the right things and landed safely, [I'm] on a high for 
the rest of the day for it. The quotes below highlighted instances in which either the telic 
state, or telic/paratelic reversals appeared to precede flow. The author's RT interpretations 
are provided in parentheses following each quote to illustrate these points. 
[The dangerous part is] the most exciting part for me for sure ... [A] couple of times ... I think, 
I shouldn't have done that and I won't do that again but - [I've] still been enjoying it because 
it's very, very exciting. ( telic/paratelic reversals) 
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You feel really, really good when ... you do things that are ... very risky and hard to do. One 
time when [I was] sucked up into clouds, for example, it's very, very scary ... If you get away 
with it, you feel really, really happy. (telic to paratelic reversal) 
Interviewer: You said that you actually take action and focus, so have you ever been in one of 
these really hard or risky situations that you felt ... that you'd been fully engaged and 
functioned at your fullest even though you were put in that scary situation? 
Alrik: Oh yeah - always! [I've done] that several times when I've been flying tandems too, 
when the wind has picked up and !just do what it takes to fly safely. (telic state) 
Interviewer: So you can still have this experience [of flow] when there's bigfeelings of risk 
and fear? (telic state and potential paratelic reversals) 
Alrik: Oh yeah, for sure. 
You're focusing more on the task when [scary] things ... happen ... that's how I deal with it ... 
You don't think about how scared you are; you know that the danger is there but you do what 
it takes ... You don't want to drag it out ... You don't want scary things to be normal because, 
if it gets normal, then it gets very, very dangerous too ... Fear is ... there to protect you. (telic 
state) 
From this perspective, fear may have been an adaptive counter-balance to Alrik's 
protective frame. The degree of fear experienced may have indicated the extent to which he 
could push the boundaries of his protective frame. Overextension of personal skills may have 
resulted in a reversal to the telic state, in which feelings of fear became salient. Alrik' s ability 
to reverse between the telic and paratelic states may have been an adaptive, self-regulating 
safety mechanism, developed over years of experience. Even in the presence of fear, when he 
was pushing the boundaries of his protective frame, Alrik reported flow states. This case 
suggested that fear may have provided a gateway for intense flow states. Nevertheless, 
Alrik's identification of flow experiences characterised by calm feelings of task mastery (e.g., 
while flying with clients) indicated fear was not always associated with flow. 
Alrik's First Cross-Country Flight 
Following this discussion of fear and flow, Alrik identified another flow experience early in 
his career when he inadvertently flew behind a mountain and began an epic cross-country 
flight. In this instance, he was alone and concerned for his own safety. Throughout this 
example, Alrik described how fear promoted an intense focus and drive to land safely. 
Contrary to the previous flow example, he felt somewhat out of control and had too many 
worries to do his best during this flight. Despite these fears, Alrik maintained that he still 
managed to enjoy this experience 
Alrik appeared to be in a paratelic state at the start of this flight, prior to encountering 
unforeseen circumstances. I wasn't stressed ... just focusing on the task ... I decided to follow 
this thermal and all of a sudden I was on the backside of the mountain; it's not a good place 
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to be ... Once I got behind the mountain there was no way I could go back to the front side ... 
it was too windy. 
The backside of the mountain: Telic flow. Alrik's unplanned flight path instigated a 
reversal to the telic state. He was serious-minded as he pushed his personal skills to the limit 
because I had never done it before ... [I] felt worried ... like, fuck I shouldn't be here! Unlike 
the mastery perceptions which characterised his previous flow account, this novel learning 
situation forced Alrik to extend the perceived limits of his technical skills. This necessary 
skill extension appeared to facilitate an intense telic flow state, and was suggestive of 
'integrated' or 'alternating' flow (Rea, 1993). As in Alrik's flight with his student, the telic 
state appeared to motivate intense task-focus and filter irrelevant stimuli, such as negative 
emotions. This interpretation was supported by a reported increase in the salience of 
'transcendence oftime' (a flow dimension) during challenging and/or scary situations. Below 
Alrik described how fear and challenge could alter time perceptions, enhance sensory and 
performance perceptions, and facilitate flow. When things are really, really hard it feels like 
time is slowing down for me ... It feels like you sharpen your senses and time slows down ... 
I'm functioning to my fullest when that happens. 
After landing. After successfully landing this flight, Alrik experienced a euphoric 
sense of achievement. J 'd never done it before but I did it ... I got away with flying my first 
cross-country [flight] without hurting myself! ... I was probably pushed to my limit. He also 
noted that the novelty inherent in unfamiliar experiences could increase enjoyment. You get 
on a high ... that's why I'm into ... cross-country flying ... because I like the feeling of doing 
it, ... how you feel afterwards ... Even when it's scary you do enjoy it ... It's always like that 
when you do something for the first time. You don't know what to expect ... like now when J 'm 
flying at a new site ... I don't have full control but ... I have a lot more skills now too so I can 
get away with more things now than I could at the beginning. 
Above Alrik indicated that paratelic reversals sometimes occurred during scary 
experiences, which allowed him to enjoy the immediate feeling of doing something 'scary' 
(via a protective frame). My most memorable experiences are when it's really dangerous 
[and] you get away [with it]. Data indicated that an episode which began as telic flow could 
potentially convert into paratelic flow, or that Alrik could oscillate between phases of telic 
and paratelic flow (with temporal gaps in between) during an extended flight. 
Mental skill use also appeared to facilitate desired outcomes in these situations. 
Alrik' s initial hangliding experiences were largely characterised by a telic state in which he 
focused on finding landing sites. When I started to fly - I was thinking, focusing too much on 
landings all the time. In contrast, mental skills were used to identify thermal updrafts, and 
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thereby continue flying, when Alrik was in a paratelic state. This trend appeared to increase 
as he gained skills and experience. Based on Alrik's data and the epistemology of flow, it 
was reasonable to infer that flow could be experienced in either of these scenarios as long as 
the goals of the self were being sufficiently actualised and Alrik's consciousness was fully 
ordered and focused on the attainment of that/those goal(s) (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975, 1988). 
In this manner, Alrik appeared to experience distinct telic and paratelic flow states which 
were characterised by differences in mental focus and mental skill use. 
Alrik's Reflections on Flow while Instructing 
Although not the focus of the interview, Alrik identified some instances in which the general 
flow description applied to some of his instructional experiences. In these instances, flow 
appeared to result when he was required to multi-task or react to an increased challenge level, 
while maintaining heightened perceived skills (i.e., a mastery state). Alrik enjoyed 
challenging commercial trips because I have to be at my fullest capacity ... it's always in 
these situations -when people grab onto any part of the glider- [that] I'm there slapping 
their hands! [laughter]. Alrik's sense of control alleviated concerns for his or the client's 
safety, and even allowed him to find humour, in these events while still feeling moderately 
challenged. These appeared to be paratelic flow events characterised by heightened perceived 
skills (which decreased his concern for potential hazards) and moderate perceived challenge 
and felt arousal levels. Needless to say, the client described below probably perceived this 
experience differently (i.e., did not experience flow) than Alrik. The quote below also 
emphasised the key role of metamotivational states and C/S perceptions, rather than objective 
conditions, in flow experiences. 
I can feel [flow] sometimes when I'm flying with clients, but it's only those conditions where 
something changes instantly ... When I flew with a Japanese guy who ... couldn't speak 
English, he ... was [ vomiting] in the air and it was really strong conditions - probably my 
favourite flight actually [laughter] because all these things happened ... It was very, very 
strong conditions ... but I felt like I was in full control ... I was laughing inside ... when ... he 
was puking his guts up! 
Alrik also reflected on some of the mental and non-technical skills required of him in 
an instructional role. Namely, multi-tasking became more important as he gained experience 
and began to look after others while hangliding. Imagery was a key mental skill he developed 
to improve his multi-tasking abilities. I really learned a lot [in Zambia] on my thought 
processes and how to picture things in my head to be able to do all the[ se] things at the same 
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time ... It's very, very dangerous there ... and at the same time you have to be nice to your 
clients and take photos and talk to them. 
He also indicated that the ability to multi-task (e.g., attend to weather conditions, 
control the glider and maintain rapport with clients) was critical to clients' metamotivational 
state and therefore their overall experience. You have to do more [ when you are instructing]. 
You have to talk to [the clients] and be nice to them and make them feel good in the air too 
because if you 're scared they 're going to feel what you feel. 
Deductive Insights 
Alrik's inductive data suggested the potential for a continuous feedback loop amongst mental 
skill use, the salience of a protective frame, reversals and flow states for him. He described 
these relationships in the following exchange during the final deductive portion of the 
interview. 
Alrik: When things are going my way ... If it goes the right way then it's a big relief and ... 
[You feel more confident] because you know that you 're doing the right things ... also [it 
increases] happiness and all that stuff... When you do things and you go the wrong way then 
you don't feel very good about that. Then you start [to] work yourself up ... instead [ of 
building confidence]. 
Interviewer: Do you think you can affect these reversals in how you 're feeling or do you think 
it just happens? 
Alrik: I haven't really tried to affect them ... I do [visualisation] just because I know that it 
enhances my performance ... It does build my confidence too ... that visualisation thing I'm 
doing, it makes me do things in a better way. 
During the deductive portion of the interview and in the member checking process, 
Alrik formulated the following analysis of his flow experiences. In the quote below he 
highlighted his key flow dimensions: unconscious action (i.e., instincts), perfection of 
movement and timing, heightened sensory perceptions and the ability to see things before 
they happen (i.e., anticipation). Mental skills (i.e., imagery) appeared to play a key role in 
facilitating these flow dimensions. 
Flow for me is when you see what's going to happen before it does. [Flow is a]feeling of 
timing, visualisation and perfection using your senses ... Sometimes when you do things really 
perfect you just know that you 're doing it perfect. You don't think about it - you just do it ... 
Flow experiences come more from letting go and using your unconscious mind, [your] 
instincts, [for] perfection and timing. 
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Researcher's Reflections 
Alrik's passion for hangliding was palpable throughout this interview. While some semantic 
interpretations appeared to result from the fact that he was not a native English speaker 
(although he was fluent in English) these issues were resolved through discussion (see 
Appendix 0). For example, the word 'anxious' sometimes sounded too strong to Alrik, 
whereas 'worried' was an acceptable alternative. 
Alrik demonstrated an ability to laugh in the face of serious consequences and thereby 
experience danger as both scary (telic) and exciting (paratelic ). He also appeared to have 
paratelic tendencies during his recall of past events, and may have been a paratelic dominant 
individual overall. For example, in the deductive section Alrik maintained that even when he 
was worried, he was still having fun the whole time. However, this 'rose-colored recall' 
tendency was not interpreted to mean that he never experienced the telic state during high-risk 
situations. Rather, Alrik may have tended to put a 'paratelic spin' on his experiences after 
danger had passed and the emotional intensity of his fear had faded. These interpretations 
indicated Alrik may have recalled some of his experiences through a 'paratelic lens' which 
made them appear more humorous and fun than they actually were at the time. 
Interdependent relationships emerged in this case amongst mental skills use, flow 
experiences, reversals, and the learning and mastery of essential hangliding skills. Alrik 
emphasised the role of mental skills in the ability to react positively to reversals, filter 
information and attain flow. Specifically, mental skills appeared to facilitate both telic and 
paratelic flow for Alrik. This case illustrated how telic/paratelic reversals could precede flow, 
and various flow states (e.g., calm, mastery flow; exiting paratelic flow) could be experienced 
intrapersonally (see Figures 20 and 21 below). Furthermore, this case suggested that the 
enjoyment resulting from flow could enhance motivation to replicate learning experiences, 
regardless of whether they were preceded by unpleasant emotions such as fear. The 
experience of fear was in fact reported to facilitate telic flow for Alrik in certain situations. 
These findings lent support to the concept of a positive learning spiral ( c.f., Rea, 1993) in 
which enjoyment and learning may be optimised through balanced experiences of learning 
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Figure 20. Conceptual model of Alrik's flight with student. 
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Figure 21. Conceptual model of Alrik's first cross-country flight. 
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Doug's Case (Mountain/Rock Climbing) 
Doug extolled the benefits of climbing and was eager to recount and analyse his personal 
experiences. His previous introspection also facilitated an in-depth discussion of his 
experiences as a rock climber. Specifically, an article he had published in a popular magazine 
which detailed his first multi-pitch6 climb became a focal point for our conversation. Doug 
appeared to enjoy our discussion and to be enthusiastic about the project. 
Background 
Doug was a 52 year old mountaineering and rock climbing instructor from New Zealand 
whose qualifications included: New Zealand Mountain Guides Association member, New 
Zealand Outdoor Instructors Association member, Avalanche 2 award, Advanced First Aid 
award, and a helicopter safety certification. He was responsible for mountain rigging and 
helicopter safety for a number of commercial films, as well as owning and operating a 
mountain guiding company. Doug's recreational background was grounded in team sports, 
such as cricket and rugby. However, after years of team sport participation, he began to find 
his outdoor experiences more fulfilling [than team sports] and actually learnt a lot more 
because [I] got [my] butt kicked a lot ... [The outdoors] was afar more outreaching medium 
for self-learning than team sports. 
Motivating Factors 
My mother would always stop me climbing over couches, obstacles; always stop me having 
adventures. So for me [climbing] was the answer ... here was this 'little kid' unleashed into 
the mountains. Formally trained as a surveyor, Doug abandoned this occupation soon after he 
began rock climbing at age 28. He enjoyed the personal freedom and physical process availed 
by climbing. I like being up high in the mountains and the actual function of being a climber. 
As a novice climber, fear of heights and lack of natural aptitude pushed Doug to explore 
personal limits. I had to try very hard [because] I wasn't a natural and I'm still scared of 
heights ... [Yet] I know that can be overcome with the right kind of attitude and focus. A 
positive attitude, combined with the fact that climbing demanded 100% focus allowed Doug 
6 Multi-pitch climb: A climbing route which requires one or more stops at a belay station 
(belaying is the technique of controlling the rope so that a falling climber does not fall very 
far). The belay station is the place where the person belaying is anchored, typically a rock 
ledge. Each climbing section between these belay stations is called a pitch. The lead climber 
ascends the pitch, by periodically placing protective gear into the rock (which holds the rope), 
and then stops to anchor themselves at the next belay station. Then the second climber · 
ascends, taking out the protective equipment along the way. This process is repeated until the 
end of the climb. 
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to successfully extend his skills in a daunting field, and facilitated flow (as discussed further 
on). The world of reality is so much easier than being a climber because it's comfortable and 
you never extend your comfort zones. When you 're a climber, you 're constantly extending 
you 're comfort zones ... That makes you a more well-rounded person. 
Climbing provided an important medium for Doug to overcome fears without an 
evaluative audience. You don't have an audience ... that's one of the pleasures ... There's no 
one there to look at you. Doug felt climbing was like a calling which provided focus, 
challenge, achievement, confidence, self-discovery and adventure in his life. [Climbing] is a 
selfish activity ... It's just about you and your survival ... You learn to be very self-sufficient 
and you gain a lot of self-confidence from it. Far from being an 'adrenalin junkie', Doug 
relished the tranquillity of the mountains. I'm not an adrenalin junkie ... I like being in the 
mountains because of the peace of mind it gives you, whilst you 're there ... and in retrospect. 
Nevertheless, he was also drawn to the adventurous aspects of climbing. I realised surveying 
is actually pretty boring and I was into adventure ... I did want to have an adventure in my 
life and for the rest of my life, and climbing was the medium that was going to give me that 
lifestyle 
Although Doug was initially motivated to push boundaries and prove his climbing 
status, these motives changed with age and/or experience. When you are an amateur climber, 
a lot of the pressure you put on yourself ... Accomplishing a climb like [my first multi-pitch 
climb (detailed below)] ... it is self-ego ... It's self-gratification. Throughout his climbing 
career, Doug's motivation shifted from externally to internally determined goals. I certainly 
don't go climbing/or those reasons anymore. I still do hard climbs, but ... they comefrom an 
inner drive because I just haven 't accomplished all the climbs that I have wanted to do in my 
life. 
Doug's Recollections of Flow Experiences 
As Doug had previously written an article regarding a particularly memorable climbing 
experience, our conversation focused on this incident. I was pretty thrilled with the 
experience ... [I'm] thinking back a long time ago, but it's pretty much like yesterday. This 
episode was Doug's first multi-pitch ascent and therefore required more of his abilities than 
any climb up to that point. [I was] looking for that adventure ... Testing [my] physical and 
mental ability. Doug had a variety of goals and motivations for attempting this climb, 
including the desire to prove himself and test his skills for future climbs, as well as to tell 
other people what we had done. To me it was a big test of technically ... whether I could 
accomplish [future climbing goals] or not. 
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Due to the difficult nature of this multi-pitch climb, Doug prepared his body and mind 
for new challenges. These physical and mental preparation strategies included: (a) intense 
physical training; (b) preparation for the worst-case scenario; ( c) reading relevant literature to 
psych-up and increase knowledge; ( d) reflection on personal skills to promote self-confidence; 
and ( e) purchasing premium equipment. When you 're driven to do a climb like that you'll 
spend your money on anything. 
Personal sacrifices, such as resigning from work, financial expenditures and intense 
preparation, illuminated Doug's commitment and serious approach to this climb. 
Nevertheless, this serious attitude was tempered by the desire to retain some uncertainty and 
adventure in climbing. I've never been that sort of person who sits and meditates or analyses 
the climbing medium ... Some of the world's greatest climbers do that ... It's too serious for 
me. 
Doug identified a fine line between adequate preparation for safety (i.e., a telic 
preoccupation) and confidence, and over-preparation which made climbing boring and 
detracted from the sense of adventure (i.e., a paratelic preoccupation). I was a pretty happy-
go-lucky type of person ... As keen as I was and as much as I used to practice [ climbing], you 
can be a very boring type of person if you analyse every little day and every movement to be a 
top achiever ... I've been pretty strong but, because I've never wanted to be that type of 
boring person, I've always stayed at the level that I've got to. A delicate balance between the 
telic and paratelic states appeared to be Doug's ideal climbing frame of mind, in the short and 
long-term. Doug also identified this balance with reference to his goals: although he wanted 
to accomplish this climb for aforementioned reasons, the goal of climbing could generally be 
a bit fuzzy and that's I guess where the element of adventure is: that you don't really know 
[the goal] until you've accomplished it. This reflection indicated that, regardless of outcome 
motivations and goals, inherent in his concept of adventure was the development of process 
goals while encountering and overcoming obstacles en route to a larger outcome goal. I did 
want to achieve challenge and adventure. These data indicated that paratelic motivations 
played a key role in Doug's climbing experiences. 
Encounters with uncertainty were inherent to Doug's climbing experiences, albeit not 
always enjoyable in the moment. Tensions between the paratelic and telic states, and/or 
positive and negative emotions, appeared to facilitate various flow states. In certain instances 
during Doug's first multi-pitch climb (narrated below), he described less intense, 'calm' flow 
experiences which resulted from heightened perceived skills (i.e., mastery) and heightened 
awareness of the natural environment. Conversely, intense fear and heightened felt arousal 
were also reported to precipitate flow (e.g., in the final portion of this climb). Fear drives you 
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to the zone [flow] ... For someone like me who doesn't have the greatest attention span, when 
I'm climbing I have to have attention. And therefore you get into the zone through not 
wanting to fall off You 're stimulated by the activity and by the fact that if you fall off, you 
could hurt yourself. 
Doug's First Multi-Pitch Climb 
[This climb was a] big step into the unknown for me and I wondered how I'd cope. Getting to 
the base [ of the climb] was not easy for Doug due to a combination of sleep deprivation, 
nerves and challenging terrain. I never sleep well before a climb. While stationed at the base 
of the climb (base camp), feelings of nervousness and trepidation intermingled with 
impatience and anticipation. We had a couple of bad weather days so that makes your anxiety 
levels grow a little; waiting for the moment ... You 're going ... into the mountains; into the 
unknown. My climbing partner ... was a much better climber than me and seemingly fearless 
... Even though I had more experience than him ... [this] big step was ... making me pretty 
nervous. 
Doug and his partner had nothing to do aside from hut-fester, bullshit, rest and get 
impatient while they waited for suitable weather conditions. After ... having my butt kicked on 
a few climbs ... I was more determined to climb on a dry day. To combat his nervousness and 
impatience, Doug resorted to reading, running and drinking. You have to be extremely patient 
and, whilst you are being patient, you've got to go and do something with yourself ... I think 
drinking a lot of beer was an answer to a lot of the nervousness ... a good way of not thinking 
about it. It's amazing how much courage you have when you've been drinking. 
Doug's anxiety about poor weather, coupled with the desire to escape his nervousness 
with alcohol, indicated his predominantly telic state. In RT, if an individual has consumed 
alcohol, they are always considered to be in the paratelic state (O'Connell et al., 1991). Doug 
combated his unpleasant telic state by engaging in distracting activities. These diversions 
often instigated reversals to the paratelic state, thereby assuaging contemplations of the 
potentially serious consequences of his endeavour. This pattern occurred after this climb as 
well, wherein he and his partner proceeded directly to the nearest pub after completing their 
mission. Doug's desire to escape the seriousness of the telic state indicated that regular 
reversals may have been crucial for his mental health and enjoyment of climbing. 
Start of the climb. Once the decision to climb was made, Doug's anxiety lingered. 
There was a little trepidation about the weather. In the deductive interview portion, he 
confirmed feeling cautious, serious-minded and concerned about potential consequences of 
the climb. It's only when reality looms and you wake up and you realise, OK, now we better 
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get on with the tough stuff Doug juxtaposed his telic state with his climbing partner's 
apparently optimistic and unconcerned (i.e., paratelic) state. [My partner's] favourite saying 
was, 'she'll be alright' ... [I] would quite often rationalise it or we'd go through these non-
speaking phases because he was optimistic and I wasn't. Moreover, Doug was always 
worried ... and a part of my worry was if [ my partner] was going to follow the route because 
... [he] was a pretty impulsive person. 
In an attempt to escape unpleasant telic feelings of anxiety by lowering felt arousal, 
Doug tried think logically and mentally prepare for the climb ahead. At the base I was feeling 
a little more comfortable because the excess adrenalin had probably been burned off by the 
three hour approach. So you 're feeling more in touch with the mountains. Doug's anxieties 
continued to ease as he assessed his skills in relation to the challenges of the climb. When [I] 
examine[ d] the climb face, I remember feeling reasonably self-confident that I would be able 
to get up three-quarters of the climb in control. Doug's supportive climbing partner also 
appeared to influence his metamotivational state and overall feelings of enjoyment and 
fulfilment during this endeavour. My partner had settled me down, and often that's the case 
... They help you through it if they 're a good partner ... which is why I hardly ever climb ... 
with someone I don 't know ... I like to climb with my friends because then you can share the 
experience with more fulfilment 
As Doug ascended the rock and sun broke through the cloud cover, he began to feel 
more relaxed and immersed in his surroundings. [Good weather] takes one worry out of your 
head and then you can focus on what you want to be doing. Climbing high in beautiful 
mountains, coupled with physiological changes due to physical exertion and altitude change, 
imbued Doug with tranquillity. Physically you go through a lot of chemical changes ... As 
you get higher and higher the anxiety levels drop because the views are absolutely fabulous 
... Your body is moving in these beautiful places ... that you know the rest of the world can't 
get to ... So you feel quite privileged. 
Although Doug experienced pleasant physical sensations, these were not his main 
motivations for climbing. I don't necessarily go there for the endorphin release - it's a by-
product of it ... I like being in the mountains because of the peace of mind it gives you ... the 
views. Doug's enjoyment appeared to stem primarily from pleasant telic states oflowered 
felt arousal ( e.g., calm, tranquillity), as bodily sensations ( e.g., adrenalin; pleasant 'paratelic' 
sensations) appeared to be of secondary importance to the serenity and positive feelings he 
experienced while progressing towards an outcome goal. 
Doug often lost 'self consciousness due to his intense focus on the actions of rock 
climbing. Heightened perceived skills (i.e., strengthened protective frame), as well an 
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increasing mental absorption with the tranquil natural environment also appeared to facilitate 
paratelic flow states of lowered felt intensity. I was pretty happy with how I was coping. We 
were both climbing well within our limit ... Once I get through the nerves of the start, then all 
your abilities come into play ... by then I'm firing on all cylinders and I'm comfortable in my 
zone. 
In and out of the zone. As he neared the top of the climb, Doug's anxieties returned. I 
was pretty scared on the last two pitches. The novelty and unfamiliarity of multi-pitch 
climbing, coupled with his fear of heights, decreased Doug's perceived skills and appeared to 
reduce the salience of his protective frame. Specifically, Doug was uncertain if his skills 
could surmount the obstacles posed during the final climbing pitches. As a result, the felt 
intensity of his states peaked as he began to oscillate between fear and being in the zone (his 
term for flow). Yougoinandoutofthezone. You're not ... 100%focused. Whenyou're 
really frightened ... you can say it's 110%. You go into over-drive and ... if you go into too 
much over-drive, you fall off[the rock]. Which is sometimes not a bad thing ... because then 
it settles your nerves down. You realise you 're not going to die. 
Doug used self-talk and logical thinking techniques to build confidence (i.e., 
strengthen his protective frame) and maintain flow. If you tell yourself 'I can' then you will; 
but if you tell yourself 'I can't' then you won 't. Doug remarked that, when faced with 
potentially serious consequences, it was common for him to get into the zone out of necessity. 
However, it was easier for him to get into flow in a situation of perceived mastery. Thus, 
flow was experienced differently by Doug in various contexts. Further, the use of mental 
skills to cope with challenging situations may have also facilitated flow. [The zone] is driven 
by how technically hard it is and how you 're dealing with it ... If the climb presents to you 
your strength, then you'll easily be in the zone. But if your weaknesses are portrayed ... 
you'll have to go and deal with them in a different way. 
As reported above, fear was an intense motivator which appeared to facilitate the 
focus necessary for Doug to enter the zone. There's an intense focus and drive to stay on [the 
rock] and your mind goes through so many gears that are fear-driven. Despite the intense 
relief Doug reported in retrospect, he did not feel he was 'having fun' during these 
experiences. However, his reports of feeling alternatively thrilled and terrified aligned with 
the paratelic and telic states respectively. Therefore, it appeared that a reversal from a telic, 
fear-driven state to a process-focused, paratelic state may have allowed Doug to successfully 
encounter fear and enter flow. When you've never done a multi-pitch climb before ... the 
thrill of doing a climb like that helps you get through your fear. Even though you are shaking 
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like a leaf and having to take some drastic action to ... make yourself safe before you flop 
down and go, thank god I don 't have to lead the next pitch! 
Doug noted that his singularity of focus could combat fear. When you apply yourself 
[ to the climb] ... those irrational fears aren 't in your mind anymore because you 're focused 
on what you 're dong. However, a few moments later !fell off, so [those fears] all come 
flooding back again ... Your feet are dangling over space ... It's like, I've never been in this 
position before. God almighty, I'm freaking out I . . . It's just a natural mix of being, OK, I'm 
really frightened here ... I'm back in control. Doug appeared to regularly reverse between the 
paratelic and telic states, in relation to his skill perceptions. When he fell off the rock 
( described above), Doug found it pretty scary; this sudden reversal to the telic state appeared 
to recalibrate his protective frame (as elaborated in the longer quotes below). However, he 
had no choice but to find a way out of his situation. The scared-ness is 'pre-fall'; once you 're 
hanging there, life's not so bad ... You get your shit together basically and get back on the 
rock ... It was a matter of eliminating the fact that you've got this big weight on your back ... 
divorcing that from your mind. You go into a different gear. Doug's dynamic process of 
reversals and recalibration of perceived skills in response to naturalistic consequences 
appeared to facilitate intense flow experiences, as well as a positive learning spiral, by 
fostering: confidence in his equipment; awareness of personal skills; and motivation to 
develop new physical and mental skills ( e.g., total task focus, dissociation from negative 
thoughts, positive self-talk). The quotes below illustrated these relationships. 
It's definitely a mind over matter situation. And they 're the terms you have to deal with when 
you are climbing something that's beyond your ability or even at your limit ... Falling off 
means ... you've suddenly found out what your maximum is ... [It is] a good thing because 
suddenly the picture becomes clearer and you'll try different techniques to get out of your 
situation. 
I was out of the zone then because I'd talked myself out of it ... You have no choice [but to 
regain your mental focus after a fall]/ ... I think it comes from: you have no choice ... [but] to 
focus on good technique ... to filter out anything unnecessary ... and you turn into a better 
climber ... You've got a shot of adrenalin so you 're not tired anymore ... and the adrenalin is 
giving you the focus necessary ... to get up the climb. 
After the fall Doug decided to let his more skilful partner lead the last pitch. This 
change allowed him to enjoy the remainder of the climb and achieve his outcome goal by 
increasing perceived skills and decreasing perceived challenges. [This section] was 
technically probably beyond my limit ... You [have to] recognise what you can and can't do 
., 
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... I had a great motivation to ... get off the climb and ... I knew [ my partner] would do it 
quicker ... So I had rationalised some logic into the situation even though I was being a 
pussy. 
At this point, Doug merely wanted to complete his task (i.e., a telic state). The process 
of reaching the top or extending his technical skills became less important than personal 
safety and completion. Doug no longer wanted to push the limits of his C/S balance; rather he 
was content to finish the climb without encountering obstacles (i.e., telic ). I'm not so ego-
driven ... [ my partner is] better than me, so let him [lead] and let's get off the mountain ... The 
climb had given me what I wanted ... I felt good about it. And when you 're bragging to your 
friends you never tell them about the last two pitches [laughing]. 
Doug anxiety remained at varying intensities throughout the reminder of the climb. 
He continued using mental techniques to combat fear. Although I was pretty frightened, I did 
cope OK ... I'd never abseiled a multi-pitch descent before so there was anxiety in getting off 
the peak ... I'm the type of person that prepares myself for harder-than-actual eventualities ... 
If you 're mind is prepared for something harder than what you get, then what you get is much 
easier to deal with. 
Once climbing recommenced, Doug's focus shifted to the act of climbing and his 
consciousness became less fragmented by internal conflict. Thus, initiating action appeared 
to facilitate positive emotions due to the attentional focus required. These descriptions 
indicated that initiating action could be a key flow antecedent for Doug. Sitting there ... You 
have time to get more scared because you 're looking at what's around you. And you have to 
be very strong with yourself to not let those fears get in the way ... It is a negotiation and, as 
soon as you 're occupied by the actually climbing movement, the negotiation stops. 
The descriptions above also illustrated a dynamic tension between the telic and 
paratelic states could facilitate flow. Doug was in the telic state (i.e., wanted to finish the 
climb as quickly as possible), however, the only way to achieve this goal was to become 
immersed in the act of climbing. Paradoxically, attainment of his larger, outcome goal 
required a process focus. 
The summit and the descent. Although Doug's absorption with the climbing motion 
alleviated some feelings of anxiety, it was only upon reaching the summit that he relaxed and 
enjoyed the glow of satisfaction that accompanied goal-achievement. You've done your climb 
and you 're thinking about the glow of satisfaction ... I don 't think [anxiety] ever goes away 
until you get back home. Doug experienced alternating phases of paratelic and telic states 
throughout this climb at varying levels of felt intensities. The pattern described below further 
elaborated on the multi-phasic nature of Doug's climbing experiences, as characterised by 
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reversals. Going home often is much easier than the apprehension of the early morning start 
... I'm a really terrible starter and, once I get through the nerves of the start, then ... I'm 
comfortable in my zone ... Going home I'm much more confident. 
The multi-phasic nature of climbing also appeared optimal for Doug's overall learning 
process. Parts of it you do really enjoy and parts of it ... you don't really want to revisit. But 
... the only way to experience the school of hard knocks is to go back again, and get more 
hard knocks, and you become a wiser climber ... I call [it] 'laugh, learn as you go higher'. 
Upon reaching his goal in this climb, Doug also began to look ahead to the next challenge. 
You 're planning and scheming for your next adventure. These data were also suggestive a 
positive learning spiral (Rea, 1993). 
Doug continued to experience telic/paratelic reversals during the descent, after 
achieving his goals. However, the paratelic state became more salient as he descended. 
You've got good light; it's warm; you know you've done the hard part. So your mind's in a 
different headspace and all the things that scared you on the way up didn't actually scare me 
on the way down. This interpretation was corroborated by Doug's desire to start drinking and 
experience the soft side of life (i.e., meeting women) when he left the mountains. This mental 
shift may have resulted from satiation (i.e., an extended period of time in the telic state) and 
the desire to relive and share his memorable experiences through a 'paratelic lens'. These 
were two ways in which Doug appeared to balance his metamotivational states. 
We were damned happy ... All I wanted to do was go to the pub and have a few beers ... 
Usually in those days large drinking sessions were a result of a big climb. [This was a way 
of] divorcing yourself from how frightened you are, and camaraderie with ... other 
mountaineers sharing the same experiences ... You 're always looking for [women] once you 
come back home again because you've had this intense experience in the mountains, and 
somehow you've got to gain equality back again into your life . . . Women ... bring that equality 
back in; the soft side ... You tend to be ... a hard-nosed person because the mountains are 
tough ... So a good relationship ... is one way of coming back to ground. 
Doug's Reflections on Climbing 
Although it was a rewarding experience, enjoyable [in the moment] I wouldn't say so. 
Because if you've got the primal fear, it's hardly enjoyable ... It's overcoming the primal fear 
that makes it more enjoyable; because climbing 's not necessarily an enjoyable function when 
you 're so frightened all the time ... It was pretty challenging and it certainly unleashed the 
fear in me and the fact that I had a fair bit of work to do to be competent enough. 
The previous statements reflected the high felt intensity of the telic state at certain 
points in the climb described above. These comments indicated that flow might not be 
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experienced as immediately enjoyable due to an intense focus and concern for potential 
consequences. Enjoyment appeared to result after an obstacle had been overcome, while 
Doug was reflecting on his achievements. This form of enjoyment was similar to Seligman 
and Csikszentmihalyi's (2000) notion of enjoyment, which related to personal development 
and happiness in the long-term. 
As soon as Doug achieved a climbing goal, he began formulating new challenges. 
This mentality indicated that much of his enjoyment and fulfilment may have been gained 
through anticipation and goal attainment. Fear also appeared to play a facilitative role in 
Doug's flow experiences. When you are more experienced, the fear is not so great so 
therefore you've got to look for harder and harder climbs to get the fear back again to 
stimulate your system. This assertion supported the interpretations that (a) a telic state of 
high felt intensity may have facilitated flow by stimulating Doug's energy and narrowing his 
attention to a specific goal; and (b) that the telic ( e.g., serious/outcome-oriented; fear of 
consequences) and paratelic (e.g., heightened challenge felt as excitement) states may have 
functioned symbiotically for Doug. Specifically, telic states of high felt intensity (e.g., fear) 
appeared to have been followed by paratelic states of high felt intensity in which fear was 
experienced as excitement during the climb. This interpretation indicated that Doug 
experienced phases of intensely positive and negative states while climbing and that the telic 
phase appeared to facilitate some of his most intense flow experiences. 
In addition to facilitating optimal climbing experiences, telic/paratelic reversals, and 
learning and mastery phases, seemed to infuse Doug's life with adventure overall. When 
you 're a climber, you 're constantly extending your comfort zones [but] ... it doesn't have to be 
in climbing, it could be on the stage or in career prospects ... Not everyone [else] has that 
innate ... need to have an adventure in their life, whether it be in the mountains or at work. 
One of the 'drawbacks' of the telic state appeared to be the intense disappointment 
which ensued if Doug failed to attain his climbing goals. However, this negative feeling was 
balanced by the intense enjoyment he felt upon goal attainment. Thus a high intensity telic 
state appeared to potentially facilitate strong positive and negative emotions, depending on 
perceptions of success or failure. When you've had more experience the anxiety gets greater 
... because you know that you 're going to have some pretty intense experiences up high and 
you have to use all your skills and experience to overcome the challenge; or somehow deal 
with the defeat of not doing your climb, which is not much fun. 
Doug's data also suggested that he may have become more telic dominant as he 
gained experience and knowledge of potential hazards and challenges involved climbing (see 
quotes above and below). [You do not think you are] risking anything when you 're 
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inexperienced because you don't know about it. As Doug's experience increased over time, 
his desire to experience risk and push the boundaries of his competence (i.e., learning state) 
decreased. You tend to control your situations more when you've had more experience, and 
you tend to not get into these really 'out of your comfort zone' experiences anymore. Thus 
Doug's climbing experiences appeared to shift from more learning phases (i.e., heightened 
perceived challenges/lowered perceived skills) to more mastery phases (i.e., heightened 
perceived skills/lowered perceived challenges) over time. 
Researcher's Reflections 
Doug related his experiences in non-chronological order, interspersed with general comments 
on climbing. This 'stream-of-consciousness' style made the visual data collection approach 
of the SCIM invaluable to the organisation, discussion and clarification of his thoughts. 
Notwithstanding, interpretation of this case was challenging as Doug sometimes reported 
seemingly contradictory emotions as occurring 'simultaneously'. He often found it difficult 
to identify a singular emotional state and joked that his emotions were a bit schizoid (his term) 
in nature. For instance, he was always having fun despite describing instances of fear, anxiety 
and trepidation. Although Doug reported always feeling serious and worried while climbing, 
he paradoxically did not want climbing to be too serious or boring either. He also reported 
playing like a child at some points in this climb yet, in the deductive section, denied feeling 
'playful' at any point. This semantic hurdle was overcome by a discussion of the meaning of 
'playful'. The motion of climbing reminded Doug of playing as a child when he would climb 
over couches. Thus, some 'contradictions' stemmed from different semantic interpretations 
of RT terms. Some of the most intense contradictions arose during the deductive section 
when Doug endorsed many conflicting moods simultaneously (i.e., having fun, worried, 
serious). These paradoxes highlighted the limitations of: language to elucidate complex 
thoughts and emotions, and retrospective data collection. 
Flow appeared to be most enjoyable for Doug in the aftermath of a challenging climb. 
Pushing his limits (i.e., a learning state) was not necessarily 'enjoyable' or 'fun' during the 
experience. Rather, the glow of satisfaction began upon reaching the summit and steadily 
increased during the descent as and the task became easier (i.e., mastery state). In this 
scenario, flow appeared distinct from enjoyment, which was a more reflective state. Doug's 
enjoyment ofre-telling harrowing climbing anecdotes provided one example of this 
distinction. Recounting an intense experience may have provided another important aspect of 
flow: the ability to 'relive' the experience more enjoyably via a 'paratelic lens'. Thus, the 
impact of Doug's flow experiences may have been as much in feelings produced during 
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extended reflection and re-telling, as the incident itself. By extension, the enjoyment of 
reflection may have augmented Doug's personal growth insofar as it provided an impetus to 
attempt future adventure experiences. In this interpretation, phases of reflection and re-telling 
of flow experiences in conditions oflowered felt intensity may have been integral to a 
positive learning spiral (Rea, 1993) and Doug's long-term happiness. 
While recalling his first multi-pitch climb, Doug identified his tendency to reverse 
between the telic and paratelic states, flow and 'non-flow', and positive and negative 
emotional states. For instance, Doug reported that falling off (a contingency event; an RT 
reversal mechanism) forced him to focus on and recalibrate his protective frame ( e.g., 
equipment and personal skills). This contingency event (falling off) appeared to facilitate a 
more cautious, telic state until he reached the summit. Doug emphasised the value of these 
metamotivational reversals while climbing (e.g., falling off strengthened his protective frame) 
and links between reversals, flow, also and a positive learning spiral. After this fall, which 
resulted from him getting out of the zone, he learned to trust his equipment and was able to 
attempt challenging climbs (on that day and in the future). Thus, Doug reported flow in 
alternating phases of learning and mastery, which incorporated telic/paratelic reversals. 
This pattern of events suggested that the telic state may be a key component of an 
upward learning spiral. Doug's mistake resulted in a reversal to the paratelic state, in which 
he increased the strength of his protective frame through the use of mental skills (i.e., self-
talk). Renewed self-confidence in tum allowed him to continue upward in the skill learning 
process by extricating himself from a dangerous situation. 
Doug felt in the zone primarily when he perceived his abilities to match or exceed the 
challenges portrayed by the climb. Thus, a C/S balance was an important aspect of flow for 
him. However, being in the zone was described as more of a mastery experience (heightened 
perceived skills/lowered perceived challenges) than one of learning (heightened perceived 
challenges/lowered perceived skills). Doug only reported flow when perceived skill 
improved to the point that he could enjoy the climb in the zone. Thus, perceived skill, more 
than perceived challenges, appeared key to his flow experiences. Interestingly, when his 
perceived skills were low (i.e., he felt out of his comfort zone), he would attempt to increase 
skills, and therefore be able to enter flow (the zone) at a later point in time. Juxtaposition of 
learning and mastery states in quick succession, and the importance of perceived skills to 
flow, may have contributed to Doug's learning process and facilitated his overall enjoyment 
of climbing. 
Distinct flow states were identified by Doug in the following ways: (a) by contrasting 
his flow experiences to those reported to him by other expert climbers, and (b) by contrasting 
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his recent flow experiences with the one on which our talk focused. His flow experiences had 
reportedly changed over time as he grew more cautious and was less likely to take risks, 
especially in an instructional capacity. These comments indicated that, in Doug's mind, 
different flow states could be experienced both inter and intra-personally, and that they could 
vary with level of experience and/or degree of responsibility for others/self. 
Doug indicated that a serious or fear-driven (i.e., telic) state could be a key flow 
antecedent. However, due to the retrospective nature of the data, it was not possible to 
unequivocally determine Doug's metamotivational state(s) during flow. A further 
interpretation, which questioned RT's notion of bistability, was that determining different 
flow states based on the telic and paratelic states was a false dichotomy. Data indicated that 
elements of each state may have been salient for Doug in either 'alternating' or 'integrated' 
flow states (Rea, 1993). Reversal theorists would contend that telic and paratelic reversals 
occurred in such quick succession that it gave the appearance of simultaneous emotions. 
These quandaries raised the issue that it may be more utilitarian to examine (a) shifts between 
the telic and paratelic states in creating varying intensities and foci within a flow state; (b) key 
antecedents (e.g., mental strategies; personal goals; key telic/paratelic dimensions); and (c) 
potential outcomes of these states, rather than seeking to pinpoint metamotivational state 
during flow. 
Doug: Flow Experiences during First Multi-Pitch Climb 
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Edan's Case (Kayaking) 
Although he was selected for his kayaking expertise, Edan had a range of outdoor sport and 
recreation experience - as a participant, instructor and team-building facilitator. These 
activities appeared to have facilitated self-reflection and analysis prior to the interview, as 
evidenced by his extensive philosophy of the sport and recreational experience. Despite 
asking Edan to detail a few specific examples of flow, he tended to speak about flow in 
general terms, rather than focusing in on one incident. For this reason, this case study focuses 
on Edan's overarching perceptions of relationships between metamotivational states and flow 
experiences, more than analyses of specific flow experiences. 
Background 
Edan was a 47 year old, French-born kayaking, skiing, rafting, multi-sport and endurance 
event participant and instructor in New Zealand. He had competed in the Coast-to-Coast 
( consisting of a run, bike, run, kayak, and bike across New Zealand) seven times, the Eco 
Challenge twice and the Southern Traverse nine times, amongst other elite multi-day, multi-
sport races. Despite his extensive experience, he had shied away from physical activity until 
he began skiing at age 12. At age 14, he absolutely fell in love with kayaking and began 
competing and teaching at a national level. His first kayak was in a beautiful valley full of 
trees ... It was just fantastic ... I was totally blown away. So I entered a kayak club as soon 
as I went back ... [I] started competing ... training a lot and being really passionate about it. 
These experiences motivated Edan to pursue physical education as a career. That was 
a whole discovery of myself ... Suddenly my goal became that I wanted to teach sports. He 
taught outdoor pursuits (i.e., rock climbing, skiing, kayaking and rafting) for four years before 
leaving France to travel the world as an outdoor instructor in a range of disciplines. One stint 
in Switzerland saw him managing a whitewater kayak school. After travelling to New 
Zealand and discovering the Dart River, he decided to open a canoeing business and settle 
there. Edan currently taught Pilates and operated his own multi-sport training business. 
Motivating Factors: The Positive Leaning Spiral and the Outdoors 
Edan was motivated by the discipline and goal-setting involved in adventure activities, as well 
as social aspects of these pursuits. He enjoyed discovering new abilities, feelings of personal 
strength and well-being, and interactions with the natural environment which these activities 
promoted. Opportunities to overcome fears through psychological discipline also fuelled 
Edan's motivation to kayak. 
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Edan's kayaking motivations evolved somewhat over time, as evidenced by the quotes 
below. His early kayaking days were characterised by the desire for adrenalin, fitness, 
camaraderie and to prove himself by surmounting ever-increasing levels of risk and challenge, 
while connecting to novel natural surroundings. 
[Initially] adrenalin had a big impact because I was a teenager and suddenly it was almost a 
drug ... We were challenging ourselves to do more difficult rivers and to go to grade 37 and 
then to grade 4 ... For a teenager who is full of testosterone and wants to prove [him ]self, it is 
the ideal thing. But a lot of it ... was just that connection, or reconnection, I needed with the 
environment ... Suddenly I was feeling strong, healthy, fit ... discovering ... some absolutely 
stunning places ... The river is always a very privileged way to discover new environments ... 
It became social motivation as well. 
This situation appeared to create a positive learning spiral in which Edan's skills 
continually increased in relation to the challenges he mastered. Continuously recalibrating 
perceived C/S weightings created frequent opportunities for Edan to experience flow. 
Positive flow experiences in tum motivated him to continue developing his kayaking skills. 
This learning process appeared to occur in an upward, continuous feedback manner in which 
perceived mastery and flow fuelled his desire to increase skills and challenges (learning state), 
thereby creating more flow opportunities. 
While Edan reported experiencing flow more consistently and intentionally now, at 
the time of interview, than at the start of his kayaking career, it was generally in a calm, 
mastery state ( e.g., lowered felt intensity/heightened perceived skills) rather than an exciting 
or apprehensive learning state (heightened felt intensity/lowered perceived skills). The 
marathon kayaking [I do now is] very easy kayaking so my motivation is very different now. 
It's part of a discipline that I've chosen to do and the challenge is to keep my kayaking up to 
scratch so I can still be competitive. Edan's flow experiences appeared to have changed and 
developed over time in response to experience, personal growth and changing performance 
and/or life goals. My approach to the sport is so different now because really it doesn't have 
to do much with the adrenalin stuff Thus, this case study will discuss flow from a 
developmental perspective by first focusing on Edan's more recent, and seemingly complex, 
flow experiences, and then analysing his most memorable flow episode 30 years prior. 
7 Whitewater rapids are graded from' 1' to '6' based on their level of difficulty and potential 
for harm. Grade ' 1' represents flat, moving water with little or no hazards, whereas grade '6' 
whitewater would only be considered by experts at certain water levels ( commonly referred to 
as 'instant death to the novice'). This information will also assist the reader in the 'study two 
results' section. 
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One motivating factor which did not appear to change over time was Edan's desire to 
connect with novel natural environments. He continually reiterated the powerful, positive 
influence which natural beauty and discovering the outdoors via the medium of kayaking had 
on him in both the short and long-term. Rivers ... [are] a very powerful medium to change 
people's life ... Once people discover [the] outdoors and get interested, it can really make the 
difference in terms of whether they 're going to be on the street or do something else. 
Furthermore, Edan's descriptions suggested that many of his flow experiences were holistic in 
the sense that flow may have stemmed from factors beyond the structure of the activity itself 
(e.g., a C/S balance), such as the natural environment which encapsulated and facilitated his 
flow experience. Water is a powerful element and from a psychological perspective ... It can 
be a comforting thing ... but it can be a very scary thing as well. Specifically, the heightened 
feelings of privilege, novelty and disconnection from everyday life which the outdoors evoked 
in Edan may have facilitated memorable flow events (see quotes at start of section for more 
examples). 
Edan's Recent Recollections of Flow Experiences 
Edan's personal training business and racing endeavours appeared to focus on entering the 
groove (his term for flow) in order to achieve important outcome goals. Over time, his 
competitive emphasis shifted away from working very hard ( outcome goal), to getting into the 
groove (a more process-focused approach). According to Edan, getting into the groove 
(process goal) also increased his likelihood of peak performance ( outcome goal). In the 
quotes below he illustrated this point by explaining how these contrasting aspects of flow 
interacted. 
Edan's current philosophy of sport and recreation was that exertion should feel 
effortless. I try and be as effortless and elegant as possible ... more movement-based now; 
like a dance. This 'effortless exertion' could be achieved through intense focus on the grace 
of movement and fluidity of execution. Edan's process-oriented approach to physical 
recreation was developed and refined by years of competitive, commercial and recreational 
endeavours. If you can actually work the movement so it's more fluid ... then you 're going to 
burn less energy ... be much more beautiful to watch, it's going to be much more enjoyable to 
do, and you 're going to be able to do it until you 're very old. This approach to participation 
also appeared geared towards longer-term enjoyment and learning based around sensory 
aspects of performance, rather than short-term, outcome goals. 
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Achieving in a competition becomes less and less important because what I'm achieving is ... 
a really good feeling in the movement and learning ... new things. I get new feelings ... and 
... learn more about fluidity of movement. It gives me more guarantee that I'm going to be 
able to do it ... when I'm 65, and by then I don't think being competitive ... will be a focus. It 
will be about getting through the course, having a great time and being good to watch. 
Edan emphasised the importance of balancing outcome goals (i.e., the telic state) with 
process goals (i.e., the paratelic state) in order to achieve flow, as well as peak performance. 
For example, outcome goals (telic) helped motivate and direct his energy during training; on 
race days, Edan often shifted to an internal, kinaesthetic focus by relying on his senses 
characterised by heightened sensory awareness (paratelic ). To maximise the likelihood of 
flow and peak performance, he thrived on the presence of challenging outcome goals coupled 
with the ability to, paradoxically, subvert these competitive desires into his subconscious 
during competition. The outcome goals are always present ... In all that preparation, the 
goal is really, really important and it's very present in your mind at a very conscious level ... 
where it's all about mental analysis ... If you are able ... to then push that [ outcome goal] 
aside and focus more on the zone, you will ... reach that zone. I think [this approach] makes a 
huge difference. 
Consistent with previous flow literature (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1975; 
Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988; Jackson, 1988, 1996; Jackson & 
Csikszentmihalyi, 1999), Edan's typical flow state was characterised by intense focus and 
awareness. He continuously assessed bodily sensations and attempted to use his body in a 
sustainable and effortless manner, despite working very hard. Some competitions you are 
able to see the guys in front of you and ... suddenly the whole focus is on going hard .. . 'I 
need to catch up!' So going hard all the way is totally ... the wrong concept because then it's 
all about grinding through the effort ... like running a car with the hand-brakes on. 
[In one race] I had a really nice tune in my head ... I was thriving on it and this guy passes me 
and I'm just going, no, I'm not going to try and hang onto him because I'm really in a good 
groove at the moment. If I break that groove ... suddenly [I will be] working hard . . . [This] 
focus is all wrong ... So I kept going with my tune ... focusing on my running technique and 
pacing myself, and I passed the guy l 5kms later ... On that race, I totally had the zone. 
Edan said that he felt calm and relaxed in these descriptions of what initially appeared 
to be a classic example of paratelic flow. However, this classification seemed to oversimplify 
a potentially highly complex and intentional flow process. Closer comparison of Edan's 
descriptions with Rea's (1993) theoretical flow categories based upon a developmental model 
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of optimal experiences, suggested alternative interpretations. Rather than representing Rea's 
(1993) first developmental level of flow complexity (i.e., dichotomous flow states; either 
exciting paratelic flow or relaxing telic flow), Edan's descriptions seemed to reflect Rea's 
hypothesis of increasingly complex flow experiences (i.e., 'serious play', 'integrated flow', or 
'dynamic stillness'). These more complex flow states were hypothesised to integrate 
seamless telic/paratelic reversals, and/or reflect an evolved ability to integrate key aspects of 
both states in an experience of 'dynamic stillness'. A "deeper form" of serious playfulness, 
'dynamic stillness' is: 
not merely the stillness of telic repose nor the dynamics of paratelic excitement. 
Rather it is a synchronous interweaving of stillness and dynamics . . . [It] is not 
merely the absence of worries (paratelic excitement) nor the avoidance of 
anxiety (telic relaxation). It is a calm empowering sense of grace and beauty ... 
We propose that the deep flow of dynamic stillness is both a 'peak experience' 
(paratelic flow [i.e., spontaneous and joyful]) and a 'peak performance' (telic 
flow [i.e., intentionality and mastery]). (Rea, 1993, pp. 84-85) 
For example, contrary to a preference for high felt arousal commonly associated with 
the paratelic state (e.g., Frey, 1999). Edan's descriptions above indicated that moderate felt 
arousal was optimal for this type of flow experience. If felt arousal was too low, he was 
unable to physically perform. Yet if felt arousal was too high, Edan became over-focused on 
working hard. You know you've got to go hard and you are going very hard, but it's not the 
priority on your mind and that's where the difference is. Moreover, Edan did not describe 
being in the groove (flow) as having fun or playful, which are also common descriptors of the 
paratelic state (Potocky & Murgatroyd, 1993). 
Edan appeared to delicately, and intentionally, balance various 'opposing' motivations 
and emotions ( e.g., the desire to win while enjoying the process; working intensely, yet 
feeling effortless and calm) to produce an intensely enjoyable and satisfying flow state. You 
do need [process and outcome goals] - no, they 're not counter ... If you 're able ... to push the 
... goal to win ... into your subconscious and, on the day, focus on the groove and on the 
ability to reach that zone, then I think you 're doing very effective training. These 'dynamic 
stillness' experiences were hypothesised to occur at the highest developmental level of mental 
and emotional complexity (Rea, 1993). Through years of competitive experience and a 
gradual progression into endurance events, .Edan appeared to have achieved highly complex 
flow states in which ostensibly 'opposing' states were dynamically and complementarily 
balanced. When you 're in a competition ... you are going to work hard anyway. So if you put 
your focus on fluidity rather than working hard, you get the best of both worlds ... in an 
integrated way ... and the result might be even better. 
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It's quite a dynamic combination to have those goals - that winning goal and that goal to get 
into the groove. It's quite a powerful dynamic, so one doesn't go without the other ... Some 
people, who are more focused on the groove and not too obsessed by the idea of winning ... 
but they 're still interested and ... talented, they will get into the groove and really enjoy the 
movement ... But they won't win ... You've got to be able to switch from one to the other. 
Edan reported an alignment with Eastern philosophies to the extent that, for him, 
outcome goals needed to be moderated by an inward focus. He believed that Western 
society's over-emphasis on winning and outcomes inhibited flow. In Western society we put 
far too much emphasis on the outcome goal . . . When I was a teenager ... I got obsessed with 
[ winning] ... I thought that the harder I had trained, the better I was going to be able to 
achieve ... If I had learned more accurately about that inwards focus ... [ and] consciously 
integrated that in my training, then I would have achieved a lot better. No question. Similar 
conclusions have been suggested in flow research (c.£, Forch, 2004; Stein et al., 1995). 
Edan achieved the delicate balance of 'dynamic stillness' (Rea, 1993) by channelling 
his focus inwards rather than outwards and creating awareness from the inside out . . . the 
feedback you get from your body. He disconnected from external events, continually 
monitored bodily feedback, and attended to kinaesthetic and sensory information. [I] try and 
be as elegant, effortless, fluid and beautiful to watch as possible. Edan also emphasised the 
importance of positive self-talk to experience flow in training and competition; his mantra 
was:fluidity, elegance,feeling the movement,focusing inwards. 
Focus on technique and ... instead of focusing outwards ... focus inwards. It's more a of a 
kinaesthetic, proprioceptive experience where your mind is really getting information back 
from all your senses and your joints, your muscles, your tendons ... You end up working in 
relation to the feedback you get from the environment and from what you 're doing ... That's 
totally different than saying, right, I'm going to grab and pull hard! 
Edan also suggested how a developmental model of optimal experiences (Rea, 1993) 
might function to facilitate these increasingly complex flow experiences. His comment below 
indicated that experts would be increasingly likely to seamlessly shift attentional foci ( e.g., 
between process and outcome goals) and respond to kinaesthetic and sensory feedback due to 
their accumulation of experience. Edan's data suggested that the development of these 
abilities could also increase the likelihood, duration, frequency, consistency and complexity 
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of flow. You've experienced all those feelings; you've got a big bag of tricks that you've 
gathered over the years in sensations. If you focus inwards ... your bag of tricks is going to 
be even richer ... You're going to be able to keep ... yourself in the groove more consistently 
as a result. 
Edan's Early Flow Experience 
Edan had one of his most intense and memorable flow experiences at age 18. At this stage in 
his life, he was focused on winning and working hard. This flow experience occurred while 
he was competing in an important national selection kayaking race. [I have been in flow] 
quite a few times, but this was one of the strongest. In this quote Edan suggested that he 
experienced flow in varying intensities, and that this was a flow experience of high felt 
intensity. 
In this race, Edan appeared to unexpectedly reverse into a paratelic flow state of 
heightened intensity which facilitated a peak performance. Prior to the race, he appeared to 
reverse from a telic, outcome-orientated state to a paratelic state wherein the challenging 
racing environment was f~lt as excitement. Edan had a clear, important goal for this race: to 
win. Following his reversal, however, the desire to win receded into the background and his 
entire focus shifted inward. This inward focus centred on monitoring bodily sensations and 
physical functioning. In the quote below, Edan outlined the intensely enjoyable aspects of 
this flow experience. 
Everything came together ... I felt really, really on the top of my game . . . What I remember 
the most was how effortless it felt ... It was not so much winning, it was the way I won ... I 
never felt that I worked hard ... I'll always remember that ... whole combination of a 
beautiful river, a challenging grade ... and just feeling that the body was moving quite 
elegantly and fluidly. There's been a few opportunities where I felt that and every time it's 
been just quite stunning in terms of the experience itself. 
Prior to the race. Prior to the race, Edan was focused on winning and proving himself 
(i.e., a telic state). I really wanted to prove myself ... My goal was to win. Edan also felt 
nervous due to the significance of his goal coupled with the fact that he lack[ ed] a lot of belief 
in [him ]self. I was nervous because it was such an important competition for me. The river 
was very technical so I was ... daunted ... But ... the beauty of the village really inspired me. 
In contrast to other competitors who were frustrated by poor weather conditions, Edan 
focused on enjoying himself in the beautiful mountain setting. He had unintentionally 
reversed to a paratelic state wherein he felt positive, inward-focused and excited to race. I 
really focused on enjoyment and suddenly all the other things that get in the way of achieving 
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most of the time [disappeared]. Edan used the terms reverse psychology, switch, and click to 
describe his unexpected change of mood. This reversal transformed his experience into an 
adventure. Suddenly I didn't [focus on the negative]. !just decided I was going to feel good 
... I didn't have that mental control [yet] ... It just switched - it clicked ... It was snowing ... It 
was remote ... and suddenly it was an adventure. So there was something really special 
about it and it changed the whole mood! ... Suddenly it was: this is cool! 
In this flow episode, the natural environment appeared to play a key role in facilitating 
reversals and flow. That village ... was ... a retreat ... It was going away from all the 
problems in life. Edan revelled in feeling immersed in beautiful natural environment and 
removed from everyday problems. I think the way [my mood] became positive was ... being 
away from everything in life that I found daunting. Suddenly it was like ... we 're out here. 
It's just unbelievable. Feeling 'encapsulated' in this 'extra' ordinary environment and 
removed from normality, may have been an important flow antecedent (an 'extra' ordinary 
event) in this context. This case study suggested that interactions with natural environments, 
which are inherent to adventure experiences, may be an important antecedent of flow in this 
domain. It's really cold and you can start regarding things as so hard and harsh ... But 
suddenly you just go ... It doesn't matter. It's actually quite beautiful here. That reverse 
psychology ... thing. 
During the race. During the race, Edan pushed outcome goals aside and focused on 
his kayaking movements. I pushed that [goal to win] aside because suddenly !felt good in my 
movement ... [ and] in my kayak; things were going well. He felt he was on cruise control in 
that he was reacting to external stimuli, but in an altered, inward-focused state of 
consciousness. You don't even remember ... You 're in ... cruise control ... auto-pilot ... You 
react to all these signals but you 're not consciously aware ... It's all happening in your 
subconscious ... You are conscious but it's very much an inwards awareness .. Edan felt 
exhilarated by the effortlessness of his movements and heightened sensory awareness. There 
is exhilaration ... and you 're definitely enjoying the high out of the endorphins. These 
descriptions were suggestive of an intense paratelic flow experience. Your feeling ... is really 
enhanced. You 're feeling everything with your body ... [ and]focused on all your senses ... I 
was very focused inwards . . . When I got to the end I actually thought, shit ... I've totally not 
worked hard enough because I was not even tired ... That's why I really feel that I was in the 
zone. 
Interestingly, Edan described himself as calm, [ which was] one of the main benefits of 
the experience, rather than excited. Edan did not feel 'relaxed' in the general sense of the 
term either, but rather relaxed but intense at the same time. These descriptions supported the 
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constructs of 'integrated flow' and 'serious play' (Rea, 1993) in the following manner. 
Reversal theorists posit that 'calm' or 'relaxed' are preferred emotions in the telic, outcome-
oriented state (e.g., Frey, 1999). However, Edan enjoyed the process and sensations of 
activity itself. These paradoxes suggested the following alternative interpretations: (a) Edan 
managed to reverse between the telic and paratelic states in a seamless balance (i.e., 
'integrated flow'); or (b) he experienced telic/paratelic dimensions simultaneously (i.e., 
'serious play'; Rea, 1993). 
A further possibility was that Edan's sense ofrelaxation, or calm, emanated from a 
strong sense of confidence in his abilities (i.e., a strong protective frame; heightened 
perceived skills). Rather than being a feature of the paratelic state, this interpretation 
indicated that Edan's protective frame functioned independently of metamotivational 
reversals. His protective frame may have allowed him to experience reversals while 
maintaining confidence and enjoyment. This scenario further indicated a form of integrated 
flow. 
After the race. Following the race, Edan appeared to suddenly reverse to the telic 
state. He instantly felt had not worked hard enough and began to set outcome goals for future 
competitions. Straight away there's the pressure to repeat ... back to ... the logical, social 
aspects of your goal setting. Although Edan felt a sense of exhilaration that I had won, but 
there was also almost a sense of being a fraud because I had won this thing without really 
working hard. Nonetheless, he gradually realised that flow did not result from consciously 
pushing himself as hard as possible. Only in retrospect I thought ... that totally makes sense 
... because the fluidity, the consistency of my lines ... But it took me awhile to understand ... 
because ... we are still governed by ... no pain, no gain, and I actually don 't believe in it. 
Flow for Edan stemmed from balancing graceful execution (through inward focus) with hard 
work to achieve important outcome goals. Edan's ability to achieve this balance was 
attributed to mental training. I think you've got to train yourself for the groove and, with the 
right amount of training, you can introduce that 'consciously-going-hard but staying-in-the-
groove '. They are kind of a contradiction in terms but if you can [ do it] - that's it I 
Researcher's Reflections 
Edan's descriptions demonstrated how flow could vary intrapersonally, with regard to 
intensity and frequency, depending on mental focus (see Figures 23 and 24 below) He 
indicated that the ability to experience a range of flow states may develop over time or with 
experience. Because I have a different approach to the movement, I actually have this 
experience [ of flow] more often. Not quite as intense as [in the national selection race], but 
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more often because I am more focused on enjoyment, fluidity and movement as a dance, 
rather than a strength-based movement. Flow for Edan appeared to vary relative to the felt 
intensities of telic and paratelic dimensions. Furthermore, the importance of the natural 
environment and mental skill training to facilitate flow were key findings in this case study. 
Edan: First Flow Experience in National Selection Kayak Race 
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Figure 23. Conceptual model of Edan's early flow experience in kayaking. 
A noteworthy antecedent of Edan's flow states was the removal of mental obstacles. 
His flow descriptions often highlighted that nothing was getting in the way of flow. Edan's 
choice of language also illuminated flow antecedents. Rather than emphasising essential 
precursors to flow, Edan described removing barriers to flow. If you focus too much on the 
outcome goal, you 're not going to get there. The ability to have that inwards focus makes a 
difference. Rather than actively trying to cultivate flow, Edan's approach suggested that 
merely removing obstacles, such as personal and societal ultimatums, facilitated flow. In this 
conceptualisation, flow materialised as the natural state of human performance. All that was 
necessary to experience flow was to alleviate the disproportionate emphasis on outcome goals 
and focus inwards. 
Some of Edan's more recent flow examples appeared more complex than the 
prototypical paratelic flow state. While he performed with an inward focus (i.e., the paratelic 









and calm, which are preferred telic emotions (Rea, 1993) while working towards important 
outcome goals. Thus a paradox emerged in which flow was experienced as both exhilarating 
and relaxing. Moreover, this flow state was engendered by an overarching desire to attain 
outcome goals, balanced with an immediate inward focus. Despite these seemingly 
contradictory foci, Edan reported that these delicate balance points produced optimal 
experiences reminiscent of Rea's (1993) notion of 'dynamic stillness' (see below). 
Edan: General Patterns of Recent Competitive Flow Experiences 
Mental Skills: 
Intense kinesthetic awareness of body movements 
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Figure 24. Conceptual model of Edan's general phases of flow in recent experiences. 
Reversal Theory's epistemology was further probed by Edan's depiction of the 
protective frame. Due to the paradoxes illustrated above, it was not possible to consistently 
pinpoint his metamotivational state during flow. It was clear, however, that a strong sense of 
self-confidence (i.e., protective frame) allowed him to maintain optimal enjoyment (and 
performance) regardless of reversals. As noted earlier, Edan's protective frame may have 
functioned independently of metamotivational reversals. This account is not currently 
endorsed by RT, wherein awareness of the protective frame is only experienced in the 
paratelic state (see pp. 28-30 herein for overview). Nonetheless, given the lack of self-
consciousness which characterises flow, 'conscious' awareness of the protective frame may 
be lacking in any flow state. This quandary was illuminated by Edan's inability to define 
'consciousness' and 'awareness' in flow. You are conscious but it's very much an inwards 
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awareness ... Consciousness is a difficult concept. The difference between awareness and 
consciousness ... keeps crossing-over ... It's a philosophical level. 
Two final themes of interest in this case were: (1) the role of the natural environment 
in flow and reversals, and (2) changes in motivation over time. For Edan, scenic 
environments appeared to facilitate reversals and flow. This case suggested that the natural 
environment may play an important role in flow during adventure activities. Further, Edan's 
motivation to participate in adventure experience shifted from extrinsic goals and the seeking 
of intense excitement and adrenalin through constant challenge (i.e., learning states), to 
intrinsically determined, process-oriented goals and calm, mastery experiences. These 
motivational shifts appeared to influence the quality, consistency and intensity of Edan's flow 
experiences ( e.g., lowered felt intensity over time; more consistent/controllable). 
Vlad's Case (Skydiving) 
Perhaps due to years of instructing and previous interview experience, Vlad was able to 
clearly articulate his philosophy of the skydiving experience. His fluent command of English, 
his second language, also facilitated the interview. Vlad tended to focus on general trends 
rather than specific flow episodes, which illuminated typical patterns of thoughts and feelings. 
This tendency sometimes made it difficult to clearly identify metamotivational states and 
reversals insofar as some descriptions lacked specificity. As Vlad spoke more generally, 
through use of scattered examples, I adapted my interview approach. Rather than focus on 
one particular flow memory, I attempted to build a general model of his flow experiences 
(while still using the SCIM; Scanlan, Russell, Wilson et al., 2003). Specific flow examples 
were then used to supplement this model. 
Background 
Vlad was a 37 year old operations manager for one of the largest skydiving companies in New 
Zealand. Born in Eastern Europe, he was raised under a communist regime in which he 
received free skydiving training in exchange for military service. At 16, Vlad completed his 
first skydiving jump8 and never stopped jumping! He went on to represent his country in 
international skydiving competitions, as well as completing compulsory service as a 
paratrooper. Ten years ago he began instructing professionally; first in the USA and then in 
8 A skydive is referred to as a jump because participants jump out of a plane. 
,.. 
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New Zealand. In total, Vlad had 21 years of skydiving experience as a competitor, instructor 
and assessor. He also participated recreationally in windsurfing and skysurfing (skydiving 
while his feet were attached to a board). 
Motivating Factors 
From the outset of the interview, Vlad wanted to make one thing clear: skydiving was 
not a 'job' for him. In order to understand Vlad's experience of skydiving, he wanted me to 
realise that someone who is engaged in ... skydiving ... [becomes] a skydiver ... That's the 
way you live your life. Skydiving was not merely an occupation or hobby; it defined Vlad's 
identity. After skydiving for 21 years, he could not imagine doing anything else for a living. 
You 're always outside in the sun; you work with happy people ... [Skydiving is] a really good 
job ... You feel good ... lots of adrenalin ... lots of fun and you go home really happy ... If 
you 're the kind of person that enjoys extreme sport, skydiving is an amazing sport. Despite 
his passion for sharing the experience of skydiving with others, Vlad admitted it was not for 
everyone. 
Rather than regarding it as a hazardous pastime, Vlad perceived skydiving to be a 
challenging and satisfying way of life. I don't think skydiving is a dangerous sport and if it 
was ... I don't think I would be doing it ... It is extreme sport, definitely, but there are so many 
rules ... if you obey [them and] ... you've got the skills [it is safe]. [Skydiving is] all about 
challenges ... Maybe not risk, but challenges ... You always set up challenges and you always 
want to achieve them. In this sense, skydiving appeared to provide a 'flow lifestyle' 
(Macbeth, 1988) for Vlad, due to overall engaging structure of this activity throughout the day 
and over time. 
Over the past two decades Vlad's skydiving experiences, and the sport itself, had 
undergone many transitions. Initially, skydiving for Vlad wasjust for enjoyment and the 
sensation of total freedom experienced during freefall9. Free/all is the best part; that's what 
skydiving is all about ... flying the canopy is totally different . . . When you 're free/ailing you 
really have that three dimensional freedom ... that sensation of going up, down ... forward, 
backward, and you can do whatever you want with your body. 
When he subsequently entered the military, jumps became more regulated and 
9 Freefalling,jlying under canopy, and static line jumps: The first part of a skydive jump 
entails freefalling through the air at high velocity without resistance. After the parachute 
(canopy) is deployed, the participant floats more slowly and directs the canopy to ensure a 
gentle landing. In a static line skydive, the parachute automatically opens upon jumping from 
the plane and therefore there is no free/all in this jump. 
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functional ( e.g., static line jumps) than enjoyment-oriented. Military [ static line] jumps were 
too boring for me. Low attitude ... hard work ... sweating and it just wasn't my thing ... 
There was no free/all. Vlad sometimes felt bored ( a paratelic emotion) by these jumps 
because he was not allowed to freefall, however he did feel a sense of achievement upon 
completing these tasks (a telic motivation). Trainings were ... military-style ... I didn't think 
it was a sport ... to enjoy. It was more like ... 'wow' ... a big achievement to jump off a plane. 
It was great. 
Decreased freedom of movement was also the reason Vlad did not initially enjoy 
tandem10 jumping as much as solo jumping. [In a tandem jump] you are restricted ... You 
have someone in front of you so you can 't do anything you want to do in free/all ... It can be 
pretty hard work ... It's not like you don't enjoy it, but it's different ... On your own ... you 
have that three dimensional freedom infreefall [to do] whatever you want. However, Vlad 
had since learned to relax and enjoy skydiving for different reasons when jumping with 
others. I love to share [skydiving] ... Jf you really love [your sport], you love sharing it with 
someone else. Tandem skydiving is perfect to share your sport. 
It was evident that Vlad experienced jumps differently depending on the situation 
(e.g., commercial, competitive, recreational jumps; weather conditions) and his level of 
personal control. In the quote below, he indicated that perceived freedom and desired 
personal control levels could depend on skydiving experience levels. Specifically, he 
observed that first-time jumpers just wanted to experience a jump, therefore personal control 
or heightened perceived skills were not integral to enjoyment. For experienced jumpers, 
however, heighted perceived skills, sense of control and freedom of movement were more 
essential for enjoyment. I am a tandem examiner ... I pretend to be [the tandem client] so I 
have to jump [ while attached to the] front [ of the student] ... In the beginning, I hated those 
jumps! ... And it took me awhile to learn to relax and enjoy them ... But ... any other skydiver 
with a large number of jumps, they hate doing tandems. [Whereas] customers ... enjoy 
tandem jumps. They think that's the best thing they've ever done. 
Vlad attributed his skydiving motivations to fundamental human drives to learn, 
achieve, explore boundaries, exert control, and to be free and self-determined. Vlad reported 
these drives in both physical and mental terms, beyond the realm of adventure experiences. 
It's human nature to feel that you can do whatever you want to do ... to control your body and 
learn to do more with [it] ... to [not] have boundaries ... Not just in sports, but in some mental 
10 Tandem versus solo jumps: Skydiving and flights can be performed alone (solo), or in a 
professional capacity wherein a client is attached to the front of the instructor by a harness 
(tandem). 
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things and science ... People have that drive ... to, whatever you have in your mind, be able to 
do that! Skydiving was the primary medium through which Vlad acquired new skills and 
explored mental and physical limitations. In his opinion, human desires to learn, master one's 
environment and extend the realm of possibilities were the underlying motivations to all 
adventurous endeavours. That's the same [motivation] with these modern extreme sports as 
well: you want to learn something ... People are not meant to fly ... but when I see [a 
cameraman].flying in front of me,freefalling, it's amazing how natural the whole thing looks. 
Because he mastered that skill ... he can.fly. That's amazing! 
Challenges and Mental Skill Use 
Vlad's biggest physical challenge in skydiving was maintaining control of his body and 
equipment. In freefall, your main challenge is to learn how to control your body, how to use 
that wind ... [ to do] what you want ... Once you open the parachute, the challenge is to learn 
to control your canopy to have perfect landings. These challenges, coupled with the mental 
strain of coping with physical dangers, required intense mental training. [The] mental side of 
this sport is ... a really important part of your training ... Maybe in this sport a little bit more 
because you have that extra pressure of[it] being sort of dangerous and ... that adrenalin. 
Vlad used imagery to mentally rehearse a jump and self-talk to boost his confidence 
and motivation. [Skydiving is] not just physical ... it's even more mental. Mental skill 
training allowed him to relax, control his adrenalin, and achieve the present-moment focus 
necessary to execute and enjoy his jump. Mental strategies, more than physical skills, 
appeared to facilitate key phases of Vlad's flow experiences. Specifically, he intentionally 
used mental skills to adjust attentional focus ( e.g., overall outcome goals, immediate process 
goals, varying felt arousal levels) at various phases of the skydive process (as described 
below). Vlad's mental strategies may have allowed him to induce metamotivational reversals, 
or shifts in felt intensity, at key points during a skydive. Before getting into the plane ... I go 
through the whole [jump] and I think about different things I have to do to achieve my goals 
... In the plane [I] try to relax ... [A] few seconds before [I] jump out, [I] completely stop 
thinking about everything I want to do and just concentrate on ... the things that I have to do 
at that particular second. 
Vlad further emphasised the importance of mental skill training to skydiving during 
the initial learning process. Correct mental execution of a jump, via imagery, was imperative 
to successful physical execution of a jump. [My students] visualise their entire jump and ... 
tell us exactly what they 're going to do ... If they ... go through that jump very confidently, 
you know that they 're going to perform very well ... [If] people are not really sure ... you 
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know something will go wrong. 
Confidence (i.e., heightened perceived skills) and calm nerves were also identified as 
key antecedents to a successful skydive and flow. Vlad endorsed mental skill training as a 
way to develop these essential qualities. [Experienced skydivers are] very concentrated ... 
calm ... That all comes with the [ mental] training. The ability to decrease felt arousal and felt 
significance of a jump, particularly in the telic state, appeared to be an important flow 
precursor. I just convince myself that ... I'm going to do another 1,000 jumps and there's no 
big deal about this particular jump. Conversely, the inability to control felt arousal seemed to 
inhibit flow for Vlad. My first big competition, I jumped out ... opened the parachute and I 
felt sick ... I was so nervous that ... my brain was completely blocked ... If you 're too nervous, 
then thinking about dinner, for example ... can help. Moderate felt arousal and felt 
significance levels ( e.g., a telic state of decreased felt intensity, or reversing to a paratelic state 
of moderate felt intensity) appeared optimal for flow in this case. 
Vlad's Recollections of Flow Experiences 
Mental skill use facilitated a range of flow states for Vlad. Confidence (i.e., heightened 
perceived skills) was reported to be an essential aspect of any enjoyable experience he had in 
the air, whether it was the confidence to cope with emergency situations or execute new skills. 
Thus, the protective frame may have played a key role in Vlad's flow experiences. His most 
intense flow episodes appeared to result when he first mastered a novel skill (i.e., shifted from 
a learning to a mastery state). 
For Vlad, spontaneity was not desirable due to the time constraints of freefall; at 
times, however, it was a necessary reaction in changeable conditions. Reports that he (a) 
constantly planned ahead, (b) rehearsed potential scenarios, ( c) preferred lowered felt arousal 
levels, and ( d) sometimes had to convince [him ]self this is what I want to do indicated a telic 
approach to skydiving. Vlad's decision not to include the 'autotelic experience' dimension of 
flow in the deductive section (because he never skydived just for the sake of it) further 
highlighted telic, outcome-oriented participation motives. However, the paratelic state also 
appeared to characterise some phases of his experiences, particularly after he had initiated a 
course of action ( e.g., present/process focus after jumping from plane). I had to convince 
myself ... I'm going to have lots of fun, and everything becomes so much easier. 
If Vlad was unable to moderate felt intensity in the telic state (e.g., via relaxation or 
self-talk techniques), he would attempt to induce a paratelic reversal (via mental skills) in 
which he could enjoy heightened perceived challenges. The examples below illustrated this 
ability to facilitate telic or paratelic flow via mental skills. For example, Vlad reported 
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wanting to feel less aroused when I do something new or when I compete and ... I feel ... 
nervous or pumped up ... It doesn't help with your concentration, so obviously you try to calm 
yourself down. Thus, he may have preferred a telic approach while learning new skills or 
when outcome goals were important. 
[I] have to feel like ... this is exactly what [I] want to do right now . . . One day [ windsurfing] I 
started going so fast and ... as soon as I felt scared, I was not doing things right. I was too 
scared. Then I tried to convince myself: this is what I want to do. I'm going to go even faster 
... I started enjoying it and all of a sudden it got so much easier. The same rules apply in 
skydiving. (paratelic reversal) 
You have to be very confident ... If you 're not confident, you have to train more, you have to 
prepare yourself better. And once you get to that stage when you 're really confident ... you 
... know that: I will achieve [the] result I want [to] achieve. ( telic state) 
Especially [when] learning new things or competing, [I use mental skills]. Every time you ... 
feel ... nervous before a jump ... I'm trying to ... feel more calm inside. (lowering felt intensity 
of telic state) 
[I want to feel less aroused] for just these jumps when I do something new or when I compete 
and ... I feel ... nervous or pumped up. Then I'm trying to calm myself down before jumping 
... I wouldn't say [I'm] nervous [in a] bad way ... Your adrenalin goes up and ... you breathe 
faster ... It doesn't help with your concentration, so obviously you try to calm yourself down. 
(lowering felt arousal in telic or paratelic states) 
The Positive Leaming Spiral and Flow 
Mental techniques allowed Vlad to perform under pressure, combat fear, increase skills, and 
thereby facilitate various flow states in learning (e.g., emergencies) and mastery (e.g., familiar 
skills) conditions. The desire to master challenges drove Vlad to continually challenge 
himself by learning new skills. Much of his reported enjoyment stemmed from goal-
attainment and dynamic tensions between learning and mastery. I [ experience flow] very 
often, every time I try to do something new. Once I ... had enough skill to meet that 
challenge, I would create new challenges ... do something new. 
Vlad's experiences provided support for Rea's (1993) positive learning spiral. He 
appeared to facilitate flow during various phases ofleaming and mastery by continuously re-
calibrating perceived challenges and skills. His most intense flow experienced appeared to 
occur at the 'tipping point' when perceived skills began to outweigh challenges. It also 
appeared that (a) perceived skills may have been more integral to Vlad's flow experiences 
than perceived challenges, and (b) perceived mastery states were more enjoyable than 
perceived learning states. Once you 're good enough so you can do whatever you want in a 
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free/all ... you start enjoying skydiving ... You do get that adrenalin rush, but it's different. 
You 're not scared anymore ... It's a different feeling then. 
Vlad indicated that some of his most 'intense' flow states occurred in a learning state 
(e.g., attempting a new skill, emergency scenarios) in which enjoyment was often a 
retrospective emotion. Once you achieve that goal [of learning a new skill], you feel good! 
While some of these experiences appeared to occur in the telic state (e.g., emergencies), 
reversals between nervousness (telic) and excitement (paratelic) were frequently reported 
while learning new skills. Prior to novel experiences, for example, Vlad often reported the 
telic state (nervous, concerned with outcomes, planning ahead). Before I did my first jump ... 
I was so nervous . . . When I jumped out I was petrified ... But ... when the parachute opened 
... I was so happy- because I'd achieved that ... I've done it! ... Often customers ... tell me, 
oh, I'm so scared! ... I say, well the fact that you were scared and you did it, makes this 
achievement even bigger. 
In the descriptions above, Vlad indicated that the telic state could elicit some of his, 
and his clients', most intense flow experiences, as well as heightening retrospective feelings 
of satisfaction and accomplishment. When I land[ed], I [felt] like 'I'm full of energy' and my 
adrenalin [was] really running high. He highlighted the influence of initiating action, 
contingency events (i.e., parachute opening) and goal attainment in facilitating positive 
emotional shifts and/or reversals. 
Vlad also described different flow states which appeared to occur in a paratelic 
mastery state of moderate felt intensity, wherein he could relax and enjoy the process of 
skydiving. These flow states were characterised by heightened perceived skills. Once you get 
to that stage when your skills match the [challenges], all these experiences are enjoyable. A 
sense of total control and the ability to do exactly what he wanted without conscious thought 
were Vlad's sources of enjoyment in these flow episodes. Some days ... !feel I have under 
control every single second of my skydive and that I can do whatever I want to do ... easily. 
He described this mastery state as just functioning or developing an instinct which allowed 
him to perform naturally and automatically. You get to a stage where you ... don't think 
about what you do with your body anymore ... During the actual skydive you 're just 
functioning. It's the only word I can use to describe [it] ... You still think about all these 
things you have to do ... but you don't really think about how you 're going to do them ... I can 
just do them by naturally moving ... like some kind of instinct . . . When you feel that 
everything is right, you feel that you are in the moment. 
Alternation of these various flow experiences appeared to optimise Vlad's learning 
process and overall enjoyment in the manner of a positive learning spiral (Rea, 1993). The 
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descriptions below highlighted the importance of alternating metamotivational states 
(telic/paratelic) and phases of learning and mastery in this process. The telic state in 
particular appeared to motivate a positive learning spiral, as Vlad was motivated to achieve 
outcome goals and often reported enjoyment from goal attainment. [If I do something new] it 
feels good because [I] couldn't do that ... before ... That learning process is really amazing. 
You learn new skills ... repeat it, and do it even better- it feels great! But sometimes ... 
you 're relaxed, and you just enjoy free/all ... that's ... an even better, amazing feeling too ... I 
could just skydive the way I skydive now and ... just enjoy. But I still have that drive to try .. . 
and learn ... something new! 
Vlad: If you achieve what you wanted to achieve you feel great! ... If you complete your plan 
... you feel really good. 
Interviewer: Do you feel good because of the sensation or because you felt like you achieved 
your goal? 
Vlad: Because you achieved your goal ... You just want to do it again. 
Flow Episodes 
First controlled jump with a student. Vlad cited various examples to illustrate his flow 
descriptions. In the first instance, he had an intense flow experience when he first learned 
how to control a trainee in the air. Vlad vividly recalled this jump because he could anticipate 
everything the trainee was going to do and he knew exactly how to respond. An intensely 
enjoyable state of flow ensued when this difficult skill became easy (i.e., skill mastery). This 
appeared to be a mastery state of telic flow, characterised by lowered felt intensity. I 
remember a stage when [ student jumps] got so easy ... I noticed everything that [ the student] 
did with her body ... straight away. I had full control over her ... I could even predict what 
she [ was going to] do in the free/all. It felt so good ... so easy ... I didn't have that much 
adrenalin anymore because I was not nervous or scared ... but I enjoyed it because it was so 
easy. The following quote reflected telic motivations during this jump. After that jump it felt 
really good ... because ... I had achieved something new in this sport. This account mirrored 
descriptions of flow in surgeons: "It can be enjoyable to lapse into familiarity- everything 
clicks along" (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975, p. 128). 
First controlled skysurfing jump. Vlad's descriptions oflearning to skysurf (skydiving 
with a board attached to his feet) occurred when he had just managed to execute a novel skill. 
His frustration, due to an inability to achieve performance goals, indicated he was initially in 
the telic state. [If] things don 't work the way I want them to work, I feel really frustrated ... 
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sort of angry and that pushes me to try even harder ... Any different thing I've tried in 
skydiving, obviously I couldn't do it straight away perfectly and ... [I]feel very frustrated ... 
because you want to achieve that. 
Vlad's positive learning spiral appeared to be fuelled by phases of telic frustration and 
goal anticipation (I wanted to ... do these tricks that some other people [do]!), as well as 
phases of pleasant emotions resulting from paratelic reversals. [In my first skysurf attempt] I 
jumped out and thought my heart was going to explode ... I could not get stable ... I felt very 
frustrated ... [ After my initial attempts] I was not nervous anymore, I was just excited ... A 
little bit nervous as well, but more excited than nervous. 
Prior to his first successful skysurf, Vlad's mood shifted. As his perceived skill level 
increased, nervousness decreased, although he remained focused on achieving performance 
goals. Telic goal orientation coupled with increased perceived skills appeared to facilitate this 
intense flow experience. My third jump I managed to get up ... and felt like, I'm standing on 
top of the world ... It was so beautiful. And then I got to the [mastery] stage again. 
The intensity of this initial flow experience was followed by a phase of flow 
experiences at lowered intensity level due to increasing perceived skill levels. I felt like I had 
everything under control. It felt so easy ... I managed to do a few tricks ... It just felt so good 
... Not just that day, but [for a]few days after that. Vlad's account oflearning a new skill 
supported Rea's (1993) hypothesis that alternating or integrated flow states (e.g., learning and 
mastery; telic and paratelic) can promote a positive learning spiral. Moreover, Vlad's case 
highlighted potential phases of flow (in the short-term) and the positive learning spiral 
(medium to long-term) based on conditions oflearning or mastery and metamotivational 
states. 
Emergency situations. Vlad's final flow examples occurred in emergency situations 
which were successfully resolved by personal skills. These situations appeared to involve a 
complex process of reversals and mental skill use due to the reaction speed required. 
Although his sensations during these experiences were not enjoyable, Vlad experienced many 
of the hallmarks of flow such as: C/S balance; loss of self-consciousness; total control and 
concentration; clear goals; unambiguous feedback; transcendence of time; and a merging of 
action and awareness (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1975, 1997). The life-or-death consequences 
involved in these situations necessitated total task focus, which appeared to heighten the 
'merging of action and awareness' and 'loss of self-consciousness' dimensions. Vlad also 
noted that these were the only instances of flow in which time seemed to alter. These telic 
flow episodes therefore appeared more intense in many respects than his paratelic flow 
experiences. [You have] total concentration and you 're functioning on full alert. You are 
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definitely focused ... but ... it's not 'effortless' ... because [that] sounds like you 're having fun 
- you 're not ... These five seconds ... seem pretty long. Intense telic flow events appeared to 
preclude emotional awareness. 'Enjoyment' was reported retrospectively, upon successfully 
responding to heightened perceived challenges. [After] emergency procedures ... when you 
do things right ... you feel like, wow ... I can control this ... That's what makes you feel good. 
[It is] a normal day and then ... instantly [ snaps fingers] you notice something is wrong with 
your main canopy. Adrenalin goes up in a second - like crazy! And you don't even notice 
that ... You just function. You do things you learned to do. You deal with the situation. But 
once you land ... you notice how much your body's tensed and ... your brain is just working 
in full alert. 
Vlad only reported a sense of enjoyment following these situations when he responded 
appropriately. If he did everything right, a sense of accomplishment, achievement, and 
confidence in his ability to react appropriately in the future, ensued. It makes you less scared 
to jump again because you know if something like that happens again, you know what to do. 
These comments indicated that emergency procedures could facilitate telic flow characterised 
by a phase of reflection and feelings of accomplishment. Once you land and ... think about 
everything that you've done ... if everything was alright, you do feel positive about it ... When 
the adrenalin 's gone, then I do feel very calm ... It sounds like I get some kind of enjoyment 
from being in these emergency procedures. But it's ... not because of being ... in these 
situations that I feel good, calm, happy and relaxed, it's actually from being able to deal with 
it. 
Vlad distilled the essence of how potentially deadly activity could, paradoxically, 
produce intense telic flow experiences ( e.g., narrowing of attentional awareness; functioning 
at his fullest), and retrospective feelings of enjoyment, satisfaction and achievement, once it 
had ceased. Afterwards it feels like, yes! You can do it! ... You have to react really quickly, 
and that pushes you ... [to] do everything that you can ... to do your best; just functioning. 
Researcher's Reflections 
After completing the interview, Vlad commented on the accuracy and effectiveness of the 
SCIM data collection process. This is amazing ... I can see how much sense it all makes ... 
when you read it. Notwithstanding Vlad's detailed descriptions of flow and general 
emotional patterns, identifying clear reversals in this case proved challenging due to his 
limited recall of states preceding and following flow. This may have been the reason that 
Vlad did not explicitly confirm reversals in the deductive section, even though some inductive 
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descriptions appeared congruent with metamotivational reversals. For example, Vlad 
reported dramatic increases in heart rate and adrenalin levels during emergency scenarios, 
followed by feelings of calm, relaxation and happiness after the incident was successfully 
resolved. Although these descriptions could indicate reversals, the inductive conversation 
was often not specific enough to clarify this level of analysis ( e.g., Vlad may have 
experienced shifts in felt intensity within one metamotivational state rather than reversals). 
Despite these challenges, Vlad's case illuminated distinct flow states at varying 
intensities (see Figures 25-28 at end of case study). Conditions ofleaming and mastery, flow 
dimensions and enjoyment sources varied across these states. In an instructional capacity, 
flow appeared to manifest as a relaxed state of enjoyment, resulting from perceived skill 
mastery and sharing an optimal experience with others. Initially, Vlad was unable to relax 
and enjoy tandem jumps due to a lack of perceived personal control and freedom. Vlad 
identified perceptions of control as crucial to enjoyment and flow in skydiving. A 
combination of relaxation techniques and an increase in perceived skills allowed Vlad to 
eventually enjoy tandem jumps. Although he was not generally pushing himself to develop 
new skills in an instructional capacity, Vlad developed new ways of enjoying skydiving and 
experiencing flow at a lower intensity levels. 
In a solo situation, Vlad perceived greater freedom and challenged himself to learn 
new skills. Flow in these situations was facilitated by (a) his sense of self-determination; (b) 
exploration of personal boundaries; ( c) three dimensional freedom of movement; ( d) the 
development of competence; and ( e) his ability to exert personal control. Vlad also expressed 
telic and paratelic state dimensions during solo jumps. He focused on outcome-goals ( e.g., 
mastering new skills) and felt frustrated when he failed at a novel task (the telic state). 
Feelings of nervousness ( telic ), and sometimes excitement (paratelic ), often preceded these 
experiences, whereas feelings of enjoyment, adrenalin, satisfaction and personal achievement 
followed successful skill execution (telic and paratelic dimensions). 
Vlad appeared predominantly telic in his approach solo jumping insofar as he did not 
jump for fun, but rather to achieve predetermined outcome goals with intense mental and 
physical preparation. Enjoyment was reported after he first mastered a novel skill. However, 
his desire to seek new challenges, coupled with sensation and process-focused descriptions, 
suggested a paratelic focus. Contrasting emotions were also reported with regard to preferred 
felt intensity and arousal levels, which did not appear to be linked to a particular 
metamotivational state ( e.g., desire for heightened felt arousal did not always accompany 
paratelic descriptions). At heightened felt intensity levels, Vlad's emotional states were often 
characterised by reversals between paratelic excitement and telic nervousness. At lowered 
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felt intensity levels, he reported feeling calm or relaxed, regardless of metamotivational state. 
These descriptions highlighted dynamic tensions between (a) telic and paratelic dimensions 
( at varying intensity levels), (b) challenge and skill perceptions, and ( c) learning and mastery 
states, to facilitate various flow states. Moreover, these dynamic tensions appeared to 
facilitate longer-term learning in the manner of a positive learning spiral (Rea, 1993). 
Vlad also reported mental skill use as an integral flow antecedent because these skills 
allowed him to influence the phases and intensities of metamotivational states via attentional 
control. Imagery, coupled with positive self-talk to increase confidence and lower felt arousal 
levels, was identified as a key antecedent of a successful skydive. Positive self-talk was also 
used to combat the effects of unexpected mood shifts. For example, !felt scared I was not 
doing things right ... [so] I tried to convince myself: this is what I want to do ... And I started 
enjoying it ... It got so much easier. In this way, mental skills were also used to (a) positively 
alter Vlad's perceptions of uncontrollable situations, (b) cope with anxiety and (c) facilitate 
flow. 
By cultivating ways to increase enjoyment and focus in skydiving ( e.g., mental skill 
use), Vlad facilitated various flow states across settings. Alternation of different flow 
experiences ( e.g., relaxing and exciting) appeared to increase his motivation to continually 
learn and master new skills (i.e., a positive learning spiral). Balanced reversals seemed to 
provide complimentary, yet distinct, sources of motivation for the learning process, while 
mental skill use optimised Vlad's functioning across metamotivational states. 
There were two final points of interest in this case study. First, Vlad reported that 
skydiving may provide a 'flow lifestyle' (Macbeth, 1988) beyond the temporal boundaries of 
the physical jump. Skydiving appeared to become a way of life, capable of producing flow at 
varying intensities and enjoyment on a daily basis. Second, Vlad suggested that flow in 
skydiving may be experienced differently intra and interpersonally. For example, as Vlad's 
skydiving experience increased, his attention became more task-focused and less emotionally 
intense (e.g., lowered anxiety levels). In the quote below, he compared and contrasted his 
experiences with those of his customers. 
People that do just one jump ... have ... really strong experiences - different ones ... They are 
more nervous ... [but] at the end they will feel the same [as me]: happy that they achieved 
something, that they've done something not everyone can do ... At the end of the day we get 
some of the same sensations, same feelings, but we go through different process[ es now] ... 
They think about different things ... whether they're going to die or survive ... and ... [I] 
assess conditions non-stop ... You are on a completely different level but you still go through 
the same things. 
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Vlad observed that, although his thought processes differed from those of novice 
jumpers, the end result of enjoyment through achievement was similar. These reflections 
indicted that although there were many paths to flow, the reward was the same: enjoyment 
and satisfaction. 
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•Total task concentration 
•Clear goals 
•Unambiguous feedback 
•Merging of actions and awareness 
•Sensation of activity itself was 
enjoyable 
•Just functioning: You get to a stage 
where .. . You don 't think about what you 
do with your body anymore . .. Your body 
just does that! 
•Happy 
•Calm I relaxed 
-If you achieve what you 
wanted to achieve you feel 
great! 
•If you complete your plan . . 
you feel really good. 
•Because you achieved your 
goal . . . You just want to do it 
again. 
Figure 25 . Conceptual model of Vlad's general phases of flow in recent experiences. 
Vlad: Flow Experience during First Successful Skysurf 
positive learning spiral 
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•Total control I effortless 
•Total task concentration 
•Clear goals 
•Unambiguous feedback 
•Merging of actions and awareness 
•Sensation of activity itself was enjoyable 
• On top of the world 
• You get to the stage when you feel like 
you control everything and, even if 
something goes wrong, you still feel in 
control because you know how to recover. 
Figure 26. Conceptual model of Vlad's first successful skysurf. 
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After jump 
•Happy 
•I felt so good not just that 
day, but a few days after 
•I knew exactly what to do 








Vlad: Flow Experience during First Controlled Jump with Trainee 
Before jump 











•Total control/ effortless 
•Total task concentration 
•Clear goals 
•Unambiguous feedback 
•Merging of actions and awareness 
•Sensation of activity itself was enjoyable 
•I could predict what she was going to do 
After jump 
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• It felt so good, so easy 
•Not nervous or scared 
•I enjoyed it because it was so 
easy I felt I had full control over 
my jump and her jump 
•After the jump that it felt really 
good because I felt I had achieved 
something new. 
Figure 27. Conceptual model of Vlad's first controlled jump with a trainee. 
Vlad: General Patterns of Flow-like Experiences in Emergency Situations 
positive learning spiral 
Mental Skills: 
Self-talk 
During emergency After emergency 
I FLOW-like State ~ 
1 '-----v •Happy 
•Sensation itself NOT enjoyable. •Calm I relaxed 
Reversals 
•C/S balance 
•Loss of self-consciousness: even more . 
you 're fully functioning and you 're not 
consciously aware. 
•Total control 
•Total task concentration : it 's not effortless .. 








Merging of actions and awareness 
Transcendence of time 
Flow state 
• Once you land and go through 
the entire experience and think 
if everything was alright , you do 
feel positive ... like 'wow! 
•I reacted in the right way' and it 
does make you feel good! 
•It sounds like I get enjoyment 
from these emergency 
procedures. But not because of 
being .. in these situations that I 
feel good and calm, happy and 
relaxed; it's from being able to 
deal with it. 
Figure 28. Conceptual model of Vlad's general phases of flow in emergency situations. 
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Sarah's Case (Mountain Biking) 
Sarah, the youngest participant (age 19 years), seemed a bit unsure of the interview process at 
the outset. She was initially embarrassed to admit feelings of self-confidence or cockiness 
because it sounds bad. As we began to discuss her mental and physical training, Sarah 
became more confident and articulate. Mountain biking slang was frequently used when she 
was struggling to verbalise her emotional state. This tendency may have been a product of 
her age and/or her unique sporting community. As a result, Sarah relied heavily on examples 
to illustrate her experiences and explain what these slang terms meant. In the deductive 
section, she interpreted some of the concepts (e.g., 'I want to seek obstacles') literally because 
'obstacle' is a term used for a specific physical feature of a downhill mountain bike track. 
Once the intended meanings of these terms were explained, Sarah was decisive in her 
affirmation or rejection of theoretical concepts. 
Background 
Sarah was a World Champion downhill mountain biker from New Zealand. She began biking 
around her house at age four and loved it. At age seven, a neighbour introduced her to 
downhill racing. At 13, she won her first national competition which gave her a little bit of 
confidence. She had since competed in seven national series, four world championships and 
travelled to 14 countries on various competitive tours. Sarah felt quite lucky to have had these 
unique opportunities and to have achieved so much at a young age. Outside of mountain 
biking, her recreational pursuits were typically exciting and fast. Sarah enjoyed motorbikes, 
race car driving ... rock climbing, snowboarding and skiing. 
Despite sustaining significant injuries which shattered her confidence two years prior, 
Sarah had since regained her confidence in mountain biking and adopted a more 'laissez-
faire' approach to competition and injuries. Now I'm just like, who cares. I don't care if I 
nail [hurt] myself Sarah still found mountain biking pretty exciting and was committed to 
pursuing her sport professionally. Nevertheless, she had recently begun BMX racing because 
it gave her more recognition as an athlete, and was a little bit safer and more lucrative than 
mountain biking. The amount of money that you earn [for] how dangerous [ mountain biking] 
is, and how much demand is put on you from your sponsors, it's ... not really worth it ... 
Whereas you do an Olympic sport [BMX], and you get totally hooked up. Sarah also 
instructed others through a personal training and coaching business. 
Motivating Factors 
Initially, biking provided an outlet through which Sarah could relax. I used to ... bike 
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around the house as kind of release and to chill out. At the time of our discussion, Sarah was 
motivated by the challenge of competition and training, and rewarding feelings from goal 
attainment, as well as social and lifestyle opportunities. I wouldn't say that's why I do it, [to 
win] ... It's just nice, winning ... knowing yourself that you've done all the training and all 
the hard work. 
I like winning and having a goal ... I'm not really competitive ... in any other ... areas of my 
life, only in mountain biking ... I like having a goal [and] training. 
Interviewer: You said you like having a goal? 
Sarah: Yeah, totally, definitely. I like ... doing all the technical side of it ... Just working out 
how you can go faster. 
Challenges 
The major challenges Sarah faced in mountain biking were: lifestyle sacrifices (i.e., lack of a 
normal life), financial obstacles and injuries. I've pretty much got no life apart from biking ... 
You've got to make heaps of sacrifices to be the best in the world ... But I don't really mind 
that, it's just something that you've got to do. The fear of injury also became a significant 
mental challenge for Sarah after suffering a serious accident, and watching friends sustain 
debilitating injuries. At World Champs this year I saw ... one of my best mates get paralysed 
... I was like, this sucks ... sad about that ... You just don't want to be like that yourself as 
well. Her latest challenge, however, was instructing others. It's harder to [train other 
people]. You've got to think about ... how you ride a bike ... and then how to explain it. But 
... it's awesome. 
For Sarah, perceived challenge and risk were integral to her enjoyment of mountain 
biking insofar as these elements allowed her to surmount physical and mental obstacles. 
Physical obstacles also gave Sarah a competitive advantage on the racecourse as she felt more 
mentally prepared than her competitors to attempt them. Sarah reported that goal attainment 
(i.e., a telic motivation), rather than the desire to seek unnecessary obstacles, was the most 
motivating aspect of mountain biking. The inference that Sarah was primarily telic-focused 
was logically consistent with her competitive approach to mountain biking and her emphasis 
on telic motivations. You feel better if you accomplish [ a goal] ... The other girls don't like 
jumps, I'm the only one in the world that really does the real hard obstacles and jumps. So 
that's why I want them in there: because it gives me a big advantage mentally and also time 
... If there's a big jump, they have to go around it ... That's why I want them. 
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Mental Skill Use 
Sarah believed mental training was at least as important as physical training. Downhill is ... 
more mental than physical. Everyone is at a certain level and it's just whoever is the most 
mentally prepared on the day wins. She met regularly with two sport psychologists for 
imagery and relaxation training. I imagine myself being so precise and calculated ... If I'm 
like that, [I will] win. These mental exercises boosted her confidence (i.e., perceived skills), 
which was essential to her racing preparation. Relaxation tapes facilitated Sarah's ideal 
mental state prior to competition: relaxed and confident, but not excited. [The relaxation tape] 
is really good. It makes you confident but, at the same time, you 're not excited or anything. 
You 're just confident in yourself. Sarah's descriptions indicated that these mental skills were 
implemented in the telic state, which was her normal, or optimal, competitive state. You make 
[your body] feel real fast ... [I] do heaps of relaxing as well. 
Sarah's Recollections of Flow Experiences 
Sarah immediately identified two flow experiences, both of which occurred in competition. It 
was easier for Sarah to describe specific zone (her term for flow) instances rather than speak 
about how flow generally occurred. Therefore, we focused on two flow experiences which 
she clearly recalled. 
The World Championship. When I won the Worlds in 2004, I was in the zone ... 
There's massive crowds ... and you don't see any of them. You don't even hear one of them. 
Sarah spent a year preparing mentally and physically for the World Championship. Training 
and preparation were essential for her competitive confidence and performance. When [I] get 
to a race ... I know I've done every single thing that I can ... no matter what happens. 
Everything Sarah did was focused upon her goal of winning this race. Everything you do, 
you 're thinking about [the race} ... Even rock climbing ... is building my arms for the World 
Champs ... You just don't care about anything [else]. 
Sarah was serious and goal-oriented (i.e., telic) in both competition and training and 
appeared to have an extended period (one year) of heightened perceived skills prior to this 
flow episode. She imagined herself winning the Worlds and was certain of victory long 
before the race. The whole year I was like, I know I'm going win ... not a doubt in my mind ... 
The preparation is just so tiring ... especially mentally ... You 're just thinking about [that 
race] the whole year and planning it, working out every possible thing that will give you an 
advantage ... I don't even walk the National track, and [the] World Champs track you walk 
six times. 
Perhaps due to the intensive and extended duration of this telic frame, Sarah may have 
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attempted to reverse, as the event neared, by distracting herself from the importance of the 
competition. It's not that good for you if you 're thinking about [competition] the whole time. 
[I] try to get away ... read books. Sarah's descriptions of her mindset on race day also 
reflected a telic state of heightened intensity. 
I'm always grumpy before a race ... anxious ... You 're ... in your own wee world so you just 
ignore [everyone] ... You can be rude to people and not even care. I wouldn't normally say [a 
rude comment] to someone, but before a race it doesn't matter ... Especially if they ... say, 
good luck, hope you don't crash ... And you 're thinking, I hope I don't crash now! ... Or they 
say, good luck, that corner [is] slippery. And you 're like, I don't want to know that! 
Sarah appeared wholly focused on the race outcome and felt invincible back then. 
These descriptions indicated that heightened perceived skills may have facilitated a protective 
frame-like mode in the telic state. She used mental skills (i.e., self-talk) to reinforce her 
protective frame, to focus inward and to facilitate performance. As well as increasing 
perceived skills, self-talk could also decrease Sarah's perceptions of her competitors' skills 
(i.e., perceived challenges). I was like, ride smooth and you'll win ... You 're ready; you've 
trained hard ... I was like, [ my competitors are] so nervous ... I'm not going to be nervous ... 
I always do this: pretend that other people are doing stuff wrong. 
Sarah's intense goal focus appeared to facilitate a flow-like state of lowered intensity 
for the week preceding the race. However, it was not until the race itself that her attentional 
focus narrowed dramatically and a telic flow state of heightened felt intensity appeared to 
ensue. You 're kind of in the zone for the whole week ... But then for the actual race, that's 
when you can't hear anyone, that's when you 're in the zone ... Properly in the race, but for 
the whole week before you 're not really listening ... talking much ... [or] interested in 
anything but ... yourself and ... the race. 
In the week prior to this competition, Sarah experienced various sources of frustration 
due to unforeseen events. Her reactions highlighted her telic state of mind. Two days out 
from the World Championship, my bike snapped in half That was a massive drama ... You 're 
like, god, I don't want this to happen. I've done all the preparation ... The morning of the 
race ... it was pissing with rain, and I'm the worst rider in the rain ... So I was bawling my 
eyes out ... I was ... like, no, I'm not racing, this is bullshit! ... What a waste of all this 
training ... Just~ -fully gutted - the most you can be ... Everything that I'd been building 
for my whole life it felt like ... and now it's raining and I was like, what the fuck? 
Sarah described a change in her mindset just after this upsetting event. While it was 
possible that she reversed temporarily to a paratelic state, it appeared more likely that she 
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used self-talk to regulate her felt intensity and focus in the telic state. I was standing in the 
shower gutted, crying ... [thinking] I might just not go and then I ... snapped just like that 
[snaps fingers] and just thought, pull yourself together; it's the World's. And that was it. 
Sarah may have redirected her attention to other dimensions of the telic state (e.g., important 
goals) and/or increased her perceived skills. This attentional shift appeared to be a key 
antecedent of her subsequent telic flow experience, and peak performance, in the World 
Championship later that day. 
Prior to the race, Sarah appeared to remain in the telic state. [I was not] excited 
[before the race]. [I was] excited to win ... like, yes! An hour 'ti! I win! But still you 're kind 
of holding back ... I don't know how to explain it. She appeared more focused on anticipating 
enjoyment, which would ensue upon goal attainment, rather than enjoying the race itself. I 
can't wait to get to the bottom and win ... Three more minutes until I win the Worlds! 
Nevertheless, Sarah pointed out that there were other situations in which she had 
enjoyed the sensation of a jump or downhill ride itself (i.e., a paratelic state). For the race, 
you 're not thinking about ... a big buzz ... But it is why we do it I suppose ... it's such 
adrenalin. Doesn't mean you don't get a buzz from it, but not in the World Champs. 
Sarah endorsed seven of the nine flow dimensions during this race: C/S balance; loss 
of self-consciousness; total control; total concentration; clear goals; unambiguous feedback; 
and merging of actions and awareness. You 're going past 30,000 people on the side of the 
track and you don't see ... or hear any of them. She felt as though she was at one with [her] 
bike and the track. Sarah's decision not to include the 'autotelic experience' dimension in the 
deductive section was a further indication that she experienced telic flow. She was not racing 
just for the sake of it, but rather for a significant outcome goal. This serious frame of mind 
appeared to facilitate, rather than inhibit, an intense flow experience by altering her focus and 
intensity within the telic state. When I'm in a race, I don 't worry about crashing ... You 're 
not 'anxious' ... You 're just waiting to win. 
Sarah also described how an intense telic focus could facilitate flow. Increasing the 
felt intensity of (and attentional focus on) goal-oriented dimensions of the telic state appeared 
to inhibit awareness of negative telic emotions. You 're not worried about the obstacles ... 
You don't really remember much for the race . . . When you 're actually in the zone, you 're just 
thinking about starting and finishing. This intense goal focus, and the importance of mental 
skills, was demonstrated by the quote below. You 're talking to yourself the whole way down: 
... I did that bit good! ... This corner's coming up, so just touch your brakes ... You 're getting 
closer to the bottom ... All I've got to do now is just keep it smooth and I'll win. 
Upon finishing this race, Sarah knew instantly that she had won the World 
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Championship. I got through the finish line and ... knew that I'd won ... [I] crashed on the 
finish line, on purpose, because I just didn't care. I was like, yes I Her euphoria seemed to 
result from successful goal-attainment in a telic state. I was obviously [feeling] the best in my 
whole life ... So we started drinking. Sarah appeared to experience a paratelic reversal after 
winning (drinking indicates the paratelic state in RT; O'Connell et al., 1991), probably due to 
telic satiation (in terms of duration and intensity). [I was] high on life. This intense flow state 
was preceded by a calm, telic approach to competition and total focus on, and preparation for, 
an all-important goal. It was the perfect lead up to the worlds. I wouldn't change anything ... 
I don't want to be overly excited or anything. 
The enjoyable aspects of this flow experience also appeared to extend beyond 
immediate sensory rewards ( e.g., adrenalin) to longer-term satisfaction. I was like, yes! I won 
the World Champs. I'll have that for my whole life; it's not something that you can take away 
... [I felt] real excited and just nothing in the world matters. Narrowing her breadth of focus 
and directing energy to prepare for a single goal appeared to facilitate Sarah's intense flow 
experiences. This intense flow experience also appeared to influence future learning 
motivations. As soon as I won the Worlds, I was like, I want to win again next year. 
Conversely, too many events or goals, and over-excitement, appeared to inhibit flow. 
After I won the Worlds I got quite a lot of World Cup [placings] but I never felt in the zone .. . 
There was too much else going on ... the exciting experience of racing all over the world ... I 
just didn't have time to do the preparation ... I can't focus on anything else apart from the 
World Champs. That's the only race that I can get into the zone for each year ... If you have 
too many goals ... I just can 't [get in the zone]. 
Data in this case conflicted somewhat with previous research by Forch (2004) and 
Stein et al. (1995) which found that flow was more likely to occur in recreational contexts 
than in competition. Sarah's case suggested that, while flow may have been more likely or 
more frequently reported recreationally, the felt intensity of flow may perhaps be heightened 
in a competitive context and/or the telic state. Recreational riding and_ training sessions did 
not appear to facilitate a sufficient level of intensity and focus for Sarah to enter this intense 
flow state (as discussed further on). 
Treble Cone race. Winning the Treble Cone race of the 2007 National Series was a 
breakthrough for Sarah because she had been riding with fear in the back of [her] mind since 
breaking her elbow in 2005. When I won Treble Cone ... it's like ... good on you because 
you've overcome a fear, and fear's the worst thing in the world. It was also the first time she 
had experienced flow since winning the World Championship in 2004 ( described above). I 
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hadn't raced for a year and a half and I'd been getting bad results ... Then I did all right at 
Treble Cone ... I was in the zone totally ... That was an awesome race. Nevertheless, Sarah 
identified differences in intensity between these two flow experiences; she was 85% in the 
zone on an intensity scale at Treble Cone, as compared to 100% at the World Championship. 
The impetus for this slightly less intense flow experience may have been a sudden 
reversal from a paratelic state of lowered felt intensity to the telic state, just prior to the race. 
Sarah had arrived with low expectations and a relaxed, playful attitude toward the race. I 
rolled up a bit late ... I'm just here for a play. 
I wasn't in the zone at all right up until the race run. I ... thought I was going to get second 
or third [place] and ... like, oh, I'm just getting into the sport again. I was pretty chilled out 
and then ... I got to the top of the racetrack and I was like, just go as fast as you can and 
don 't worry about anything. Then ... I just snapped again ... just changed ... I was real 
relaxed, not even grumpy, just 'sweet as, biking 's fun, la-di-dah. ' Then suddenly like, right, 
I'm going to win this race and prove to myself that I can ride. Because I'd been thinking I'm 
pretty useless for a year and a half ... Then [I felt] invincible again. 
This race marked a turning point in Sarah's mental approach to racing. Rather than a 
paratelic approach, which appeared to have dominated after her serious 2005 injury, she 
reverted back to a telic, achievement-oriented, competitive state of mind. I [felt] like, I'm just 
going to 'pin it or bin it' [i.e., 'go hard or go home'] ... just try and win. I tried real hard the 
whole way down .. . pedal, pedal, pedal' ... and then won by a second. Sarah did this by 
increasing her confidence, perceived skills, outcome expectations and felt significance of 
goals. I said, ride as fast as you can and just pretend that you 're really fast [ and] I'm going 
to win this race and prove to myself that I can ride. 
Although winning this race increased Sarah's perceived skills, it also appeared to 
increase the felt intensity of the telic state in future competitions ( e.g., felt significance). 
From that [Treble Cone] race I've got a bit of confidence. Now, if I don't win a race, I'll be 
real gutted because I'm going into them like, of course you 're going to win ... You put more 
pressure on yourself ... when you get the confidence because you ... expect yourself to win. 
So if you don't, your ego will go. Sarah reported that the enjoyment of success was only one 
side of the proverbial coin. Success could also engender the pressure to achieve future 
outcome goals, and negative emotions in the event of failure. These reflections suggested that 
telic flow opportunities may be more 'fragile', as they appeared contingent upon expected 
outcomes. 
At the time of the interview, Sarah's approach to racing seemed to have developed 
beyond a predominantly telic motivational frame. Heaps of the girls are like, everyone's 
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watching exactly what I do - but no one really cares. Over time or with experience, Sarah 
appeared to develop a more integrated balance of metamotivational states in relation to 
mountain biking competition. I'm taking a more relaxed approach this year ... People don 't 
really care how you go ... so I'm just more chilled out. 
Although Sarah identified common phases of her flow experiences, she also 
emphasised that each experience was unique and therefore her current ideal pre-performance 
state could fluctuate. Sometimes thinking about the race too much makes it too official. 
These data supported the interpretation that she had begun to experience a balance of 
telic/paratelic states prior to competition, and that flow antecedents varied accordingly. [The 
way I like to feel beforehand] changes for every race. I usually like to be around funny 
people, not people that are serious or listening to their iPods ... But it changes. Some races I 
like to just go away by myself and ... think. Sarah's data lent support to Rea's (1993) 
hypothesis that flow complexity developed and became more metamotivationally balanced 
and integrated over time. I've beaten people who [were] just as good ... but they weren't 
totally as much in the zone. Or [ they were] more nervous ... You get stiff when you 're 
nervous . . . You have to be more relaxed. 
Interviewer: Do you feel 'relaxed' when you 're in the zone? 
Sarah: Yeah ... Until that first corner [ at Treble Cone] I was all tense, and then got relaxed. 
Changes. Sometimes you can't help it and you 're really, really nervous and there's nothing 
you can do. 
Interviewer: Can you ever get in the zone when you 're really nervous? 
Sarah: You kind of are because you 're ... really grumpy but it's not necessarily a bad thing. 
It's quite random how your brain works. 
As illustrated throughout this case study, Sarah relied heavily upon competitive goals 
to experience flow. The attainment of smaller goals en-route to a larger goal appeared to 
create the confidence and perceived skills necessary for her to experience telic flow in 
competition. I've got loads of little goals, but just one major one, and all the little goals are 
building toward that [major] goal. 
Interviewer: Does that help you get into the zone, you think, having those goals? 
Sarah: Yeah, definitely. 
Interviewer: Why do you think that is? 
Sarah: Your results leading up to the World Champs help you get into the zone. If I was 
losing every race, for example this year leading up to the Worlds, I was injured for six 
months. So it wasn't the perfect lead up. I hadn't done all the little goals and just expected to 
just do one big goal without doing the little ones. 
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Sarah reported that she could only maintain the intense training and preparation 
essential for the zone (flow) by limiting her attentional focus to one clear goal (i.e., winning a 
specific race). Awareness of numerous goals appeared to inhibit flow for Sarah as it diverted 
her focus into too many channels. These findings were consistent with Csikszentmihalyi's 
(1988) account of flow as negentropy, or the ability of the consciousness to attain a singular 
point of focus (i.e., 'unfragmented'). 
Despite the importance Sarah placed upon preparation in order to attain flow during a 
race, training sessions appeared to lack sufficient felt intensity of telic state dimensions to 
facilitate flow. You don't have any spare seconds when you 're racing ... When you 're 
training, you can talk to people and ... go down half the track ... real casual. Time pressures 
( only present during competitions) in particular appeared to facilitate the heightened felt 
intensity necessary for Sarah to enter telic flow. 
Interviewer: Do you ever feel in the zone when you 're training? 
Sarah: No, not in the zone. You feel like ... I'm going to do this session awesome and focused 
... but not in the zone because there's never a clock counting down. You always take as much 
time·as you want. 
Interviewer: Do you think you need that [time] pressure to get into the zone? 
Sarah: Yeah, definitely ... I thought everyone did! Otherwise why would you try so hard? ... 
You can't try that hard every single training session as if you 're racing World Champs. 
Researcher's Reflections 
Sarah's data indicated a predominantly telic approach to downhill mountain biking. Her 
intense focus on goal achievement appeared to eliminate attention for other concerns or 
emotions. Flow states were facilitated by competition at the highest level and narrow focus 
on all-important outcome goals (i.e., telic; see Figures 29 and 30 below). This finding 
contrasted with previous flow research (Forch, 2004; Stein et al., 1995) which found that flow 
was more likely to occur in recreational settings. 
Sarah also suggested that the presence of an evaluative audience (whether at the 
immediate event or beyond) may have increased the felt intensity of the telic state, and 
potentially telic flow. However, these feelings also appeared to have a potentially negative 
influence on the likelihood of flow. Thus Sarah's opportunities for telic flow may have been 
more easily disrupted, but experienced with greater felt intensity when they did occur. These 
data had implications for potential context-dependent ( e.g., competitive versus recreational) 
differences in flow. 





metamotivational state during flow was pragmatic, or even possible. In this case, it was more 
informative to focus on identifying key determinants (i.e., metamotivational states, mental 
skill use) of her mental state prior to and following flow. 
Sarah: Flow Experience during World Championship Race 
During Race After Race 










'---__ 1_00_%_0 _FL_o_w_~~ 
protective frame V 
•I felt invincible 
•Calm 
•C/S balance 
•Loss of self-consciousness 
•Total control 
•Total task concentration 
•Clear goals 
•Unambiguous feedback 
•Merging of actions and awareness 
• The best part was crashing 
through the finish line. 
•Having fun/ buzzed 
•Focused on the future 
•Planning ahead 
•Wanted to seek out challenges 
and risk 
• The best I felt in my whole life. 
• It was totally worth it - hard 
work pays off. 
•Really excited 
•Nothing else mattered 
•High on life 
Figure 29. Conceptual model of Sarah's flow experience at World Championship race . 
This case partially supported Rea's (1993) conception of a positive learning spiral in 
that flow was as an integral part of the learning process. Intensely rewarding telic flow 
episodes motivated her to train for the next competitive flow opportunity. Sarah relied on 
challenging training to prepare her for future flow experiences. You've got to put heaps of 
effort into every single race. Walk the track heaps and look at every single section; practice 
really fast. And then you get into the zone more than other people. This pattern entailed 
alternating phases of learning and mastery, motivated by intensely rewarding flow episode~. 
Sarah's data also indicated that alternating phases of telic and paratelic states could be linked 
to this learning spiral. If Sarah's motivations continued to become more extrinsically and 
intrinsically balanced, as she suggested, periods of mastery flow might enrich and facilitate 
her positive learning spiral. 
Heightened perceived skills in particular appeared paramount to Sarah's flow 
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expenences. Sarah experienced learning and mastery states in both training and competition, 
however flow was more likely to occur when she was at a C/S balance point during 
competition rather than after she had mastered a skill or in training. You don't crash that 
much when you 're training as when you 're riding. It's only when you try to step it up ... to 
push yourself Sarah maintained that more learning typically occurred during a race, whereas 
in training she had an increased sense of mastery. You 're always learning stuff when you 're 
racing, but ... more like 'mastery' when I'm training and than competing. You learn 
something from every race run and write down what you learned and what you should have 
done different. 
Contrary to previous RT conceptions of the C/S balance (i.e., learning) as a state of 
excitement (e.g., Rea, 1993), Sarah reported feeling calm and confident before racing 
(indications of mastery). Self-talk and imagery facilitated this sense of relaxed confidence 
and, on extraordinary occasions, flow. Mental skill use also appeared to reinforce Sarah's 
perceived skills (i.e., feelings of 'invincibility'), even in the telic state. 
Sarah: Flow Experience during Treble Cone Race 
During Race After Race 
positive learning spiral 
Mental Skills: 
Self-talk 
Just before race: 
Before Race Top of racetrack 
- .__I _ as_% _FL_ow_~ 










•Loss of self-consciousness 
•Total control 
•Total task concentration 
•Clear goals 
•Unambiguous feedback 
•Merging of actions and awareness 
•Invincible again 
• '85%' in the zone on an intensity scale. 
,.- - - . - - -




•I felt like: Yes! I've overcome 
the fear I had since I broke my 
elbow. 




Jody's Case (Riversurfing and Kayaking) 
Jody and I had a comfortable rapport due to previous shared work experiences as riversurfing 
instructors. Our discussion revealed the broad scope of her adventure experiences and that, 
although she had been selected for her riversurfing experience, some of her most intense flow 
experiences had occurred while kayaking. Jody also displayed some theoretical knowledge of 
adventure experience models, which she had been exposed to while completing a polytechnic 
diploma in recreation and adventure tourism. This education appeared to influence her use of 
theoretical language and concepts to distinguish between 'objective' and 'perceived' risk, and 
to articulate how 'risk' and 'control' influenced her adventure experiences. 
Background 
Jody was a 26 year old riversurfing and kayaking instructor from New Zealand with 10 years 
of whitewater and competitive swimming experience. As a young girl, she played in the 
rivers on family outings. I've always been into the water . . . We had an old kayak that we 
used to 'hoon round in on the lake ... My dad used to tow us. In addition to familial and 
social influences, Jody pursued water activities to experience fun and challenge in an outdoor 
setting. That'd be why I got into [whitewater pursuits]: family background ... and ... because 
... I want to do something that's fun and challenging - physically, mentally. And also because 
there is risk ... The risk, it's fun, it's physical and it's outdoors ... and ... I love water. 
Jody initially became involved in whitewater activities through a school course which 
taught management skills via adventure activities. She went on to complete an adventure 
tourism diploma, wherein she began riversurfing. Rock climbing, bushcraft, camping and 
other outdoor pursuits were also integral skill sets in this diploma. Jody later went on to 
compete in the Coast-to-Coast (multi-sport race across New Zealand) and kayaking 
competitions. The bulk of her instructional experience, however, was in riversurfing. 
Motivating Factors and Challenges 
Overcoming risks and challenges were vital aspects of Jody's whitewater experiences. 
Uncertainties inherent in whitewater activities allowed her to exercise personal skills in an 
attempt to minimise and successfully negotiate risks. If you 're taking a group down [ a rapid] 
you never know what's going to happen and there's a risk factor that something could go 
wrong. But then that makes it a challenge because ... if someone goes in the wrong place, 
then you have to get them out of it. Although perceived challenges motivated Jody, they 
could also conversely decrease perceived skills (i.e., confidence) and/or instigate negative 
emotions. The elements of adventure that motivated Jody were also aspects which sometimes 
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inhibited her participation. [In] a grade 4 rapid ... you have to do certain moves, so you've 
got to be confident that you can do that. Believe[ing] in your own ability ... that would be a 
major challenge [in adventurous activities]. 
Heightened perceived skills and her physical state appeared to be integral dimensions 
of Jody's willingness to encounter risk and challenge in adventure activities. Specifically, 
Jody's physical state seemed to influence her C/S perceptions. Physically and skill-wise [you 
must be] confident that you have the ability to do it ... [The] challenge is getting to that level 
where you do possess the skills. 
Commercial trips were less challenging for Jody due to their repetitive and predictable 
nature. Initially it probably was [harder], but because you've done it so many times [it 
becomes less challenging]. In an instructional capacity, Jody's heightened skill and control 
perceptions outweighed the perceived challenges presented by the river. I find it more 
challenging when I'm kayaking by myself than if I'm guiding because, the guiding, it's more 
controlled and you've done it ... There's a plan ... It's always ... very similar and you 're not 
thinking about yourself. Jody became more concerned with promoting clients' self-
confidence and safety (external focus) than her personal safety and skill level (internal focus) 
on commercial trips. With clients, being able to give them confidence [ and] ... keep them out 
of trouble [are the major challenges]. 
Mental Skill Use 
Jody employed a variety of mental skills depending on the situation. Specifically, she relied 
on imagery and self-talk to improve performance and increase confidence. Visualising what 
you've got to do and the outcome; that's quite a huge [ skill] ... [If] you visualise that you do it 
right ... then [you will] do it right. Visualising positive outcomes was one way that Jody 
decreased anxiety and felt arousal levels, and increased perceived skills, in the telic state. You 
feel sick ... nervous. Your body's telling you: what are you doing? But your mind has to 
override that ... and say, I can do this. I'm going to be alright. Therefore mental skill use also 
appeared to be a key component of her protective frame. 
Jody's Recollections of Flow Experiences 
Jody identified a range of flow experiences, which she referred to as being in the zone. She 
defined the zone as a state characterised by complete absorption in the activity and 
transcendence of time. These were the two most prominent flow dimensions throughout her 
inductive descriptions. In the deductive section, she commented that the phrase 'being [in 
the] moment' could be substituted for 'the zone'. My idea of the zone is that ... you 're just 
completely focused on what you 're doing and you don't have a concept of time. You 're not 
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aware of anything else which is going on other than what you need to know for that task. 
That is 'in the zone'. 
Polytechnic kayaking trip. During one of Jody's polytechnic kayaking trips, she 
experienced a 'prototypical' flow state preceded by frequent telic/paratelic reversals. Telic 
states were evidenced by careful advance planning of movements, heighted felt arousal ( e.g., 
nervousness) and felt significance (e.g., concern for outcomes). Jody used positive self-talk 
and imagery to decrease felt intensity ( e.g., fear) in the telic state and increase task focus. 
These mental skills appeared to facilitate frequent reversals to a paratelic state of excitement 
and flow. Jody observed that fluctuations between anxiety and excitement frequently 
preceded flow. [I had the] same feelings [as other flow experiences] ... You're nervous, you 
feel sick. 
The initiation of action also appeared to increase positive mood and the likelihood of 
flow. In the rapids, Jody was forced to improvise to contend with dynamic river conditions 
and heightened perceived challenges (i.e., learning state). Channeling all of her attention 
towards the present task facilitated flow, as well as peak performance. 
[There were] eight grade 4 rapids [ on the section] ... I was peaking pretty much the whole 
time. I was functioning - kayaking - the best I ever had because I put a lot of training into it, 
mentally, physically ... I was in the zone ... just focused on what I was doing ... Not thinking 
about anything else ... because, if I wasn't [totally focused], then I was going to get my ass 
kicked ... I had to be on the ball. 
Interviewer: Did you feel like you were in the zone the whole time? 
Jody: In the rapids, yep. In the calm bits afterwards where I got to recollect myself, no. 
After further reflection, Jody also recalled three different types of flow states she 
experienced while riversurfing. The first closely mirrored the aforementioned kayaking trip. 
It occurred when she ran a challenging grade 4 rapid for the first time on a body board. 
First time running Dog Leg rapid. Jody was peaking out and reversing frequently 
between telic anxiety and paratelic excitement before running Dog Leg rapid for the first time. 
In contrast to her companions who exhibited a paratelic mindset, Jody deemed this to be a 
serious event involving high perceived, and actual, risk. I felt sick beforehand and everyone 
was fobbing it off like it wasn't this big thing, which to me it was ... We were shown the line 
... and ... expected to just go down it ... [It was]joked about [and] portrayed as less than it 
should have been. Jody identified major hazards to avoid and feared there were insufficient 
safety precautions. [The rapid] was pretty big, definitely some hazards to avoid. It was 
underestimated and [there was] not ... enough safety ... [I was] physically sick ... with nerves. 
Jody reported dimensions of the telic ( anxious, serious and concerned with 
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consequences) and paratelic (excited and present-focused) states prior to this endeavour. She 
was motivated to run this rapid by a mixture of outcome and process goals. [I was] not 
looking forward to it and anxious, and feeling this [excitement] ... all at the same time - like 
flipping. In the inductive and deductive interview sections, most of Jody's descriptions 
seemed to support RT's conception of frequent reversals in adventure activities (e.g., Apter, 
1992). [There was a] reversal there between nervousness and anxious, and excited. They 
switch so youfeel one and then the other ... You're going in between the .two. Despite being 
concerned about potential consequences, Jody also felt adventurous and challenge-seeking. [I 
was] worried about consequences but excited because of the challenge. At some points, 
Jody's descriptions of opposing states occurring simultaneously were also suggestive of 
'serious play'(Rea, 1993). [I was] doing something new, like challenge ... looking forward to 
it [but] ... at the same time, shitting my pants! . . . You 're juggling with both of them 
[ anticipation and fear] at the same time, same time, absolutely. 
Transcendence of time, automatic functioning (i.e., your skills come naturally), total 
focus, C/S balance and heighted perceived skills featured in Jody's flow descriptions. [The 
C/S balance] probably sums up [ the zone] ... It's a definite contributor to being in the zone for 
me. However, she hesitated to endorse a 'feeling of total control' in the deductive section 
because I never feel like I have total control in the water. 
You 're focused on your technique and your skills ... But you 're more focused on what's 
around you and what you have to do. Your skills should come naturally ... You 're only 
thinking about the activity and what you 're doing ... Your body is on automatic pilot ... 
Everything happens quite quickly ... Actually, no ... Things happen more slowly ... You don't 
have a concept of time ... If someone were to say, how long did that take you? You wouldn't 
know ... because you 're just so focused that time doesn't really matter. 
Jody felt a buzz after successfully running Dog Leg rapid, describing it as one of the 
best feelings in the world. She also felt a sense of achievement due to successfully 
negotiating risks. Her enjoyment following flow was increased by reflecting on the hard work 
and preparation required to overcome those risks. Enjoyable paratelic (e.g., adrenalin) and 
telic ( e.g., sense of achievement) dimensions were reported following this intense flow state. 
Adrenalin ... thatfeeling is why you do it. You've got so much adrenalin pumping ... You're 
finished; you 're alive; you've done it right ... You just feel awesome ... It's not just your 
adrenalin ... It's a sense of achievement ... You set out to do something and you've done it. 
It's the adrenalin, but it's also everything else leading up to it which enabled you to be able to 
do it ... the skills ... the hard work ... It's adrenalin, but it's [also] your own abilities. 
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This intense state was also followed by· a phase in which Jody sought lowered felt 
intensity and perceived challenges (potentially due to satiation). [I felt] pretty exhausted ... 
because it uses so much of your energy physically. This comment further highlighted the role 
of physical state in metamotivational reversals. 
Surfing Do-Little rapid with clients. Jody identified a different type of flow 
experience which occurred while working with another instructor to ensure clients' safety and 
enjoyment. Although Jody did not feel intensely nervous beforehand, she was concerned for 
her clients' safety. I always have background nervousness when I'm guiding. The dynamic 
challenges involved in assisting a large group of clients to riversurf allowed her to fully 
exercise group management, multi-tasking and instructing skills, and thus enter a flow state of 
lowered intensity. We were ... working hard to surf on the wave, catch clients ... [give] them 
instructions ... Multi-tasking ... Making sure that everyone is accounted for, having a good 
time, but also safe ... Mentally ... and physically there was a lot going on, and also I was 
having fun ... making sure that we were in control of the situation. 
This flow state wasn't as intense as previous examples due to reduced risk and 
challenge perceptions in relation to Jody's perceived skills (i.e., mastery). [It was] more 
about group control and management ... [There was] less adrenalin ... due to less risk ... 
With the clients, I'm not getting the 'buzz' because ... I've mastered the task. In this example, 
perceived challenges stemmed from group management tasks, rather than Jody's assessment 
of personal skills in relation to negotiating a rapid. Feelings of personal achievement, 
adrenalin and being on autopilot were also less intense in this situation. Nevertheless, she 
reported that this was a highly enjoyable and fully engaging experience which fit the 
description of flow. These data, coupled with Jody's motivation to manage the group and 
make everyone safe, indicated a calm, controlled state of telic flow in a mastery situation. 
This particular example also raised the hypothetical possibility of 'group flow' wherein 
multiple people working together on a specific task ( e.g., another instructor) might facilitate a 
flow experience amongst multiple individuals. 
Heightened perceived challenges and flow? Jody initially maintained that confidence 
was a prerequisite to experience flow. However, after considering some specific scenarios in 
which she had been in the zone without self-confidence (i.e., lowered perceived skills), she 
retracted that assertion. I would have got into the zone today if I'd gone down the [hard] line, 
and I hadn 't been confident, because shit would have hit the fan [ and] I would have been 
concentrating that hard and not thinking about anything else. Jody reported that perceptions 
of imminent danger could also facilitate flow experiences, despite heightened perceived 
challenges and lowered perceived skills. Although confidence (i.e., heightened perceived 
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skills) facilitated getting into the zone, it was not a necessary antecedent. 
While Jody appeared to generally experience flow in a paratelic state of heightened 
felt intensity characterised by a perceived C/S balance, and occasionally in a telic state of 
mastery at lowered felt intensity, the following account indicated she may have experienced 
flow state in other circumstances. In such cases, appropriate mental skill use may have 
allowed her to experience the zone despite lowered perceived skills and heightened felt 
intensity of the telic state. In the example below she endorsed numerous flow dimensions, 
despite reporting that there was nothing enjoyable about this [experience]. Jody's lack of 
autonomy and concern for others inhibited enjoyment of the zone, even retrospectively. 
This situation occurred when Jody was forced to accompany an incompetent client 
down a challenging rapid. After questioning the client's capabilities, her employer overruled 
her decision to portage (walk around) the rapid. I'm thinking ... this guy's ... not skilled 
enough ... It's safer for him to be walked down the side. Ultimately, Jody was forced to 
accompany the client through the rapid despite her objections and misgivings. I didn't think it 
was safe that [the client] ran that rapid ... But the boss ... overruled me and the guy went 
down. Her intense telic state was evidenced by heightened anxiety, concerns for personal and 
client safety, and reports that she ran this rapid strongly against [her] will. Jody also 
highlighted differences in felt intensity/significance between this and the aforementioned 
instructional situation. The surfing [scenario] was more about managing the whole thing ... 
whereas [in this situation], I was more concerned that this guy was going to drown. 
As opposed to other flow experiences wherein she frequently reversed between 
excitement and anxiety beforehand, Jody was not looking forward to [this rapid] at all. I 
shouldn't have been put in that position and neither should the client ... The client has ... 
absolutely no idea of the risk ... I'm absolutely peaking, thinking this guy's going to get 
worked ... So I'm very concerned about what's going to happen to this guy, 'A ', and then, 
'B ', that I'm going to have to go in after him ... It's a bit nasty in there. 
Jody was completely in the zone during this rapid but her attention was wholly client-
focused, rather than channelled inward. I have no idea what's happening with me. I'm just 
going through that rapid without thinking about it ... All I'm thinking about is that client. She 
was forced to go into autopilot in order to quickly react to the client's unpredictable 
movements. I was ... shitting my pants that he was going to get worked and I'd have to save 
him ... so I was totally in the zone because I was looking out for him. The intensity of this 
experience also seemed to preclude emotional awareness. I wasn't feeling a lot because I was 
just ... reacting to where he was ... [If you perceive] high risk ... with a client that is in your 
care ... you 're concentrating so damn hard on their safety ... and you 're so concerned for 
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their well being .. . that you get in the zone. 
After this experience, Jody merely felt relief that he [was] alive and I [was] alive, 
that's jJ_. Although she felt adrenalin, there was no sense of achievement ... just absolute 
relief This interview raised the question of whether flow and enjoyment may be two distinct, 
yet overlapping constructs. Intense enjoyment was the initial defining aspect of flow 
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1975). However, this aspect was lacking in Jody's final example of the 
zone. Instead she highlighted characteristics such as total focus, task absorption and 
transcendence of time. Enjoyment was only reported to accompany flow when her actions 
were voluntary. 
Flow and the Positive Leaming Spiral 
One important flow antecedent Jody identified was perceived risk, as this aspect created 
sufficient perceived challenge levels to experience flow. Jody reported that perceived risk, 
combined with potentially disastrous outcomes (i.e., actual risk), forced her to narrow 
attentional focus in order to test her skills. She also illustrated how flow experiences and a 
positive learning spiral were interrelated for her: challenging yourself, and then as a 
consequence getting in the zone, definitely leads to mastery of a task. Perceived challenges 
facilitated flow, which in tum allowed Jody to master new tasks via increased skills. Jody 
reported that intense flow experiences were generally facilitated by a learning state. If she 
perceived risk or challenges to be too low (i.e., a mastery state), she was less likely to enter 
flow. 
The quote c1:bove suggested that flow may have facilitated shifts from learning to 
mastery states. Calm, telic states did not appear to facilitate intense flow states in which Jody 
felt switched on and fully absorbed. Notwithstanding, Jody reported a range of flow 
experiences at varying intensity levels across different situations. Specifically, paratelic flow 
episodes appeared more intense than less intense examples of telic flow. There's different 
situations where you can be in the zone, and they are each slightly different. But my 
definition of the zone is when you 're just so focused ... that all you know about is what you 're 
doing at that time and you don 't have a concept of time. I was in the zone for all those 
different [ episodes we discussed], but the zone ... was a slightly different experience because 
of the ... different situations. 
Although Jody's flow experiences varied by situation, she still categorised them as the 
same type of experience. Her flow experiences may be best conceptualised on a continuum of 
intensity, or absorption, ranging from learning (highest intensity) to mastery (lower intensity), 
or paratelic to telic dimensions. This interpretation was supported by a fundamental tenet of 
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both RT and Flow Theory, which posits that individuals' subjective perception of their 
environment determines their experience. Jody's positive learning spiral and different flow 
experiences appeared to hinge upon the perceived risk of an activity. A moderate level of 
perceived risk was essential for her to enter flow. For me, [flow results more often from 
learning than mastery], yes. Absolutely ... It's to do with risk. If you've mastered something, 
there's less risk so it's less likely to lead to the zone. It's more with medium to high risk that I 
get into the zone. If I've mastered something and I'm calm about it, then I'm not in the zone 
... I need to be switched on. Jody's flow descriptions supported Flow Theory in that a 
perceived C/S balance, exceeding her personal mean, was reported to facilitate flow. I recall 
[being in the zone] a lot with the kayaking when I was learning, when I was pushing the 
grades [ of difficulty] ... I think it's to do with risk ... [ and] your experience . . . When ... 
perceived risk and actual risk are [the same and both are] high, then I'll be in the zone 
because I have to concentrate so hard. 
Interestingly, Jody reported flow more often in kayaking than riversurfing as she felt 
more in control when kayaking. Her perception that riversurfing inherently lacked control 
limited Jody's perceived opportunities to exercise personal skills and, by extension, 
experience intense flow states. You have less control as you get higher on the grades on a 
body board [riversurfing] than you do in a kayak, that's why I haven't pushed myself as much 
... Nothing to do with my skill ... I don't think there's a lot you can do [to avoid obstacles] in 
grade 5 water on a body board. Conversely, low perceived risk (i.e., mastery) while 
instructing riversurfing did not consistently provide sufficient perceived risk or challenge for 
Jody to experience flow. If you don't perceive the risk ... I don't get in the zone ... With 
clients ... because I've done it so many times, the risk I perceive is low ... I still realise there's 
a danger ... but ... it's rare that I get in the zone when I'm riversurfing. But if I'm kayaking 
and I'm challenging myself[! can experience flow]. 
Researcher's Reflections 
Jody had not previously reflected on flow experiences in great depth prior to our interview. 
At times she struggled to identify and verbalise key aspects which influenced her mood. 
Nevertheless, Jody emphasised the importance of perceived risk, challenge and self-
confidence (i.e., perceived skills) to enter the zone (flow), and the dynamic relationships 
amongst these factors. While the opportunity to overcome challenges via personal skills was 
a primary motivation in Jody's adventure pursuits, these situations were always accompanied 
by an underlying sense of nervousness. Jody never reported a sense of total control over her 
environment. This case suggested that dynamic tensions between positive and negative 
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emotions may have facilitated intense flow experiences, feelings of satisfaction and personal 
growth. 
Each of Jody's flow experiences varied with regard to reported (a) intensity, (b) 
motivational factors (e.g., telic/paratelic dimensions), (c) context (e.g., activity, responsibility 
for others) and (d) overall emotional quality (see Figures 31-33 below). Jody illuminated 
these differences, in terms of motivational, flow and enjoyment dimensions, in instructional 
versus recreational contexts. When you 're with clients, you do what you have to do ... You put 
yourself at risk and you 're in the zone because you 're concerned for their well-being. 
Whereas when you 're by yourself ... it's all about you and it's more an enjoyment thing ... 
because there's a choice ... You're putting yourself in that situation; you can take yourself out 
of it. With a client, you 're there for their safety, so you have to put them first. 
Distinct differences were also reported amongst instructional flow experiences. One 
episode was a calm, enjoyable group management situation, while the other was characterised 
by fear and anxiety. These disparate incidents further suggested that autonomy and perceived 
personal control were key flow antecedents for Jody. Moreover, self-confidence, or lack 
thereof, influenced Jody's perceived skills and willingness to attempt novel challenges. 
By self-limiting her range of opportunities for action, Jody experienced flow in recreational 
contexts when she was able to select perceived risk or challenge levels that did not greatly 
outweigh perceived abilities (i.e., a C/S balance), and exert control over these risks/challenges 
via personal skills. For example, Jody experienced flow more often while kayaking as she 
perceived greater opportunities to exercise personal skills than in riversurfing. In riversurfing, 
Jody's perceived skills were limited by her equipment in higher grade (4/5) whitewater. 
Moreover, Jody spent more time as a riversurfing instructor than a recreational participant, 
whereas kayaking was her preferred recreational activity. This case suggested that flow may 
occur more frequently, and at higher felt intensities, in adventure settings. 
Although perceived risk/challenge may have limited Jody's range of potential flow 
experiences to an extent, it was also reported to be an essential flow antecedent. The 
absorption and loss of self-consciousness necessary for flow only occurred for Jody when 
perceived risk and challenge were high enough to require total task focus. Therefore Jody 
appeared to experience flow most often, and with maximum intensity, in learning situations._ 
By testing the limits of her abilities, she sufficiently narrowed attentional focus to enter 
intense flow states. These enjoyable flow experiences then created positive motivation for 
continued phases of skill learning and mastery in the future. 
Frequent telic/paratelic reversals appeared to facilitate Jody's most intense flow 
experiences. However, she also reported enjoyable telic flow episodes characterised by skill 
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mastery and lowered felt intensity. The key to understanding these different flow states 
appeared to lie predominantly in perceptions of personal skills in relation to risk/challenge 
(i.e., learning versus mastery, or the C/S balance) and mental skill use. The use of mental 
skills increased Jody's perceived skills, in relation to risk, and thereby increased her ability to 
experience flow in challenging situations. Mental skills appeared particularly important to 
facilitate the intense focus necessary for flow in a telic state of heightened felt intensity. 
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Figure 32. Conceptual model of Jody's instructional experience surfing Do-Little rapid. 
Jody: Flow-like Experience during Dog Leg Rapid with Incompetent Client 
Before rapid 
protective frame absent 
Mental skills: 
Multi-tasking I attending to 
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After Rapid 
•Relief that he 's alive and I'm 
alive. That's it . 
•Some adrenaline, absolutely 
•No sense of achievement .. . 
just absolute relief. 
• There 's nothing enjoyable 
about this [experience]. 
Figure 33. Conceptual model of Jody guiding an incompetent client. 
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Study One: Cross-Case Analysis 
Every participant in study one had substantial recreational and professional experience in their 
activity of expertise. Sarah, Alrik, Edan and Vlad had also competed at an elite level in their 
adventure activities. Furthermore, each participant recalled multiple, and varied, flow 
experiences. In general, these participants recalled their most intense flow experience(s) in 
novel activities or situations, such as successfully attempting a new skill or challenge. These 
instances, in which they were pushing the C/S balance, also appeared to remain the most 
salient over time. Therefore, many participants began their interviews by recounting 
emotionally intense episodes when they achieved previously unrealised, personally 
meaningful goals. 
- These cases highlighted dynamic relationships amongst conditions of learning and 
mastery, telic/paratelic dimensions, and positive and negative emotions in the flow 
experiences of these six participants. Interestingly, the enjoyment aspect of flow was often 
reported to be a reflective experience, as the activity itself was characterised as a relatively 
non-emotive state of absolute focus. Despite the varying accounts of flow (intra and 
interpersonally) discussed below, it is noteworthy that each flow episode was reported to fit 
the broad definition of flow provided at the outset of each interview: A time when you were 
fully engaged and enjoying [the adventure activity] and felt you were functioning at your 
fullest capacity. 
Flow, Leaming and Reversals 
Cross-case content analysis yielded a number of commonalities amongst these six cases. 
Specifically, all participants indicated that their most intense flow experiences occurred when 
they were in a learning situation (e.g., trying something for the first time). This finding was 
consistent with Flow Theory in that a perceived C/S balance was most likely to occur in a 
learning situation. Flow has also been linked to the learning process in previous research 
(e.g., Carli et al., 1988; Csikszentmihalyi, 1975; Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988; 
Csikszentmihalyi et al., 1993; Rea, 1993). In addition, these case studies identified a perhaps 
overlooked antecedent of flow: metamotivational reversals. Although anecdotal efforts to 
integrate flow within an RT framework have previously represented flow as an exclusively 
paratelic state (e.g., Kerr, 1989) these six case studies suggested that this conjecture may 
oversimplify this relationship. 
All six participants reported at least one reversal prior to one of their flow experiences. 






least one telic/paratelic reversal (see Figure 34 below). Two negative cases countering this 
trend appeared to be Sarah's World Championship experience and Jody' s surfing experience 
with clients on Do-Little rapid. In Sarah's negative case, it was unclear from her descriptions 
whether she experienced a brief paratelic reversal, or used mental skills to alter her focus and 
felt intensity within the telic state. Sarah required a calm, telic frame of mind to maintain the 
control necessary for flow, as well as peak performance. Moreover, flow and peak 
performance often appeared to overlap for Sarah. Thus, Sarah reported that flow was 
predominantly preceded by the telic state. Jody's negative case was experienced in a 
condition of mastery ( discussed in the next section) wherein her primary focus was group 
safety (telic). Unlike Sarah, however, this experience of telic flow appeared less intense than 
Sarah's telic flow episodes. 
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Figure 34. General model of flow phases in learning conditions. 
In eight of the flow accounts (57%), multiple reversals were reported, some so often 
that it was impossible for participants to identify the exact reversal sequence. Of these eight 
episodes, six (75%) occurred in novel or learning situations. The two negative cases to this 
trend will be discussed in the next section. They were reported by Alrik, while instructing a 
student, and Doug, during the fir;;t part of his multi-pitch climb. 
These six case studies indicated that telic/paratelic reversals and a dynamic balance 
between perceived skills and challenges, which was typical of novel/learning situations, 
generally preceded participants' flow experiences during adventure activities. However, 
frequent reversals prior to flow made it impossible in many cases to clearly determine 
metamotivational states during flow. The frequency of reversals, coupled with the automatic 
and unselfconscious nature of flow, may render such distinctions impractical, and perhaps 
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moot in practical applications. These cases suggested that identification of key phases before 
and after flow may be a more practical approach to distinguishing diverse flow experiences. 
Flow, Mastery and Reversals 
There were fewer recollections of flow in mastery conditions. These situations were reported 
to lack novelty and skills were perceived to exceed, and therefore decrease, risk and challenge 
perceptions. As mentioned in the previous section, four of the six (67%) participants reported 
a flow experience in what was considered a mastery state. For example, Alrik and Jody 
reported experiencing a less intense flow state when they perceived heightened personal skills 
while instructing others. Both of these flow experiences were facilitated by successfully 
attending to multiple information sources (i.e., 'multi-tasking') while ensuring the safety of 
others (see Figure 35 below). 
While Alrik and Jody both recalled feeling playful and happy after these events, Alrik 
appeared more joyful and on a high due to higher perceived danger to his client. Jody did not 
report these intense feelings. Notwithstanding, Alrik's more detailed recollection of this 
event and its outcomes made it was difficult to compare these two accounts ( e.g., Jody may 
have had similar feelings after this event which remained unreported). The telic state may 
have been more likely to precede flow in mastery situations due to the need to plan familiar 
courses of action, and/or attend to multiple information sources. Similar accounts of what 
appeared to be perceived mastery during telic flow have been documented amongst loom 
weavers. :'It is hard to concentrate on a single thing. I try to keep everything under control, 
as I am fixing one loom I am already thinking about the next one ... I always try to anticipate 
... When I work I am concentrated" (Csikszentmihalyi, 1993, p. 199). 
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Figure 35. General model of flow phases in mastery conditions. 
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Doug reported also reported flow in conditions of mastery during the early phases of 
his first multi-pitch climb, once he felt calm and comfortable in [his] zone. Later in the climb, 
however, increased perceptions of risk/challenge in relation to perceived skills (i.e., learning 
conditions) facilitated frequent reversals and flow. Similar to examples reported by Jody and 
Vlad, Doug noted that this intense flow experience was preceded by telic fear and survival 
goals. Nevertheless, Doug felt it was easier to experience flow in a mastery situation. 
Edan reported that the majority of his recent flow experiences were experienced in a 
calm, yet intense, mastery state, whereas his early flow experiences primarily occurred in 
learning situations. Vlad also indicated that, although flow experiences were facilitated by 
learning a new skill, flow became 'enjoyable' soon after he had mastered a challenging skill 
(i.e., upon shifting to a mastery state). This trend may have resulted from a telic, 
achievement-oriented approach to skill acquisition. While Vlad reported some enjoyment 
when perceived challenges outweighed skills (i.e., learning), he really enjoyed an activity 
once he gained a sense of total control and it was easy (i.e., mastery). Overall, a greater 
degree of variation was reported amongst flow states in mastery conditions. Examples of 
mastery flow seemed to be preceded by both telic (Alrik, Doug, Jody, Vlad) and paratelic 
(Edan, Doug) states, and generally occurred at lowered felt intensity levels. 
Multiple Flow States 
The previous sections compared and contrasted various flow experiences in conditions of 
learning and mastery. These flow accounts, which were characterised by varying intensities 
of the telic and paratelic states, indicated that flow may not be strictly a paratelic state of 
learning or a telic state of mastery (as suggested by Rea, 1993). If the last identified state 
prior to flow is cautiously assumed to be operative during flow, and/or provides a meaningful 
way to distinguish amongst flow experiences, then these reports provided preliminary 
evidence of distinct 'telic' and 'paratelic' flow states across conditions of mastery and 
learning. 
Although previous flow research has not identified the existence of these distinct flow 
states, they are consistent with the epistemology of Flow Theory. Flow is proposed to ensue 
when the goals of the self are being sufficiently actualised and consciousness is fully ordered 
and focused on the attainment of those goals (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975, 1988). In this manner, 
these participants may have been capable of experiencing flow in telic and/or paratelic 
metamotivational states, during conditions of learning or mastery. 
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The most obvious differences amongst flow experiences in these six cases resulted 
from varying perceptions of learning or mastery (i.e., various combinations of perceived 
challenges and skills). Classification oflearning versus mastery flow thus provided the 
clearest distinction in terms of the overall quality of experience in these case studies, whereas 
identification ofmetamotivational state(s) provided a supplemental level of analysis through 
which to tease out subtle differences within these two broader categories of flow. At a 
supplemental level, metamotivational reversals were most useful in explaining reported 
individual differences in: (a) the felt intensity of, and emotional responses accompanying flow 
experiences; (b) the phases of flow experiences; and ( c) the idiosyncratic usage of mental 
skills in achieving flow (as discussed later). Interrelationships emerged amongst 
metamotivational states and reversals, flow experiences, mental skill use, and the learning and 
mastery phases of skill development (see Figure 36 below). 
Key determinants of learning (telic or paratelic) versus mastery (telic or paratelic) 
flow identified in these case studies included: (a) recreational versus instructing experiences; 
(b) perceived skill level; ( c) felt intensity of metamotivational states and reversals; and ( d) 
mental skill use. Based on these interpretations of the six case studies, Flow Theory could be 
expanded by accounting for a wider range of potential flow states influenced by mode of 
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Figure 36. Conceptual model of proposed relationships amongst conditions of learning, 
mastery, metamotivational states, mental skill use and flow. 
As stated previously, clear identification of metamotivational states during flow was 
hindered by participants' lack of emotional awareness during flow. Furthermore, while flow 
was at times exclusively preceded by the paratelic or telic state, it often resulted from frequent 
reversals between these states. Therefore, attempts to determine an individual's 
metamotivational state during flow hinged upon the last metamotivational state identified 
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prior to flow, or key metamotivational phases preceding flow. Given the rapid nature of some 
reversals, the small sample size and the retrospective design of this study, these inferences 
should be regarded as exploratory in nature. 
Integrated Flow and Serious Play 
Accounts of rapid reversals prior to flow may merit consideration of an alternative 
interpretation which suggested that calm (telic) and exciting (paratelic) states were balanced 
in some flow episodes. This interpretation invoked the constructs of 'integrated flow' and/or 
'serious play' (Rea, 1993). Reports that flow was enjoyable due to sensory pleasures (i.e., 
paratelic) as well as goal attainment (i.e., telic) provided preliminary evidence for this 
conclusion. Integrated flow and/or serious play (c.f. Rea, 1993) may have been enjoyable and 
meaningful because this flow state allowed participants to actualise immediate sensory 
(paratelic) motives and outcome (telic) motives either in quick succession (i.e., integrated 
flow), or simultaneously (i.e., serious play). Although these concepts could potentially 
question the manner in which RT constructs are operationalised, these interpretations offered 
new perspectives into why flow may be so enjoyable. 
Vlad, for example, experienced enjoyment when he first mastered a novel skill. 
However, his emotional state appeared to fluctuate between paratelic excitement and telic 
nervousness at heightened felt arousal levels. Vlad's descriptions were congruent with Edan, 
Doug, and Jody's reports in that they all appeared to balance important outcome goals (telic 
dimension) to a greater or lesser extent with a process focus (paratelic dimension) to facilitate 
flow. Jody's case provided explicit support for integrated flow characterised by rapid 
reversals: [I was] not lookingforward to it and anxious, and feeling this [excitement] ... all at 
the same time. Like flipping ... They switch so you feel one and then the other ... You 're 
going in between the two. 
Other participants did not delineate their emotional phases as clearly and, when 
probed, some maintained that 'opposing' states occurred simultaneously. Edan's recent 
experiences, for example, appeared to mirror 'serious play' or 'dynamic stillness' as he 
reported telic and paratelic dimensions while racing ( e.g., relaxed yet intense at the same 
time). Edan's focus in competitions was characterised by internal awareness and graceful 
execution balanced with vigorous pursuit of important performance goals. Enjoyment for him 
appeared to stem from simultaneous actualisation of both paratelic (process-focused) and telic 
(outcome-focused) goals. Therefore, mastery (i.e., heightened perceived skills) facilitated 
absorbed enjoyment rather than boredom. Edan's greatest challenge was to maintain this 
optimal mental focus for long periods, rather than testing his physical skills by trying to work 
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hard. 
These findings demonstrated how dimensions of the telic/paratelic states, in varying 
degrees of balance, may facilitate varied and complex flow states. From a theoretical 
perspective, the serious, outcome-oriented nature of the telic state appears conducive to the 
intensely-focused pursuit of goals which often characterises flow. According to Flow Theory, 
lack of goals leads to a fragmented consciousness (i.e., 'entropy'), whereas flow is based on 
the presence of clear goals and unfragmented consciousness (i.e., 'negentropy'; 
Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). For example, if an individual remained in the 
paratelic state indefinitely, the lack of clear goals inherent in this state could presumably 
inhibit flow and, potentially, the 'initiation of action' which appeared to facilitate flow in 
these cases. Conversely, if a goal became overly important or serious (i.e., high felt 
significance), even minor obstacles to that goal could potentially disrupt enjoyment and flow 
(as suggested by Doug). Therefore the frequent reversals prior to flow reported amongst these 
participants may have provided an optimal balance between outcome and process goals, 
and/or other dimensions of the telic/paratelic pair. This balance may have also precipitated 
more complex flow states (i.e., integrated flow, serious play, dynamic stillness) as suggested 
by some flow descriptions. 
While some flow accounts provided preliminary support for Rea's (1993) construct of 
serious play (i.e., 'opposing' motives are actualised simultaneously in a complex flow state), 
this construct challenges RT's proposition ofbistability. Reversal theorists contend that when 
opposing states are experienced in quick succession, an individual may not be able to 
distinguish reversals and may therefore report paradoxical emotions (e.g., Apter, 1992). 
Notwithstanding, the notion ofbistability has been questioned to some extent by RT 
researchers who advocate the concept of 'multi-stability' amongst combinations of 
metamotivational pairs (e.g. telic-mastery; J.H. Kerr, personal communication, October 15, 
2007). As this level of analysis was beyond the scope of the current study, it was only 
possible to speculate as to whether the construct ofbistability was questioned by these data 
and/or whether the inclusion of multiple metamotivational pairs may have better accounted 
for paradoxical emotions and/or distinct flow states. Future prospective studies, which 
include multiple pairs of RT states, may be better able to account for these inconsistencies. 
Fear, Flow and The Zone 
One relationship explicitly mentioned by four participants, and alluded to by the other two 
(Sarah and Edan), was the duality of fear (or other 'negative' emotions) and flow. The 
tension between fear ( or anxiety) and excitement appeared to be conducive to flow for these 
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participants. There's an intense focus and drive to stay on [the rock] and your mind goes 
through so many gears that are fear driven (Doug). In Doug's detailed account, fear and flow 
appeared to be opposing sides of the same coin in that fear was reported to facilitate flow. For 
Doug, the urgency of necessity often brought him into the zone to avoid potentially serious 
consequences. 
Alrik also maintained that danger and accompanying emotions made his flow 
experiences intensely enjoyable and exciting. Whenever I've been in really scary situations ... 
it feels like you sharpen your senses and time slows down ... I'm functioning to my fullest. 
These sentiments were echoed by Jody as well as Vlad, when he recalled various emergency 
skydiving situations in which he experienced a flow-like experience out of necessity. The 
term 'flow-like' is used here because enjoyment was not a part of the experience itself, but 
occurred retrospectively if he was able to successfully resolve a potentially fatal situation. In 
these cases, 'flow' appeared to result from the telic state because outcome goals ( e.g., 
survival) were so important that they seemed to dramatically narrow the attentional field and 
heighten some flow dimensions (i.e., merging of action and awareness and transcendence of 
time). 
These fear-driven 'flow' experiences appeared to provide maximum enjoyment 
retrospectively, due to attainment of important goals. The predominantly telic nature of these 
episodes suggested that, if these participants were indeed in flow ( as participant descriptions 
suggested), a key discriminating factor between telic and paratelic flow states may be the 
source and timing of enjoyment. Specifically, positive emotions associated with telic flow 
may be most intense just after a goal is achieved ( e.g., after the activity ceases) as individuals 
in the telic state gain pleasure from goal attainment and/or anticipation, more than the 
immediate sensory process. This conceptualisation of telic flow more closely mirrored 
enjoyment as envisioned by Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi (2000, p. 12): "personal growth 
and long-term happiness." If this is the case, the significance of a flow experience may lie as 
much in feelings evoked via retrospective contemplation, as the event itself. 
These case studies suggested that some experiences, which were often referred to as 
the zone by participants, may either (a) represent diverse flow states which vary in terms of 
their felt intensity and timing of 'enjoyment' or (b) share overlapping characteristics with 
flow. In the former interpretation, flow and enjoyment may need to be considered as distinct, 
but overlapping experiences in future research (i.e., flow may normally result in positive 
emotions associated with 'enjoyment', but not always). However, the latter interpretation 
would question the flow literature which has treated 'the zone' as a synonym for flow (e.g., 
Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999). As these conclusions are preliminary and only based 
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upon six cases, further investigation of the zone and flow, especially when perceptions of fear 
or danger are prevalent, is merited. 
Mental Skill Use 
The ability to experience flow in the presence of fear was influenced by participants' use of 
mental skills. All participants emphasised the key role that mental skill use played in their 
ability to successfully cope with fear or anxiety-inducing situations. Four participants (Alrik, 
Sarah, Edan, Vlad) in particular reported a formalised mental training approach to their 
adventure pursuit. Edan's case was somewhat unique in that he used mental skills to remove 
barriers to flow, rather than actively trying to cultivate flow states (as reported by other 
participants). For example, mental skills were used to remove over-focus on outcome goals. 
Instead of focusing outwards ... focus inwards. 
All respondents reported using some form of mental skills prior to an episode of flow. 
Imagery and self-talk were the two most common mental skills reported. Mental skills were 
primarily implemented prior to commencing the activity ( e.g., mental rehearsal) or just prior 
to flow. In situations of heightened perceived challenge, these skills sometimes appeared to 
strengthen participants' protective frames by increasing perceptions of personal competence 
and motivation, and directing attention to task-relevant stimuli. In mastery situations, 
participants reported using mental skills to attend to multiple information sources (i.e., multi-
task), such as client movements and the environment, and to enhance kinaesthetic awareness. 
Although mental skills which increased self-confidence and perceived skills appeared 
to facilitate enjoyment across participants, some accounts suggested that flow could also be 
experienced in certain circumstances without a strong 'protective frame' (i.e., Jody, Doug, 
and Vlad). This finding questioned the notion that flow could only occur within a paratelic 
protective frame. Certain episodes also raised the question of whether the protective frame 
was only salient in the paratelic state. For example, Sarah's competitive accounts included a 
strong sense of self-confidence (protective frame) which facilitated telic flow. These findings 
were contrary to RT's construct of a strictly paratelic protective frame. Notwithstanding, the 
inclusion of multiple metamotivational states and their accompanying 'frames' in future 
studies may account for these findings. 
Given that these participants frequently reported telic/paratelic reversals, their ability 
to consistently experience flow across a range of mental frames may have been facilitated by 
successful mental skill use. For instance, Sarah's case suggested that the mental skills 
necessary to enter flow from a telic, or outcome-focused, state may be different to those 
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required by an individual in the paratelic state. As the exercise of personal control appeared 
to be a key contributor to enjoyment and flow in these case studies, the use of mental skills to 
exert personal (mental) control over uncertain situations, or uncontrollable reversals, may 
have enhanced enjoyment for these participants. Further investigation of specific mental 
skills used in conditions of learning and mastery, and the within the telic-paratelic pair, is 
necessary to elucidate these relationships. 
The Positive Leaming Spiral 
A balanced experience of distinct flow states, similar to the overarching categories of flow 
identified in these case studies, has been postulated to contribute to a 'positive learning spiral' 
( c.f. Rea, 1993). As conceptualised here, a positive learning spiral ensues when experiences 
ofleaming and mastery are balanced in such a way as to optimise competence and enjoyment 
(see Figure 37 below). Edan, Sarah, Doug and Vlad, for example, explicitly stated that when 
they achieved an important goal, they wanted to replicate that experience by setting new 
goals. A balance of distinct flow experiences across learning and mastery situations, and 
regular metamotivational reversals, may have facilitated a positive learning spiral of 
development for these six participants. 
For Doug, the serious motivation of the telic state, coupled with the playful enjoyment 
of the paratelic state, optimised his learning. His flow experiences appeared to be magnified 
by the feelings evoked during extended reflection and re-telling of flow episodes. Thus, 
reflective enjoyment may have been a key motivator in his positive learning spiral insofar as it 
appeared to provide an impetus for future adventure experiences. Vlad's reports of 
heightened enjoyment upon skill mastery also indicated a positive learning spiral. A 
combination of serious and playful skydiving motivations appeared to facilitate his 
development of competence and enjoyment. Vlad reported flow in learning and mastery 
situations and indicated that these experiences may have a reciprocal relationship. 
Edan's early days of kayaking were also characterised by seeking out and surmounting 
increasing levels of risk and challenge. Continuously recalibrating his C/S balance facilitated 
a positive learning spiral for Edan by creating frequent opportunities to experience distinct 
flow states across learning and mastery conditions. These different forms of positive 
experience appeared to interact in a reciprocal manner in which perceived skill mastery 
created the desire to learn new skills and vice-versa. With experience, his flow episodes also 
appeared to develop in complexity to the extent that outcome ('serious') and process 
('playful') goals became optimally balanced. 
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Figure 37. Conceptual model of a positive learning spiral. 
These findings complemented Csikszentmihalyi et al. 's (1993) research on flow and 
talent development. Youth with a serious and playful interest ('serious playfulness') were 
found to be more committed to their talent than those with only serious or playful interest, and 
thereby attain greater skills. Study one suggested that experiencing flow and enjoyment 
during phases of learning and mastery may motivate future skill development. This dynamic 
tension between task mastery and learning was also identified in past flow research. "I feel 
that concentration when I work ... Some things are automatic because you always do them the 
same way; others may be new - because here you are always learning - so you must pay 
attention to what you are doing" (Csikszentmihalyi, 1993, p. 200). 
Not all participants reported flow in both the learning and mastery phases of 
development. For Sarah, flow was most likely to occur when perceived challenges exceeded 
perceived skills, rather than after she mastered a skill. You don 't really [push yourself and] 
crash that much when you 're training as when you 're [racing]. Sarah's approach to riding 
was more serious than playful and she only reported intense flow states in competitive 
settings. However, she prepared for the zone (her term) by cultivating perceived skill mastery 
during training. Although flow was facilitated by experiences of perceived mastery, flow was 
only reported during Sarah's learning phases. 
Flow and Experience 
The most experienced participants in this study indicated that learning and mastery, and 
accompanying flow experiences, evolved throughout their lifespan. These participants also 
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reported extensive reflection which cultivated a personal philosophy of their adventure 
participation. Doug and Edan's motivations shifted from externally to internally determined 
goals throughout their careers. As they became more experienced and skilful, the motivation 
to prove themselves to others decreased, while their desire to fulfil internal drives increased. 
Although Edan experienced flow more consistently and purposefully at his current level of 
experience, it was generally in a calm, serene state of telic mastery rather than an exciting 
state of paratelic learning. Notwithstanding, Doug and Edan also reported focusing on 
enjoyment of the process in conditions of mastery. Their accounts indicated that flow may 
have increased in complexity throughout the development of expertise. These changes may 
have facilitated experiences of 'integrated flow' or 'serious play'(c.f. Rea, 1993), as discussed 
earlier. 
In contrast, the two participants with the fewest years of experience (Jody and Sarah) 
reported relatively 'straightforward' accounts of flow, which relied primarily on specific 
examples rather than broad philosophies. However, Sarah's motivation for participation had 
begun to shift from being primarily outcome determined to a greater emphasis on personal 
enjoyment (regardless of outcome) in both recreation and competition. This interpretation 
also indicated that duration or level of experience may be more indicative of changes in flow 
throughout the lifespan than age alone. 
Flow and the Natural Environment 
Edan and Doug emphasised the positive role of the natural environment in flow to a greater 
degree than other participants. For Edan, beautiful and scenic surroundings appeared to 
facilitate reversals and flow. Doug reflected on the beauty of the mountains which 
engendered inner peace and serenity. Thus, interactions with the natural environment 
inherent in adventure experiences may have contributed to flow. For Doug, the mountain 
environment had a calming effect on his nerves (telic), whereas, in Edan's intense early flow 
experience, the novel natural environment heightened his paratelic sense of adventure. These 
cases indicated that the natural environment may influence metamotivational reversals and 
flow in various ways. 
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CHAPTER 5: STUDY TWO RESULTS 
The following chapter details the results of study two. Case studies of five novice riversurfers 
are presented based on qualitative (survey measures) and quantitative (three interviews using 
head-mounted video footage) data collected during a three day training course. Although 
each interview was unique, the case studies were constructed with some common formatting 
elements and visual aids to assist the reader. A summary of quantitative data gathered from 
the entire group of novice riversurfers (n = 10) can be found in Appendix U. This chapter 
concludes with a cross-case analysis of key themes. 
Study Two: Case Studies 
Nina's Case 
Nina was a 20 year old adventure tourism management student from New Zealand with some 
basic whitewater experience. She was an avid hiker and outdoorsperson who was interested 
in riversurfing as a hobby. She had been whitewater sledging ( a similar activity; see Figure 
16, p. 48) once prior to this course. 
General Trends 
Nina spoke primarily in terms oftelic motivation toward riversurfing. She was motivated by 
the desire to learn new skills, overcome fears, and achieve personally challenging goals. It 
was evident from the start of the course that these were also the most enjoyable aspects of her 
experiences. [I felt] pleasant but quite serious as well ... Excited, apprehensive and 
determined ... to actually achieve something ... That's definitely part of the enjoyment also: 
building up skills ... As long as I'm learning and as long as I've still got goals to overcome, 
and something is still a bit of a challenge, then I'm pretty happy. 
[Day one] was quite a lot about sticking to something and not ... taking the easy way out ... 
My main focus was just to build up the confidence in the water and ... overcome those fears. 
Overall I just wanted to get through today. 
The ... course ... refreshed some of my values ... [to step] outside my comfort zone ... 
Everything can be too easy otherwise and too routine ... I have to be put into a place where I 
[have] the opportunity to step out of [ my comfort zone] and get myself energised again ... I'm 
definitely more myself when I'm in that kind of environment, pushing myself. I'm just a 





These qualitative data were generally supported by Nina's T/PSI scores. 
Approximately a third of her T/PSI responses fell within the 'telic' range, while another third 
of her T /PSI responses scored within the recommended telic range on one of the subscales 
(SMP or AAS; see O'Connell & Calhoun, 2001 for scoring guidelines) . Thus Nina's T/PSI 
scores, taken in the context of the adventure setting, indicated that she was in the telic state 
between 50 - 68% of the time on the river. In comparison to the group, her mean scores were 
lower across every measure except the relaxed-tense (RXT) and excited-bored scales (EXB; 
see Figure 38 below). 
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These results indicated that Nina was more telic, serious-minded, arousal-avoidant, 
worried, tense, and bored overall than her counterparts. Furthermore, she did not endorse the 
nine dimensions of flow overall as strongly as other participants. However interview 
descriptions suggested that this may have resulted from Nina's response bias towards lower 
scores, rather than the absence of flow. Her mean perceptions of challenge ( 4.92) were just 
below the group mean (5.4), whereas her mean perceived skill level (4.85) was over a point 
lower than the group mean (5.9). Both quantitative and qualitative data indicated that Nina 
had a lower perception of personal skills than the group. My main focus was just to build up 
the confidence in the water. Interview comments suggested that this was due to perceptions 
of low confidence and lack of control. When other people would come around me, it started 
making me feel a bit more anxious ... [This was due to] the feeling of losing control because 
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they 're in your comfort zone ... [I didn't have] the ability when everyone else [was] around to 
move the way [I] want[ ed]. 
Nina's mean SFSS score (31.69) was lower than the group mean (36.47, see Figure 38 
above) 11 • Overall, her SFSS scores ranged from low (25, data point 6) to moderate (37, data 
point 21) in relation to normative FSS data (see Figure 39 below). The high SFSS (38.4) and 
low SFSS (29.3) cut-off scores were created by the author based on normative means and 
standard deviations from the FSS manual (Jackson & Eklund, 2004), as detailed in the 
methods chapter. Specifically, 69% (9 of 13) of her SFSS scores were below the average FSS 
score (33 .84) based on normative data from other activities (Jackson & Eklund, 2004); 
however 23% (3 of 13) of these scores were SFSS = 33, just below the normative mean 
(33.84) . This data indicated that, while Nina's endorsement of certain aspects of flow was 
generally lower than others within this group, the majority of her SFSS scores fell within the 
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Figure 39. Relationships amongst flow, perceived challenges and perceived skills for Nina 
over the three day riversurfing course. 
Nina's pattern ofresults supported Flow Theory insofar as her highest SFSS scores 
occurred when perceived challenges and skills were closely matched (see Figure 39). Her 
highest SFSS score (37, post-Citroen rapid, data point 21) occurred when perceived challenge 
(CH= 6) and perceived skill (SK = 6) were matched and just above average (5); while her 
11 Participant scores are displayed numerically above graph bars to assist the reader. 
.. 
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second highest SFSS score (36, post-Dog Leg rapid, data point 9) occurred when perceived 
challenge (CH= 5) just outweighed perceived skill (SK= 4).· Notwithstanding, the 
relationships amongst flow, skill, and challenge did not follow a clear pattern overall. For 
instance, Nina's lowest flow score (25, Smith Falls, data point 6) occurred when her perceived 
skill (SK= 5) just outweighed the perceived challenge (CH = 4), whereas when perceived 
skill (SK= 5) outweighed perceived challenge (CH= 3) by slightly more (post-sledging 
section, data point 16), her flow score (33) rose into the moderate range. Conversely, when 
perceived challenge was rated at least three points higher than perceived skill ( data points 4, 
7, 12, 18), flow scores ranged from low (SFSS = 27) to moderate (SFSS = 33). Thus, Nina's 
flow scores did not demonstrate a consistent relationship with her perceived challenge/skill 
balance ratings. 
Metamotivational States and Flow 
Nina's metamotivational and flow states showed discernable relationships, within both the 
qualitative and quantitative data (see Figure 40 below). However, data did not suggest that 
these relationships exclusively related to either the telic or paratelic states. Nina's TPS scores 
before (39) and after ( 42) her first run on the river hovered around the suggested 
telic/paratelic state cut-off score (TPS = 40, O'Connell & Calhoun, 2001 ), while 
accompanying flow scores (SFSS = 29, data point 1; SFSS = 30, data point 2) were in the low 
to moderate range. Combined with fact that all of these scores also fell below her personal 
means (TPS = 44.41; SFSS = 31.69), these data indicated that Nina was in the telic state and 
experienced low flow levels during the first morning of the course. Data suggested she later 
reversed to the paratelic state (TPS = 56, end of second run, data point 4) in which her flow 
score rose slightly (SFSS = 32), but remained in the moderate range. As her TPS scores (43, 
data point 5; 42, data points 6 and 7) declined towards the telic/paratelic cut-off point (TPS = 
40) later that day, Nina's SFSS scores (25, data point 6; 27 data point 7; see Figure 41 below) 
dropped to their lowest levels. 
Although these data did not indicate any strong relationships initially, they signalled a 
pattern which was repeated and amplified as the course progressed. Specifically, after Nina 
completed Dog Leg rapid ( data point 9) her SFSS score (36) increased to above the normative 
mean (SFSS = 33.84). This increase corresponded to a dramatic reversal from the telic state 
(TPS = 33, data point 8) before this rapid, to the paratelic state (TPS = 57, data point 9) after 
it (see Figures 40 and 41 below). Challenging rapids, such as Dog Leg (grade three/four), 
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Figure 40. Nina's state changes over the three day riversurfing course. 
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Figure 41. Nina state changes throughout afternoon of day one on Dog Leg section. 
Nina's lowest (most telic) TPS score (30, data point 15) occurred just before sledging 
the Megs section on day two, while her second (32, data points 19 and 20) and third (33, data 
point 8) lowest TPS scores were before Citroen rapid ( data points 19 and 20) and Dog Leg 
rapid (data point 8; see Figure 40 above and Figure 42 below) respectively. As Figure 41 
(above) and Figure 42 (below) illustrate, Nina's highest (most paratelic) T/PSI scores 
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occurred just after these two rapids (Citroen, TPS = 59, data point 21; Dog Leg, TPS = 57, 
data point 9). Moreover, these were also the instances in which Nina's flow scores were 
highest (SFSS = 37, Citroen rapid; SFSS = 36, Dog Leg rapid). The fact that two of her 
lowest telic scores preceded her highest flow scores, as well as her highest paratelic scores, on 
the two largest rapids (Citroen: grade 4/5; Dog Leg: grade 3/4) indicated some key 
relationships in this case. 
Throughout days two and three ( data points 10-22), a similar pattern in which the telic 
state preceded flow and the paratelic state followed flow, became evident (see Figure 40 
above). Interestingly, Nina's metamotivational states generally occurred in that same 
sequence: rapids were preceded by the telic state and followed by the paratelic state. This 
sequence occurred regardless of the level of SFSS scores. Coupled with Nina's verbal 
accounts, these data supported the concept of telic flow and demonstrated clear emotional 
patterns ( e.g., telic state, flow, paratelic state) which manifested while she was engaged in 
challenging new activities. Nina's narration of her first experience on Dog Leg rapid 
provided an in-depth explanation of these quantitative findings. The following statements 
demonstrated her initial telic state. I'm thinking, oh shit! I'm pretty terrified ... [and]Jea,ful 
that my ability wouldn 't get me through it ... [but I was] ready to take on the challenge ... 
focusing on getting down safely ... I was worried. 
However, Nina's mood changed once she initiated a course of action. As soon as I 
[get] into the whitewater, I lose track of fear, just go for it and quite like it ... I was just going 
with the flow ... [ After Dog Leg rapid I felt] relaxed; [a] great sense of achievement; really 
excited; energised - but tired as well ... I really enjoyed it. 
What made it the best ... was one extreme emotion beforehand and then, as you 're 
accomplishing what you were just freaking out about, that was the best ... [Overcoming fear] 
made it enjoyable ... more adventurous ... because I felt so nervous and I wasn't quite sure if 
I could do it ... That's what gave me the greater sense of achievement. 
The statements above demonstrated that a multi-phasic experience of telic and 
paratelic states was vital to Nina's intensely enjoyable and satisfying flow state. 
Apprehension about potential outcomes may have resulted in an intense task-focus, which in 
tum facilitated flow. The positive feelings of flow (e.g., sense of control, perceived C/S 
balance) imbued her with confidence and appeared to instigate a reversal to the paratelic state 
following this intense experience. Accomplishing challenging, telic goals also greatly 
contributed to Nina's overall enjoyment and satisfaction. 
During the Citroen section, Nina's metamotivational states showed a slightly more 
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complex pattern. Specifically, Nina's TPS score rose from telic (TPS = 32, data point 19, pre-
Citroen Section) to paratelic (TPS = 52, data point 20, pre-Citroen rapid) in the section prior 
to Citroen rapid, indicating telic/paratelic reversals prior to her most intense flow experience 
(see Figure 42 below). The following quotes illustrated this process. I was in a pretty serious 
mode, not too keen ... just serious mind[ ed] .. . I had a few nerves ... I knew it was going to be 
another big challenge ... [The most important thing on my mind was] the rapids. 
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Figure 42. Nina state changes during Citroen section on day three. 
Nina's mood began to change once she entered the flat water prior to Citroen rapid. 
Initiation of action seemed to generate a sense of control over her situation, as well as 
increasing her energy levels. She felt calm yet energised, which allowed her to mentally 
prepare for the challenge ahead. Soon as we were [in the water], I suddenly felt recharged ... 
You 've suddenly got something to do and it's refreshing ... You are getting into it and .. . 
preparing your body for bigger challenges further on ... [I enjoyed] the whole flow of it ... 
Feeling in control made me feel like I could deal the situations. It made me feel calm, but at 
the same time energised ... doing something instead of just standing around. 
Upon reaching the start of Citroen rapid, Nina experienced conflicting emotions which 
may have resulted from telic/paratelic reversals. An alternative interpretation was that she 
remained in the telic state and felt conflicted by simultaneous telic desires to achieve her goals 
and avoid obstacles. In this event, telic motivation to achieve goals appeared to overpower 
her telic desire to avoid obstacles. 
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I had two different sides, one just saying: no don't do it at all! And the other side that was 
just saying: you've got to do it! ... !felt like I had the ability to do it, but there was something 
else in the back of my head saying: danger, danger! ... It was a big weighing up ... thinking of 
the worst scenario. 
Interviewer: Had you had that experience of conflicting emotions before on the course? 
Nina: Yeah, but not to that extent. 
Because [Citroen rapid] was a bigger challenge ... I was more determined to do it ... I really 
wanted to achieve something new ... It was my next goal ... I wanted to ... have that feeling of 
accomplishment at the end of it. I could picture myself ... feeling like I just walked down 
instead of even giving it a go. That would be worse than going through it ... and [being] spat 
out ... After looking at it for awhile and being told ... where the hazards were, I felt like I had 
a bit more control ... like I could probably go through with it. 
These reflections highlighted telic motivations to overcome fears and achieve goals, 
prior to Citroen rapid. Once Nina entered the rapid, her attention narrowed and she entered an 
intense flow state. When I got in the water, it all came naturally ... [I] really, really enjoyed 
it. She reported eight flow dimensions (i.e., total task immersion, clear goals, unambiguous 
feedback, lack of self-consciousness, C/S balance, transformation of time, merging of 
action/awareness, autotelic experience) during this experience. 
It was a bit of a rush and just fully focused, very serious ... I don't remember that first bit [of 
Citroen rapid]. J just know I was so determined to get to that other side [ of the river] ... 
Really focused on that task ... The whole time I was fully immersed in what was happening 
and trying to do exactly what I played over a few times in my head before. 
I was enjoying it, but I was probably so focused at that time that I didn 't really have time to 
realise how much I was enjoying it. It wasn't until ... I realised where I was and how I was 
doing, and then I was able to sort of relax. I was still going for it, but relaxing and enjoying 
what I was getting through. 
I think [Citroen rapid] was a bit more [enjoyable than the other rapids]. It was definitely more 
adrenalin than ... surfing ... on Do-Little [rapid], but I still came out with the same sort of 
feeling of achieving something that beforehand I didn 't think I could ... I felt [ the same] after 
the first time we did the Dog Leg [ rapid, but I was] a little bit more satisfied [ after Citroen]. 
In the above quotes, Nina articulated a detailed account of telic flow phases with 
regard to Citroen rapid. She also elaborated on subtle qualitative differences amongst her 
flow experiences, such as the varying intensities of telic flow associated with different rapids. 
These observations gave rise to two interpretations. One, which questioned RT's 
epistemological underpinnings, suggested that telic and paratelic flow could be conceptualised 
on a continuum, rather than as two discrete, opposing states. The second possibility, which 
could be accommodated by RT's existing framework, was that each type of flow 
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encompassed a range of subtle differences which have yet to be precisely measured or 
articulated. I think Dog Leg and ... [Do-Little rapids were] more of a relaxed enjoyment ... 
more of a 'pleasant enjoyable' ... 'calmer enjoyable ' [than Citroen rapid]. 
[By] setting a goal and then achieving it, I came out with pretty much the same feeling out of 
all of[these rapids]: being really satisfied and stoked that I'd achieved something ... [Citroen 
rapid] was ... definitely more intense. Whereas ... with [surfing] Do-Little [rapid] I wasn't 
scared, it was just something I wanted to do ... I was just going from calm, happy, enjoying 
everything, to doing it and achieving it; just a more relaxed sense of achievement. 
Nina's interview account of Old Dog Leg rapid followed a similar pattern to these 
rapids. However, in this instance, her T/PSI scores did not mirror her verbal account as 
clearly as in Citroen and Dog Leg rapids. Specifically, she scored (TPS = 43, data point 17) 
just within the paratelic range (paratelic = >40, O'Connell & Calhoun, 2001) prior to Old Dog 
Leg, while scoring just within the telic range (TPS = 39, telic) after this rapid (see Figure 43 
below). Moreover, her flow score (SFSS = 28) following this rapid was low. This may have 
been due to her physical exhaustion from two full days of riversurfing. 
Nina state changes throughout afternoon of day two: 
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Figure 43. Nina state changes during Old Dog Leg rapid on afternoon of day two. 
I wanted to feel energised and playful again but I was really tired ... I didn't really want to do 
the whole thing ... [I felt] a little bit sick, frustrated; trying to make a decision, the right 
decision; and I suppose little bit disappointed as well with my ability ... !just wanted to get in 
there and get back to camp .... [but] there was no other choice but to just go for it ... As soon 
as I hit the water, I suddenly felt energised again and thought: well this isn 't as bad as I had 
perceived it to be ... Because I had perceived it to be worse than it was, I enjoyed it more. 
• 
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As in previous rapids, Nina noticed that straight away I felt quite energised again after 
she entered the water. Once I got in, I did enjoy it! ... When I'm not doing something and I'm 
thinking about what it's going to be like, I get quite tense and think about it too much ... Once 
... I've got to go with the flow and do the best I can ... I'm just focused on what's happening. 
Thus, initiating action appeared to facilitate flow. 
In the comments above Nina described an emotional pattern similar to the one she 
experienced in Citroen and Dog Leg rapids: flow which appeared to be preceded by the telic 
state and followed by a paratelic reversal. The difference in this rapid (Old Dog Leg) was that 
she reported less intensity, or arousal, due to physical exhaustion. In this instance, the T /PSI 
and SFSS instruments may have lacked the necessary sensitivity to reflect these subtle 
qualitative differences. 
Metamotivational States, Flow and the Positive Leaming Spiral 
According to Nina, her tendency to experience the telic state prior to a challenging rapid, and 
reverse to the paratelic state upon completion, was emotionally optimal. The really big 
[rapids] that were usually a step above what I thought I could achieve were probably the best 
ones. Even though ... I felt ... nervous beforehand, they were the most rewarding and the 
biggest adrenalin rush. You came out with that real big high afterwards, that sense of 
achievement ... After a challenge I like that relaxing time of not having to think and just being 
able to reflect on what you just did ... That's why I didn't find it boring . . . Whereas if [ the 
easy part] had been at the beginning, I would probably be ... bored. 
The telic state appeared to facilitate sufficient task focus for Nina to learn new skills 
and prepare for novel challenges. Paratelic reversals following a challenging event provided 
an optimal emotional counterpoint to the seriousness which preceded these challenges. This 
sequence of emotions produced intense enjoyment and satisfaction for Nina because it 
allowed her to overcome fears, accomplish goals, and build confidence for future challenges. 
Adrenalin and overcoming those fears makes you feel like you can do so much more so it's a 
really good sense of achievement ... [It is] pleasant and exciting too because then you 're 
ready to take on other things ... [It was rewarding] each time that I did something that I 
couldn't do earlier on [and] ... realising that ... my fear isn't actually as likely [to happen] as 
I thought. 
Nina highlighted the benefits of this sequence of states in learning, motivation, and 
overall enjoyment. Qualitative and quantitative data suggested that her experience of flow 
may have depended upon a sequence of states, rather than one particular state in isolation. 
Nina's flow model may be best conceptualised as a multi-phasic experience wherein 
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contrasting emotions complemented each other to create her unique flow experiences. Such a 
model would represent a Gestalt interpretation to some extent, in that the flow experience as a 
whole amounted to more than the sum of its component states. This phasic model of flow 
supports the concept of a positive learning spiral in which RT and flow states are optimally 
balanced to maximise learning and enjoyment in a continuous upward spiral (Rea, 1993). I 
was learning new things ... I put my best into it ... I felt like I wanted to play around with 
[new skills] ... especially when I was achieving those new things ... I really enjoyed it then. 
Nina's comments below further supported this notion in that balanced alternation oftelic and 
paratelic states optimised flow and learning motivation. There was also some support for the 
corollary concept of 'serious play' in which these states are seamlessly interwoven to produce 
complex flow states (Rea, 1993). 
I always need a challenge, but then have time to chill out and then reflect on that challenge ... 
[Day one] I was scared about going down the first few rapids ... Having [that] challenge and 
then relaxing after it, was really good. But then once my skills got up over that, or !felt like 
there was less of a challenge, I could feel myself starting to get more bored and wanting to 
know the next challenge. But then if there was something that I couldn 't do, it was also 
frustrating! ... Chilling out this afternoon [day two] was a good time to reflect ... and set 
myself up for [Citroen rapid on day three] ... [It gave me] assurance that I've rested and 
thought about everything ... a sense of calm. 
One key mechanism involved in Nina's state changes seemed to be the initiation of 
action. I know that the way to be energised is to go and get stuck into [an activity]. While she 
often felt nervous prior to new challenges, her mental and physical states changed upon 
initiating action, such as entering the water or a rapid. Having to be a bit more focused on 
something was more enjoyable than just floating around. It was energising and good to just 
focus more on the activity. This theme was pervasive throughout her three interviews, as 
reflected by earlier quotes and those below. At the very beginning of ... most days, !felt a bit 
wary ... until I actually got into it, and then it ... woke me up, energised me ... Once I'm in 
amongst it- no matter how much I'm being thrown around-I'm still probably enjoying it 
more than beforehand thinking of what it's going to be like ... Because once you 're in there, 
you have to go with the flow. 
Mental Skill Use 
Nina relied heavily on setting myself those goals and positive self-talk to facilitate flow and 
performance. Mentally, she was getting stuck in and trying to be positive. She also used 
future-oriented thoughts ( e.g., how she would feel after achieving a goal/challenge) for 
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personal motivation. If there's something I want to do, and I can't weigh up whether I want 
to do it or not, I think ... how am I going to feel if I just sit back and do nothing about it and 
go a bit half-heartedly? It usually comes out that I never regret something that I go ahead 
with or push myself through. 
Imagery increased Nina's motivation, confidence and performance, especially prior to 
the most challenging rapids (e.g., Citroen and Dog Leg). Her account below illustrated how 
this skill was implemented in a telic, future-oriented state of mind. Imagery use was 
apparently an intuitive response to these novel situations. Visualisation just helped 
completely ... I played that [line down Citroen rapid] over in my head a few times ... I didn't 
want to get stuck in [ the hazards] ... so I just kept planning what I had to do. And when I got 
there ... I was ... just acting it out ... I think [that helped] because when I got in the water it 
all came naturally ... I hadn't been taught [imagery], it just seemed to make sense to do 
because I wanted to know what I was getting myself into and what I had to do to get through 
it successfully. 
Significant Others and the Protective Frame 
Nina highlighted the important role that others (i.e., instructors and peers) played in 
enjoyment. The instructors, as well as her peers, facilitated Nina's learning, achievement and 
enjoyment by providing a supportive environment. In this sense, her trust in others may have 
contributed to a 'protective frame' within which she could challenge herself to learn new 
skills and overcome fears. This concept is supported by RT literature which posits that a 
'protective frame' allows an individual to view danger/hazards as 
sources of stimulation to be enjoyed, played with or even flaunted ... The frame 
'filters out' the threatening quality of threat, while still leaving something of its 
essential quality. This paradoxical effect is typical of phenomenological frames. 
The result is that the threat continues to cause arousal, but that arousal can now be 
enjoyed as excitement. (Apter, 1993, pp. 28-29). 
Notwithstanding, RT also posits that "the presence of the frame is concomitant with 
the arousal-seeking [i.e., paratelic] state" (Apter, 1993, p. 31), a tenet which was not 
unequivocally supported by Nina's data. Although she appeared to be predominantly in the 
telic state prior to rapids, the 'protective frame' provided by others appeared to enhance her 
achievements and enjoyment. Having the comfort of[the instructors] ... is really, really cool 
... They are really, really determined and focused on getting us to achieve our goals and then, 
when we did it, you can't express enough how happy or ... thaniful you are. Nina's data 
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suggested that, contrary to RT precepts, flow was facilitated by her perception of a protective 
frame while still in a telic (i.e., serious, goal-oriented) frame of mind. These findings 
indicated that the arousal-seeking and serious-minded/playful aspects of the telic/paratelic 
states could perhaps be considered separately in the adventurous contexts . 
..lf[the instructors] had just said ... do it and we'll help you if you 're absolutely drowning, then 
I don't think I would have found it as fun. It would have been too much of a challenge ... a 
risk, and I wouldn't have felt as safe ... Knowing that someone was there aware of how you 
are probably feeling and telling you what your options were, that made you feel a bit more 
calm ... and prepared to challenge yourself... Without that ... I wouldn 't have run Citroen 
[ rapid] today. 
Summary 
Nina generally displayed a telic approach to riversurfing and was highly motivated to achieve 
personally challenging goals, learn new skills and overcome fears. This may account for the 
greater influence that perceived skills, versus perceived challenges, seemed to play in her flow 
experiences. Nina's moods appeared to occur in aphasic manner in which the telic state 
tended to precede flow and/or a rapid, and the paratelic state tended to follow flow and/or a 
rapid. Her case supported the construct of telic flow and demonstrated potential phases of this 
experience (e.g., telic state, flow, paratelic state) which manifested while she was engaged in 
challenging, novel activities. The tension between contrasting emotions appeared to facilitate 
Nina's unique flow experiences, which may account for the multi-phasic nature of her flow 
descriptions. 
The telic state in particular appeared to be a key flow antecedent in this case. In the 
telic state, Nina reported using positive self-talk and imagery to facilitate flow and 
performance. Reversals, or shifts, between serious-mindedness and playfulness provided 
optimal enjoyment and satisfaction, while allowing her to accomplishing challenging, telic 
goals. The key mechanisms which appeared to facilitate these mood shifts/reversals included: 
(a) the initiation of action, (b) positive feelings (e.g., sense of control) stemming from flow, 
( c) satiation due to her intense telic focus, and ( d) significant others. Specifically, Nina 
highlighted the positive influence which significant others had on flow, her perceptions (e.g., 
via a 'protective frame') and her ability to learn new skills. Nina suggested that balanced telic 
and paratelic phases may have optimised flow and longer-term learning in the manner of a 
positive learning spiral (Rea, 1993). 
This case also posed potential challenges to RT (e.g., serious play). Differences 







on a continuum, rather than as two opposing states. Nina's reports indicated that (a) RT's 
conception of the protective frame may need to better operationalised for future adventure 
research, (b) the T/PSI and SFSS instruments may need to be redesigned for use in adventure 
settings, and/or (c) arousal-seeking/avoidant and serious-minded/playful subscales may need 
to be separated into two distinct states. 
Mitch's Case 
Mitch was a 22 year old adventure tourism management student from Canada with minimal 
whitewater experience. He was a qualified ski instructor who felt confident in a variety of 
outdoor activities. Mitch's interest in riversurfing was sparked by participation in a 
commercial whitewater sledging (see Figure 16, p. 48) trip one year prior to this study. 
General Trends 
Mitch was in a paratelic state for the majority of the three day riversurfing course, as 
evidenced by survey data (see Figure 44 below) and interview accounts. !just wanted to have 
a whole lot of fun and enjoy myself. His mean scores of flow (SFSS = 38.8) and the 
telic/paratelic state (SMP = 36.3, AAS = 26.4, TPS = 62.7) exceeded recommended cut-offs 
(i.e., T/PSI, O'Connell & Calhoun, 2001), normative cut-offs (i.e., FSS, Jackson & Eklund, 
2004) and group means . 
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These data indicated that, in comparison to the nine other trainees, Mitch was more 
paratelic and endorsed the nine dimensions of flow more highly throughout the course. 
Higher scores on EXB (2) and WCF (5.7), coupled with lower scores on RXT (1.8), indicated 
he was also marginally more relaxed and carefree, and less excited, than the rest of the group 
overall. Mitch's mean perception of challenge (CH= 5.54) was closely matched to the group 
mean (CH= 5.4), while he rated his perceived his skills (SK= 6.46) slightly higher than the 
group mean (SK= 5.9). These quantitative data indicated that Mitch generally perceived his 
skills to exceed challenges over the three day course. 
Figure 45 below provides a general overview of changes in Mitch's mood over the 
three day course. It should be noted at the outset that he scored within the recommended 
paratelic range of scores on both T /PSI subscales (SMP and AAS) and the global measure 
(TPS) at every data point. However, his results are discussed here in terms relative to Mitch's 
personal range of scores. His highest paratelic T/PSI scores occurred after running one of the 
smallest grade 2 rapids (Smith Falls, data point 6), and after running the largest grade 4/5 
rapid (Citroen, data point 21). It is noteworthy that, while the former corresponded with one 
of his highest flow scores (SFSS = 43), the latter flow score was just below his average (SFSS 
= 38). Therefore, Mitch's survey data did not display a clear relationship between the 
paratelic state (as measured by the T/PSI) and flow (as measured by the SFSS). 
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Figure 45. Mitch's state changes over the three day riversurfing course. 
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Mitch's survey responses did not demonstrate a straightforward relationship between 
his 'telic' scores (those below his personal mean of TPS = 62.7) and flow (higher SFSS 
scores) either. His lower 'telic' scores occurred while preparing to start the course (data point 
1); post-surfing on days one and two (data points 7 and 12); post-Dog Leg rapid in the 
morning of day two (data point 14); pre-sledging in the afternoon of.day two (data point 15); 
post-Dog Leg rapid at the end of day two (data point 18); and at the put-in and take-out of 
Citroen section ( data points 19 and 22). 
For instance, although Mitch's survey scores indicated he was equally telic (TPS = 60, 
data points 7 and 12) while learning to surf on days one and two, he reported his lowest flow 
score (SFSS = 28; data point 7) on day one, and one of his highest flow scores (SFSS = 43; 
data point 12) during this activity on day two. While these data alone did not show a clear 
relationship between the telic state and flow, Mitch's qualitative and quantitative data at these 
points suggested that, in the telic state, task success may have been a key flow antecedent and 
that increased surfing success on day two may account for this difference in flow scores. This 
interpretation indicated that performance and/or perceived skills appeared to be important to 
the experience telic flow in this case. Furthermore, Mitch reported his other highest flow 
score (SFSS = 43) in one of his most paratelic states (TPS = 72; data point 6), while in an 
equally paratelic state (TPS = 72; data point 21) his flow score (SFSS = 38) was just below 
his personal mean (38.8). Thus, Mitch's survey data alone failed to suggest a clear 
relationship between the telic or paratelic state, and flow. 
· The lack of clear relationships amongst the telic/paratelic states and flow in Mitch's 
survey data may be attributed to the mediating role of challenge (CH) and skill (SK) 
perceptions (see Figure 46 below). In general, Mitch experienced high levels of flow during 
riversurfing in comparison to people engaged in other activities (see Jackson & Eklund, 2004 
for complete list) particularly on the second and third days of the course (data pointsl0-22). 
Higher flow scores towards the end of the course may have resulted from a perceived increase 
in learned skills. For instance, Mitch experienced his lowest flow score when perceived 
challenges greatly outweighed skills (i.e., surfing on day one, data point 7). However, he 
reported his highest levels of flow when either: perceived skills exceeded challenges, or 
challenges and skills were matched (e.g., surfing on day two, data point 12). These results 
were incongruent with traditional Flow Theory insofar as flow in this case resulted not only 
from a match of challenge and skill (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1975) but also from perceived 
skills exceeding challenges. These data, along with qualitative data presented later, suggested 
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Figure 46. Relationships amongst flow, perceived challenges and perceived skills for Mitch 
over the three day riversurfing course. 
Paratelic Flow 
Mitch was seeking excitement in a playful state during the first morning of the course (a grade 
3 whitewater section). [I was] not anxious 'nervous', [I was] anxious as in 'hurry up' ... I 
was confident ... excited ... [My mood] went from 'anxious ' and bored ... before we were on 
the water, to excited during [ the rapids] and then bored again through the flatter sections ... I 
was wanting it to be more intense ... and have a bunch of fun ... Maybe some sort of injury 
would be good .. . to make it more interesting. I just wanted something to happen. 
Mitch's survey scores supported his descriptions in that he scored within the 
recommended paratelic range on the T/PSI on the morning of day one, while preparing to 
begin the course (data point 1; see Figure 47 below). Notwithstanding, his scores on the 
serious-minded/playful subscale (SMP = 27) and his overall telic/paratelic score (TPS = 56) 
were his lowest and second lowest scores respectively. This suggested that Mitch was 
relatively serious-minded, in relation to his individual range of responses, while receiving his 
initial instructions and equipment for the three day course. During his first (SMP = 38; TPS = 
65, data point 1) and second (SMP = 39; TPS = 67, data point 2) runs on the river, however, 
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Figure 47. Mitch state changes throughout morning of day one on Megs section. 
In relation to flow, Mitch's SFSS scores remained moderate and stable across the 
morning of day one despite concurrent increases in paratelic scores (see Figure 47 above). 
These data patterns may have resulted from equal scores for perceived challenge and skill (5 , 
data point 2; 6, data point 4) on both of the morning river runs. The.first run was getting the 
feel of it ... and then, almost halfway through, you 're comfortable with it almost. Typically, 
the C/S balance has been considered a key indicator of flow (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1975; 
Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999). Nevertheless, Mitch's below personal average (SFSS = 
38.8) flow scores during this time (SFSS = 36, data points 2 and 4) along with his verbal 
account, indicated that this was not one of his most enjoyable or intense flow experiences. 
That.first morning ... [was] probably the least enjoyable, even though it was still lots of fun. 
Interestingly, Mitch's scores all increased that afternoon when he ran Smith Falls (a 
smaller grade 2 rapid, data point 6). According to survey data, one of Mitch's most playful 
states (TPS = 72) coincided with one of his most intense flow states (SFSS =c= 43) at this point. 
He also perceived a balance of challenge (CH = 6) and skill (SK= 6) in this instance. As he 
failed to mention this rapid in his interview, it was impossible to compare these findings to 
qualitative data. In isolation, however, these scores indicated that Mitch experienced paratelic 
flow in a situation where he felt confident in his skills to meet a moderate challenge. 
Mitch recalled other instances of paratelic flow on the second morning of the course 
when he ran Dog Leg rapid for the second time. His pleasant, paratelic state during this run 
was markedly different to his experience of the same rapid on the first afternoon, as will be 
discussed later. Yesterday I remember being ... apprehensive because we stopped and looked 
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at [Dog Leg rapid before running it] and [ the instructor] rattled off 10 things that [ could] go 
wrong. This time [ on the morning of day two] he was just like, go straight down [ the rapid] 
... You almost know what's going to happen and you don't need to focus as much. 
I wasn't as focused [in Dog Leg rapid] as I was when I was trying to ... surf the wave [at Do-
Little rapid]. J was like, point your board downstream and enjoy yourself. I enjoyed [Dog 
Leg rapid] a little bit more [ on day two], just because I was more confident and knew where I 
was better, so I was able to have more fun . .'. trying to do little rolls [ off the waves] or plough 
head-first straight through them ... I think [my skills were] equal [to the challenge] or just 
above because never at any point did I have trouble .. . It was easy, but it wasn't simple ... 
[ After Dog Leg rapid] you feel good ... but on the other hand ... you begin to feel like .. . I'm 
actually really tired. 
These comments indicated that Mitch felt more playful while running Dog Leg rapid 
on the morning of day two (SK= 7, CH= 5, data point 14) than on the first day, when he 
perceived the challenge (CH= 7) to outweigh his skill level (SK= 6, data point 9; see Figure 
48 below). Qualitative and quantitative data suggested that increased feelings of playfulness 
may have been related to increased perceived skills, and/or decreased perceived challenges. 
Notwithstanding, TPS scores (64, data point 9; 56, data point 14) conflicted with Mitch's 
narrative at this point in that they decreased (i.e., became more telic/serious) rather than 
increasing (i.e., becoming more paratelic). The increase in Mitch's flow score on Dog Leg 
rapid during the morning of day two (SFSS = 41, data point 14) from the previous day (SFSS 
= 39, data point 9; see Figure 48 below), coupled with his comments above, indicated that 
increased confidence and perceived skills and/or a more playful state may have facilitated 
increased flow intensity. 
Mitch survey scores after Dog Leg rapid: 

























Quantitative data (see Figure 48 above) showed that, during Mitch's first (day one) 
and second ( day two, morning) runs of Dog Leg rapid, post-rapid TPS scores ( day one, data 
point 9, TPS = 64; day two, data point 14, TPS = 56), were lower than pre-rapid TPS scores 
(day one, data point 8, TPS = 69; day two, data point 13, TPS = 64). These data indicated 
that, on both days, Mitch's mood became more telic after running this rapid. The 
approximate five minute delay (due to the nature of the river) between finishing this rapid and 
data collection, coupled with physical exertion and intense concentration required during this 
rapid, may account for this trend. You feel good ... but on the other hand you 're out of it, so 
you begin to feel like this wetsuit is really tight; I'm actually really tired. 
Mitch's descriptions highlighted qualitative differences in various flow experiences. 
In the instances described above ( e.g., Dog Leg rapid on the morning of day two), flow was 
characterised as fun, play and, at times, adrenalin-pumping. You 're enjoying having a rush 
and doing something really exciting and really fun ... It's a different type of enjoyment 
because it's almost easier and you can relax- more ... and play around. 
These descriptions aligned themselves with the paratelic state in that they were 
sensation-oriented, exciting, and undertaken without a clear outcome goal. Interestingly, 
these paratelic flow accounts generally indicated that the challenges posed were easier and 
that his perceived skills outweighed those challenges. 
Some of Mitch's paratelic flow accounts suggested a different type of experience. In 
the following quote, for example, he indicated that uncertainty and being pushed beyond 
familiar skills could also facilitate paratelic flow and, potentially, reversals prior to flow (as 
discussed below). There's the unknown factor ... You 're that much further outside you 're 
comfort zone and I think it makes it a little bit better. Mitch's distinct descriptions provided 
some indication that he may have experienced more than one type of 'paratelic flow'. These 
various types of paratelic flow might be best conceptualised on a continuum wherein various 
aspects of the paratelic state ( e.g., lack of outcome goal focus; playfulness; arousal-seeking) 
are more or less salient in different flow experiences. 
Reversals and Flow 
While examples of paratelic flow offered some support for the previously untested hypotheses 
of RT researchers (i.e., Apter, 1982; Kerr, 1989; Rea, 1993) that flow was an optimally 
enjoyable paratelic state, this case exemplified two other novel findings: telic flow and 
frequent reversals prior to flow states. Notably, these were also the instances in which survey 
data failed to reflect many of the mood changes reported in Mitch's interviews. This 
discrepancy may reveal shortcomings in the sensitivity of the measurement tools, or the need 
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for instrument modifications for use in an adventure setting. 
For example, on Mitch's only run using the sledges (see Figure 16, p. 48), instead of 
body boards, he felt: [sledges] are clunky and for some reason I just wasn't pumped to do it 
... I was like: this is pretty heavy; this is going to be such a pain in the ass ... They 're going to 
be really slow ... I thought it would take less skill to manoeuvre the sledges. 
Mitch was initially frustrated by the new equipment, which indicated a telic state. 
While his arousal-avoidant/arousal-seeking score (AAS= 18) put him on the borderline of 
these two states and his SMP score (31) was lower than his personal mean (36.3), Mitch was 
still classified as 'paratelic' according to the T/PSI coding manual (O'Connell & Calhoun, 
2001). Therefore, interview data were deemed more appropriate for this fine-grained, case 
study analysis. 
Despite an initial lack of enthusiasm for the sledges, the rapids (grade 2/3) appeared to 
instigate one of Mitch's most substantial mood changes, or reversals (based on T/PSI scores; 
see data points 15 and 16 in Figure 45), and a heightened state of flow (SFSS = 42, see data 
point 16 in Figure 46). Notwithstanding, Mitch's narrative of this event conflicted with these 
quantitative data. J didn't enjoy the sledges nearly as much as the [body boards]. Such 
discrepancies may indicate that the questionnaires were not sensitive to subtle variations in 
the quality, intensity, or phases of flow. It definitely wasn't a bad time ... But it wasn't as fun 
as going down without your board, or surfing, or going through Dog Leg [rapid] ... It was fun 
going though the rapids ... it's just in the flat parts or in the slower sections [ that I was not 
enjoying myself as much] ... but then it speeds up again and ... back into the flow of things. 
Mitch's first run on Old Dog Leg rapid (grade 2/3), which directly followed this 
sledging run, showed a similar pattern of reversals proceeding flow. He reversed at least 
twice between feeling tired, unmotivated and potentially unprepared (i.e., telic ), and wanting 
to try something new and exciting (i.e., paratelic) prior to this rapid. Each quote below is 
labelled with the metamotivational state(s) it suggests to demonstrate this pattern to the 
reader. 
I was [ walking] at the back of the group and taking my time lolly-gagging [loitering] along. 
Just feeling really tired and I thought that the day should be ending soon, but I didn't know 
when. (telic state) 
I was kind of excited to see what was going to go on but it was the end of the day and, even 
though I wanted to have some fun, my body was just waning on me. ( telic/paratelic reversals) 
I looked over and saw [the rockjump] and, as soon as I saw that, I moved straight over. I 
was like: I'm totally going to be the first one to jump off this. (paratelic state) 
I 
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We got to the top and [the instructor] kept on talking but I wasn't listening to him whatsoever. 
But then he said, have you guys ever walked the plank? and [ snapped fingers] ... as soon as 
he said that, I got all amped up again I was like, oh yeah! .. . We should totally start jumping 
into these things! (telic to paratelic reversal) 
It was a whole different aspect to it; way more exciting ... something new and different and 
you didn 't know [ what to expect]. (paratelic state) 
I was definitely really excited about ... jumping in ... but, on the other hand, as soon as [the 
instructor] said, OK, just jump in follow me down, I was like: I should have listened to where 
he said all [ the hazards were] and got a little bit concerned ... You get really excited to jump 
in and go straight down, but on the other hand you 're like: where did he say that rock was? 
Am I going to slam into it? (paratelic to telic reversal) 
Mitch's descriptions below suggested that he reversed again from the telic to paratelic 
state when his perception of the challenge decreased, after entering the water. Telic state: J 
was looking all over for [the instructor] because I didn't listen to where I was supposed to go 
.. : I was a little bit worried. Paratelic reversal: [I] relaxed after ... I could see [the 
instructor's] helmet ... As soon as you realise that you just jump in and let the water take you 
- there is no skill involved - you don't have to be worried. 
An alternative interpretation of the quote above was that Mitch did not reverse, but 
merely returned to a pleasant state ofrelaxation at a lower arousal level (i.e., the telic state) 
upon realising that perceived challenges were below perceived skills (i.e., a mastery state). 
There were no survey data to consult for this event as it was a spontaneous decision by the 
course instructors. Nevertheless, frequent reversals, or changes in mood, were reported to 
precede this highly enjoyable experience for Mitch: [Old Dog Leg rapid] was another big 
highlight. 
Mitch also reported intense mood shifts and reversals prior to flow in relation to the 
more challenging Dog Leg (grade 3/4) and Citroen (grade 4/5) rapids, as evidenced by the 
quotes below. Before to his first run of Dog Leg rapid, for example, Mitch initially 
experienced pleasant relaxation (a telic emotion), which progressed to telic nervousness upon 
close inspection of the rapid's potential hazards. Upon entering the water, he appeared to 
experience a paratelic reversal (i.e., excitement). The finding that initiating action (e.g., 
jumping in the water) influenced Mitch's mood (i.e., induced reversals and/or emotional 
changes), was reiterated throughout his interviews. 
I'll be 100% honest and I'll say I was nervous [before Dog Leg rapid] ... I remember being ... 
apprehensive because we stopped and looked at it and [the instructor highlighted] things that 
[ could] go wrong ... I wouldn't have been nervous had we not ... [ stopped and seen the 
hazards] ... because I wouldn't have had a chance. (telic state) 
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[The instructor] just drilled it into your mind that there's all these things that can go wrong. 
And then ... you get in the water and ... you almost forget about [the hazards] ... It's not even 
that I decided not to think about the rocks, I just didn 't ... It's like you got in the water and ... 
[ snaps fingers] out of my mind ... I wasn't nervous anymore. I pretty much forgot all about 
the rocks. (telic to paratelic reversal) 
I was thinking, sweet, finally a nice big rapid that we can have some fun on ... This was 
probably the most excited I was all day. (paratelic state) 
Mitch's narrative above, along with a high SFSS score (42), suggested that he 
experienced flow preceded by at least one telic/paratelic reversal in this section. [I felt] pretty 
relaxed [ after the rapid]. I was still pretty pumped ... It was fun. Moreover, he perceived his 
skills to outweigh the challenges during the flow state described above. I didn 't feel like I had 
any problems matching my skills to those rapids. These observations highlighted two other 
data trends in this case: (a) Mitch's ratings of perceived skill often outweighed challenge 
following episodes of flow ( e.g., 7 and 3 respectively for the aforementioned run on Dog Leg 
rapid), and (b) his RT scores frequently dropped toward the telic state following paratelic 
flow (see Figures 45 and 46 for examples). This may have been due to the short time delay 
(3-5 minutes) between finishing a rapid and reaching the river bank to fill out the survey. 
Mitch's final run on day three of the course (Citroen section, grade 4/5) demonstrated 
a similar emotional pattern. He frequently reported telic/paratelic reversals from the start to 
the end of Citroen section. At the start of the run, he felt unpleasant and appeared to be in a 
telic state. [I was] really cold and really uncomfortable; unmotivated ... I wasn't really that 
excited ... That was probably the low point for the weekend ... I either wanted to go back to 
bed and be warm and dry, or I wanted get into the water and start doing something really fun, 
really fast. 
As in the previous two days, Mitch's mood appeared to become progressively more 
positive and paratelic after initiating action (i.e., entering the water). [I was] anxious, ready to 
get going ... kind of bored ... As soon as we got in, I felt really cold ... that water was freezing 
... But you start to get more excited for what's coming up ... playing around ... [When I saw 
Citroen rapid, I] started to get really excited, like: this is really big; this is going to be really 
fun! ... [I felt] really positive; really amped to get going; really pumped ... I want[ ed] to go 
straight through those rapids! 
In the comments below, Mitch described the series of intense emotional changes 
which ensued. He remained in a pleasant paratelic state until he stood atop Citroen rapid. As 
he prepared to run the largest rapid of the course (grade 4/5) solo, Mitch became nervous and 
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appeared to reverse to the telic state. I wasn't nervous until I was standing right out there on 
the rock ... I stood there forever. And the more you stand there, the more nervous you get. 
Upon entering the water, Mitch reported a paratelic reversal and the enjoyable flow state 
described below. 
I started singing Judas Priest [heavy metal music] and getting pumped up ... Then as soon as 
you hit the water, all your worries just float away. And by the end you 're just really, really 
happy ... I was just enjoying myself I wasn't kicking at all, just getting slammed around; felt 
like you were in a washing machine ... It was a lot of fun ... I was just focused on myself and 
the one foot area of water around me ... It was over just like that ... I came out with this huge 
smile on my face ... completely exhausted. It almost felt like you'd just been beaten up ... 
takes your breath away ... [I] ran back to go do it again ... because it was a great time. 
Mitch's survey responses partially supported the above account in that he scored on 
the lower (telic) end of his RT scores (SMP = 35, AAS= 19, TPS = 54, data point 19) at the 
start of Citroen section, as well as scoring the highest possible (paratelic) score across the 
T/PSI scales immediately following this rapid (SMP = 42; AAS= 30; TPS = 72, data point 
21). These data suggested that Mitch experienced some of his most intense reversals in 
response to Citroen section (see Figure 49 below). However, the survey administered two 
minutes prior to him running this rapid (data point 20, SMP = 36; AAS= 28; TPS = 64) failed 
to reflect the intensity of these mood shifts reported in his interview data. Mitch identified a 
potential reason for this inconsistency (see quote below): physical limitations of survey 
measurement prevented these reversals from being recorded. 
Interviewer: So actually when we gave you the survey [before he stepped onto the rock to 
jump in], it might have been different than if we'd given it to you when you were standing on 
that rock [ to jump off]? 
Mitch: Yeah, definitely. 
Qualitative data, such as the comment above, indicated that Mitch's experiences were 
more phenomenologically complex than survey data alone suggested. The frequent reversals 
he experienced prior to running Citroen rapid were only revealed during in-depth interviews. 
For instance, quantitative measures implied that, while he experienced flow during this river 
rapid (SFSS = 38, see Figure 49 below), it was not as intense as his other flow events. These 
data conflicted with Mitch's assessment of Citroen rapid as one of the most enjoyable times of 
the whole weekend. While survey ratings suggested that Mitch perceived challenges (CH = 9) 
to outweigh skills (SK= 6, data point 21), the following quotes offered further insights. You 
pretty much don't have any control ... I figured as long as I held onto my board, I'd ... be fine 
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... You feel that you 're using your skills [but] you 're not totally in control of what you 're 
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It was challenging because it was a really rough rapid, but it wasn 't a challenge because, 
whether you go down the left [or] the right side, you 're still getting/ram point A to point B 
and you 're finishing. Pretty much the only skill that you needed was to hold on to your board 
and you would accomplish the task. If anything, my skill and the [ challenge were] matched. 
These descriptions indicated that heightened perceived challenges and lack of control 
did not appear to inhibit flow in this case, and may have even facilitated flow after Mitch's 
paratelic reversal. It is also noteworthy that flow in this instance did not appear to result 
directly from the high skill perceptions. Reversing to the paratelic state may have 
transformed Mitch's fears that he lacked necessary skills to excitement, derived from this 
uncertainty. The paratelic protective frame may have facilitated flow under these conditions 
by providing a feeling of invincibility. In this episode, Mitch seemed to feel like a passenger 
on an amusement ride in which safety was more or less guaranteed and all that was required 
of him was to jump in and hold on. Given this interpretation, Mitch's paratelic flow 
experience may have relied more on a sensation-seeking focus, regardless of perceived skills, 





In the preceding sections examples of paratelic flow were reported, many of which were 
preceded by frequent reversals. However, Mitch also articulated differences amongst flow 
states which appeared related to telic and paratelic dimensions. His interview descriptions 
provided some support for the construct of telic flow which merited further explored in this 
section. 
Telic flow was suggested by Mitch's comparisons of his mood while surfing Do-Little 
rapid (grade 2/3), to his emotions during other rapids such as Citroen (grade 4/5) and Dog Leg 
(grade 3/4). When I was surfing, I was really focused on doing something ... But when I ran 
[Dog Leg] rapid [ on day two], I was immersed in my surroundings, but more like a different 
sense. I was kind of enjoying it more. I was way more relaxed. When I was surfing, I was 
getting almost tense I was so frustrated, whereas [in Dog Leg rapid] J was like: let's just 
cruise down. 
[During sledging], it's a different type of enjoyment because it's almost easier and you can 
relax more. Where [ during Dog Leg rapid on day one and while surfing], you 're really 
focused. You 're not really tense about it, but you 're less relaxed. You feel like you have to 
accomplish something ... to prove something to yourself. [While sledging], it's kind of fun to 
just go and play around. 
High points would be surfing ... and then Citroen [rapid] today. Citroen was probably more 
adrenalin pumping through you and you got really psyched up to do it. But surfing the wave 
felt a lot better ... [Surfing Do-Little rapid is] not just getting from point A to point B, it's 
achieving something ... It felt like your skills were improving too ... The fourth time you get it 
and it feels really good ... like, [I've] finally ... mastered this ... [Surfing Do-Little rapid] was 
really enjoyable. With Citroen [ rapid], I did it twice. I didn't feel like I got better at it the 
second time. 
Citroen [rapid] was ... really thrilling, and [you] had a lot of adrenalin pumping through you, 
and you got really nervous, and then you just dove in it and it was really fun. Where surfing 
[Do-Little rapid], you 're building up to it and you 're working so hard at it. You 're really 
focusing on it and then, as soon as you get it, it's a weight off your shoulders almost ... I don't 
think I could say I liked one more than the other. 
The key difference in Mitch's experience during surfing versus other activities (e.g., 
running rapids) seemed to be the type of goal he was trying to accomplish. While learning to 
surf a standing river wave, there was a clear outcome goal Mitch wanted to achieve. This 
distinct achievement focus was only identified by him during the surfing sections of the 
course. Mitch elaborated on differences in quality of enjoyment and flow, as well as 
motivating factors that accompanied each state, in the quotes below. Once you finish 
something that was really challenging, it feels really good. You want to do it again, and you 
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enjoy it more ... Surfing is way better [than the rapids] ... I don't think you 're enjoying it as 
much when you 're really focused because you 're really focused on the [task], but as soon as 
you are [able to do that task], that's when the enjoyment starts. 
[The difference in enjoyment was]focusing on surfing the waves, achieving that and proving 
to yourself that you can actually do it. Whereas riding a rapid, it's ... just get from point A to 
point B. There's nothing that you really need to prove to yourself along the way ... Just hold 
on to your board ... follow the water. 
When you have ... something to achieve, you definitely focus on it way more and, when it 
actually happens, it feels way better. Whereas when you 're just doing something for the fun 
of it, it's still fun, but when you 're done you don 't feel like you've accomplished something. I 
guess you feel like you've accomplished having fun, but that's not an accomplishment .. . 
[Saying] 'I had fun' [or] 'I surfed a wave', it's totally a different sense of achievement ... It's 
really motivating to have ... a goal that you can achieve, but it's also really motivating to 
know that you can have a whole lot of fun, get your adrenalin pumping. 
No clear indications of telic versus paratelic flow were evident in the quantitative data 
below. Mitch's interview data, for instance, indicated that he experienced paratelic flow 
during Dog Leg rapid the morning of day two (data points 13 and 14), while his survey scores 
were lower (more telic) after this rapid than during surfing (data points 7 and 12). In contrast, 
Mitch described himself as feeling most serious-minded while surfing. The only potential 
differences in telic and paratelic flow suggested by survey data were related to challenge/skill 
perceptions. Mitch's telic flow episode occurred after challenge perceptions decreased and 
skill perceptions increased (between data points 7 and 12) to facilitate a C/S balance, as 
predicted by Flow Theory (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). 
Challenge and skill perceptions of appeared to have less of an influence on Mitch's 
paratelic flow experiences. According to survey data, he experienced flow when: perceived 
challenges and skills were matched ( data point 6); perceived skills exceeded challenges ( data 
point 14); and perceived challenges exceeded skills (data point 21). One possible explanation 
for these data is that a C/S balance and clear goals were more important to facilitating telic 
flow than paratelic flow for Mitch. This inference was supported by previous research which 
found idiosyncratic differences in the endorsement of specific flow dimensions within various 
populations (e.g., Jackson & Eklund, 2004). 
It is also noteworthy that T/PSI subscales only appeared to conflict at Do-Little rapid 
(i.e., learning to surf, data points 7 and 12). Mitch's data presented a unique pattern of scores 
while learning to surf; specifically, he became more serious-minded (SMP), while 
maintaining his level of arousal-seeking (AAS). This may indicate that, in certain 
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adventurous situations ( e.g., when a goal is present), some telic/paratelic dimensions may 
become more salient than others. In this case, Mitch reported being more serious-minded 
when he focused on goal-attainment ( e.g., surfing), yet a certain level of arousal-seeking may 
have been necessary to achieve this goal in an adventure setting. Thus, the T/PSI may not 
have been sensitive to the adventurous aspects of this environment. 
While Mitch associated enjoyment with both paratelic and telic flow, he indicated that 
the quality of enjoyment and personal satisfaction increased when he overcame challenges, 
such as surfing a wave. Furthermore, opportunities to gain skills and learn new tasks 
appeared to increase flow intensity by heightening task focus and achievement perceptions 
after the experience. In this manner, the lasting sense of achievement and personal growth 
following telic flow could be a source oflong-term motivation for Mitch. Notwithstanding, 
he was also motivated by the immediate sensory rewards which accompanied flow. Mitch 
suggested that experiencing distinct flow states provided optimal enjoyment and motivation 
throughout the course. 
Serious Play and the Positive Leaming Spiral 
The findings that various RT and flow states could provide optimal experiences (i.e., telic 
achievement contrasted with paratelic fun/excitement) for personal growth and development 
supported the concepts of a positive learning spiral, and serious play to an extent (Rea, 1993). 
Mitch's descriptions outlined how these theoretical constructs may function in a 'real world' 
adventure setting. Furthermore, quantitative data which revealed higher flow scores as the 
three day course progressed ( data points 11-22, see Figure 46) indicated that increases in 
perceived skills, and/or perceived 'mastery' of new skills, may have also increased the 
likelihood of flow. 
This finding was consistent with findings from study one which suggested the some of 
the most intense or memorable flow experiences amongst those expert participants occurred 
when they had first mastered a novel task. Mitch's case suggested that, in the proposed 
positive learning spiral, increased flow opportunities during initial mastery stages could be 
conducive long-term learning insofar as he continually sought to increase challenges (i.e., a 
learning stage) in order to achieve the rewarding flow states he reported upon task mastery 
( e.g., the ability to surf). 
Mental Skill Use 
Mitch did not purposefully use mental skills throughout the course. I don 't really psych 
myself up or anything like that, I just sort of go with the flow. However, he described 
instances in which he used mental skills, such as self-talk and goal setting, for motivation and 
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learning. When you have something to focus on and you have a specific goal in mind, then it 
makes it easier to learn because you know what you 're trying ... to achieve. 
Mitch's intentional use of mental skills, albeit minimal, became salient in the 
preparation phases of an activity. I was standing on the rock [above Citroen rapid] singing 
some [heavy metal music] ... because it was the most nervous I'd been [all weekend] ... J do 
that lot when I-ski, right before I do something ... I don't know if it makes you focus or makes 
you not focus or what. His comments indicated that when he did implement these skills, it 
was generally prior to initiating an activity in the telic state. Mental skills may have thereby 
set the stage for telic flow during surfing (via goal-setting and self-talk for motivation and 
performance) and paratelic flow in Citroen rapid (via self-talk for motivation and/or to induce 
paratelic reversals). 
Significant Others 
An emergent theme in this case was the influence of significant others (i.e., instructors, close 
friends) on enjoyment. We·had a really good group and everyone was enjoying themselves ... 
I guess that wasn't really rewarding form& but in a sense it was, because I like to see other 
people having fun. Even if one person had a bad day, it kind of ruins your day as well. Mitch 
reiterated how the supportive group atmosphere, especially amongst his friends, greatly 
contributed to his enjoyment. J think having two close friends with you makes it way better 
because ... whenever they did something cool, I felt like I had done it as well because we 
really shared the experience with each other. Re-telling emotional experiences with other 
group members provided another avenue to enjoyment for Mitch. Everyone plays off each 
other ... Something [funny] happens ... you remember ... and it's funny again ... You take that 
whole section and remember all the little best parts of it ... That's another high point: hearing 
that everyone else had a good time too or what everyone did. 
As opposed to being immersed and engaged in his physical activity ( as in traditional 
flow descriptions), Mitch expressed these feelings with regard to group interaction. [In the 
flat section above Dog Leg rapid, I was] immersed and engaged, not in the activity ... but 
immersed and engaged as in just laying back and enjoying myself and enjoying the water and 
chit-chatting to other people in the group. Thus, Mitch's group interactions appeared to 
facilitate some flow dimensions. 
The course instructors also appeared to influence Mitch's enjoyment and future goals. 
Specifically, their modelling oflong-term enjoyment increased Mitch's desire to develop 
personal skills. I felt pretty safe ... pretty confident in both [ the instructors] as far as guiding 
... I thought [the lead instructor] was really spot on ... He'd been doing it for so long and still 
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really liked it, and was really good at it, so it made you want to do it longer ... I thought [the 
instructors] were fantastic ... they obviously ... enjoyed showing other people how to do it. So 
that made me enjoy myself more and it also gave you something to strive for. 
Summary 
Mitch generally expressed personal confidence and a paratelic approach to the three day 
course. He also endorsed high flow levels while riversurfing. Mitch reported instances of 
paratelic flow, telic flow and frequent reversals prior to flow across a range of situations. 
Specifically, Mitch seemed to experience paratelic flow when he felt confident in his skills to 
meet a moderate challenge, or when he was focused on sensation-seeking and/or 'fun', 
regardless of perceived skill and. challenges levels. Perceptions of challenge and skill 
appeared to influence Mitch's paratelic flow states less than his telic flow states. 
Mitch's case also suggested that he experienced telic/paratelic reversals prior to more 
challenging rapids and/or intense flow events. Telic nervousness often converted to paratelic 
excitement once he had initiated a course of action ( e.g., entering the water). This case also 
displayed examples of telic flow (i.e., during surfing) when perceived challenges and skills 
were matched, and when perceived skills exceeded perceived challenges. Mitch became more 
serious-minded when he focused on goal-attainment ( e.g., surfing), while maintaining a 
moderate level of arousal-seeking to achieve this task. Perceived skills and clear goals 
appeared to be more integral to telic flow than paratelic flow for Mitch. A rebalancing of 
challenges and skills to produce telic flow also appeared to be linked to his learning process in 
the manner of a positive learning spiral (Rea, 1993). Mitch's ability to experience a range of 
flow states may have provided optimal enjoyment and motivation throughout the course. 
Telic flow in particular seemed related to long-term learning as this experience was reported 
when perceived challenges and skills were being recalibrated, and was accompanied by 
feelings of satisfaction and achievement. 
Mitch used mental skills while preparing for an activity. Although generally reported 
in the telic state, mental skills appeared conducive to telic and paratelic flow. Mitch also 
described how the supportive group atmosphere contributed to enjoyment throughout the 
course. The course instructors in particular influenced Mitch's challenge/skill perceptions, 
enjoyment and future goals. 
In this case, there were instances in which the T/PSI subscales appeared to conflict. 
Specifically, Mitch sometimes became more serious-minded (SMP), while maintaining his 
level of arousal-seeking (AAS). This may indicate that some telic/paratelic dimensions may 
become more salient than others in adventure settings. If this is the case, some telic/paratelic 
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dimensions ( e.g., arousal-seeking/avoidance; serious-minded/playfulness) may need to be 
examined separately, rather amalgamated. Furthermore, survey data failed to reflect many of 
the mood changes reported in Mitch's interviews, particularly with regard to telic flow and 
frequent reversals prior to flow. These discrepancies may reveal the need for instrument 
modifications in adventure contexts. 
Tenzin's Case 
Tenzin was a 25 year old adventure tourism management student from India. Before coming 
to New Zealand to study, he had completed an economics degree and guided month-long 
outdoor tours for Westerners throughout India. Although Tenzin was a keen outdoorsperson 
with previous whitewater experience (through tourism work), his whitewater skills appeared 
to be low. Tenzin had been whitewater sledging (see Figure 16, p. 48) on a commercial trip 
' 
once prior to this course. This experience spurred his interest in riversurfing as both a hobby 
and a potential business venture. My goal was to have fun ... to learn a new skill [ and] to 
understand more about the sport ... How it's run ... [ and] how safety is taken care of ... is 
what I look at more than my goals of being the best river surfing guide because ... to set up a 
business I don't really need to be the head guide. 
General Trends 
Tenzin's scores across all measures were compared to normative data and group means in 
Figure 50 below. His mean scores on all RT measures (SMP = 32.05, AAS = 24.5, TPS = 
56.55) exceeded normative cut-offs and group means. This trend indicated that Tenzin was 
generally more paratelic than the other nine trainees. However, his mean scores for 
excitement (EXB = 1.8), relaxation (RXT = 2.05) and feeling carefree (WCF = 5.41) were 
nearly identical to group means (EXB = 1.81, RXT = 2.15, WCF = 5.06). Thus, Tenzin and 
the group reported feeling moderately excited, relaxed and carefree throughout the course. 
While Tenzin endorsed flow dimensions less than the group (group mean SFSS = 36.47), his 
mean SFSS score (33.69) was approximately the same as the normative FSS score (33.84) 
(Jackson & Eklund, 2004). The fact that Tenzin's mean challenge perception (CH= 5.92) 
was slightly higher than the group mean (5.4), while his mean skill perception (SK= 4.69) 
was more than a point lower than the group mean (5.9), indicated he generally perceived a 
greater challenge/skill gap than the group. This gap may also account for his lower mean 
flow score. Notwithstanding, Tenzin's survey data reflected moderate to high flow levels 
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Figure 50. Tenzin versus group means across all survey measures. 
Figure 51 below provides a detailed illustration of Tenzin's moods over the three day 
course. As Figure 51 depicts, 86% (19 of22) ofTenzin's T/PSiresponses scored within the 
paratelic range. In two of the remaining instances ( data point 20, pre-Citroen rapid; data point 
22, post-Citroen section), his T/PSI subscale scores disagreed. Specifically, before Citroen 
rapid ( data p.oint 20, TPS = 38), his serious-minded score (SMP = 17) was in the telic range, 
while his arousal-seeking score (AAS= 21) fell in the paratelic range. This pattern was 
reversed later in day three (data point 22) when his arousal-avoidant score was in the telic 
range (AAS= 15), while his playful score was in the paratelic range (SMP = 25). Although 
he scored within the recommended paratelic range of scores 86% of the time, Tenzin's results 
will be discussed in relation to his personal range of scores and the overall trends within his 
data. 
One of the trends displayed in Figure 51 was Tenzin's tendency to score lower on the 
T/PSI before a rapid, and higher after a rapid. This trend indicated that he generally felt more 
serious-minded (telic) prior to river rapids and shifted to a more playful (paratelic) state 
during or after rapids. The following quote supported this quantitative interpretation. I was 
worried before I jumped in. Once I jumped in, I was pretty excited. Once I got down the 
[rapid], I was on top of the world! Exceptions to this trend were identified pre and post-Dog 
Leg rapid at the end of day two (data points 17 and 18; see Figure 52 below), and at data 
points 12 (surfing at Do-Little rapid) and 22 (post-Citroen section). At these latter two points, 
however, surveys were not administered immediately beforehand due to the nature of the 
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activity ( e.g., surfing involved stopping for an extended time period and precluded the same 
clear 'pre' and 'post' mood evaluation that the shorter rapids allowed). Thus these differences 
may have resulted from changes in task focus, or may have been a product of data collection 
methods which were unable to reflect all mood changes. 
Tenzin's states over three day course 
--*- Serious-minded/Playful (SM P) 
---Arousal-avoidant/seeking (AAS) 
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Figure 51. Tenzin's state changes over the three day riversurfing course. 
A closer examination of qualitative data from Dog Leg rapid ( data points 17 and 18), 
Do-Little surfrapid (data point 12), and post-Citroen section (data point 22) indicated that 
these divergences from the overall data trend were possibly due to fatigue, frustration and/or 
lowered perceived skills. Data points 17, 18, and 22 each occurred at the end of days two and 
three on, what Tenzin described as, exhausting and/or challenging sections. I was really tired 
. . . The fatigue came in and lowered [ my skills] a bit. Data point 12 (Do-Little rapid) involved 
a lengthy surfing session wherein Tenzin tried relentlessly to surf a wave, with limited 
success. The specific, measurable goal (i.e., surfing a wave) and/or an evaluative audience 
present at Do-Little rapid may have triggered a telic state. These factors may have 
contributed to lower (more telic) TPS scores following these rapids, rather than increasing 
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Figure 52. Tenzin's state changes during Dog Leg rapid on day two afternoon. 
Below Tenzin described his mood during Dog Leg rapid at the end of day two. He 
deviated from the general 'telic to paratelic' mood trend at these data points (17 and 18). I 
was serious, focused on what was at hand. I wasn 't - I might have been a bit playful because 
it was still wearing off from my last experience, so it's a bit confused [but] I was trying my 
best to stop it, let 's focus. 
Once we reached the abseil [before Dog Leg rapid] ... I was thinking a lot about ... the 
different hazards ... analysing the river ... I was worried at this stage because the water level 
had risen significantly ... it seemed extremely fast ... I was more anxious and nervous ... 
thinking about how much energy it will take to actually get [through the rapid] ... I was a 
little annoyed because I wasn't to be one of the first two or three [people in line] ... If you 're 
at the back ... it could get you into trouble. 
I went down [ under water] .. . but I couldn 't come up ... I was like: you can hold your breath 
for 15 to 20 seconds maxi And I when I got to seven, I was like: you 're not going to surface 
... do something .. . I was like 'woohoo' [when] I surfaced! ... It was scary ... [ and] 
challenging for me to get out, and I got out, that was awesome. But I was so tired. 
Similar to his above descriptions of Dog Leg rapid on the afternoon of day two, 
Tenzin described a serious mindset while trying to surf Do-Little rapid (data point 12) . 
Frustration was definitely there .. . I was pretty anxious of what [was] going to happen ... I'm 
thinking: I have to try and do this [ catch the wave] ... Shit! I didn't get it. [I was] 
disappointed ... Frustration built up after I didn 't get it for three or four times I His 
comments below suggested that the presence of a clear goal may have facilitated a telic state 
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of heightened immersion and engagement, both of which are flow hallmarks (e.g., 
Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988; Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999). I was as 
engaged and focused ... Once I got [on the wave], time [went] pretty quickly. I don't know 
how many seconds I was there for ... I was thinking: [I] need to put my body weight in front 
and, as soon as ... it work[ed], I [was] like: yes! ... pretty excited 
These exceptions to Tenzin's overall mood pattern may also have been related to his 
assessment of challenges versus skills. Despite rating his skills ( 4) higher than challenges (3) 
post-Dog Leg rapid (data point 18, end of day two), he later reported now when I think about 
it ... [I] felt that my skill and the challenge were not matched ... The challenge outweighed my 
skills a lot. These sentiments were also reported during his attempts to surf Do-Little rapid 
earlier that day, when he rated challenges (10) and skills (1) at polar ends of the scale (data 
point 12). It's quite difficult. The challenge is quite high. I'll say honestly that I'm not too 
skilled [at] surfing. Feelings of frustration and lowered TPS scores may have stemmed from 
this perceived challenge/skill imbalance. In the telic state, Tenzin may have interpreted this 
perceived C/S imbalance as frustrating rather than enjoyable. 
Tenzin's interview data supported the trend in Figure 51 (above) which showed lower 
(more telic) TPS scores preceding a rapid, followed by higher (more paratelic) TPS scores 
after a rapid. He often reported anxiety or seriousness, sometimes mixed with excitement, 
prior to running a rapid, and playfulness and enjoyment following a rapid. Furthermore, the 
intensity of these mood changes, and/or reversals, appeared to be influenced by the perceived 
skills, metamotivational state and/or previous experiences. As I challenge myself more, and if 
I succeed ... the highs grow greater and greater ... But if there's something that I've not 
succeeded at, and if I've not succeeded at it again, the low is greater. 
Tenzin's account of Old Dog Leg rapid on day two in the afternoon exemplified these 
trends. To enter this rapid, he had to jump directly into it from a rock ledge three meters 
above the water. On the afternoon of day two, the water had risen significantly and become 
murky due to heavy rains. Tenzin had also been expecting to run Dog Leg rapid (grade four), 
as opposed to Old Dog Leg rapid (grade two/three). I had a change [in mood] ... when I saw 
[Old] Dog Leg [rapid] ... I was like: hell yeah, that's a good run before we run [Dog Leg 
rapid] ... I was pretty much in the flow because [ of] my skills in analysing that section; I was 
happier about it. These factors ( e.g., weather conditions, expectations of challenge) appeared 
to heighten his apprehension beforehand, but ultimately resulted in one of his most enjoyable 
experiences. I did [wonder]: when !jump, am I going to get swept off immediately? So that 
was anxiousness. 
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[Old Dog Leg rapid was] spectacular because it was very fast ... [I felt] excellent. Didn't 
really think much while I as in the water, just having fun ... That's the best experience I've 
had ... because that flow was fast but I was confident ... I wasn 't corifident about doing the 
Dog Leg [rapid] ... with the extra flow in the water. 
Challenge and skill perceptions, which influenced Tenzin's confidence, were 
frequently linked to enjoyment and flow throughout his interviews. Specifically, a perceived 
C/S balance, or perceived skills outweighing challenges, appeared optimal for Tenzin's 
enjoyment and satisfaction. Notwithstanding, his quantitative ratings of challenge, skill and 
flow did not show a consistent pattern (see Figure 53 below). For instance, his SFSS scores 
were above his mean (SFSS = 33.69), and the normative cut-off, at data points 2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 
11, 14 and 16. Ratings at these data points ranged from challenges outweighing skills (data 
points 2, 7, 9) and literal challenge/skill matches (data points 4, 14, 16), to skills outweighing 
challenges (data points 6, 11). As no clear relationships emerged from these three variables, it 
was possible that either the survey measures did not reflect Tenzin's self-reported perceptions, 
or that he experienced flow across a range of challenge/skill perceptions. 
The Multi-Phasic Nature of Frequent Reversals and Flow 
Figure 53 (below) depicted the general rise in Tenzin's SFSS ratings until the morning of day 
two (data point 11), and the subsequent decrease in his SFSS scores. This trend was 
somewhat consistent with qualitative data regarding his general moods over days one and 
two. I had more highs and lows today [ day two] than yesterday [ day one] ... [More] lows 
especially because yesterday I didn 't have many lows. Day three data showed an overall dip 
in Tenzin's TPS scores (indicating a telic trend) and two of his lowest SFSS ratings (28, data 
points 21 and 22; see Figure 54 below). At data point 21 (post-Citroen rapid), he appeared to 
diverge from trend and reverse to a paratelic state (TPS = 67). 
Tenzin endorsed lower flow levels and predominantly telic dimensions for the 
majority of day three. His account of day three (below) suggested this trend may have been 
due to a range of factors, such as progressively increasing levels of challenge and fatigue, and 
deteriorating weather conditions. It was a cold morning, so [I was] trying to get myself warm 
... I was focusing more on getting myself comfortable ... [I was not] enjoying myself to start 
with ... I was looking forward to Citroen [rapid] ... [I was] maybe not as playful as I was over 
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Figure 53. Relationships amongst flow, perceived challenges and perceived skills for Tenzin 
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Figure 54. Tenzin state changes during Citroen section on day three. 
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Tenzin expressed mixed emotions ( e.g., worry and excitement) prior to jumping into 
Citroen rapid, which suggested he was experiencing telic/paratelic reversals at this point. I 
was worried about the gjg massive hole12 ••• I was quite self-immersed [beforehand] .. . 
focusing on [ my line] and my physical ability. That's why I asked, if I can't kick enough, 
12 A hole, hydraulic or stopper: A whitewater feature in which water pours over the top of a 
submerged object, causing the surface water to flow back upstream toward the object. 
Depending on their severity and strength (smaller holes can provide good spots to play), larger 
holes are generally hazards which whitewater recreationalists seek to avoid, as they can 
become trapped in the recirculating, aerated water. At times participants herein describe being 
'stuck in a hole', which means they are being held underwater. 
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what's going to happen? ... There was a bit of excitement and ... anxiousness ... [and] being 
worried ... Then it went up to excitement and happiness towards to end when I finished ... In 
Citroen, honestly there [were] no thoughts ... for quite some time. 
Tenzin' s descriptions of Citroen rapid highlighted the role of initiating action in 
precipitating reversals and/or mood changes, as well as providing greater depth of detail than 
corresponding survey data (see Figures 53 and 54 above, data points 19-22). [Beforehand I 
was] worried about [my] ability ... but quite excited to actually do it. So it was quite a mixed 
emotion. A bit worried before I jumped, but as soon as I jumped there was excitement. 
Tenzin also reported dimensions of flow and the telic and paratelic states. It's the first time I 
was actually worried ... Once I hit the water I was like: try my best ... I lost thought 
completely ... I enjoyed it thoroughly. 
In contrast to his survey scores (SFSS = 28; TPS = 67) these descriptions indicated 
that Tenzin had an intense flow experience preceded by frequent reversals between telic 
anxiety and paratelic excitement. These frequent reversals may have resulted from his 
perception that, overall [my] skill was less than the challenge. Many of the challenges Tenzin 
reported were fatigue-related, which may have negatively influenced his mental state. 
However, he also indicated that Citroen rapid was pretty memorable especially because it's a 
huge challenge to overcome. Thus, heightened challenge perceptions may have also 
paradoxically facilitated this experience. 
Following this intense experience, Tenzin felt very different to when I started ... I was 
quite calm, quite tired. The thought process actually numbed out during that phase. This 
description suggested that Tenzin experienced further reversals, or mood shifts, after finishing 
Citroen rapid in response to the intensity of this experience (e.g., satiation). Once I made it 
back [to shore] ... I was pretty playful, enjoyed the adventure ... trying to be a little bit calmer 
at that stage just to take it in, the whole enjoyment ... I like excitement, and then just to think 
about it ... [This] helped the overall enjoyment because I was able to think about what 
happened. 
Serious Play and Multidimensional Nature of Enjoyment and Flow 
Qualitative data from Citroen section indicated that survey measures only gauged part of 
Tenzin's overall experience, and that his moods changed frequently on this section. Tenzin's 
accounts also highlighted the multidimensional nature of enjoyment; he enjoyed excitement as 
well as calmly reflecting on his experience. These comments, along with those below, 
suggested there may have been distinct phases of Tenzin's flow experiences which maximised 
enjoyment from a variety of sources. [Enjoyment comes from] the process itself. It's the 
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journey more than getting somewhere or trying to achieve something. But ... It's a well-
thought, spontaneous journey. 
When I'm excited, I'm extremely playful. I'm doing [an activity]for fun, recreation, in the 
moment. Just in flow ... But then when you get calm, you 're thinking about the next time, 
trying to build up skills ... accumulate what's just happened to you ... That's exciting as well 
because ... I don't feel immersed and engaged in the activity, I'm engaged and immersed in 
myself! 
I enjoy both of those [exciting and calm states] ... There's no thrill in the calm bits, it's 
enjoyment. It's a mellow enjoyment; it's relaxing ... a different enjoyment. It's not the thrill 
and excitement. It's more like: I'm happy. I've had a good time in the last rapid; looking 
forward to the next one . . . [A] reflective state. 
Tenzin's distinctions amongst different types of enjoyment suggested that flow may 
have been aphasic experience which incorporated both the telic and paratelic states at various 
stages. His seemingly paradoxical description of a well thought, spontaneous journey could 
also be interpreted as an example of serious play (Rea, 1993). As the name suggests, these 
are flow experiences which seamlessly interweave the telic ( e.g., seriousness and planning 
ahead) and paratelic (e.g., spontaneity and excitement) states. 
In addition to suggesting various phases of flow, or potentially 'serious play', Tenzin 
qualitatively differentiated his enjoyable experiences. I had some fun playing, living in the 
moment kind of stuff, but also on the calmer sections, thinking about the future and ... what 
the possibilities for the sport are so [snaps fingers] then back into excitement again. Tenzin's 
reports also indicated that these frequent reversals were linked to the multidimensional nature 
of enjoyment for him. 
Tenzin' s account of Dog Leg rapid on the morning of day two provided an illustrative 
example of these concepts. The narrative below suggested he experienced dimensions of flow 
and the telic/paratelic states. The morning [Dog Leg rapid run] was fantastic, I think because 
skill and challenge [were] pretty close. I was in a flow. 
[Beforehand] I was paying attention to the water, to what the guides were telling me ... But 
while I'm in the water, [I] can't think about all those things at once. You are just focusing on 
what needs to be done ... If you ... think about [ the instructions] quite often, then your body ... 
reacts ... spontaneously ... [I was] pretty immersed ... a mixture of enjoying and scared ... 
You 're aware of what [is] going on but it's a different autopilot mode ... You've put thought 





Below Tenzin highlighted key differences relating to perceived challenge/skill levels 
and metamotivational phases during his run of Dog Leg rapid (data points 13 and 14, morning 
of day two). Although some comments ( e.g., those above) suggested telic reversals, his 
descriptions (below) suggested he was predominantly in the paratelic state. Tenzin's 
perceived C/S balance (see Figure 55 below), along with his confidence in the lead instructor, 
appeared to foster a protective frame through which he could enjoy this challenge. I was 
following the leader .. . so I guess my skill level was matching his .. . Nothing worried me at all 
because I was focusing on what the guide was doing ... I was pretty confident that he'd been 
down 100 times. 
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Figure 55. Tenzin state changes during Dog Leg rapid on morning of day two. 
I really enjoyed Dog Leg [rapid] in the morning. It changed later on in the evening as the 
water went.higher, but [this run] was fantastic ... [I was] not thinking anything; it's just 
automatic ... I was more energised ... [Afterwards I felt] pretty happy, pretty excited. I think 
my skill and the challenge [were] on par ... When I came out ... I was thinking ... I like this 
rapid the best. Even better than surfing, because [in] surfing my skill wasn 't there, but here I 
had the skill so I was like: I want to try this again. 
Tenzin attributed his enjoyment during this rapid to a perceived C/S balance, an 
attribution supported by Flow Theory ( e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1997). The majority of his 
comments reflected a playful mindset, which suggested he may have experienced paratelic 
flow. Survey responses further supported this qualitative analysis: challenge and skill ratings 
were equal (CH, SK= 6) and his post-Dog Leg TPS score (TPS = 66) was in the paratelic 
range. However, his pre-Dog Leg TPS score (54) was below his personal mean (56.55), 
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which suggested that he may have been in a less playful, or telic, frame of mind before this 
rapid. In Tenzin's case, quantitative data supported the qualitative analysis that flow occurred 
in various phases. This pattern was echoed throughout Tenzin's data: whenever I entered the 
rapids, I entered with the same mindset ... I had to concentrate a lot on what I was doing. I 
wasn't really focusing on other things ... !just got a little more comfortable [throughout the 
course]. 
The multi-phasic nature of flow for Tenzin was evident in varying intensities 
throughout the three day course. His descriptions of confidence and enjoyment during Smith 
Falls rapid ( days one and two) were similar to descriptions of Dog Leg rapid above. As soon 
as the [Smith Falls] rapid came, my mood changed ... from annoyed. I was getting a bit 
happy ... I got excited again ... and started kicking around a bit, so physically it woke me up 
... [Swimming Smith Falls] was fun actually! ... I enjoyed it ... The water was pretty calm ... I 
was pretty confident. 
The magnitude of Tenzin's mood changes (as measured by TPS scores) increased 
from day one to day two (at data points 5 and 6, and 10 and 11 respectively; see Figure 56 
below). However, the same pattern emerged on both days: TPS scores shifted from more 
serious to a more playful pre to post-rapid. Tenzin's flow experiences and the magnitude of 
his mood changes may have been influenced by perceived challenge/skill weightings. For 
example, Tenzin completed Smith Falls rapid on his board on day one ( data points 5 and 6), 
whereas in the day two ( data points 10 and 11) he opted to swim it without his board. This 
change was accompanied by increased challenge ratings (CH= 3 at data point 6; CH= 4 at 
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Tenzin state changes during Smith Falls rapid: 
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Figure 56. Tenzin state changes during Smith Falls rapid. 
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Tenzin's qualitative and quantitative data suggested that either lowered challenge and 
heightened skill perceptions (my skills exceeded the challenge), or skill perceptions alone, 
may have influenced flow intensity. Previous quotes also suggested that perceived skills may 
have influenced Tenzin's metamotivational and flow states more than perceived challenges. 
Tenzin's descriptions of the Megs section (day one morning and day two afternoon on 
sledges) were consistent with trends identified earlier (i.e., rapids preceded by a serious state 
and followed by a playful state). Below he described apprehension and uncertainty (i.e., the 
telic state) before entering the river on day one. Interestingly, this telic focus appeared to 
facilitate flow for Tenzin. I had to concentrate a lot on what I was doing. However, as skill 
perceptions increased, and/or a perceived risk and challenge decreased, his mood appeared to 
become more playful (i.e., the paratelic state). It was exciting ... thrilling, in a good way. 
This shift was further reflected by changes in challenge and skill ratings from the first ( data 
points 1 and 2) to the second ( data points 3 and 4) run of day one. 
When I started, I was focusing a little bit more on sorting things out ... but once my mind got 
off those things I could concentrate on having a good time ... As time went by ... I got 
comfortable, the [perceived] risk factor went down, and the enjoyment factor when pretty high 
... [After awhile] J was having fun! ... Because it wasn't intense - it was something to play 
around with ... I did get worried [ sometimes but] . . . then you go . . . 'stay calm ' and ... you 
come out and you 're like: that was awesome! 
The statements above indicated that Tenzin may have experienced reversals or 
fluctuations in his mood, based on changes in perceived challenges and skills during the first 
morning of the course. Descriptions of his sledging experience on the Megs section in the 
afternoon of day two, and a corresponding increase in TPS score (from 57 to 70 pre to post-
Megs section; see Figure 57 below), also reflected this general data trend (i.e., 'serious to 
playful' mood shifts accompanied by changing C/S perceptions). Furthermore, initiating 
action ( e.g., entering the water) appeared to facilitate these mood shifts. This trend, reported 
throughout Tenzin's interviews, was reiterated in the quote below. I had a little apprehension 
... because the last time I did sledging it was a bit out of control for me ... but once I got in I 
was like: it's not that bad ... This time I think I enjoyed it. It is noteworthy that, in this 
instance, Tenzin did not appear to experience flow. Below he suggested that this may have 
been due to a substantial imbalance between perceived challenges and skills (i.e., lowered 
challenge/heightened skill); This finding was theoretically consistent with Flow Theory ( e.g., 
Csikszentmihalyi, 197 5). 
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I enjoyed [the sledging] in a very different way. Because in Dog Leg [rapid in the morning] I 
was absolutely in some kind of flow, it was just crazy. But [ on the sledges] I had to play 
around with people to keep myself entertained. I noticed that that when the challenge is low 
and you 've got a higher skill, you tend to play around with people just to keep yourself happy. 
If I was on my own, I would either be self-reflecting or be bored. 
Tenzin state changes throughout afternoon of day two: 
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Figure 57. Tenzin state changes while sledging Megs section. 
Quantitative data were somewhat inconsistent with Tenzin's descriptions (above and 
below) of perceived challenges and skills during sledging (data point 16: CH, SK= 5). While 
his remarks above indicated that heightened skill perceptions were coupled with lowered 
challenge perceptions, Tenzin's survey scores, and his comments below to an extent, were 
equivocal. I was just having fun .. . playing around with everybody. Because I think the skill 
and the challenge [were] matched. 
It was interesting to note that Tenzin's SFSS score was higher when perceived 
challenges were rated above perceived skills ( data point 2), than when they were matched 
(data points 4, 16). Thus Tenzin's playful mood shifts, coupled with decreased challenge 
perceptions, may have been related to decreased flow intensity. This interpretation suggested 
potential interactions amongst metamotivational states, challenge/skill perceptions and flow 
experiences for Tenzin. 
Tenzin's descriptions of Dog Leg rapid (below) on the first day showed a similar 
pattern: serious-minded before the rapid, followed by enjoyment and playfulness after the 
rapid. In this situation, however, perceived challenges and skills were reported to be pretty 










rated challenges slightly above his skills (data point 9: CH= 7, SK = 5; see Figure 58 below). 
Tenzin's accompanying SFSS score (39) was his second highest overall. These data further 
supported the interpretation that more intense paratelic flow states may have been facilitated 
by a closer perceived challenge/skill match for Tenzin. 
Tenzin state changes throughout afternoon of day one: 
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Figure 58. Tenzin state changes during Dog Leg rapid on afternoon of day one. 
I was doing my own mental analysis .. . preparing myself better ... I knew it was going to be a 
little bit of a challenge ... It got better as I spent more time in the rapid ... I was feeling happy 
.. . excited .. : You can hear me scream [ on video] ... [ Afterward] I was still excited ... just 
thinking about ... what I could have done better ... an analysis of what happen[ed] ... Then I 
started .. . playing around again. 
There were instances in which Tenzin described different mood patterns to those 
above. His attempts to surf a wave at Do-Little rapid on days one and two further illustrated 
the complex interplay amongst metamotivational states, challenge/skills perceptions and flow. 
On day one, Tenzin entered this rapid feeling confident and excited. I was pretty confident ... 
really excited, because it's something new I'm going to try out. I didn't know my skill level 
yet in this. After he realised that the challenge outweighed my skills a lot, Tenzin's mood 
changed to one of frustration and disappointment after failing to attain his goal. As briefly 
highlighted earlier, qualitative data reflected a predominantly telic state while he attempted to 
surf. I was enjoying it, but my focus on that was more of ... trying to do it . . . When I was 
really, really focused, I can't say there was enjoyment in that time. I [was] trying to sort 
[surfing] out ... Once I couldn't do it, I would get disappointed and then be really exhausted. 
Tenzin's telic state appeared to increase his focus and engagement in this activity. I 
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was as engaged and focused, maybe even more [ than the rapids] to try and succeed. 
Notwithstanding, increased focus appeared to initially inhibit, rather than facilitate, enjoyment 
and/or flow in this situation, due to lack of goal attainment. In this instance, the telic state 
may have proved to be a proverbial double-edged sword. Although the telic state may have 
heightened Tenzin's focus and immersion (key flow dimensions), over focusing on 
achievement may have also inhibited flow and enjoyment. [On the wave], time [went] pretty 
quickly ... I was more focused on doing things. 
After attaining his goal, Tenzin experienced brief enjoyment. Descriptions (below) 
indicated that enjoyment resulted from either paratelic reversal, or an immediate increase in 
positive mood while he remained in the telic state. I must get this one. I tried really hard and 
I stayed on the wave for a bit. I was quite excited, really happy ... like: yes, I can do this I ... 
[My mood] ... changed immediately ... I started enjoying myself ... When I missed [it] again 
... I wasn't as disappointed as I was before, because I've achieved it 
Tenzin's comments suggested that lowered skill perceptions coupled with heightened 
challenge perceptions decreased his enjoyment of surfing. I enjoy rapids far more than 
[ surfing] ... because ... I wasn't able to surf ... My skills weren't up to it. If my skills got any 
better, then I would enjoy it. Thus, his challenge/skill assessment, regardless of 
metamotivational state, may have been a better indicator of his enjoyment during an activity. 
However, metamotivational state may also have influenced his challenge/skill perceptions. 
For example, when there is a challenge, if it's much higher than I'd expect, if I'm a little bit 
nervous, I am going to get a bit annoyed. In the telic state, Tenzin may have been more likely 
to perceive skills as lower than challenges due to his mental focus ( e.g., obstacle avoidance 
and goal achievement). Conversely, in the paratelic state, he may have focused more on 
information which facilitated a perceived C/S balance and, potentially, flow. 
Tenzin's survey data provided some support for the interpretations above. He scored 
within the lower (telic) half of his personal range of TPS scores while attempting to surf on 
days one and two (data points 7 and 12; see Figure 59 below). However, his TPS score while 
surfing on day two (32) was 22 points lower than on day one (54). Moreover, his flow and 
skill scores both dropped from day one (SFSS = 37; SK= 2) to day two (SFSS = 28; SK=l), 
while challenge perceptions increased (CH = 8, day one; CH = 10, day two). These data 
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indicated that decreased enjoyment accompanied decreased (more telic) TPS scores, lower 
perceived skills and higher perceived challenges. It was unclear from these data whether 
Tenzin felt more serious-minded while surfing on day two, which in tum influenced 
challenge/skill perceptions, and flow opportunities, or vice-versa. Rather than increasing skill 




perceived skills and/or heightened expectations of goal attainment. While it would be 
imprudent to infer causal links amongst these data, they did suggest potential relationships 
amongst metamotivational states, perceived challenges and skills, and flow. 
Tenzin state changes during Do-Little rapid: 
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Figure 59. Tenzin state changes during Do-Little surfrapid on afternoon of day one versus 
morning of day two . 
Metamotivational States, Flow and the Positive Learning Spiral 
Tenzin highlighted the role of perceived skills and challenges in enjoyment throughout his 
interviews. Specifically, he reported that a sufficient level of perceived skills, or confidence, 
was necessary to experience enjoyment and flow. If that challenge ... [of] the activity ... was 
higher than what I was trying to attain, and if I managed to attain it, then I would be happy 
about it. If I didn't manage to attain it, but if I had a lot of fun on the wave whilst doing it ... 
excitement would be high [but] lower than having the skills to be able to perform it. These 
themes, which were also evident in Tenzin's comparisons of Dog Leg, Old Dog Leg and 
Citroen rapids, indicated links between learning and mastery perceptions, physical state and 
flow. 
[Dog Leg] rapid yesterday [ day two] in the evening was a bit rougher for me [than Citroen 
rapid], though I was more tired today ... Today did not require as much [skill] - it required a 
bit of physical [strength] ... Before I ran [Old Dog Leg rapid] I was pretty happy because I'd 
scouted it ... so the confidence levels were pretty high. Whereas on Citroen [ rapid] there was 
a mixed level of confidence, worried-ness, and excitement because I was confident about 
being able to point the board in the right direction, but I was worried about not being able to 
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push hard enough 
Interviewer: So ... you actually enjoyed the [rapid] more that you felt more confident [with] 
beforehand? 
Tenzin: yeah, yeah. 
These quotes underlined the influence of perceived skills and confidence on 
enjoyment. As suggested above, metamotivational state may also have influenced these 
perceptions. Earlier quotes (and those below) suggested that, for Tenzin, flow could be 
conceptualised as aphasic experience involving both telic and paratelic states. Specifically, 
the belief that he possessed sufficient skills to achieve his goals appeared necessary for 
Tenzin to experience playfulness and 'fun' during a task (e.g., surfing). This finding 
indicated that the telic state was an important flow antecedent for Tenzin. Cumulatively, 
these interpretations suggested that dynamic shifts in Tenzin's metamotivational states and 
challenge/skill perceptions, may have facilitated a positive learning spiral which optimised 
learning and enjoyment. 
Tenzin supported this notion of a positive learning spiral when he observed that a 
continually shifting balance of emotions influences my leaning process; that's how I like to 
learn ... I don't want to be excited all the time. You need to stop and think about it and then 
carry on. Reflections below elaborated on this process in which heightened felt intensity 
levels cultivated the opposing desire for lowered felt intensity levels, and vice versa, in a 
reciprocal manner. The RT mechanism which appeared to regulate these shifts was satiation; 
however, satiation in this case appeared to result more from felt intensity than duration of a 
metamotivational state. Everything in a good balance, that keeps me happy; just having the 
fluctuations of being excited and then being calm again ... If I stayed excited too long I'd get 
bored of getting excited, and if I was calm too long I would get absolutely bored of being calm 
... I need that change ... It's quite good to get into excitement and then, once the excitement is 
over, just to relax for a bit. 
I like a variety of emotions, rather than being in one thing continuously. So [the course] was 
quite nice - I went through an exciting phase, had a calm bit and then I build up my 
anxiousness for the next level again because I wanted to get excited again. Had the calm bit 
been too long, then I would have been like: oh, it's boring. 
When you get excited, you 're not really thinking a lot; your mind is completely focusing on 
what's going on at the moment. But once you 're calm, it's not that your mind completely 
switches off, it's that you get to debrief yourself on what's just happened and what's coming 
up next, and you just get some peace and quiet with yourself. And then you feel playful again 
after that ... It's just aflow that happens. Like [we] were just fooling around ... so that was 
playfulness and then once the guide says that there's a rapid coming up again, there's a tad 
) 
bit of attentiveness ... seriousness ... paying attention. And then again: yes! Adventure, 
excitement, thrill. 
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I don't want to be excited all the time. You need to stop and think ... It gives you some time to 
assess your own thought process because I've not been thinking when I've been excited - I've 
been enjoying myself ... And the more I think about things, the more I'll remember them and it 
helps me [learn] even more. 
These introspections outlined how opposing states and emotions could complement 
each other via dynamic tensions and potentially optimise Tenzin's overall quality of 
experience. Recalibration of perceived challenges and skills also appeared to facilitate these 
dynamic tensions. These interpretations were theoretically supported by reversal theorists 
who contend that psychologically healthy individuals will experience metamotivational states 
in balanced alternation (e.g., Foster, 1993). Tenzin's statements suggested that alternation of 
opposing states and felt intensity levels ( e.g., learning and mastery, telic and paratelic) was 
conducive to psychological growth and enjoyment. 
These data provided some support for Rea's (1993) notion of a positive learning 
spiral. The alternation, or contrast, of opposing emotions and states seemed to optimise 
enjoyment and learning, rather than one state in isolation. For Tenzin, learning and 
enjoyment appeared to be dynamic, phasic processes which could not be understood merely 
by isolating mental states, but rather by examining relationships amongst metamotivational 
states and cognitions which preceded and followed flow experiences. 
I started getting more comfortable with the equipment and spending more time in the river. 
[That made it] more enjoyable ... The skill levels ... got better, and I was able to push myself 
harder then. Earlier I would just focus on doing simple things but, as !felt comfortable 
holding the board, I'd try a spin. 
As a whole, the experience was fantastic ... [A] good learning curve ... Excitement, a little bit 
of calmness, a little bit of time to think about what happened, then excitement again . . . We 
were calm when we started, because [the instructors] were talking to us ... Then excitement 
builds up as you get into the water, and then you 're into it. Then once it's gets quieter again, 
you get some time to think to yourself ... That's how I like to learn. 
In addition to discussing his short-term learning process, Tenzin related this 
alternation of states to long-term goals and motivations. The enjoyment would [ make me 
want] to do it again, but also the fact that I could actually utilise this skill ... in the future ... 
That's the whole reflection ... when you've finished ... I think about the future ... the 
enjoyment I'm going to have because my skill level is increasing ... That's pretty motivating. 
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Mental Skill Use 
Tenzin described various mental skills which facilitated flow, enjoyment and task focus. I 
was in the flow because [ of] my skills in analysing [Old Dog Leg] section. I was happier 
about it ... [Imagery] made things easier for me. While I was in [Citroen rapid] I didn't panic 
... I prepared myself mentally for the right [more hazardous] side of[Citroen rapid]. 
The skills Tenzin discussed included imagery, pre-planning and self-talk to increase 
motivation and achieve goals. I saw the line that I was supposed to take. Watching others 
complete a task before him also increased his confidence. Tenzin's mental skills were 
primarily used for staying calm, preparing for the worst case scenario and reducing surprises. 
Data indicated that these skills were generally implemented in a telic state. [Imagery] took 
away all the surprises ... that's how I prepared ... These were my own checks. Like: water is 
strong; stay behind guide; kick hard ... and I prepare[ d] that beforehand. 
Significant Others and the Protective Frame 
Tenzin highlighted the influence of significant others on his overall experience. Everyone 
was in a pretty good mood and that raises my mood as well; I'm happy. Watching others 
complete challenging rapids before him appeared to increase confidence and perceived skills, 
and/or decrease perceived challenges, which may have strengthened his protective frame. It 
[was] comforting actually to see everybody [run Citroen rapid first]. Notwithstanding the 
positive influence which significant others had on his mood, Tenzin identified some negative 
outcomes of peer pressure. [There was] peer pressure, because everybody else had got [to the 
riverbank], and if I didn't get there then they wouldn 't be able to surf ... I need[ ed] to go there 
because the boys need[ ed] to surf Tenzin also suggested that the presence of an influential 
peer group and/or evaluative audience may have influenced learning and enjoyment. 
I [want] to do [riversurfing] in a different situation ... on my own with one or two other 
people, but not to have a ... huge influential peer group around. Just make it the best 
atmosphere for me to actually practice doing stuff ... Peer pressure affects some people ... 
when some people are surfing - whether they 're confident or not - if many people are around, 
they'll go for it rather than not go for it. 
Tenzin also reported that being a trainee was an enjoyable contrast to his usual role as 
a group leader. I wasn't taking care of anybody on this trip ... I'm just enjoying myself ... it's 
just a different feeling completely. This comment indicated that sources of enjoyment might 
vary depending on group roles. 
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Summary 
Tenzin began the course in a telic state, which gradually became more paratelic until the latter 
half of the course, at which point fatigue appeared to instigate a general trend back towards 
the telic state. Before rapids, his moods were characterised either by telic dimensions or 
frequent telic/paratelic reversals, followed paratelic dimensions after rapids. Tenzin's 
descriptions indicated that initiating action, physical state and perceived challenge/skill levels 
influenced reversals. Tenzin's case also highlighted the multi-phasic nature of flow and 
enjoyment. Heightened felt arousal levels appeared to precipitate reversals and a desire for 
lowered felt arousal levels in the opposing state via satiation. Tenzin reported that frequent 
alternation between states at varying intensity levels was optimal for his enjoyment and 
learning processes. His descriptions of various enjoyment dimensions (e.g., paratelic 
excitement, paratelic relaxation, telic goal attainment) could also potentially support Rea's 
(1993) notion of 'serious play'. 
Tenzin's case suggested that various flow states were related to phases and intensities 
of metamotivational states, and perceived challenge and skill levels therein. Specifically, his 
accounts indicated that perceived skills may have influenced flow more than perceived 
challenges. Mental skills also appeared to facilitate flow for Tenzin and tended to be 
implemented in the telic state. Significant others were reported to have positive and negative 
influences on his enjoyment, learning and flow. 
Dan's Case 
Dan was a 32 year old chef from New Zealand. He had a high level of general outdoor 
experience, such as tramping and camping, 10 years of snowboarding experience, and casual 
whitewater exposure throughout his upbringing. Dan had been riversurfing once, several 
years prior to this course. He was interested in riversurfing as a hobby and as a potential 
future occupation. 
General Trends 
Dan's mean scores across all measures were compared to normative data and group means in 
Figure 60 below. His mean scores on all RT measures and flow measures exceeded 
normative cut-offs and group means. These data indicated that Dan endorsed key aspects of 
the paratelic state (i.e., playfulness and arousal-seeking) and the nine dimensions of flow 
more than the other nine trainees. Interview quotes also suggested a generally paratelic frame 
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of mind throughout the three day course. I think I was pretty much up to it. I'm reasonably fit 
and adventurous and I'm up for a challenge ... There wasn't even a time when !felt like I 
don't want to do this, or is there an easy way out? ... I did get really tired, but I was still fully 
in there to do whatever we were doing. 
Dan's mean scores of excitement (EXB = 1.05), relaxation (RXT = 1.64) and feeling 
carefree (WCF = 5.86) also indicated that he generally felt more excited, relaxed and carefree 
throughout the course than the rest of the group. Dan generally perceived his skills to exceed 
challenges during the course, as indicated by mean challenge ratings (CH= 5.31) hovering 
near the group mean (5.4), coupled with mean skill ratings (SK= 8.31) over two points above 
the group mean (5.9). In comparison, the group's mean scores indicated a close perceived 
challenge/skill match during the three day course. Despite Dan's perceived gap between 
challenges and skills, his mean SFSS score (SFSS = 43.2) remained over six points higher 
than the group mean (SFSS = 36.4 7). These results were contrary to Flow Theory ( e.g., 
Jackson & Eklund, 2004) which predicts that higher flow scores will be associated with a 
closer match of perceived challenges and skills (i.e., the group CH and SK means), rather than 
a larger challenge/skill gap (i.e., Dan's mean CH and SK scores). 
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A closer examination of the relationships amongst challenge, skill and flow scores for 
Dan over the three day course supported these findings. One of the SFSS data trends 
(displayed in Figure 61 below) was that Dan consistently endorsed high levels of flow, in 







the highest possible SFSS score (45). Although only one of Dan's SFSS scores (data point 4, 
SFSS = 37) fell below the normative high cut-off score (SFSS = 38.43), his lower SFSS 
scores (those below his personal mean: SFSS = 43.2; data points 1, 2, 4, 12) tended to occur 
when there was a close perceived challenge/skill match (see Figure 61 below). Moreover, his 
highest SFSS scores (i.e., SFSS = 44-45) generally occurred when perceived skill outweighed 
perceived challenge, often by at least two points (i.e., data points 6, 7, 9, 11, 14, 16, 18). 
There was no point at which Dan's perceived skill level fell below perceived challenges. His 
observations supported these data. I felt pretty in control ... By [ day three] I felt ... I could 
survive in most situations and, if it did go wrong, I thought I could get myself out of it pretty 
easily. 
Qualitative and quantitative data indicated that: (a) Dan felt his skills exceeded 
challenges over the entire three day course; (b) he consistently experienced high flow levels 
throughout the course despite this fact; and ( c) he endorsed flow dimensions more strongly 
when perceived skill outweighed perceived challenge. Notwithstanding, there were also 
points at which high SFSS scores were accompanied by a perceived C/S balance (i.e., data 
points 2, 12, 21, 22). Thus Dan appeared to experience high flow levels either when he 
perceived a C/S balance (predicted by Flow Theory), or, more frequently, when perceived 
skill outweighed perceived challenge (not predicted by Flow Theory). Dan offered some 
explanation of this unexpected relationship in his interviews. [Heightened perceived skill] 
allowed you to focus less and just enjoy it .. . You felt more safe ... Not necessarily less 
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Figure 61 . Relationships amongst flow, perceived challenges and perceived skills for Dan 
over the three day riversurfing course. 
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Figure 62 below provided a general overview of Dan's mood over the three day 
course. Dan scored within the recommended paratelic range of scores on both T/PSI 
subscales (SMP and AAS) and, hence, the global telic/paratelic measure (TPS; a summation 
of SMP and AAS scores) at every data point, except data point 18 (post-Dog Leg rapid, end of 
day two). Dan's results are therefore discussed relative to his personal range of scores to 
increase depth of analysis. 
Despite the general mood trends identified throughout the three day course, Dan's 
telic/paratelic state (TPS) scores did not display a consistent pattern pre and post-rapids, or in 
relation to flow (SFSS) scores. At times his TPS scores increased after a rapid (i.e., data 
points 5-6, 10-11, 15-16, 20-21), whereas after other rapids (i.e., data points 8-9, 13-14, 17-
18) TPS scores dropped. Dan's tendency to score the SFSS maximum (45) also hindered 
identification of a clear relationship between flow and metamotivational state. Although 
Dan's verbal reports seemed contradictory and unclear at times, they provided more detailed 
insights into his moods over the three days. 
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Figure 62. Dan's state changes over the three day riversurfing course. 
According to survey and interview data, Dan appeared to be in a playful, arousal-
seeking state for most of day one (data points 1-9; see Figure 62 above) . His TPS scores did 
not drop below his personal mean (TPS = 64.5) until the final rapid of the day. I was pretty 
keen to get in the water and get it happening ... I felt reasonably confident most of the day 
.. 
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[one]. As Dan's confidence progressively increased on day one, enjoyment, flow 
opportunities and reports of paratelic state dimensions also appeared to increase. The second 
time you knew what you were in for ... I felt more competent, definitely ... and progressively 
through the day [one] ... but it was still really exciting and it actually felt better. Dan's 
descriptions below indicated a range of enjoyment sources within the paratelic state ( e.g., high 
intensity excitement; relaxation). [I was] definitely not bored; it was fun ... playing in the 
water ... [ and] quite surreal in parts when you 're just cruising ... a nice feeling just floating 
down the river. Parts of it were quite exciting as well, a bit of a rush. Despite his generally 
playful state, Dan's quotes also reflected a serious focus. You 're always talking about the 
safety ... and just trying to make sure you don't do anything wrong. 
Dan's playful mood seemed to peak just after running Smith Falls rapid that afternoon 
( data point 6; TPS = 72, the highest possible paratelic score). I was pretty amping to get back 
out there and try the new rapids! ... [I] was trying to ... do something [new] like a barrel roll 
or jump off[the waves]. This playful focus appeared to shift during his attempt to surf the 
next rapid, Do-Little (data point 7). When we were trying to catch the wave ... you do get a 
little bit focused on trying to achieve ... more than just being playful. While Dan's TPS score 
(68) remained high at this point, it reflected a decrease in his arousal-seeking score (AAS= 
26). This change may have been linked a more achievement-oriented, rather than an arousal-
seeking, mindset. [I felt a] sense of determination to get [ on the wave]! The legs were tired 
but ... I kicked my heart out to get in there ... You 're just doing it for fun, but you definitely 
want to achieve. 
Although Dan described catching the wave as really, really hard, his skill rating (8) 
exceeded his challenge rating (5) by three points. These data highlighted potential 
incongruities between qualitative and quantitative data. Alternatively, this discrepancy may 
have resulted from dynamic shifts in Dan's perceptions (e.g., getting on the wave felt difficult 
yet, after that point, surfing may have felt relatively easy). Thus survey measures may have 
only reflected part of his experience. [I was]just wanting to nail it ... When I was actually 
surfing it was fine, but it's trying to catch the wave in the first place ... [that] is the hardest 
part ... because you 're going quite fast and ... trying to get that timing right ... It was really 
cool ... [to] do it [surf]. 
During the last rapid of day one (Dog Leg rapid, data points 8-9), Dan's TPS scores 
dropped below his personal mean (64.5). At these points (TPS [pre-Dog Leg]= 61, TPS 
[post-Dog Leg]= 57; see Figure 63 below), Dan appeared to become more telic, as reflected 
by decreasing TPS scores. In contrast, the group scores became more paratelic (TPS [pre-
Dog Leg]= 47.2, TPS [post-Dog Leg]= 50.8). Dan's fatigue and acceptance of greater 
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responsibility for personal safety at this point, may have also contributed to a more serious 
frame of mind. [The most important thing was] getting to the other end, safe and sound ... I 
was just trying to remember what [ the instructor] had told us in the briefing and ... what to 
watch out for ... [The instructor] talked to us about being a bit more focused, not just 
following everybody and being dpassenger ... By this stage I was thinking a little bit more 
about where I was at and what I was doing. 
Dan's more serious mindset appeared to have been influenced by the lead instructor's 
depiction of Dog Leg rapid (grade 4) as the most challenging and hazardous of day one. If 
you do things ... in the flow, you don't realise what you 're in for. But when you stop and 
think about things, it makes it a little more prevalent what you 're about to do. So talking 
about it and saying it's quite a high grade rapid and it's the hardest one we 've done all day, it 
did amp you up a bit more ... [I] kind of feel fine, and then [the instructor] starts pointing out 
hazards and ... you 're like 'oh man' [nervous]. 
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Figure 63. Dan's state changes before and after Dog Leg rapid on day one. 
Before and during Dog Leg rapid, Dan appeared to reverse frequently between 
excitement (paratelic) and nervousness (telic). It's excitement, but I believe excitement comes 
from nervousness. The quotes below reflected playful and serious elements of his mental 
focus. For instance, Dan's playful desire to try new manoeuvres (i.e., barrel rolls), was 
tempered by hts serious task focus and physical fatigue. We'd had a long day by now and 
legs were tired and really wanted to get the gear off and .. . was really quite keen to get back 
[ to camp] ... You 're nervous about it because you haven't been there before .. . I was just 
concentrating ... More serious ... more focused on what you have to do ... You 're really 
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focused because you 're like: ... Where's that rock on the left? Where the fuck is that?! ... I 
really wanted to do a nice good barrel roll ... [but] really just getting through it [ was my 
focus]. 
Despite reporting that he loved every moment of it, Dan reiterated that increasing 
fatigue levels and uncertainty at this point (end of day one) decreased his overall enjoyment of 
Dog Leg rapid. We didn't know what we were in for, it's that unknown factor ... I was very, 
very tired and fatigued, so I think that drops the level of enjoyment too. This comment 
conflicted somewhat with Dan's high flow score (SFSS = 45) on this rapid and other 
statements below which suggested a generally positive reaction to this Dog Leg rapid run. I 
was quite ready to come back to camp and relax, but still loved every moment of it. The best 
was last so it finished the day off with a 'T'. These data indicated that frequent reversals 
between intensely telic and paratelic states may have preceded one of Dan's most enjoyable 
experiences. [Dog Leg rapid was] definitely [the highlight of day one] ... because ... it was 
longer; it was just constant ... You were in the rapids and you were trying to do what you had 
to do. It was good fun, especially the start of it because it was big. 
During day two (data points 10-18), Dan's moods appeared to fluctuate with greater 
intensity. Specifically, his TPS scores overall became more serious-minded and arousal-
avoidant than during day one (see Figure 62 above). There were only two data points on day 
two at which Dan exceeded his personal TPS mean ( 64.5) by more than half a point ( data 
points 15-16, sledging the Megs section, day two afternoon). Day two was a huge challenge 
because we started out with the same thing ... and then we just went from level to level over 
that afternoon ... increasing our skill all the time. These comments, along with those below, 
offered some explanations of the decreasing trend (i.e., more telic) in Dan's day two TPS 
scores. Increased perceived challenges and fatigue appeared to contribute to Dan's more 
serious mood at key points in day two. I was sore last night so I was ... a bit worried about 
today - whether the body would last. [I was] a little bit apprehensive. 
Initially, Dan's reported enjoyment levels and TPS scores increased (i.e., more 
paratelic; see Figure 64 below) after he got back into it on the morning of day two. The quote 
below highlighted the influence that initiating action appeared to have on his 
metamotivational reversals. At first I was a bit blase about it and I wasn't really too sure 
whether I wanted to do another whole day, but in the end I was quite happy once we got the 
wetsuit on ... it was all good! 
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Figure 64. Dan's state changes during Dog Leg section on day three. 
[I felt] excited to get into it again. A little bit more confident too because we'd done a whole 
day of it and we kind of knew what we were doing. It definitely felt a lot easier ... but then we 
got a few curve balls thrown at us as well ... Just when you thought you got it sussed, you 
didn't. 
In the quote above, Dan expressed increased confidence in his personal skills. These 
comments were consistent with his day two challenge (CH) and skill (SK) ratings (data points 
10-18): in which perceived skill outweighed perceived challenge at all data points (see Figure 
61). Increased confidence may have contributed to Dan's enjoyment while swimming the 
first rapid of day two, Smith Falls, without a board ( data point 11 ). I thought being able to 
swim and not have to look after the board was going to be easier ... I was quite positive about 
that. His reported mental immersion and task focus in this rapid were consistent with his high 
flow score (SFSS = 45; see Figure 64 above) at this point. [I] didn't struggle at all; [I] 
enjoyed it . . . All your senses are very aware of what's going on and very awake ... Definitely 
very focused ... on what's going on around you ... It was surprising how hard it was without 
the board . . . But I was pretty confident after that. 
Despite this initial high, Dan's mood continued to fluctuate throughout the morning. 
[Before Do-Little rapid, I was]just cruising ... enjoying the rest and playing around. Fatigue 
set in again upon reaching Do-Little rapid (data point 12), which coincided with a more 
serious mindset. I didn't have a lot of [attempts] at [ surfing] Do-Little [ rapid] because I was 
quite worried that it was a long day and I was quite fatigued. This mental shift may have 
also been related to increasing task or goal focus. [I was]just trying to ... make it as easy as 
possible for myself! [I was] just focused on getting on that wave. 
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During Do-Little rapid, Dan's levels of task focus, fatigue and perceived challenge 
(CH= 5, data point 12; see Figure 61) appeared to increase. Concurrently, perceived skill 
(SK= 6; data point 12) and endorsement of flow (SFSS = 40) and paratelic state dimensions 
(TPS =59) decreased. Just trying to focus on ... get[ting] it right ... was very hard ... It was 
frustrating ... It was good fun though; a good challenge. 
It's a lot of hard work just keeping yourself focused ... Without thinking about it you just exert 
[yourself] to do what you have to do and it's not until you stop that you realise, holy shit, 
you 're buzzing from adrenalin ... That heightened the experience ... because ... you 're like, 
holy shit I have to get over here! 
Interviewer: So then do you get a buzz when you have to do something? 
Dan: Definitely! ... When ... you have to do it, that's part of the buzz ... It's a rush doing it, 
but it's also thinking about it ... It's the whole thing. You get amped up before you do it and 
then you 're amped while you do it, and then the experience is amping as well. 
Despite his frustration and lower SFSS and TPS scores, Dan reported high enjoyment 
and task focus levels during this activity. These descriptions indicated that Dan's enjoyment 
while attempting to surf may have been qualitatively different to other pleasant experiences 
during the three day course. Specifically, he appeared to get a buzz from the task's challenges 
and perceived consequences of a mistake. In the quotes above, Dan also alluded to the 
interplay of opposing states in enjoyment which will be discussed further on. 
During the final rapid of the morning of day two (data point 13, Dog Leg rapid) Dan's 
TPS score (65) increased from its previous level (59), indicating a more paratelic mood. 
Dan's increased levels confidence and/or perceived skills (in comparison to day one) 
appeared to facilitate this shift to a more playful and relaxed frame of mind. [I was] pretty 
confident. We'd done it the day before ... I was amping ... thinking about barrel rolls ... 
Once you've done it once ... it changes [your experience]. You 're quite confident that you 
can [do it]. This increase in perceived skills also appeared to facilitate enjoyment and flow. 
The [memorable] things for me were feeling more confident today ... I really, really enjoyed 
this morning [ day two]. 
Despite these descriptions, Dan's TPS score (58) decreased (i.e., became more telic) 
after Dog Leg rapid (data point 14). The group's TPS scores, however, displayed an opposing 
trend during this rapid (i.e., became more paratelic from pre to post-Dog Leg rapid). 
Interestingly, Dan's comments above comparing his first two runs of Dog Leg rapid endorsed 
this group trend (more paratelic after the rapid), more than his survey scores on days one and 
two (i.e., more playful on day one; less playful throughout day two). 
Although Dan described increases in task automaticity and enjoyment during the 
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morning of day two, his SFSS scores remained unchanged from day one (SFSS = 45). [I] 
could relax a little bit more and enjoy it rather than focus hard out ... You could do it a bit 
more subconsciously. This inconsistency may have been due to Dan's endorsement of the 
maximum SFSS score ( 45) on day one, which could have masked possible increases in flow 
dimensions on day two. Therefore qualitative data appeared to provide more nuanced 
depictions of these mood changes. I thought it was a brilliant run this morning ... definitely 
more than yesterday. Feeling energised and more experienced also seemed to increase Dan's 
enjoyment. We were fresh in the morning ... just loved it; it was cool. Did everything right 
and you knew what you were in for. 
Dan's continued paratelic mood while sledging (see Figure 16, p. 48) the Megs section 
that afternoon was reflected by his second highest paratelic score after this section ( data point 
15, TPS[pre-Megs] = 68; data point 16, TPS[post-Megs] = 71). Although he endorsed an 
intense flow experience quantitatively (SFSS = 45), Dan's interview comments suggested this 
run may not have felt as intense or enjoyable as riding the body boards. I actually really 
enjoyed that [ sledging] run. I would have enjoyed it more on the [body] boards though ... 
You could just see all the [water currents] and it was quite cool to play [in]. Despite this 
reported enjoyment, Dan's comments and challenge/skill ratings (CH= 3, SK= 10, data point 
16) suggested this section may have lacked sufficient challenge for him. It felt very 
achievable, so it wasn't scary, but it was still a buzz. It was still fun. Thus Dan's sledging 
experience appeared qualitatively distinct from other 'enjoyable' activities (e.g., surfing Do-
Little rapid). 
Dan's mood became more serious during the two final runs of day two, Old Dog Leg 
and Dog Leg rapids. On these rapids, Dan was required to either jump from a rock ledge into 
the rapid (Old Dog Leg), or abseil down to the entry point (Dog Leg). These tasks, along with 
the instructor's comments, appeared to influence his mood shift. I don't really like heights ... 
walking out on a precarious ledge with flippers ... it just felt very foreign and I didn't feel 
very safe ... I was thinking, am I going to enjoy this or is it going to be just horrible? ... 
Trying to focus ... [on] doing what I was told ... [ and] where's the hazards? ... I think [ the 
instructors] talked it up more than it was. 
After Dan jumped into Old Dog Leg rapid, his focus shifted away from potential 
hazards and his mood appeared more playful. It was nothing like [I expected] at all! 
Basically you jumped in the water and ... didn't really have to do a helluva lot I ... I just went 
with the flow ... I didn't really think about it too much ... That was quite relieving. 
Dan reversed back to a more serious mood when he was confronted with the abseil 





conditions ( e.g., rain, increasing river volume) also appeared to influence his more telic focus. 
We had to abseil down ... I wasn't too keen on that ... I was quite tired ... I was kind of 
excited ... but the water had changed heaps too. We could see it was really dark and murky 
and the river level had come up quite a lot and the waves were bigger. 
Dan's T/PSI scores also indicated his telic mood shift; these were the only scores 
during the three day course which fell within the recommended 'telic' range on any of the 
T/PSI scales (AAS= 16, data point 18; see Figure 62). Dan's TPS score (58) also decreased 
after this rapid (i.e., became more telic; see Figure 65 below). Although Dan reported that 
factors such as fatigue, environmental conditions, decreasing skill perceptions and increasing 
challenge perceptions also decreased his enjoyment, this was not reflected by his SFSS scores 
(SFSS = 45, data point 18). [The river]felt ... more foreign ... I was surprised how much [the 
water] had changed .. . I didn't enjoy it as much as I would of if I'd had more energy. !felt 
that I wasn't as amped ... I was just worn out ... I'd had enough by then. 
Dan's state changes during afternoon of day two: 
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Figure 65. Dan's state changes during Dog Leg rapid on day two afternoon . 
On day three (data points 19-22), Dan's TPS scores became more paratelic than at the 
end of day two (see Figure 66 below). Other than being tired ... we were all amped to come 
have a look at [Citroen rapid]. It was not until the end of day three (data point 22, end of 
Citroen section), that Dan's TPS score (59) dropped below his personal mean (64.5); this 
decrease was most likely due to fatigue. I'd had a long weekend so I definitely felt like I'd 
had enough. 


















Figure 66. Dan state changes during Citroen section on day three. 
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Notwithstanding his raw survey data, Dan's interview comments suggested a slightly 
more complex emotional picture. In addition to feeling tired and cold at the start of day three, 
Dan reported mixed feelings of nervousness and excitement. I was ... quite tired and it was 
really cold! ... The water was grey ... fast running and high ... I was still quite amped and 
excited ... and ... worried and a little bit nervous. Dan's descriptions suggested telic/paratelic 
reversals may have occurred before running Citroen rapid. Moreover, perceived skills 
appeared to be a key factor in these reversals. It was our biggest day really from what we 'd 
been told. Citroen was a huge rapid and we were about to go and conquer it. I was a little 
bit apprehensive thinking, oh god, am I up for this? The body's pretty taxed and tired. 
Despite high TPS scores, many of Dan's comments were equivocal with regard to the 
telic (i.e., serious, goal-oriented) and paratelic (i.e., playful, process-oriented) states prior to 
Citroen rapid. Dan reported his goals were split 50/50 really between having fun and 
achieving something. On one hand, Dan seemed intently focused on doing everything right to 
avoid trouble. [I was thinking about the] worst case scenario ... trying to analyse it. 
Nonetheless, he was also there to have a good time and get a bit of a rush from doing 
something new. These focal shifts, as well as those outlined below, indicated Dan may have 
reversed frequently before running Citroen rapid on day three. The intensity of Dan's 
telic/paratelic states appeared to increase concurrently with these frequent reversals. Dan's 
mixed emotional state was suggestive of Rea's (1993) 'serious play' concept, as discussed 
further on. The goal was to do it and not chicken out ... but at the end of the day it was just 
for fun as well. 
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[I] was just apprehensive ... The skill level had gone higher, so now we had a more skilful 
thing to do! So it definitely was extending ourselves ... [I was] definitely ... more focused this 
day ... Trying to concentrate on doing everything to the best of my ability ... keeping my legs 
up so I didn't hit those rocks ... [My goal was]just getting through ... and making the most of 
it and trying to have fun. 
Perceived increases in personal responsibility and knowledge may also have 
influenced Dan's metamotivational state. Dan reported feeling like a passenger on day one, 
whereas by day three he was expected to look after himself. We knew what we had to achieve 
so you ... are a little bit more serious about it ... You 're actually responsible for your own shit 
so it's up to you to make sure that you 're safe . . . With more knowledge ... you understand 
how you can get into trouble a lot easier ... [which] increases [anxiety] in some ways because 
you actually know what's going on, whereas the first day you 're just a passenger. These 
perceptual shifts may have weakened Dan's 'protective frame' and contributed to a more 
serious mindset during Citroen section. 
Dan's increased whitewater knowledge seemed to paradoxically facilitate feelings of 
apprehension and confidence. In one aspect [knowing more] meant that you were more 
skilled and you've learnt about it so you know what you 're doing. On the other aspect, you 
actually know more about it so you 're like: whoa! I know what's coming up. It's a grade four 
rapid and it's going to be pretty crazy! Watching the instructors safely complete Citroen 
rapid, along with high perceived skills and knowledge, may have facilitated frequent paratelic 
reversals (via a protective frame). I was a little bit, I don't know about this ... You 're a little 
bit more fine about it once you see the guides go and do it ... This required skill and 
technique ... but by this stage I felt we were up to it ... In the back of your mind you 're 
thinking about what's coming up though. 
Despite Dan's misgivings and mixed emotions, he reported an intensely focused and 
satisfying experience after running Citroen rapid solo. I really enjoyed it, and it wasn't as 
bad as I thought ... You 're concentrating on what you have to do so you can get yourself out 
of trouble ... You 're wired, a little bit exhausted too ... It's exertion mixed with excitement 
and adrenalin ... You are quite buzzed when you [finish]. His descriptions below (e.g., 
spontaneity, immersion) coupled with a high SFSS score ( 44), and a perceived C/S balance 
(CH= 8, SK= 8, data point 21), supported this conclusion. I was totally immersed and 
engaged in what I was doing! There was nothing else going on in the world except for me 
going through waves! Every now and again I had to think ... you 're still doing a lot to stay in 
control ... It's so quick and you 're doing it so spontaneously. When you 're in trouble ... you 
don 't think about kicking, you just kick ... There were still some mental processes but a lot of 
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it was spontaneous. 
Frequent Reversals and Flow 
Dan's descriptions of Citroen rapid above provided illustrative examples of how mixed 
emotions could precede intensely emotional, and ultimately enjoyable, experiences. He 
frequently alluded to complementary relationships amongst fear/apprehension, excitement and 
enjoyment in the context of challenging rapids. Perceptions of potential risks and hazards 
seemed to be integral to experiencing these emotions. The interdependence of 'pleasant' and 
'unpleasant' emotions in Dan's case may account for some seemingly contradictory data (e.g., 
TPS, SFSS, CH and SK scores; interview quotes). I believe excitement comes from 
nervousness. It's about scaring yourself and that's what makes you excited, because it's 
adrenalin. If it wasn 't a challenge, and it wasn 't exciting, and if it wasn't a little bit scary 
then, if there wasn 't a risk involved, then it wouldn't be a challenge and it wouldn't [be 
worthwhile]. 
[In the challenging rapids I felt] definitely more buzz ... More adrenalin, that's the excitement. 
I mean there's fun and then there's 'adrenalin excitement', where it is more risk and there's a 
little bit of fear involved ... You knew it was a challenge and you had to be on your game and 
if you got it wrong it could go really wrong ... If it's too tame, too safe-you need that little bit 
of apprehension or that little bit of extension of yourself. 
Dan also differentiated amongst the positive feelings of adrenalin, excitement, 
enjoyment and having 'fun'. Specifically, he indicated that fear and adrenalin did not 
necessarily equate to enjoyment for him although, they do help. It increases the rush, the 
feeling that you get when you do something that's outside your square, something you haven 't 
done before. 
[Fear] definitely increases the adrenalin ... because if you 're scared of something then your 
heart races, you get scared and sweaty palms. And the unknown is quite scary ... [I] was 
definitely ... scared at times ... Excited-scared ... To me they 're kind similar. I mean by being 
scared, you create adrenalin, and then it's exciting and it's fun ... It's all new. 
The quotes above suggested that telic/paratelic reversals may have altered Dan's 
interpretation of, or emotional response to, risk and challenge. These reversals could account 
for the interrelations amongst seemingly opposing states cited above. Encountering and 
overcoming risks, and accompanying feelings of fear, also appeared to facilitate positive 
feelings for Dan beyond the buzz created by adrenalin. Dan reported that opportunities to 
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conquer fears and push limits were important values which provided a means for personal 
growth. I think you've got to scare yourself to grow. Fear for me comes from the fear of 
unknown. It's not fear as such, it's fear of something that you haven't done before, so by 
doing that thing then you 're conquering your fears. Dan suggested that heightened challenge 
perceptions may have not only contributed to feelings of excitement, but also longer-term 
satisfaction. Danger is part of the challenge for me ... Pushing yourself, facing your fears ... 
make[s] you grow as a human being. That's the way I live life ... When everything becomes 
very sedate and normal, I find you need to shake yourself up and ... try new things and scare 
yourself. 
For Dan, higher perceived challenges and consequences seemed to decrease 
immediate feelings of enjoyment, while increasing task focus and subsequent feelings of 
adrenalin (buzz) and accomplishment. In these situations, enjoyment may have been a by-
product, rather than an immediate emotion. Dan's accounts of Do-Little, Dog Leg and 
Citroen rapids, in which he expressed high levels of intensity, task focus, perceived challenge 
and more serious thoughts, supported this interpretation. When we were trying to catch the 
[Do-Little] wave ... you do get a little bit focused on trying to achieve ... more than just being 
playful ... You 're not relaxed ... You 're trying to ride it ... so you can be more relaxed ... 
You 're quite intently focused on trying to stay in there ... I wasn't there long enough [to relax] 
... It's not a 'pleasant' feeling but ... it's part and parcel with what you 're doing. 
Mastery Perceptions and Flow 
In contrast to the experiences discussed above, Dan reported enjoyment which stemmed from 
mastery/competence perceptions while running rapids. The [memorable] things for me were 
feeling more confident. In these situations, Dan's mood seemed more playful and 'fun' as he 
attempted new skills. Once you've done it once ... it changes [your experience]. You 're quite 
confident that you can [do it]. Dan enjoyed the feelings ofrelaxation which stemmed from 
activities with lower/moderate challenge levels, lowered perceived dangers and higher 
perceived skills. Nevertheless, these 'relaxing' experiences were described differently to the 
aforementioned (e.g., running Citroen rapid). In the descriptions below, the context and use 
of words such as 'fun' and 'enjoyment' appeared to imply qualitative differences amongst 
these experiences. [In smaller/familiar rapids, I] could relax a little bit more and enjoy it 
rather than focus hard out ... You could do it a bit more subconsciously. [In the 
bigger/unfamiliar rapids] there's more of a rush and the rapids go quite fast ... It does what it 
wants to do with you ... The bigger rapids were more challenging and more [buzz] ... The 
smaller ones ... you'd probably try and have more fun on. 
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[The calmer water and the bigger rapids produce] different emotions. The calm water is ... 
that anticipation [ of the rapids] ... but it's also very surreal and lovely just to float down the 
river ... I enjoyed both parts of it ... [In the flat water, I felt], 70/30 [relaxed/worked up]. 
You 're kind of relaxed, but you are still aware that you 're in a foreign environment and there 
were still risks and dangers, so I didn 't want to totally relax. I still wanted to be aware. 
The Dynamic and Multi-Phasic Nature of Flow and the Positive Leaming Spiral 
The range of experiences discussed in this case suggested key relationships amongst 
challenge/skill perceptions, the telic/paratelic states, enjoyment and various flow states. 
Perceived skill increases appeared to enhance Dan's enjoyment during an activity via feelings 
ofrelaxation and playfulness. I definitely prefer to be relaxed ... not totally relax, like a 
controlled relaxed-ness; it's confidence more than relaxed. If you 're confident about 
something, then it's definitely a lot more enjoyable ... [Increases in perceived skills] allowed 
you to focus less and just enjoy it ... made it easier ... and more fun because you felt safer ... 
[There is] less adrenalin and fear ... It's less of a challenge, but it was still great fun. Quotes 
provided earlier indicated that he also enjoyed and valued the feelings of adrenalin, 
achievement, skill learning and personal growth which stemmed from 'scarier', more 
challenging situations. Dan appeared to derive enjoyment from a variety of sources during 
the three day course, as well as experiencing varying intensities of flow. 
Despite some apparent contradictions in these sources of enjoyment, Dan's 
descriptions suggested that opposing states ( e.g., fear/excitement) could complement each 
other to optimise enjoyment and psychological growth. He also emphasised a link between 
learning and enjoyment. Specifically, Dan seemed to enjoy learning and executing new skills, 
while also enjoying feelings of relaxation, mastery and competence once a skill became 
automatic. It's always fun when you do something for the first time ... The second time you 
kind of knew what you were in for, but it was still really exciting and it actually felt better the 
second time ... I felt more competent. Dan's previous comments, along with those below, 
were suggestive of Rea's (1993) hypothesised positive learning spiral in which alternating 
phases of increasing challenges and skills, accompanied by flow experiences, could optimise 
enjoyment and skill development. Dan cited key components of the learning process as one 
of the course highlights. Overall just feeling confident in all those different scenarios is 
probably the highlight of[the course]. 
Dan's case suggested that phases of the learning process (e.g., mastery/familiarity 
versus learning/novelty phases) may be characterised by qualitative differences amongst 
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enjoyment sources. Specifically, Dan's descriptions suggested that different flow intensities 
may be involved at various stages in a positive learning spiral. Alternating phases of playful 
and serious moods, along with dynamic recalibration of perceived challenges and skills, 
appeared to fuel this upward learning progression. 
[High and low challenge situations] are both fine. One is a little bit more relaxed ... you 're 
just cruising. You don't need to [think], it all just comes naturally, but the [high challenge 
situation] ... It's just a matter of engaging your brain and thinking ... It's just different 
engagement [ when you encounter high versus low challenges]. When you 're in trouble, it's 
the engagement of ... all your skills that you've learnt to get out of trouble ... Whereas if 
you 're not in trouble, when it all feels ... right ... you start thinking: I could probably do a 
barrel roll here. 
Interviewer: So you challenge yourself a bit more? 
Dan: Exactly. So you are engaged all the time. It's still learning ... You feel more and more 
confident so then you try more things ... You start thinking ... I could play around ... I did that 
quite a lot at stages when I did feel very comfortable. 
Above, Dan elaborated on qualitative differences in phases of learning which 
optimised his engagement with an activity. Situations ofleaming (i.e., heightened challenge) 
and mastery (lowered challenge) both appeared to elicit positive, yet qualitatively different, 
outcomes in a reciprocal manner. 
Perceived skills and frequent mastery opportunities in particular appeared integral to 
Dan's learning progression. [Leaming] is about confidence. It's about feeling like I've got 
the first part down pat and then I can progress to the next level ... I try and do things in 
stages ... [I] wouldn 't want to go [ down Citroen rapid] and have that as your first experience 
... because it would scare you ... you wouldn't enjoy the experience. It would maybe even 
turn you off Honing new skills allowed Dan to enjoy challenging activities while being 
'protected' by these skills; thus, the learning process may have facilitated a protective frame. 
This interpretation suggested the importance of the paratelic state in a positive learning spiral 
as it may have provided a protective frame which facilitated continual skill development. 
Notwithstanding, Dan also emphasised the importance of perceiving serious consequences 
(i.e., lack of a protective frame) in the learning process. This interpretation was supported by 
the following quote, as well as earlier quotes regarding links amongst fear, excitement and 
enjoyment. Until you experience yourself being dragged under or ... being slammed, it all 
feels very easy ... If it all feels easy, then you take it for granted. The bad stuff actually 
enhances the experience because you realise that there is some skill involved and it can go 
wrong; whereas if it was totally safe, it probably wouldn't have the same buzz. 
Overall, the dynamic shifts between opposing states ( e.g., mastery/relaxation versus 
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challenge/excitement) which characterised Dan's learning process appeared to increase 
enjoyment and longer-term motivation. I enjoyed it ... and I would go back and do it again ... 
New experiences are awesome ... You just can never learn enough or experience enough. 
Serious play. Dan's descriptions of a learning process which integrated opposing 
states to enhance overall experience, were somewhat suggestive of 'serious play' (Rea, 1993). 
Quotes regarding the interplay between fear and excitement suggested that, rather than being 
distinct phases of an experience, 'opposing' states (i.e., telic and paratelic) may have occurred 
simultaneously. This tension was especially notable in his descriptions of surfing Do-Little 
rapid. [I was] really, really focused ... I was ... playful and wanting to achieve something at 
the same time - if there was such a thing. If Dan did experience the telic and paratelic states 
simultaneously, this would pose a challenge to the epistemological underpinnings of RT. In 
RT, such descriptions would be treated as reversals occurring so frequently that the individual 
cannot articulate them as distinct states. Given the lack of clear evidence for 'serious play' as 
conceptualised by Rea (1993) in this case, it will remain a hypothetical possibility to be 
explored in the discussion. 
Riversurfing as a 'Flow Lifestyle' 
High SFSS ratings, coupled varying descriptions of enjoyment, indicated that the activity of 
riversurfing was highly conducive to flow for Dan, and may have facilitated flow on a 
continuous day-to-day level (i.e., a 'flow lifestyle'; Macbeth, 1988). In his study of ocean 
cruisers, Macbeth (1988) explored activities which, due to their overall engaging structure, 
produced 'flow lifestyles'. Dan's reports of total immersion and engagement for the majority 
of the course, regardless of his particular task, suggested he may have briefly experienced 
riversurfing as a 'flow lifestyle'. [Time] went very fast today ... [I was] definitely engaged ... I 
think I was pretty focused all day ... That was quite intensive, the whole experience ... I loved 
it I It was brilliant I 
This interpretation may also account for Dan's consistently high SFSS ratings 
throughout the course. The contrast between Dan's stressful daily life as a chef and his 
experiences on the three day course, may have increased his endorsement of flow dimensions 
and enjoyment. Escaping everyday life stresses by engaging in a new activity appeared to 
consistently facilitate flow ( at varying intensity levels) for Dan. Because I have a very busy 
life ... to try and switch off totally from it all was quite hard. But when I was doing it, it 
didn't matter ... I was pretty immersed ... I didn 't think about work ... [or] anything else 
today, it was all about riversurfing. 
In the quotes below, Dan outlined some of the key elements of riversurfing which may 
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have facilitated consistently high flow and enjoyment levels, and/or a 'flow lifestyle'. These 
aspects ranged from sensory sources of enjoyment ( e.g., adrenalin, physical activity, being 
outdoors) to more cognitive and self-actualising sources ( e.g., learning opportunities, personal 
competence, having fun). There's three areas to [ why this course was so enjoyable] ... It was 
an escape from the real world. That was lovely ... anything that takes me away from all the 
other stresses that I have in life. No cell phone coverage ... that was great to get away from 
everything and just be doing. And then there's the excitement of doing something new and 
learning new skills and just having fun ... Nice crew of people . . . We achieved quite a lot and 
it was fun. 
Dan also felt privileged to learn an activity that not many people get to do in a unique 
natural environment. I've lived here for a very long time and I didn't know that there were 
some of those things there ... It's nice to get to know your area ... I prefer to actually do 
things than be taught them in a classroom. Thus, being in an outdoor environment may also 
have facilitated consistent flow levels for Dan. I think [ riversurfing] has quite a lot of 
dynamics to it. There's the being out with nature ... adrenalin and little bit of craziness too ... 
And there's quite a bit of skill and knowledge to be learnt ... [I am drawn to] the lifestyle of it 
too. You 're out in the river ... on a beautiful sunny day in summer. It's a nice way to spend a 
day, cruising on the river [with] some challenging bits, and some cruisy bits, and playing 
around and hanging out with some people and having a good time. Dan suggested that the 
dynamic and multifaceted nature of riversurfing in an outdoor environment could potentially 
facilitate a 'flow lifestyle'. 
Mental Skill Use 
Dan reported using mental skills such as imagery and self-talk prior to more challenging 
rapids (e.g., Citroen and Dog Leg) and river skills (e.g., surfing). [I was] trying to mentally 
picture exactly what I was going to do ... I did quite a bit before mentally, just trying to focus 
on what I had to do when I was in there because the time goes so fast. These mental skills 
appeared to increase motivation, performance and feelings of preparedness. Dan reported 
using mental skills to achieve specific goals; these comments indicated that he implemented 
mental skills in a telic state. In sport and anything that you want to achieve ... it's always 
about thinking it through .. . Visualising yourself doing it and then achieving it ... definitely 
helps. Notwithstanding, unsuccessful attempts to use mental skills sometimes resulted in 
anxiety for Dan. [Mentally focusing on a task] makes me more apprehensive in some ways 
because ... I'm thinking about what can go wrong ... I think it probably increases the amount 
of adrenalin and worry. 
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Significant Others and the Protective Frame 
Dan seemed to enjoy the social atmosphere of the course. He reported feelings of bonding 
amongst a diverse group of people, as well as a shared sense of humour. Overall, the group 
appeared to have a positive impact on his experience. [The instructors] were great and the 
group of people too; we had a great time ... We all bonded and had a bit of fun and we had 
varying degrees of age and ability and it was quite funny. Dan also commented on the 
motivational influence of peer pressure when he began to feel fatigued during the course. 
When we were surfing I got quite tired, but I still managed to motivate myself to [try again] ... 
a little bit of peer pressure too because everyone else was having another go too. 
Dan frequently reported that the course instructors influenced his metamotivational 
state. The instructors often seemed to induce the telic state by commenting on river hazards 
and instructing him to think critically about his potential actions. We were made to feel more 
responsible for what we were doing ... planning our own lines. Often Dan felt that, due to his 
intensely telic state beforehand, rapids often felt easier than he expected which appeared to 
induce a paratelic reversal. [The rapid] was nowhere near as scary [ as I expected] - J think 
[the instructors] talked it up more than it was. Thus, these instructors appeared to have a 
notable influence on Dan's metamotivational states, especially in unfamiliar activities. 
Conflicting Data: Primary and Secondary Data Sources 
Dan's data posed some interpretive challenges for a number ofreasons. Survey data 
frequently conflicted with interview data and displayed inconsistent trends ( e.g., TPS 
subscales scored in opposing directions). Trends in TPS and SFSS scores were difficult to 
identify as Dan tended to rate at or near the maximum score on survey measures. For 
example, Dan's SFSS scores generally remained high regardless of whether TPS scores 
decreased (i.e., more serious) or increased (e.g., more paratelic). This tendency may have 
reflected a predisposition to view situations in a positive light, as evidenced to some extent by 
interview data. Dan would often disclose a negative emotion ( e.g., fear), but immediately 
disregard it by endorsing a more positive version of the experience (e.g., but it was all good 
fun). He tended to emphasise positive or playful feelings while dismissing negative or serious 
emotions. This tendency created difficulties when interpreting subtle differences in emotional 
states. These quantitative and qualitative data issues posed difficulties throughout the analysis 
process. 
Summary 
During the three day course, Dan (a) generally felt his skills exceeded the challenges; (b) 
predominantly endorsed the paratelic state (particularly on days one and three); and ( c) 
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reported greater intensity of positive and negative moods over time. Increasing levels of 
fatigue and perceived challenges, instructors' comments, initiation of action and mental skill 
use appeared influence these trends. Dan also endorsed high levels of flow throughout the 
course, which appeared to be influenced more by heightened skill perceptions than challenge 
perceptions. 
Dan did not display consistent mood patterns in response to the rapids, or with regard 
to flow and the telic/paratelic states. However, he did describe how mixed emotions, or 
frequent reversals, could precede intensely emotional, and ultimately enjoyable, experiences. 
Dan reported that 'pleasant' (e.g., excitement, enjoyment) and 'unpleasant' (e.g., 
fear/apprehension) emotions were interdependent, and symbiotic, in his mind. Specifically, 
he identified situations in which high perceived challenge (i.e., 'learning') increased task 
focus and facilitated feelings of adrenalin, accomplishment, psychological growth and after he 
completed a novel task. In contrast, Dan also identified situations of lowered perceived 
challenge (i.e., mastery/competence) when heightened perceived skills facilitated feelings of 
relaxation and playfulness at lowered intensity levels. Dan's case highlighted qualitative 
differences (e.g., intensity, enjoyment sources) amongst his flow experiences. 
Dan's case suggested that qualitative differences amongst various phases of the 
learning process could optimise enjoyment and psychological growth through alternation of 
seemingly 'opposing' states (e.g., telic and paratelic). These relationships were suggestive of 
Rea's (1993) positive learning spiral in which continual recalibration of challenge and skill 
perceptions, accompanied by flow experiences during various phases (i.e., learning and 
mastery), could optimise longer-term development. Some data indicated that Dan may have 
experienced 'opposing' states (i.e., telic and paratelic) simultaneously, however this 
interpretation posed challenged to RT's epistemology. 
Dan recognised that the entire process and environment surrounding riversurfing was 
highly conducive to flow for him. He reported that riversurfing encompassed a range of 
enjoyable elements ( e.g., sensory, cognitive, self-actualising) which could potentially 
facilitate a 'flow lifestyle' on a continuous, day-to-day level. 
Jenna's Case 
Jenna was a 28 year old postgraduate student from New Zealand with no prior whitewater 
experience. She was also a qualified personal trainer who competed in sprinting and 
equestrian events. Although she had basic swimming skills and enjoyed outdoor activities, 
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Jenna had never participated in any river activities prior to this course. 
Before the start of the course, Jenna sustained a minor ankle sprain. While she still 
wished to participate, there were points at which she felt this injury decreased her ability to 
execute skills ( e.g., kicking and turning). My foot was sore ... so I knew I was going to be 
having a bit more trouble. At certain points in the three day course, Jenna's injury lowered 
her self-confidence and caused her to feel frustrated and self-conscious. I hurt, so I couldn't 
do as much. I didn 't have as much control ... I started to look a bit like an idiot because I 
couldn't kick ... so !felt a bit inferior. Although these feelings were not the focal points of 
her interviews, it is important that the reader be aware that this injury may have influenced 
Jenna's mental states to some extent. 
Jenna was the only participant who chose not to run Citroen rapid (day three). Citroen 
rapid had the highest difficulty rating (grade 4/5) and was also judged, by the course 
instructors and the author, to be the most challenging rapid offered over the three days. 
Jenna's decision to walk around this rapid was influenced by her perceived inability to 
perform necessary skills. I didn't feel like I had the skills for that challenge [ of Citroen] ... I 
would have just felt like a logfloating down the river. For this reason, ratings of flow, 
challenge and skill are missing at data point 21 in this case study. Furthermore, 
interpretations of Jenna's survey data from day three (data points 19-22) should be treated 
with caution as her experience may have been altered by her decision to portage Citroen 
rapid. 
General Trends 
Jenna's means across all measures are compared to normative data and group means in Figure 
67 below. Two of her three T/PSI means (TPS = 58.09, SMP = 36.5) exceeded recommended 
cut-off scores for the paratelic state (TPS = 40, SMP = 22) and group means (TPS = 51. 7, 
SMP = 29.3), while her mean AAS (21.6) and SFSS (34.6) scores fell just below group means 
(SFSS = 36.47; AAS= 22.37) yet above normative/cut-off scores (SFSS = 33.84; AAS= 17). 
These data indicated that, in comparison to the group, Jenna endorsed flow dimensions 
(SFSS) less, and was more playful (SMP), paratelic (TPS) and arousal-avoidant (AAS) 
overall. Higher scores on EXB and RXT, coupled with lower scores on WCF, indicated she 
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Despite her mean TPS score exceeding the group mean, Jenna's T/PSI subscale 
means trended in opposite directions (i.e., her mean SMP score exceeded group means, while 
her AAS score fell below the group mean). In addition, Jenna rated herself as more tense, less 
exited and carefree than the group. If Jenna was in a paratelic state, RT tenets would predict 
that she would also be less tense and more excited, carefree and arousal-seeking. Jenna's 
survey means did not display a clear trend towards either the telic or paratelic state, but rather 
reflected a mixture of telic and paratelic dimensions. 
One possible explanation for these inconsistencies within the data was that Jenna's 
mean TPS score appeared more paratelic due to her decision not to run Citroen rapid on day 
three. This decision may have allowed Jenna to feel more playful on day three than she 
would have had she intended to run Citroen rapid along with the rest of the group. Jenna's 
TPS scores from day three may have been higher in comparison to the group as the other 
trainees were confronting their greatest challenge thus far, whereas she was not. 
These inconsistent data may also have been linked to Jenna's challenge/skill 
perceptions throughout the course. Her mean challenge rating (CH= 7.42) was over two 
points higher than the group mean (5.4), while her mean skill rating (SK= 4.5) was more than 
a point less than the group mean (5 .9). Jenna's relatively low skill perceptions, combined 
with heightened challenge perceptions, suggested that she often felt unable to meet the 
challenges posed. This challenge/skill imbalance may have also contributed to a lower mean 
SFSS score (34.58) than the group mean (SFSS = 36.47), even though it remained within the 
normative range for flow (SFSS > 33.84). In spite of this apparent imbalance, 75% (9 out of 
12) of Jenna's SFSS scores exceeded the normative cut-off score (SFSS = 33.84), while an 
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additional 17% (2 of 12) were just below (SFSS = 33) it. Moreover, only one of her SFSS 
scores ( data point 7, Do-Little rapid) was outside of the moderate range in relation to 
normative SFSS data (see Figure 68 below). These data indicated that, although Jenna 
consistently perceived challenges to outweigh skills, she still experienced moderate flow 
levels throughout the three day course. 
Contrary to Flow Theory (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988), Jenna's 
endorsement of flow (SFSS) did not appear to have a direct relationship with challenge/skill 
perceptions (CH and SK). For example, although her two highest SFSS scores (37; data 
points 2 and 16) occurred when perceived challenges and skills were closely matched (5/4 and 
6/5 respectively), she maintained this score (SFSS = 37) when perceived challenges (9) 
outweighed perceived skills (6) by a greater margin (data point 18; see Figure 68). Moderate 
SFSS scores of 34, 35, and 36 were also reported when perceived challenges outweighed 
skills by at least three points (i.e., data points 4, 12, 14, and 22), and when perceived skills 
just outweighed challenges (data point 6). Thus, Jenna's flow scores did not demonstrate a 
clear-cut relationship with her perceived challenge/skill balance ( or lack thereof). 
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Figure 68. Relationships amongst flow, perceived challenges and perceived skills for Jenna 
over the three day riversurfing course. 
Figure 69 (below) provides a detailed illustration of Jenna's moods over the three day 
course. As depicted in the figure, 95% (21 of22) of Jenna's T/PSI responses were within the 
paratelic range; in the remaining instance (data point 13, pre-Dog Leg rapid) her scores 





instances (data point 10, pre-Dog Leg section, and data point 20, pre-Citroen rapid) in which 
Jenna scored within the telic range only on the arousal-avoidant subscale (AAS). As she 
scored within the recommended paratelic range of scores 95% of the time, Jenna's results will 
be discussed in relation to her personal range of scores within her data. This approach was 
merited in light of inconsistent findings amongst her mean survey scores, and incongruence of 
her raw scores with some of the qualitative data discussed further on. Once Jenna's 
individual range of scores was accounted for and data was examined over time, qualitative 
and quantitative data appeared to reflect similar trends. 
Figure 68 (above) and Figure 69 (below) provided a clearer picture of Jenna's moods 
than the examination of Jenna's overall means alone (Figure 67). First, Figure 68 illustrated 
that Jenna remained below her TPS mean score (58.09) for most of the first day (data points 1 
- 9) and the morning of day two (data points 10 - 14). Scores which were predominantly in 
the lower (telic) half of Jenna's personal TPS range indicated that she remained in the telic 
state for much of this time. It was not until halfway through the course ( data points 13 and 
14, morning of day 2, end of Dog Leg section), that Jenna's TPS score increased considerably 
(from 40 to 67), and consistently remained above her mean TPS score (data points 14-22). 
Scores which were predominantly in the upper (paratelic) half of Jenna's TPS range indicated 
that she may have been in the paratelic state more often in the second half of the course. 
Although there were exceptions to these trends (e.g., data points 5, 6, 12 and 20), Figure 69 
illustrated Jenna's general movement from a telic to a paratelic frame of mind throughout the 
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Figure 69. Jenna's state changes over the three day riversurfing course. 
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Qualitative data also suggested that, although Jenna appeared to be in a telic state of 
heightened arousal at the start of the course, her frame of mind gradually became more 
paratelic over the three days. Jenna's telic state was evident on the first day of the course 
when her injury, coupled with her inexperience, created feelings of uncertainty, nervousness, 
frustration and inadequacy. These feelings, along with a perceived lack of control, were 
reported to inhibit enjoyment during the first river run. It seemed ... simple, straightforward, 
but [I was] still a bit apprehensive ... a bit much to start with, so I was quite nervous ... Once 
I got in, it was a whole lot harder than I thought so it was even worse ... I had no control ... 
At that stage ... my skill was completely nothing ... so I wasn't enjoying it. 
These feelings subsided somewhat near the end of her first and second runs down the 
river and, more generally, as the course progressed. Jenna's perceived levels of skill and 
control increased throughout the three day course, as well as her levels of enjoyment and 
pleasant emotions. That [first] run I was freaked out towards the start of it, but I was feeling 
happy at the end because I'd survived, and it was actually kind of fun, bit of it. By the second 
time I knew what was coming up, so I felt safe ... I could enjoy it, even thought I still couldn't 
control it ... My skills had gone up ... [The instructor] let me go at one point so I went through 
rapids by myself and ... !felt good that I'd done that; !felt excited. 
These comments suggested that Jenna experienced unpleasant telic emotions during 
the first morning of the course. As she gained confidence on the river, her emotional state 
became more positive overall. These mood changes appeared to reflect telic/paratelic 
reversals, as suggested by these juxtaposed statements: [I] lost that feeling of playful [in one 
of the rapids] and that second run of Megs was pleasant as in fun and playful. Alternatively, 
Jenna may have remained in the telic state and experienced these pleasant emotions (e.g., 
satisfaction) associated with perceptions of competence and accomplishment. I'd 
accomplished 'task one'. I'd stepped up, survived it and done it and I obviously had some 
control because I'd made it through ... [Afterwards I felt] accomplished, in that I survived it 
not too badly; satisfied. 
The inference that Jenna experienced reversals during the morning of day one was also 
supported by her survey responses (see Figure 70 below). Jenna's TPS score (50, data point 
1) increased from below her personal mean (TPS < 58.09 = telic scores) to above her mean 
(TPS = 59, data point 4; within her paratelic range) during the morning of day one. Her 
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Figure 70. Jenna state changes throughout morning of day one on Megs section. 
On the afternoon of day one, Jenna's mood continued to fluctuate. Due to the 
subjective nature of the data and RT's criteria for determining reversals (e.g., O'Connell & 
Calhoun, 2001), it was difficult to determine whether she was reversing between the telic and 
paratelic states, or experiencing varying emotions within the same state. That second run of 
Megs was pleasant as in fun and playful, whereas [Do-Little rapid in the afternoon] was more 
pleasant as in trying to accomplish something. Notwithstanding, the telic state and 
accompanying feelings ranging from frustration ( due to her injury and perceived failures) to 
satisfaction (due to goal-attainment) seemed to dominate. Jenna's overall enjoyment also 
appeared to be lower in the afternoon than in the morning of day one due to frustration and 
some physical discomfort from her injury. She did not enjoy the afternoon run as much as in 
that second Megs run just because kicking wasn't fun and so I didn't have the same enjoyment 
.. . I wasn 't feeling so good here because my foot was sore after the morning ... I didn 't have 
as much control ... !felt a bit inferior. 
Jenna's mood improved during the first rapid of the afternoon (Smith Falls, grade 2) 
when her perceived level of challenge dropped. [Smith Falls was] good ... because I didn't 
have to try and kick. !just went through it. So I could enjoy that, as opposed to trying to keep 
up ... It was fun and it was a bit of a challenge, but not challenging as in apprehensive 
challenging. 
However, this boost deteriorated as Jenna approached Do-Little rapid, where the group 
attempted to surf waves. Her low perceived skill in relation to the challenges posed by this 
task appeared to instigate this change. In this rapid, Jenna expressed frustration at perceived 
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failures, and some anxiety due to concern for potential outcomes. These sentiments were 
indicative of the telic state. !felt pretty crap before [Do-Little rapid] because ... I didn't want 
to jump in from the side ... that looked scary. I was a bit worried ... apprehensive ... I had 
lower expectations as well because I hadn't made it to the [riverbank] ... so who thought I 
could possibly stay in the [wave]? ... There were no expectations; I felt like I couldn't fail. 
Jenna noted that her enjoyment of Do-Little rapid resulted more from feelings of 
accomplishment, rather than 'fun' or a sense of total control as suggested during her second 
morning run on the Megs section. [Surfing Do-Little rapid] was a task. I tried to do it and it 
was fun, but it was more of a task ... Like succeeding [at] a task is fun ... I felt good ... in that 
it was more of a skill to accomplish ... The fact that I could attempt it ... just being able to ... 
make myself do it ... was good even though I couldn't do it very much. 
Jenna appeared to remain in the telic state for the final rapid of day one (Dog Leg). 
Although she expressed worries regarding her skill level and the degree to which she would 
be protected by the lead instructor (I thought: oh no, I'll float past and he'll just let me go), 
Jenna's confidence appeared to have increased from the start of the day. I was quite tired and 
cold and had no [use ofmy]foot ... not massively confident ... [I thought] let's just do it and 
get to the slightly less big bit ... [I felt] apprehensive ... but also [it looked] do-able. 
Jenna began to feel more pleasant, happy, and relaxed after passing through the most 
challenging part of the rapid. It was easier in the rapid [ and] it just pushed me around; I 
didn't have a job to do ... I didn't have to worry about [ where to go] ... I wanted to get 
through that [grade 4 section at the start]. I was looking forward to the rest of it but just that 
first initial bit ... [I was] glad I got through it ... then I [ could] relax. 
While she enjoyed the easier sections, Jenna became frustrated again when she was 
required to perform a simple task which was nonetheless challenging due to her injury. Once 
it flattened out ... I was quite happy ... very sore and tired. [I was] pissed off ... that I ... 
can 't go to the side; frustrated ... That should be a simple task, but I still can't manage to 
control it or get over there. 
Quantitative data (see Figure 69) also demonstrated that Jenna's moods may have 
been more stable during the first day of the course ( data p_oints 1-9), while becoming 
increasingly less stable (i.e., showed greater magnitude of change) during days two and three 
( data points 10-22). This trend indicated that, although she may have been in a paratelic, or 
playful, state more frequently during days two and three, Jenna may also have experienced 
more intense telic, or serious, moods prior to these paratelic states. The magnitude of change 
between data points 10 and 12 (pre-Dog Leg section to post-Do-Little surf rapid), 13 and 14 
(pre and post-Dog Leg rapid), 17 and 18 (pre and post-Old Dog Leg rapid), and 20 and 22 
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(pre-Citroen rapid to post-Citroen section) clearly illustrated this trend. 
Combined RT (Figure 69) and flow (Figure 68) data suggested that Jenna may have 
experienced these telic and paratelic reversals before and after her most challenging rapids 
(e.g., Do-Little, Dog Leg, Old Dog Leg and Citroen). For instance, during the second half of 
the course (data points 15-22), all of Jenna's flow scores exceeded her personal mean (SFSS = 
34.58) while perceived challenge outweighed skills at each data point. This indicated that, in 
addition to experiencing greater mood fluctuations, Jenna generally reported flow dimensions 
at a higher intensity during the second half of the course. These data also suggested that 
Jenna had some of her most intense flow experiences (as scored by the SFSS) and greatest 
mood changes (as scored by the T/PSI) concurrently. In these instances, her mood tended to 
go from more serious (lower TPS scores) to more playful (higher TPS scores). This trend 
may have either reflected reversals or, alternatively, emotional changes within one 
metamotivational state. 
In addition to quantitative data, Jenna's interviews suggested that the intensity of her 
mood fluctuations, along with enjoyment and perceived skill levels, generally increased over 
the three day course. At the start of day two, Jenna seemed to feel apprehensive and 
unprepared at the prospect of another day on the river. Her comments below indicated that 
she wanted to build confidence by practicing what she had learned from day one, before 
increasing challenge levels. One of the new challenges offered at the start of day two was the 
opportunity to swim Smith Falls rapid (grade 2) without a body board. Jenna's decision to 
use her body board in this rapid while the rest of the group swam without one, suggested she 
was in the telic state. Opting out of the swim also made her feel slightly lower class in 
comparison to the group. In relation to this rapid, perceived challenges and skills were out of 
balance for Jenna. In order to enjoy herself, she required lower challenge levels. Survey data 
reflected this C/S imbalance, (CH= 8, SK= 4), along with SFSS (33) and TPS (55) scores 
below her personal means (SFSS = 34.58; TPS = 58.09). Lower scores on these measures 
supported the inference that Jenna was in an unpleasant telic state at this time. 
I was scared ... I felt like it was too much of a step up. I needed to go back and do the last 
step from yesterday to feel confident ... I remember feeling nervous then; thinking this could 
be a struggle ... I wasn 't prepared for it ... [I wanted to feel] a bit more relaxed ... By the end 
of yesterday [day one] I was enjoying it. So I'd wanted to be enjoying it again at the start, but 
I think it was a step too much to start. 
Once Jenna reached Do-Little surf rapid and began a more familiar activity her mood 
became more pleasant. Once we got to the Do-Little I was fine ... I was feeling OK then 
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because we'd been there all yesterday and it had been OK. I didn't have a worry about that 
... I wasn't feeling anything amazingly good or bad. Although she was unable to surf a wave 
solo, and her challenge/skill ratings remained unchanged from the previous rapid (CH= 8, 
SK= 4), Jenna appeared to be in a happier, potentially paratelic state. Her statements below 
suggested that this may have resulted from decreased task focus and awareness of her 
surroundings, and perhaps lower perceived challenges ( contrary to survey data). Interview 
comments were also indicative of the paratelic state during this rapid. [I was] doing it for the 
sake of it in that ... the goal was just trying ... I was quite happy with the situation. It wasn't 
scary ... It was a challenge, but it was a do-able challenge ... It was fun to try and attempt it. 
Jenna's apparent lack of goal-orientation appeared to result from the assistance she 
received from the instructors while attempting to surf. Jenna's comments suggested that low 
perceived skill levels elicited a paratelic frame, wherein she decided to participate for the sake 
of it. In this paratelic state, she had 'fun' attempting this challenge, perhaps due to lowered 
expectations of success. Nevertheless, she expressed that receiving assistance also decreased 
feelings of excitement and accomplishment. Getting helped onto the wave doesn 't excite me. 
It's good in that that's how you've got to start ... but that wouldn't be the goal to me. The 
goal would be getting on it myself, and that would give me way more excitement. 
In stark contrast to Jenna's enjoyable experience in Do-Little rapid, was her account of 
how she felt before the next rapid, Dog Leg. I was freaking out right before [Dog Leg rapid]! 
... I did not want to do it! Her comments, coupled with her lowest set ofT/PSI scores (SMP = 
22, AAS= 18, TPS = 40), suggested that she experienced a telic reversal. Not stopping at 
Dog Leg [ rapid] was good. I started freaking out before it, but stopping and standing up top 
was even worse. Thinking about it, looking at it, procrastinating and then having to go to it [is 
worse] ... It gives me time to stress out ... When you 're in it, you can't get out of it so it's OK. 
At some point in Dog Leg rapid, Jenna's mood changed again and she began to enjoy 
herself. As reported earlier, her survey measures before and after this rapid showed the 
greatest magnitude of change during the entire course (see Figure 71 below), while 
endorsement of flow and paratelic state dimensions were at some of her highest levels (SFSS 
= 36, TPS = 67). In comparison to the group, she reported a greater magnitude of change in 
T/PSI scores and a slightly lower SFSS score during this rapid. These data, along with her 
interview comments below, had three key implications. One, Jenna appeared to reverse from 
the telic to the paratelic state by the time she finished this rapid, or shortly thereafter when she 
completed the survey measures. Two, this reversal was one of the most intense mood changes 
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Figure 71. Jenna's state changes before and after Dog Leg rapid on day two (morning). 
I enjoyed it. [I] was fully not wanting to do it ... I'm bloody scared! ... Like, oh shit ... [I 
experienced] a full on massive switch ... I was just about too tense ... going into it. And then 
it just completely changed. It just looked do-able and, I don't know, maybe I realised I'd be 
fine bec_ause I'd done the rest ... Once !was over that first [wave], !was quite happy going 
through the rest of it. 
Jenna reported a similar experience when she ran her last rapid of day two, Old Dog 
Leg rapid (see Figure 72 below). I think Old Dog Leg [rapid] was better because ... it 
included the jump and the water looked ... bigger, greyer and/aster. Her quantitative data 
showed a dramatic shift in mood which may have indicated a potential telic to paratelic 
reversal. Specifically, Jenna's TPS scores increased from 59 (pre-Old Dog Leg rapid; data 
point 17) to 70, the highest possible score on the TPS scale (post-Old Dog Leg rapid, data 
point 18). Her flow score (SFSS = 37) in this rapid also equalled her highest flow score, 
while perceived challenges (CH = 9) and skills (SK= 6) equalled those reported during Dog 
Leg rapid (reported above). Contrary to Flow Theory (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1975), Jenna 
perceived challenges to greatly outweigh her skills prior to these instances in which she 
reported high flow levels. These were also the instances in which Jenna appeared to reverse 
from the telic to the paratelic state during, or after, a rapid. Jenna's account of Old Dog Leg 
rapid (see below) supported these interpretations in that she reported conflicting emotions 
(e.g., worry, excitement) prior to completing this rapid, which she later described as the 
highlight of day two. It was definitely a day of big downs and then big ups ... They were 
connected in that I was freaked out going into one and then conquered it so it was like: yeah! 
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A big high. 
Walking to [Old Dog Leg rapid] I was not keen on doing it at all until we stopped .. . I was 
looking down on it thinking it doesn't look that bad ... like, OK it's my last challenge of the 
day, I want to do it ... for me ... I'd already psyched up to do it .. . But once I knew there was 
a plank [to jump off], the water was not the worry, [jumping off] the plank was the worry. 
It was big and exciting, but it also looked controllable. It didn 't look like a situation where I 
was going to have to kick ... I was just worried about falling prematurely ... Everyone else 
had jumped and there were no rocks, so it didn 't look like I could hit anything. It was more, 
how long am I going to be down for? What if I get tangled in the board? 
I changed [the way I felt] halfway down ... I was stoked! [I] definitely [felt] pleasant ... My 
board got upside down ... and I didn't care ... I was really excited ... I could have stayed in 
there for another half an hour ... I was happy that I had done it ... It was a big thing in that, 
one, I don't do heights and, two, ... it seemed like Old Dog Leg [rapid] was a step up ... I 
wanted to do it which was this massive contradiction from this morning 
Jenna state changes throughout afternoon of day two: 
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Figure 72. Jenna state changes during Old Dog Leg rapid on afternoon of day two. 
These reports supported quantitative data reported earlier which indicated that Jenna's 
enjoyment, frequency of the paratelic state, and intensity of emotions increased over the three 
day course. Her data from day three also illustrated one dramatic mood change ( data point 
19). However, her decision not to run Citroen rapid appeared to facilitate a predominantly 
paratelic frame of mind during day three (see Figure 73 below). I was feeling fine .. . There 
weren't any big ups or downs .. . because I wasn't feeling like doing any of it. So it wasn't like 
I was freaking out about it. 
.,. 
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Figure 73 . Jenna state changes during Citroen section on day three. 
By deciding not to run Citroen rapid, Jenna alleviated anxiety regarding her skills 
which had dominated her thoughts from day one. Thus seriousness and anxiety from the start 
of the course seemed to fade as Jenna allowed herself to enjoy socialising and watching others 
run Citroen rapid, rather than intently focusing on personal performance goals. I was happy 
to just go for a wee paddle .. . I wasn 't worried ... I wasn't so immersed in what I was doing 
because it was just a nice cruisy paddle. I didn 't feel like it needed my 100% attention. This 
appeared to be a similar mental shift as the one which allowed her to enjoy Do-Little rapid on 
day two, despite unsuccessful surfing attempts. By removing clear goals and expectations, 
Jenna appeared to increase her overall enjoyment, albeit at a lower intensity level. I wasn't 
completely focused on [ the river] .. . I didn't have any worries ... I was just pleasantly 
enjoying floating down the gorge. 
Jenna's shift in focus may have been related to a paratelic state wherein she enjoyed 
lowered challenge and intensity levels more than achieving challenging goals. However, it 
was noteworthy that these comments incorporated aspects of the telic and paratelic states. On 
one hand, Jenna expressed telic preferences for lower challenge and intensity levels. On the 
other hand, her focus on enjoying the process, coupled with an apparent lack of goals, was 
more suggestive of a paratelic state in which lower felt arousal did not elicit boredom . 
Although she recognised that some of her biggest highs resulted from accomplishing 
challenging goals (e.g. , Dog Leg and Old Dog Leg rapids), on day three Jenna did not want to 
experience the accompanying emotional 'lows' (e.g., anxiety) which preceded these intensely 
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enjoyable experiences. These comments suggested that varying degrees of 'felt intensity' of 
these states, or prefen-ed levels of 'felt intensity', may influence subjective experiences and 
flow. I knew if I'd run [Citroen rapid] I'd be really stoked ... But on the toss up of how you 
can feel really tense and freaking out and then it's really exciting ... I didn't feel like having 
the bother of the tenseness to get to the excitement today ... I was quite happy without needing 
the big 'high-low'. 
Jenna also differentiated her desire to feel more relaxed on day three, from feelings 
experienced within the telic state on the first two days. Specifically, on days one and two, 
Jenna reported wanting to decrease unpleasant feelings (i.e., anxiety and seriousness) so that 
she could enjoy achieving her goals more (indicative of the telic state). Whereas on day three, 
Jenna felt relaxed because she had already accomplished her goals and could therefore enjoy 
her activities and sun-oundings without the pressure to achieve (indicative of a process-
focused, paratelic state of lowered felt intensity). 
I didn't have the big desire to feel really intense ... I was quite relaxed ... more a relaxed and 
just a bit lethargic ... As opposed to a wanting to relax so I could enjoy it and not be serious. 
So it was different [from the previous days] in that way ... I was happy with the goals I'd set 
myself for the weekend ... I felt good about them from yesterday ... I didn't feel like getting ... 
stuck under [water]. I was quite happy with what I did. 
Jenna's introspections indicated that, although she did not feel confident enough to 
attempt Citroen rapid, she had a more relaxed and challenge-seeking frame of mind on day 
three with regard to rapids she had already completed. I felt I could challenge myself a bit 
more today ... [but] I didn 't feel like I had the skills for that challenge [ of Citroen rapid]. Her 
experience of overcoming daunting challenges on days one and two had increased perceived 
skill and control levels, and decreased anxiety, associated with those rapids. Doing all the 
other stuff again, that wouldn't have been scary. I don 't think I would have been 
apprehensive because I was in a relaxed mood ... I felt like I could have done anything that 
we'd already done and not worried ... I would have been less tense and apprehensive and put 
more challenges on myself ... On the surfing, I'd want to keep attacking it more times until I 
did it ... I would have just felt like a logjloating down the river [on Citroen rapid]. Whereas 
in the other ones I would have felt I had more control. 
Jenna's comments regarding the excitement of watching others run Citroen rapid also 
suggested the presence of a paratelic protective frame. Jenna was able to experience vicarious 
excitement by watching others encounter challenges. I felt excited to see what they were 
going to do ... I was happy to watch them ... [I was] interested and intrigued ... quite calm 
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actually. Other times I've been quite tense coming up to something, but now I was quite calm 
... It was quite cool ... looking at [Citroen rapid] and planning lines ... I wasn't thinking I'm 
going to do it [so] I wasn't too worried ... I didn't feel peer pressure to do it ... I was happy 
with what I'd accomplished so far and I wanted to go away liking it. 
Metamotivational States and Flow 
Jenna's account of the three day course illustrated interesting trends with regard to 
metamotivational states and flow. For instance, she observed that some of her most enjoyable 
experiences were preceded by intense unpleasant emotions, such as anxiety (a telic emotion). 
Moreover, she noticed a full on massive switch in her emotional state during these experiences 
which was indicative of a reversal to the paratelic state. The biggest highs would have been 
once I'd done things that were scary. That was when I had the biggest: yeah! In her final 
interview Jenna articulated various patterns, such as the one described above, which 
characterised her most enjoyable moments. She identified multiple types of enjoyment, 
without privileging one particular type over another. These reflections suggested that Jenna's 
flow experiences resulted from a range of emotional states, occurring in varying intensities 
and sequences, throughout the course. 
[I can feel] pleasant as in fun and exciting' and pleasant as in 'I've accomplished a task, I've 
succeeded' ... And pleasant as in the 'relaxing just floating down with people' ... [In Citroen 
section] that was 'pleasant-relaxed', as opposed to ... 'pleasant-playful' ... I'd say ['pleasant-
playful' is] intense in that it would be like ... a 10 second massive buzz maybe, whereas with 
the other people it's just really nice. And accomplishing would be five seconds of, yeah I did 
it! Move on to the next thing ... it's not quite the same pleasant as the other 'nice-pleas ants'. 
it's more of a 'task/rulebook, I passed my exam ... I'm just happy to accomplish that' ... I feel 
and lot better and confident the next day ... Both were still pleasant but they were different 
pleasant. 
Jenna also identified a range of circumstances which elicited these various emotional 
patterns. Generally, she felt more serious when approaching and entering a rapid, and more 
playful after she had completed a rapid. Her feelings of enjoyment also appeared to relate to 
personal skill use (I'm not that immersed if someone else is telling me what to do) and the 
initiation of action (i.e., once she started navigating the rapid, she usually began to enjoy it 
more). I do [enjoy the rapids] once [I've] started ... I feel playful when I get out of[the 
rapids]. Going into them, I feel serious. But then once I'm through it and I've conquered it, 
survived it, then I'm ready for something else more playful. But then it depends what's 
coming up next. That playfulness might suddenly disappear when I see this big cliff in front of 
me. 
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Although Jenna identified instances wherein she enjoyed just riversurfing for the sake 
of it, she reiterated the fact that overcoming challenges facilitated her most intensely 
enjoyable experiences. I'd tend to say [Old Dog Leg rapid] was more rewarding ... because it 
was the end of the day and it was something that I hadn't wanted to do ... When I'm 
succeeding in [a] ... challenge I didn't think I could do [that it is] so enjoyable ... Something 
that looks un-doable ... but once I've started it and I'm surviving, it's really awesome. 
The Positive Leaming Spiral 
Jenna's feelings of enjoyment and achievement also appeared to be connected to her learning 
process. Her greatest feelings of enjoyment seemed to occur at the point when she had just 
learned to do something on her own (i.e., mastery). Although she did not always describe the 
process ofleaming as enjoyable, she recognised that a serious, task-oriented phase was 
integral to her ultimate enjoyment (via skill mastery) of an activity. You kind of fight through 
it to learn it. Her comments below also suggested that these two phases (learning and 
mastery) may have been related to the telic and paratelic states, respectively. Moreover, 
Jenna reported that these phases had a reciprocal relationship in that completion of one phase 
lead to a desire for the other, in the manner reminiscent of a continuous feedback loop. 
Feelings of fun, excitement and accomplishment appeared to balance each other in a way that 
fuelled her motivation and optimised her learning process. The succeeding bit [ motivated 
me]. Actually managing stujf[e.g., obstacles] was good. I'd do it again. 
[I was] really stoked when I'd done something that I was scared of to start with ... [It] 
make[s] me feel like ... 1 survived ... 1 can do anything ... [Accomplishment] enhances your 
confidence, but [is] also ... fun at the time. I can look back and . . . remember feeling really 
happy ... and ... physically grinning or laughing ... Once you'd achieved things, it was really 
fun. 
It's pleasant learning a task, but it's not that same buzz as having fun afterwards. So it's 
pleasant in that I'm learning how to do it but then next time when I do it by myself ... that 
would be so much more exciting because I [did it unassisted] ... [It] could scare the crap out 
of me before, but at the end of it I'd be way more excited about it. I'd be way more scared and 
tense beforehand, but afterwards I'd feel heaps better. 
I'd need to have fun [integrated into long-term learning] ... Otherwise I'd be like, why am I 
fighting through this? ... I'd need that task success, and the fun. For long-term learning, I'd 
want to have fun and also upgrade my skills ... If I wasn't getting any fun, I wouldn't do it. 
Along with seriousness of focus, Jenna emphasised the importance of fun in her long-
term motivation to pursue an activity. Her comments suggested that balanced phases of 
learning and mastery (e.g., varying weightings of the of C/S balance; task achievement), along 
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with seriousness and fun, optimised her motivation, confidence, enjoyment and long-term 
learning. These descriptions were reminiscent of Rea's (1993) hypothesised concepts of 
serious play and the positive learning spiral in which telic and paratelic state are balanced to 
promote enjoyment and long-term development. For instance, Jenna noted below that her 
experiences on the three day course increased her motivation and confidence to participate in 
future river activities. Long-term [the course has] given me more confidence in the river ... 
Learning doesn't hold the same excitement, but once I've learnt [the skills], I can then go and 
get excited through doing it ... Knowing that I did it [was the most rewarding part of that 
experience]. And I enjoyed it while I was doing it. Even though it was something I ... was a 
little scared about ... was really cool. 
Jenna also articulated how perceived challenges and skills could be related to a 
positive learning spiral and enjoyment. Higher perceived challenges increased her focus and 
task immersion. The more the challenge was, the greater you were immersed in the task, as 
opposed to just cruising along. You had to focus more so you were more immersed and more 
willing do to stuff This trend indicated that she was highly immersed during learning phases, 
which appeared to generally occur in the telic state. Enjoyment, and 'fun', were most likely 
be reported when Jenna's perceived skills were on par with, or exceeded, perceived 
challenges (e.g., when she had just entered a paratelic mastery phase). Once she mastered 
these skills and applied them, she reported being motivated to enter a telic learning phase 
again. When my skills are 'equal to the challenge', then ... I could enjoy it, but then I'd 
probably want more. 
Mental Skill Use 
Jenna reported using self-talk and imagery during the three day course. I visualised that run 
[ down Citroen rapid] a few times, even without the intention of doing it. These techniques 
were employed for motivation and task focus. Using these skills not only facilitated a sense 
of control over her situation, but also increased feelings of personal accomplishment upon 
task completion. You can plan it; you 're going to go into it more with an idea of what I'm 
going to do. So I'm going to feel like ... I've achieved it because I've done it. It's not like I've 
been told where to go ... That definitely helps. These mental skills also appeared to have been 
implemented in a telic state. I'd always be more apprehensive before [the rapids] and then 
instead of thinking of it as something playful, I'd want to think of it as, OK, there's a reason 
to do this ... At the start I needed some logic to justify [jumping into a rapid] ... a way of 
saying: Jenna do it! 
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Significant Others and the Protective Frame 
Jenna identified positive and negative feelings regarding other people on the course. In terms 
of the other trainees, she expressed only positive emotions. Floating down the river with 
people, I thought that was quite cool ... everyone's real lovely . . . We were all doing it together 
... It was really positive how everyone helped everyone as well. The bond you get, all doing 
the same thing and sitting around the camp fire. 
In terms of the instructors, however, Jenna expressed mixed emotions. Her feelings of 
trust regarding one of the instructors in particular created a 'protective frame' and instilled 
confidence, which then motivated her to try new things. Depending on when you 're getting 
the help ... effects how you do and what you do ... I was even about to hit a rock at some point 
... and [ the instructor] appeared out of nowhere and pulled me away from it. But I wasn 't 
even worried about that rock ... because there were people to pick me off it ... I went through 
rapids by myself and that felt really cool. I knew [the instructors] were around me to save me. 
Conversely, Jenna's less trusting feelings toward the other instructor generated 
unpleasant emotions at certain points. I had more trust in one [ of the instructors] ... If I was 
near the other one, I didn 'tfeel as safe so I couldn't enjoy that so much. I'd be kind of 
worried about where I was going ... I wouldn't try something because there would be no one 
to save me. Instead of creating a protective frame in which Jenna felt confident seeking out 
challenges, this instructor caused her to feel more cautious and conservative. Moreover, this 
instructor's portrayal of the more challenging rapids heightened Jenna's sense of fear and 
trepidation. What did influence [my fear] is that [the instructor] goes on about Dog Leg 
[ rapid] as being more technical and harder so it puts this big stigma on it ... If I'd never been 
told about it and just went through it the first time I wouldn't know ... So that definitely makes 
big difference, if I'm told it's scary. 
Summary 
Jenna generally appeared to move from a telic to a paratelic frame of mind throughout the 
three day course. As Jenna's perceived skill and control levels increased, so did her reported 
enjoyment and pleasant emotions. Despite becoming more paratelic overall, Jenna's moods 
became increasingly intense (in both the telic and paratelic states) during days one and two. 
This indicated that, although she may have been in a paratelic, or playful, state more 
frequently, she may also have experienced more intense telic, or serious, moods prior to these 
paratelic states. By the third day, her preferred intensity level appeared to decrease as a result 
of the intense emotions experienced in the first two days of the course. 
In addition to experiencing greater mood fluctuations, Jenna generally endorsed flow 
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dimensions more strongly during the second half of the course. Jenna's most intense flow 
experiences appeared concurrent with her most intense mood changes (e.g., anxiety converted 
to excitement). Heightened perceived challenges appeared to instigate frequent reversals and 
facilitate high flow levels, along with feelings of accomplishment, enjoyment and satisfaction 
following a rapid. Jenna appeared to enjoy completing rapids that she felt were beyond her 
capabilities beforehand. However, she also enjoyed lowered levels of intensity which allowed 
her to relax, especially after completing a challenging task. 
Jenna's case illuminated a range of circumstances which could elicit various emotional 
patterns. These descriptions indicated that the felt intensity of a state could influence 
reversals and the quality of flow. Generally, Jenna felt more serious when approaching and 
entering a rapid, and more playful after completing a rapid. Enjoyment was also linked to the 
initiation of action; once she started navigating the rapid, she usually began to enjoy it more. 
Jenna's case also identified multiple enjoyment dimensions, which suggested that her flow 
experiences resulted from a range of metamotivational states at varying intensity levels. For 
example, less intense enjoyment and 'fun' may have resulted from situations with decreased 
levels of: intensity, challenge, task-orientation, and expectations of task success. More 
intense enjoyment appeared to result after successfully completing a challenging task with 
clear outcome goals and higher performance expectations. 
Jenna also emphasised the importance of fun balanced with seriousness in long-term 
motivation to pursue an activity. She generally appeared to be in the telic state during a 
'learning phase', which was usually followed by a reversal to the paratelic state during a 
'mastery phase'. At this point, the positive learning spiral appeared to move upward, when 
she was motivated to enter another learning phase. Each phase of this process appeared to 
facilitate varying flow intensities and involve alternation of telic and paratelic states. Jenna's 
case suggested that alternating phases of learning and mastery ( e.g., varying weightings of the 
of C/S balance; task achievement), along with seriousness and fun, could optimise motivation, 
confidence, enjoyment and long-term learning. Jenna also identified the influence of mental 
skill use and significant others on her metamotivational states, and learning and flow 
opportunities. 
Study Two: Cross-Case Analysis 
In determining the nature and scope of this cross-case analysis, the project aims and 
parameters were considered. In light of the research questions, this analysis focused on key 
constructs within Flow Theory and Reversal Theory. During the course of this analysis, the 
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reader may observe that many of the constructs herein overlap with other psychological 
theories [e.g., Self-Efficacy Theory (e.g., Bandura, 1977, 1997), multidimensional anxiety 
theory (Hanin, 2000; Jones & Hanton, 2001) competence-effectance theory (e.g., Harter, 
1989), Self-Determination Theory (Deci & Ryan, 1985, 2008, 2002), Maslow's hierarchy of 
needs (e.g., Maslow, 1965, 1968)] and that alternative themes and theoretical perspectives 
could be used to analyse this rich, qualitative data. A discussion of these theories, however, 
exceeded the scope of this cross-case data analysis. Nevertheless, the key project findings 
will be discussed in relation to the broader context of related literature in the discussion 
chapter to allow for comparison with alternative theories. 
This section discusses commonalities and patterns identified across the case studies in 
study two. While reading these cross-case findings the reader should bear in mind that, 
despite the similarities amongst these five case studies, flow experiences were ultimately 
unique to each case. These case studies demonstrated that flow was an idiosyncratic 
experience which varied inter and intrapersonally (i.e., no two flow experiences were 
identical). Notwithstanding the idiosyncratic nature of flow, there were noteworthy 
similarities amongst various flow experiences within these cases which were worthy of 
further discussion and analysis. Thus, the following section will first discuss general trends in 
terms of flow and RT states, followed by patterns and characteristics of multi-phasic flow 
experiences and potential antecedents of the various forms of flow and reversals. This cross-
case analysis will then outline potential distinctions amongst various flow states and evaluate 
the notion of 'serious play'. These concepts will also be discussed in relation to RT's existing 
framework, as well as the theoretical construct of a 'positive learning spiral' of development. 
General Trends 
Participants' approaches to the riversurfing course overall corresponded with two distinct 
categories: (1) participants who reported a generally paratelic approach to the course (Dan and 
Mitch), and (2) those who reported a generally telic approach to the course (Jenna and Nina). 
Tenzin occupied something of a middle ground as he continually highlighted his confidence 
in personal skills and desire to enjoy activities regardless of outcome (i.e., paratelic ), while 
also often reporting an outcome goal focus and frustration when goals were not attained (i.e., 
telic). Overall, Tenzin appeared to correspond with the telic group in terms of his 
metamotivational tendency. 
Across the cases, participants consistently reported moderate to high levels of flow 
during the course. Dan's flow scores, for instance, were consistently within one point of the 
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highest possible flow score. For some (Nina, Tenzin, Jenna), this was reflected more clearly 
via interviews than survey measures. In most cases, flow levels tended to remain either 
relatively stable (Dan, Jenna) or increase in intensity as the three day course progressed (Nina, 
Mike). This may have been due increases in task or group familiarity, and/or perceived skills, 
as the course progressed. Tenzin's case demonstrated an exception to this trend in that flow 
levels peaked in the first afternoon/second morning of the course. This finding appeared to be 
due to his increasing fatigue as the course progressed. 
Survey measures did not show the clear relationship between perceived challenges, 
skills, and flow that Flow Theory would predict (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). Rather, 
perceived skill level ( e.g., sense of control) appeared to be a more important precursor to flow 
than perceived level of challenges. Most participants (Dan, Mitch, Nina, and Tenzin) 
described their most intense flow experiences when either: perceived skills exceeded 
challenges, or challenges and skills were matched. Moreover, the participants (Dan and 
Mitch) who consistently scored the highest levels of flow (as measured by SFSS) also 
consistently rated perceived skills above challenges. This finding was most clearly illustrated 
by Dan's case. Conversely, the lowest levels of flow reported in each case occurred when 
perceived challenges greatly outweighed perceived skills, as predicted by Flow Theory ( e.g., 
Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). This trend was most clearly visible during the surfing sections of 
the course. 
Jenna's case demonstrated a slightly different trend; in addition to reporting flow 
when perceived skills exceeded challenges, she also reported instances of flow when 
perceived challenges greatly outweighed perceived skills (based on survey measures). This 
unexpected finding may have indicated that, for Jenna, merely perceiving her skills to be 
'average' may have been enough to facilitate flow due to her low overall levels of perceived 
skills. Alternatively, this finding may have resulted from inaccuracy in the measurement tools 
as the majority of the data did not reflect this trend (measurement issues are addressed in the 
discussion chapter). 
In these case studies, perceptions of personal skills appeared to be more important to 
the experience of flow than perceived challenge level. Notwithstanding, a minimum level of 
perceived challenges (i.e., within the moderate to high range) still appeared to be necessary 
for flow. Regardless of their metamotivational state (e.g., telic or paratelic), participants 
generally reported feeling in control and confident in their skills during flow. Various 
explanations of this trend (e.g., influence of instructors, peers, task experience, and mental 
strategies) will be discussed later in this section. 
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The Multi-Phasic Nature of Adventure Experiences 
All five case studies indicated that the intensity and frequency of mood shifts increased as the 
three day course progressed. This trend may have been due to a number of factors, such as 
increasing levels of perceived challenge and personal responsibility; physical state (e.g., 
nutrition, fatigue); mental strategies; peer and instructor interactions; and satiation. Indeed, 
RT researchers predict that the longer an individual is in one state, the more likely they are to 
reverse to an opposing state (i.e., satiation; Frey, 1999). These data indicated that the 'felt 
intensity' of a metamotivational state may have also influenced participants' propensity to 
reverse, as they often reversed quickly between states when felt intensity levels were elevated. 
This analysis suggested that the concept of satiation as a mechanism of reversal could be 
expanded to include the role of 'felt intensity', as well as duration, of a metamotivational 
state. 
Findings also indicated that there were clear phases of alternation between the telic 
and paratelic states present within adventure experiences, regardless of flow experiences. 
Participants' moods appeared to follow a general trend in relation to the river rapids; they 
tended to report more serious-minded (i.e., telic) moods before a rapid and then reverse, or 
experience a mood shift, to a more playful (i.e., paratelic) frame of mind following a rapid 
(see Figure 74 below). This trend was most clearly illustrated by the graph displaying 
Tenzin's state scores during the three day course (refer'to Figure 51; Tenzin's case study). 
Participants often reported anxiety or seriousness prior to a rapid, which was sometimes 
'mixed' with excitement, followed by playfu1ness and enjoyment after a rapid. These shifts 
(i.e., more serious to more playful) tended to occur before and after rapids that posed the 
highest levels of perceived challenge. 
Dan clearly articulated this process in his descriptions of relationships between fear 
and adrenalin: By being scared, you create adrenalin, and then it's exciting and fun. This 
quote highlighted how increased arousal and accompanying feelings of anxiety (i.e., the telic 
state) might be a necessary precursor to excitement and "fun" (i.e., the paratelic state). These 
case studies indicated that the phasic nature of the telic and paratelic states within adventure 
experiences may function symbiotically, and that this phasic process might be necessary to 
the experience of flow (as will be elaborated upon further on). Although this theme was 
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Figure 74. The multi-phasic nature of RT states in relation to river rapids. 
Exceptions to the above trend occurred when participants felt fatigued or perceived 
challenges to outweigh their skills; these situations appeared to instigate a more telic (i.e., 
serious-minded, arousal-avoidant) frame of mind either during and/or after these challenging 
river rapids. Mitch and Dan's T/PSI scores, for instance, showed an opposing trend (i.e., pre-
rapid: higher, more paratelic scores; post-rapid: lower, more telic scores) during some rapids 
on day two. This trend, however, appeared to be a product of physical fatigue setting in while 
completing the survey. 
Influence of Physical State on Metamotivational States and Flow 
The role of physical state ( e.g., fatigue, nutrition) as an influence on metamotivational states 
and flow was highlighted in each case study. The physically taxing nature of the activity 
impacted upon participants' mental focus, energy levels and moods. For instance, on most 
mornings participants reported feeling sluggish, cold and unmotivated. A similar trend was 
described towards the end of each day when participants reported focusing on eating and 
warming up, which appeared to influence their metamotivational states and flow 
opportunities. 
Regardless of metamotivational state, a clear theme which echoed throughout the 
interviews was that initiation of physical action (e.g. , entering the water) generally 
precipitated a reversal, or change in mood. This mood change was generally a positive one, in 
the sense that participants felt more energised and motivated to take on challenges once they 
had initiated a course of action. In the mornings, for example, when participants were tired 
and lacking in energy, jumping into the water appeared to change their mood instantly. The 
initiation of action not only increased energy levels, but also seemed to generate a sense of 
control in relation to new challenges. Nina described this feeling as "calm" yet "energised", a 
state which allowed her to mentally prepare for the challenge ahead. Thus, the initiation of 
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action ( e.g., entering the water) appeared to influence metamotivational reversals, as well as 
opportunities for flow. 
The Multi-Phasic Nature of Flow in Adventure Experiences 
Flow experiences appeared to occur in phases during this three day course. All five 
participants reported that their most intense flow experiences were generally preceded by 
mixed emotions, especially in the context of more challenging rapids. Jenna and Nina's data 
in particular highlighted how participants' most intense flow experiences were generally 
concurrent with their most intense mood changes. Novel situations and uncertainty appeared 
to prompt mixed emotions, or frequent reversals between the telic and paratelic states, prior to 
flow (see Figure 75 below). Dan, for instance, indicated that 'pleasant' (e.g., excitement, 
enjoyment) and 'unpleasant' ( e.g., fear, apprehension) emotions were interdependent in his 
mind in that they were two sides of the same coin; in his opinion, one could not occur without 
the other. 
Nina also demonstrated the multi-phasic nature of flow experiences by describing how 
contrasting emotions complemented each other to create intense flow experiences. Reversals 
between serious-mindedness and playfulness appeared to provide optimal enjoyment and 
satisfaction throughout the course because it allowed participants to overcome fears, 
accomplish goals, build confidence for future challenges and experience relaxation and 'fun'. 
Some descriptions throughout the cases (Mike, Jenna, Tenzin, Dan) indicated that reversals 
may also occur within the state of flow itself insofar as participants often began an activity 
with a telic focus and, once they were able to perform that task successfully, they began to 
relax and sometimes attempted to 'play around' or increase challenges (e.g., perform a roll or 
other 'trick'). Surfing descriptions in particular highlighted this trend. The notion that a 
reversal from the telic to the paratelic state could occur within a singular flow episode will be 
explored further on as it relates to the concept of 'serious play'. 
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Figure 75. A multi-phasic model of flow characterised by frequent reversals. 
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Participants' descriptions of flow across these cases varied in terms of their phases, 
qualities and intensities. As illustrated above, flow often appeared to be preceded by frequent 
reversals between the telic and paratelic states (Dan, Mitch, Jenna, Nina, and Tenzin). 
Nevertheless, the case studies also revealed instances in which (a) the paratelic state appeared 
to dominate prior to flow ('paratelic flow'; Mitch, Dan, Jenna), and (b) the telic state appeared 
to dominate prior to flow ('telic flow'; Dan, Mitch, Nina). While Tenzin's case also provided 
evidence of telic and paratelic flow, his descriptions were less clearly indicative of distinct 
metamotivational states in relation to flow than the other four cases. This disparity may have 
been due to reversals within a singular flow episode, as will be discussed in relation to 
'serious play' further on. 
Paratelic Flow 
The term 'paratelic flow' seemed generally applicable when an individual felt playful and 
process-focused, and the activity was lacking in specific goals. Participants reported 
examples of paratelic flow when perceived challenges (a) outweighed perceived skills, (b) 
were matched to perceived skills, and ( c) were below perceived skills. These examples 
indicated that a perceived challenge/skill balance may not have been as integral to the 
experience of paratelic flow as telic flow (this concept is discussed in the next section). In the 
paratelic state, achievement outcomes and sense of control ( e.g., perceived skills) appeared 
less important to the experience of flow than in the telic state. The sense of protection from 
hazards created by the paratelic 'protective frame' may have shifted participants' focus away 
from their assessment of perceived challenge/skill balance to other aspects of the flow 
experience ( e.g., sensation or arousal-seeking). These interpretations were theoretically 
congruent with telic/paratelic state distinctions ( e.g., goal/outcome focus versus 
process/sensation focus). This interpretation also helped to explain the wider range of 
paratelic flow experiences reported, in comparison to telic flow reports, in these case studies. 
This section will outline the two distinct types of paratelic flow which emerged from the case 
studies. 
Some participants (Mitch and Dan) described instances when they encountered 
heightened challenge levels (e.g., in a novel 'learning' situation) which were potentially 
emotionally distressing ( e.g., Citroen rapid, grade 4/5), not merely physically difficult ( e.g., 
surfing). In these examples of paratelic flow, the arousal-seeking aspect of the paratelic state 
appeared somewhat more salient than the playful aspect, as there were potentially serious 
consequences present. In these instances, participants appeared to reverse back and forth 
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between anxiety and excitement prior to encountering a heightened level of challenge (see 
Figure 76 below). 
During these situations, one participant (Nina) thought personal skills were very 
important, whereas others seemed to feel that personal skills were not important to the task as 
they only needed to hold on to their board and 'go with the flow' (Mitch, Dan, Tenzin). 
These differences highlighted the influence of metamotivational state on the importance of a 
perceived C/S balance in flow experiences (i.e., Nina perceived skills to be very important in 
the telic state, whereas the paratelic state allowed Mitch, Dan and Tenzin to focus on other 
aspects of the experience). In the paratelic state, flow could be characterised by a higher 
perceived challenge to skill ratio as Mitch, Dan, and Tenzin all reported feelings indicative of 
a 'protective frame' which allowed them to experience heightened challenge as excitement. 
These examples of paratelic flow were described as 'intense' by these participants, 
potentially due to the reported levels of felt arousal levels involved, and appeared to be 
followed by a pleasant, reflective state of relaxation. This latter state could also be considered 
'paratelic' due to the lack of clear goals reported (i.e., playful with a lowered level of arousal-
seeking). This mood shift following an emotionally intense experience was likely due to 
satiation of the arousal-seeking aspect of the paratelic state, and could eventually lead to a full 
metamotivational reversal to the telic state (e.g., wanting to get out of the river) as a result of 
satiation. 
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Figure 76. Paratelic flow characterised by a salient protective frame and heightened felt 
intensity/arousal. 
All five participants also identified situations of lowered perceived challenge (i.e., 
mastery/competence) when high perceived skills allowed them to relax and enjoy 'playing 





related to heightened skill perceptions than to feeling physically relaxed. He also observed 
that once his perceived skills had sufficiently increased in relation to perceived challenges, he 
began to relax and enjoy an activity more. These observations also supported the finding that 
perceived skills may have a greater influence on flow than perceived challenges, as discussed 
earlier. 
Increased perceptions of personal skills appeared to elicit a more playful frame of 
mind, which in turn facilitated enjoyable flow experiences. These accounts were also classed 
as 'paratelic flow' as there were no clear goals apparent and participants described themselves 
as playful, accompanied by a heightened sense of immersion which could be either outwardly 
(i.e., with the physical environment or engagement with others) or inwardly (i.e., in their own 
thoughts) focused (see Figure 77 below). These flow accounts were considered most similar 
to an oft cited example of flow which occurs while driving a vehicle ( e.g., Csikszentrnihalyi, 
1997; Csikszentrnihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). Participants' descriptions generally 
indicated that perceived skills often outweighed challenges in these situations; however some 
cases (Mitch and Tenzin) indicated that perceptions of challenge and skill appeared to 
influence these instances of paratelic flow less than telic flow, as noted earlier. This finding 
may have indicated that perceived skills were sufficiently high enough that participants did 
not consciously attend to this aspect of their experience. This interpretation may account for 
the range of perceived C/S weightings reported in relation to paratelic flow. 
Another characteristic of paratelic flow was that enjoyment appeared to result 
regardless of performance outcome. This may have been due to a decreased concern for 
outcome goals in the paratelic state. In each instance, paratelic flow appeared to facilitate 
distinct change in mood, or a reversal, which was generally followed by a calmer state of 
enjoyment. 
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Figure 77. Paratelic flow characterised by lack of concern for outcome/performance and 
lowered felt arousal/intensity. 
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Telic Flow 
Although flow has been described as a specific instance of the paratelic state in past RT 
research (i.e., Apter, 1982; Kerr, 1989), the telic state has generally been dismissed as 
juxtaposed to the highly immersed, process-focused state of flow. One of the unique findings 
of these case studies was the key role of the telic state in facilitating flow experiences. 
Contrary to past theoretical RT literature (e.g., Apter, 1982; Kerr, 1989), the telic state often 
appeared to precede flow. Apprehension about potential outcomes and/or a clear outcome 
goal (i.e., telic) facilitated the intensity of focus on clear goals which has been identified as 
vital to flow in past research (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1975; Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 
1999; Martin & Jackson, 2008). Although negative feelings (e.g., frustration, self-doubt) 
associated with the telic state appeared to inhibit flow at times during the three day course, 
there were also many examples wherein the telic state facilitated an intensely satisfying flow 
experience. In fact, there were no instances in which 'intense' flow states were not preceded 
by the telic state at some point. These findings suggested that the clear goal focus and tension 
created due to uncertain outcomes in the telic state may have been a necessary antecedent to 
ultimately facilitating heightened excitement and flow. 
A reoccurring theme throughout these cases was the influence that thinking about 
hazards had on participants' moods. Participants often noted that they did not feel nervous 
prior to a rapid until they had to examine it and discuss potential hazards. This telic focus 
often increased anxiety and hesitation. Nevertheless, the resulting 'thrill' appeared to be 
intensified after completing rapids which were considered more hazardous initially. In these 
instances, the feeling of 'enjoyment' seemed be experienced after the flow event, as the 
inherent intensity of focus during flow appeared to block out emotional awareness. The 
potentially non-emotive nature of the flow state itself will be explored further in the 
discussion chapter. 
Telic flow appeared to promote feelings of achievement and skill confidence beyond 
the immediate event and increase motivation to continue participation and future skill 
development. These experiences often occurred when a participant first mastered a novel 
skill (i.e., when they first felt they 'got it' or could perform a skill proficiently). Dan also 
noted that heightened feelings of personal responsibility, or the absence of a protective frame 
( e.g., completing a rapid solo), instigated a more serious (i.e., telic) frame of mind. Examples 
oftelic flow (e.g., upon first mastering a novel skill) also indicated that perceived skill may 
have been more important to the experience of telic flow than perceived challenge. 








Do-Little rapid). All five participants were initially highly focused on the specific goal of 
surfing and became frustrated if they could not achieve that goal. Mitch and Nina's cases in 
particular provided detailed descriptions of telic flow in relation to surfing. Figure 78 below 
demonstrates the potential phases of this experience which manifested when participants were 
engaged in challenging, novel, activities with clear goals. 
The telic state appeared to be an important precursor to flow as it facilitated a more 
serious focus on goal attainment ( e.g., surfing a wave). This distinct focus on clear 
performance goals was most strongly identified across the cases during the surfing sections of 
the course. In these situations, flow was inhibited when individuals perceived challenges to 
outweigh their skills and became frustrated. These descriptions demonstrated how the 
seriousness of the telic state could also foster negative feelings during failure. Conversely, 
the telic state also fostered memorable flow states and enjoyment when participants 
successfully completed this novel task. 
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Figure 78. Telic flow characterised by clear performance goals and important outcomes. 
After experiencing telic flow (e.g., upon achieving goals/overcoming obstacles), 
participants often felt initially exhilarated and then relaxed. This subsequent state of 
relaxation also provided some participants an opportunity to enjoy reflecting on their 
experience (i.e., Tenzin, Nina, Jenna). While these reflections appeared to occur in a paratelic 
state (e.g., savouring the present moment/lack of clear outcome goals), participants' focus on 
achievements and/or analysis of the experience at a lower arousal level also suggested aspects 
of the telic state. These contrasting aspects suggested a potential sequence of reversals 
following telic flow (see Figure 78 above), as well as indicating that the telic/paratelic states 
may need to be better operationalised in adventure contexts, as will be discussed further on. 
Telic flow (i.e., clear performance/outcome goals) was characterised by intense 
engagement/task focus and a higher perceived skill to challenge ratio, which may have 
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facilitated goal achievement. In the telic state, enjoyment was experienced if and when the 
goal was attained, whereas frustration often resulted in the absence of success. Many of the 
case examples suggested that high perceived skills and clear goals may have been more 
important to the experience of telic flow than paratelic flow. This finding was compatible 
with the finding that the experience of telic flow appeared to depend upon mastering new 
skills so that flow could occur. This dynamic recalibration of challenges and skills to produce 
telic flow also seemed to be linked to the learning process ( discussed in detail later). 
Enjoyment: Multifaceted, Dynamic and Paradoxical 
These case studies highlighted the multifaceted nature of enjoyment; participants enjoyed 
excitement (i.e., the paratelic state), calmly reflecting on/analysing an experience (i.e., 
lowered felt intensity), and intently focusing on goal attainment (i.e., the telic state). 
Participants' identified the positive psychological outcomes of intense goal focus and 
attainment (i.e., the telic state), as well as the immediate positive experience of playing 'in the 
moment' (i.e., 'fun'; the paratelic state). For example, although Jenna identified instances 
wherein she enjoyed riversurfing for the sake of it on "easier" sections, she reiterated the fact 
that overcoming challenges provided her most intensely enjoyable experiences. Thus, 
immediate enjoyment and 'fun' may have resulted from situations with decreased levels of 
intensity, challenge, task focus and expectations of task success/achievement. More intense 
enjoyment appeared to result from successfully completing a challenging task with clear 
outcome goals and higher performance expectations. These descriptions suggested distinct 
phases ( e.g., telic and paratelic) and types ( e.g., less/more intense, greater/lesser goal 
importance) of flow experiences which maximised enjoyment from a variety of sources. In 
addition, perceived levels of skill, and challenge ( to a lesser degree), appeared to play a key 
role in distinct phases and types of flow experiences. These case studies suggested that there 
were interdependent relationships amongst challenge/skill perceptions, metamotivational 
states, and flow experiences which might be better accounted for by a continuum model of 
flow and RT (as discussed further on). 
All five case studies indicated that there was a certain perceived level of skill 
necessary to experience enjoyment and flow. These themes indicated a link between 
perceptions of learning, mastery, flow and enjoyment. Tenzin in particular articulated a 
preference for a continually shifting balance of emotions, rather than one particular state. His 
case, and others (Nina, Jenna), suggested that opposing states and emotions, and varying 
perceptions of challenge and skill, could complement each other and potentially optimise 
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overall quality of experience. These statements were theoretically supported by RT, which 
contends that a psychologically healthy individual will experience metamotivational states in 
sufficiently balanced alternation (Foster, 1993). 
Case narratives also implied that alternation of states ( e.g., learning and mastery; telic 
and paratelic, at high and low felt intensities) was conducive to psychological growth and 
enjoyment. These data supported the theoretical concept of a positive learning spiral (Rea, 
1993), and highlighted the notion that enjoyment could be a dynamic process comprised of 
opposing emotions. Contrasting emotions and states appeared to provide more overall 
enjoyment than one state in isolation. One important contribution of these case studies was 
their illustration of enjoyment and flow as a dynamic, phasic process in which antecedents 
and outcomes were interdependent. Participants demonstrated that the essential qualities of a 
particular flow experience depended upon on a variety of antecedents and outcomes, rather 
than a static set of characteristics. 
Regardless of whether flow occurred during an event or not, a balance of the telic and 
paratelic states ( e.g., arousal-seeking and serious-minded) appeared ideal in terms of 
experience quality and in promoting longer-term learning motivation within these case 
studies. All participants noted that, at some point in the course, they wanted to feel excited 
(e.g., 'psyched up') before a rapid, while after a rapid they wanted time to relax, reflect and/or 
prepare for the next challenge. The ability to choose various challenge levels and build up 
skills incrementally also appeared ideal in terms oflearning and enjoyment. Jenna and Dan's 
case studies specifically outlined the benefits of this 'two steps forward, one step back' 
approach to skill learning which appeared to facilitate optimally balanced feelings of mastery 
and challenge. This process seemed to increase participants' perceived skill levels and 
accompanying feelings of relaxation during familiar tasks, as well as motivating them to 
increase challenge levels (i.e., learn new skills) once they felt comfortable performing skills. 
A balance of 'positive' and 'negative' psychological states seemed to be integral to the 
process of enjoyment, as Dan's case made explicit. He reflected that heightened feelings of 
anxiety also increased excitement and adrenalin levels before a task, as well as feelings of 
accomplishment after a task was completed. Some of the most intense flow states reported 
throughout these case studies appeared to occur when intense positive and negative emotional 
states were juxtaposed (i.e., frequent reversals preceded flow). In this sense, positive and 
negative emotional states and accompanying RT states (i.e., telic/paratelic) seemed to be 
interconnected in these cases. 
Foster (1993, p. 71), writing from an RT perspective, offered an eloquent explanation 
of this finding: "There is a necessary synergy between anxiety and pleasure that is effected 
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through risk-taking". This synergy was evident across the case studies which highlighted that 
many of participants' 'best' moments occurred near the borderline of learning and mastery, 
which created a strong tension between the telic and paratelic states. These findings 
suggested that, regardless of the key flow antecedents identified herein, an imbalance of 
metamotivational states could potentially inhibit flow. One way that participants in this study 
avoided this imbalance was to promote reversals via mental skills use and protective frames. 
'Serious Play': Simultaneous States or Seamless Reversals during Flow? 
Some flow descriptions across these case studies posed potential challenges to RT. Subtle 
qualitative differences amongst flow accounts, such as those described in this section, 
suggested that flow occurred in varying intensities and may have integrated 'opposing' states 
throughout the three day course. This finding was consistent with Rea's (1993, p. 76) 
conceptualisation of optimal experience which "integrates the importance of work with the 
enjoyment of play". Moreover, there was some support for his concept of 'serious play' in 
which opposing RT states are seamlessly interwoven to produce a highly complex form of 
flow (Rea, 1993). 
All five case studies suggested instances of 'serious play' to a greater or lesser degree 
insofar as participants' most memorable flow experiences appeared to incorporate key aspects 
of the telic (e.g., seriousness and planning ahead) and paratelic (e.g., spontaneity and 
excitement) states, along with varying combinations of perceived challenges and skills. The 
finding that disparate states were often reported to occur in quick succession made it difficult 
to unequivocally determine whether participants experienced frequent reversals, or 'opposing' 
states simultaneously. Dan's case in particular suggested that, rather than 'opposing' states 
(i.e., telic and paratelic) being experienced as distinct phases of an event, they may have been 
simultaneously integrated. Rea (1993) identified this as a hypothetical possibility resulting 
from increasingly complex flow experiences during skill development. This interpretation of 
the data, however, posed some challenges to RT's epistemology. 
These observations gave rise to various interpretations. One interpretation which 
questioned RT's epistemological underpinnings ofbistability somewhat suggested that telic 
and paratelic flow could be conceptualised as a continuum, rather than as two opposing states. 
The strict dichotomisation of the telic/paratelic pair, while heuristically attractive, proved 
impractical in this research application. Thus the concept of a telic/paratelic continuum 
resolved some of the pragmatic difficulties in identifying and distinguishing amongst various 
types of flow based on the telic/paratelic pair. This continuum could also be potentially 
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expanded to account for Rea's (1993) notion of 'serious play', although this extension of the 
model would question the mutual exclusivity of RT states. 
An alternative possibility, which could be accommodated by RT's existing 
framework, was that each type of flow encompassed a range of subtle differences along a 
continuum of characteristics which have yet to be precisely measured or fully articulated (see 
Figure 79 below for a basic conceptual model; see Figure 81 in discussion for a more complex 
model). Although RT states remained mutually exclusive in this interpretation, the 
telic/paratelic pair required a deeper level of analysis based on varying intensities of key 
characteristics .. This analysis also gave rise the term 'felt intensity' which is used to describe 
the intensity of a metamotivational states herein. 
[ _______ r_E_L_ic_s_T_A_r_E ______ ] [ _____ PA_R_A_r_E_L_ic_s_T_A_r_E _____ ]
FLOW CONTINUUM 
Figure 79. Basic conceptual model of a potential 'flow continuum'. 
Seamless Reversals within a Flow Experience 
Some of the case descriptions (Mitch, Dan) indicated that the state of flow itself, not merely 
the states preceding and following it, might encompass phases of seamless reversals (see 
Figure 80 below). Specifically, some flow experiences appeared to begin as telic flow (e.g., 
attempting to surf a wave), which required high levels of task focus and clear, important 
goals. Once participants were surfing successfully (i.e., they had achieved their goal), they 
sometimes appeared to seamlessly enter paratelic flow wherein they could relax and begin to 
attempt more challenging tasks (e.g., performing a 360 degree roll, surfing on one knee). This 
sequence suggested that a flow state could perhaps be maintained if the participant reversed 
from telic flow to paratelic flow within the same experience. 
However, there were no reported instances in which paratelic flow seamlessly 
reversed to telic flow. These data were theoretically logical as reversing from the paratelic to 
the telic state would appear to be disruptive to flow due to the obstacle-avoidant nature of the 
telic state. This interpretation also disagreed somewhat Rea's (1993) conceptualisations of 
'integrated flow' involving 'seamless double reversals' during flow, as data did not suggest 
that reversals occurred in both directions during flow. Rather, the state of telic flow may have 
been an antecedent of paratelic flow within a single flow experience. This interpretation of 
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the data provided another viable explanation of participants' reports of 'serious play' (i.e., 
experiences which integrated aspects of the telic and paratelic states) which could be 
encompassed within RT's existing framework. 
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Figure 80. Potential phases of seamless reversals within a single flow experience. 
The Positive Leaming Spiral 
] 
Each of the case studies suggested that qualitative contrasts amongst various forms of 
enjoyment (e.g., learning and mastery) could optimise enjoyment and psychological growth. 
Dan, Nina, Mitch, Tenzin and Jenna all expressed the value and importance of conquering 
fears and pushing personal limits, as well as opportunities to relax and 'have fun'. Their 
narratives suggested that different emotional intensities, and/or flow experiences, may be 
involved at various stages ofleaming/skill development. Nina, Tenzin, Jenna, and Mitch's 
cases most strongly supported the concept of a positive learning spiral which incorporated 
optimally balanced RT and flow states to maximise learning and enjoyment in a continuous 
upward spiral (e.g., Rea, 1993). These cases suggested that balanced phases oftelic and 
paratelic states may have optimised flow (in the shorter-term) and motivation to learn (in the 
longer-term). 
All five case studies suggested, in various ways, that balanced phases of learning and 
mastery ( e.g., varying weightings of the of challenge/skill balance; task achievement), along 
with seriousness and fun, could optimise motivation, task confidence, enjoyment and longer-
term learning. Jenna's case especially emphasised the importance of fun balanced with 
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seriousness in longer-term motivation to pursue an activity. These descriptions were 
suggestive of the hypothesised concepts of 'serious play' and the 'positive learning spiral' in 
which telic and paratelic states are balanced to promote immediate enjoyment and longer-term 
psychological growth (Rea, 1993). 
Feelings of enjoyment and achievement appeared to be connected to the learning 
process in that many of participants' most memorable feelings of enjoyment were reported at 
the point when they first learned to do something on their own ( e.g., 'mastery') as highlighted 
earlier. Jenna and Tenzin's cases suggested that these two phases (i.e., learning and mastery) 
may have been related to the telic and paratelic states, respectively. Jenna, for instance, 
generally appeared to be in the telic state during a 'learning phase'. Although she did not 
always describe the skill-learning process itself as 'enjoyable', Jenna recognised that a 
serious, task-oriented phase of development was integral to her ultimate enjoyment of an 
activity. 
These phases (i.e., learning and mastery) appeared to have a reciprocal relationship 
insofar as completion of one phase lead to a desire for the other, in the manner of a continuous 
feedback loop. In this system, feelings of fun/excitement and accomplishment appeared to 
balance each other in a way that fuelled motivation and optimised skill learning. This 
interpretation was theoretically supported by RT's concept of satiation as a mechanism of 
reversal; RT researchers (e.g., Apter, 2001; Kerr et al., 1993) would predict that the longer 
participants were in one state, or once they had accomplished the goals of the self within that 
state, the more likely they were to reverse to an opposing state. 
Tenzin in particular highlighted his preference for perceived skill mastery before he 
was able to 'have fun' and feel playful. These comments suggested a pattern in which the 
telic state tended to be salient during skill learning, whereas the paratelic state tended to 
become salient after mastering that skill. Participants were more likely to feel playful, or 
paratelic, once they had mastered a skill and began to apply it with less effort. An alternative 
interpretation was that Tenzin remained in the telic state throughout this process, while his 
emotional response to perceptions of learning and mastery varied (i.e., serious and focused 
when perceived skills were lower; calm and relaxed when perceived skills sufficiently 
increased). Enjoyment tended to result when perceived skills were on par with, or exceeded, 
the level of challenge ( e.g., potentially when participants had just entered a paratelic mastery 
phase of skill learning). At this point, the positive learning spiral appeared to progress 
upward (in terms of skill and challenge levels) as participants became motivated to enter a 
new learning phase. Dan's case provided an articulate example of this trend in that as his 
skills increased, he reported feeling more paratelic, confident and described instances of 
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paratelic flow. 
Experiences of telic flow in particular appeared linked to participants' motivation to 
maintain participation and to continually recalibrate challenges and skills. An experience of 
the telic state appeared integral to enjoyment and personal satisfaction which resulted from 
surmounting clearly defined and/or important challenges, such as surfing a wave. 
Furthermore, the telic state facilitated task learning and flow intensity by heightening task 
focus (before/during) and sense of achievement (after) a flow experience. The telic state 
therefore appeared to play a key role in facilitating flow and learning. Notwithstanding, 
participants were also motivated by the immediate sensory rewards which could accompany 
flow ( e.g., adrenalin). Given these diverse sources of enjoyment, the ability to experience a 
balance of seemingly 'opposing' states ( e.g., telic and paratelic) appeared to provide optimal 
enjoyment and motivation during the learning process throughout the three day course. 
As soon as you get in [the wave], you have initial moments of joy and happiness. Then as 
soon as you finally realise that you 're there, it's like: I'm here! You can stop trying to get 
there ... You feel like you 're the man ... You can just sit there and enjoy yourself and it's not 
work anymore. You 're finally there and you can just relax again. That was probably the 
highlight of the day ... [On the wave I felt] really happy. (Mitch) 
Participant descriptions also suggested how perceived challenges and skills may be 
related to a 'positive learning spiral' and enjoyment. Moderate to high perceived challenges 
(i.e., a 'learning' phase) increased participants' level of focus and immersion in a task, which 
also facilitated flow. Rather than the telic and paratelic states being related to learning and 
mastery respectively, each phase of this process may have integrated an alternation of telic 
and paratelic states which facilitated the varying intensities of flow. 
Mental Skills 
All of the participants cited the use of mental skills; however, they varied in the degree that 
these skills were intentionally implemented. In fact, most participants did not report using 
any mental strategies until they were specifically probed regarding skills such as imagery 
(e.g., Tenzin and Nina) and self-talk (e.g., Mitch and Jenna). Tenzin, for example, used 
imagery, pre-planning and self-talk to increase motivation and task focus, and to achieve 
goals. These mental skills appeared to be used in a telic state of mind, as Tenzin stressed their 
importance in preparing for the worst case scenario, staying calm and reducing "surprises". 
Jenna, Mitch, and Nina also used positive self-talk and/or imagery techniques for 
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motivation and task focus during the three day course. For Jenna, implementing these skills 
facilitated a sense of control over her situation and increased feelings of personal 
accomplishment upon completing a task. Nina used self-talk to increase motivation, 
confidence, and facilitate flow and performance, especially prior to the most challenging 
rapids. Future-oriented thoughts were also employed to increase Nina's personal motivation. 
Mitch used self-talk, or singing, to get himself 'psyched up' for the most challenging tasks. 
These skills appeared to have been implemented predominantly in the telic state, and 
with regard to the more challenging rapids ( e.g., Citroen and Dog Leg) and tasks ( e.g. 
surfing). Overall, the use of mental skills appeared to increase motivation, enjoyment, flow, 
performance, feelings of preparedness and accomplishment in this adventure activity. 
Significant Others 
All five participants reported enjoying the social atmosphere of the course to varying degrees. 
For example, Dan, Mitch and Nina all expressed a sense of bonding amongst a diverse group 
of people, as well as a shared sense of humour and a supportive atmosphere. Feelings 
generated by this social atmosphere also appeared to positively influence participants' 
willingness to attempt new skills (i.e., challenge themselves) and, by extension, flow. Dan in 
particular felt positively motivated by peer pressure to push through feelings of fatigue and in 
order to practice new skills. 
Although Jenna and Tenzin commented on the supportiveness of the group, they also 
highlighted some drawbacks regarding the presence of significant others in an adventure 
setting. Tenzin reported feelings of negative peer pressure during some of the activities (e.g., 
surfing Do-Little rapid), which he felt had a negative influence on enjoyment and learning 
( e.g., he would have preferred a lower initial challenge level while learning to surf, but felt 
pressured to match his peers' initial challenge level). Tenzin, Jenna and Dan's cases indicated 
that flow and RT states could be influenced by the presence of an evaluative audience, and 
that these adventure situations ( e.g., surfing or running a rapid solo while peers watched) may 
have been more similar to competitive sporting environments in that regard. Specifically, 
experiences of telic flow (as opposed to paratelic flow) in this study were generally reported 
when spectators were present and outcomes of success and failure were clearly defined. 
These flow descriptions may have been similar to flow in the context of competitive sport, 
which also frequently involves clear outcomes and evaluative audiences. 
Participants' perceived challenge/skill levels also appeared to be influenced (both 
positively and negatively) by significant others. For example, all four participants who ran 
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Citroen rapid solo (Jenna declined) reported feeling more confident in their skills to run 
Citroen rapid (grade 4/5) on day three after watching the instructors complete this rapid. 
Conversely, all of the participants reported that instructors' portrayal of a rapid as difficult 
( e.g., describing the hazards present in Dog Leg rapid) decreased their skill perceptions and/or 
increased challenge perceptions. Thus the instructors in this study had a clear influence on 
RT and flow states. 
Instructors also influenced flow states via their ability ( or lack thereof) to foster trust 
with their students and thereby create a 'protective frame'. Jenna's case demonstrated the 
disparate influences on flow opportunities which could stem from the presence/absence of 
trust in an instructor. Jenna's lack of trust in the lead instructor inhibited her desire to 
challenge herself and learn new skills at certain points during the three day course. 
Conversely, Jenna's confidence in the assistant instructor allowed her to feel more relaxed 
and seek out higher challenge levels (i.e., potentially due to a protective frame). 
Nina's case also highlighted the positive influence which peers and instructors could 
have on learning, achievement and enjoyment. Nina and Jenna's cases suggested that 
significant others may create a 'protective frame' which allowed these participants to learn 
new skills and overcome fears. In RT, a protective frame is only hypothesised to be present in 
the paratelic state (e.g., Kerr, 2007). However, Nina's case appeared to challenge the notion 
of a paratelic protective frame it is currently described in RT literature (e.g., Apter, 1993; 
Kerr, 2007). For instance, although Nina was predominantly in the telic state prior to rapids, 
the 'protective frame' provided by others contributed to her achievements and enjoyment. 
Nina's data in particular suggested that telic flow may have been facilitated by her perception 
of a protective frame. 
Mitch also commented on the positive influence of instructor role modelling. 
Observing the instructors perform challenging tasks and teach others allowed him to set future 
goals and increased his motivation. These case studies as a whole indicated that the group 
atmosphere and instructor behaviour ( e.g., via the type of information provided and level of 
trust instilled) could have a powerful influence on RT and flow states, learning and enjoyment 
in adventure experiences. 
Adventure Experiences as a 'Flow Lifestyle' 
An interesting theme, which presented most strongly in Dan's case, was the insight that the 
entire process and environment surrounding riversurfing was conducive to flow. The 
uniquely enjoyable elements of riversurfing which Dan identified ranged from sensory 
,.. 
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sources of pleasure ( e.g., adrenalin, physical activity, having fun) to more cognitive and self-
actualising forms of enjoyment ( e.g., opportunitie·s to learn new skills, personal competence, 
being in the outdoors). These comments suggested the potential for riversurfing to become a 
'fl.ow lifestyle' capable of producing 'macro-flow' (Macbeth, 1988) on a more continuous, 
day-to-day level. The consistent levels of fl.ow expressed over the three day course across 
these five cases further supported the inference that adventure activities could promote a 
lifestyle which provided numerous and varied opportunities for flow. 
The Natural Environment 
In addition to participants noting their enjoyment of beautiful scenery during the course, the 
natural environment was also mentioned as an 'escape'. Their intense focus on the activity of 
riversurfing without outside distractions ( e.g., cellular phones, mundane tasks/errands, 
stressful work deadlines) also appeared to facilitate a lower level of 'macro' fl.ow in some 
participants (Dan, Nina) in which they became immersed in their immediate tasks and their 
place in the natural environment. Nina commented on how being in the outdoors and 
participating in an adventure activity reinforced her personal values and sense of self. Dan 
noted how he enjoyed familiarising himself with novel outdoor locations of which he been 
previously unaware, despite living in the region for 15 years. This experience allowed him to 
feel more connected to and familiar with the place he called 'home'. These findings, while not 
the focus of the study or interview questions, indicated that the natural environment may play 
a role in facilitating optimal experiences for adventure participants. 
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CHAPTER SIX: DISCUSSION 
This project explored relationships between Flow Theory and Reversal Theory in adventure 
experiences by examining metamotivational states, flow states, conditions of learning or 
mastery, and mental skill use amongst a range of participants in adventure activities. Due to 
the interrelated and mutually dependent nature of the project findings, the research questions 
relating to this overarching theme are addressed thematically in the following chapter. This 
chapter answers the research questions in an integrated manner by (a) summarising the 
findings of studies one and two; (b) critically discussing key themes from these studies; ( c) 
proposing an integrated dynamic tensions model; ( d) discussing strengths and weaknesses of 
the project; (e) identifying theoretical implications; and (f) suggesting directions for future 
research. 
Summary of Studies One and Two 
Study One Summary 
The six expert participants in study one recalled a range of flow experiences. This study 
highlighted dynamic relationships amongst conditions of learning and mastery, dimensions of 
the telic/paratelic states, and positive and negative emotions in the flow experiences of these 
six participants. In general, participants recalled their most intense flow state(s) during novel 
experiences, such as successfully attempting a new skill or challenge. Study one indicated 
that telic/paratelic reversals, and a dynamic balance between perceived skills and challenges, 
typified novel/learning situations for these participants. Leaming conditions also tended to 
precede participants' most intense flow experiences. Although less frequently reported, flow 
in mastery situations appeared 'easier' to attain due to the wider range of contexts in which it 
was reported. 
Study one highlighted that identifying key phases preceding flow may be a more 
relevant approach to distinguishing flow experiences, due to measurement limitations. 
Preliminary evidence of distinct 'telic' and 'paratelic' flow states, across mastery and learning 
conditions, was identified by analysing data in this manner. Determinants of distinct flow 
states identified in study one included: (a) recreational versus instructing experiences; (b) 
perceived skill level; (c) felt intensity of metamotivational states/reversals; and (d) mental 
skill use. Interrelationships also emerged amongst these variables throughout learning and 
mastery phases of skill development. 
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Metamotivational reversals helped explain differences in: felt intensity of, and 
emotional response to, flow; flow phases; and mental skill use. As flow appeared to be 
influenced by contextual variables beyond the physical activity itself, these findings suggested 
a multi-phasic model of flow within an RT framework may be appropriate. Variables such as 
felt metamotivational intensity, mental skill use, perceived challenges/skills and the natural 
environment appeared to determine significant phases of a flow episode (i.e., short-term). 
Alternating phases of flow in mastery and learning conditions appeared to motivate continual 
skills development throughout participants' careers via a positive learning spiral (i.e., medium 
to long-term). 
Preliminary support for the development of increasingly complex flow states was 
found in study one. Data demonstrated how telic/paratelic dimensions, in varying degrees of 
balance, may have precipitated complex flow states (i.e., integrated flow, serious play, 
dynamic stillness; Rea, 1993). Reports indicated that the enjoyment dimension of flow may 
occur retrospectively during reflection, particularly in intense flow states characterised by 
heightened perceived challenge or danger. These states were described as relatively non-
emotive due to absolute task focus. Data indicated that identifying the source and timing of 
enjoyment could potentially provide a means to determine telic and paratelic flow states. 
Study one provided preliminary indications that Flow Theory could be expanded to 
account for a wider range of potential flow states influenced by (a) mode of participation, (b) 
perceptions of learning and mastery, ( c) mental skill use and ( d) felt metamotivational 
intensity. Moreover, this study suggested that potential phases of flow and their relation to 
learning should be examined further prospectively. 
Study Two Summary 
The five novice riversurfers interviewed in study two indicated that flow occurred frequently 
and varied throughout their three day course. Flow and paratelic state dimensions were also 
frequently reported in the quantitative data obtained from all 10 trainees. Study two indicated 
that flow, felt intensity of metamotivational states, and frequency of mood shifts generally 
increased as the three day course progressed due to a range of factors including: (a) perceived 
skills, (b) degree of personal responsibility, ( c) physical state, ( d) peer and instructor 
interactions, (e) satiation and (f) mental skill use. Potentially expanding RT's satiation 
concept to include the role of 'felt intensity', as well as duration, of a metamotivational state, 
was another implication of study two. 
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Alternating telic/paratelic phases were identified in participants' descriptions during 
study two. Participants generally endorsed more telic dimensions before a river rapid and 
more paratelic dimensions following a rapid. These shifts tended to occur at heightened felt 
intensities, before and after rapids that posed the highest levels of perceived challenge. 
Contrasting, yet symbiotic, telic/paratelic phases and accompanying 'opposing' emotions 
appeared to facilitate intense flow states, optimal enjoyment and satisfaction during study 
two. Intense flow experiences were generally preceded by frequent reversals, or mood 
changes, especially in more challenging situations. 
Distinct paratelic and telic flow states were identified in study two. Data also 
highlighted the potential influence of metamotivational state on the perceived importance of 
challenges and skills in flow experiences. Two types of paratelic flow emerged based on the 
relative felt intensities of paratelic dimensions, and learning versus mastery conditions. A 
wider range of paratelic 'flow experiences were reported, which may have been linked to the 
finding that achievement outcomes and a sense of control did not appear as salient in paratelic 
flow. Increased skill perceptions, coupled with decreased concern for outcome goals, may 
have shifted participants' focus away from their assessment of the challenge/skill balance to 
other aspects of flow ( e.g., sensation or arousal-seeking). This attentional shift appeared to 
facilitate a broader range of flow states and enjoyment sources. 
The telic state also appeared to facilitate flow in study two. Heightened perceived 
skills and clear goals appeared more important to the experience of telic flow than paratelic 
flow. Apprehension about potential outcomes and/or clear outcome goals seemed to facilitate 
intense absorption and focus in telic flow. Although telic flow was reported less frequently, 
presumably due to negative telic emotions ( e.g., frustration, anxiety), the telic state appeared 
to facilitate intensely satisfying flow experiences. Emotional responses to telic flow appeared 
to be intensified upon completion of tasks which were initially perceived as hazardous or 
challenging. Dynamic recalibration of challenges and skills, which facilitated telic flow, was 
linked to the learning process. Telic flow often promoted feelings of achievement and skill 
confidence beyond the immediate event, as these experiences generally occurred when 
participants first mastered novel skills or encountered unfamiliar environments. Although 
emotional awareness was reportedly inhibited during telic flow, the intense satisfaction and 
enjoyment described afterwards appeared to facilitate a positive learning spiral. The reported 
non-emotive nature of intense flow states suggested that flow and enjoyment were distinct, 
but overlapping constructs. 
In study two, enjoyment and flow appeared to occur in a dynamic, phasic process 
involving interdependent antecedents and outcomes. Therefore a continuum model based on 
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'dynamic tensions' between various flow and RT dimensions was created to account for 
participants' experiences. Balanced telic/paratelic phases seemed to optimise flow and 
learning motivation in a manner congruent with Rea's (1993) proposed positive learning 
spiral: enjoyment and learning were described as dynamic, phasic processes comprised of 
opposing emotions. 
Peers and instructors were reported to have both positive and negative influences on 
flow, RT states, and a positive learning spiral via: (a) challenge/skill perceptions, (b) peer 
pressure, (c) felt significance of outcomes, and (d) presence/absence of trust. An evaluative 
audience also appeared to create an environment similar to competitive sport and thereby 
facilitate the telic state and/or telic flow at certain points during this study. 
Finally, the natural environment appeared to influence flow and RT states by facilitating 
reversals and task immersion in study two. Moreover, participants identified 'flow lifestyle' 
opportunities provided by the range of engaging outdoor activities involved in riversurfing. 
Key Flow and Metamotivational Influences · 
Perceived Skills/Competence 
One key finding across all cases (in studies one and two) was that perceived skills appeared to 
influence flow states more than perceived challenges. Participants reported that flow and 
enjoyment were more likely to occur when they felt confident. Specifically, the perception 
that skills either matched or, more generally, exceeded perceived challenges appeared to 
facilitate flow in the short-term, and the learning process over the longer-term. 
Notwithstanding, minimum perceived challenge levels (i.e., moderate to high) still seemed 
integral to flow. The degree to which perceived skills outweighed perceived challenges also 
appeared to influence the felt intensity of various flow states. Furthermore, dynamic 
recalibration of perceived skills, in relation to perceived challenges, appeared to optimise 
participants' experiences over time. 
Both novice and expert participants described heightened competence perceptions as 
facilitative to enjoyment and positive feelings stemming from flow. Participants did not 
generally describe heightened skill perceptions as unpleasant or boring, as suggested in Flow 
Theory and RT. Determining whether this finding resulted from participants' tendency to 
highlight positive aspects of their experience, or whether heightened skill perceptions were 
actually experienced as pleasant, was difficult. Participants' emphasis on pleasant feelings 
stemming from control and competence perceptions suggested that heightened perceived 
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skills combined with lowered felt arousal was likely to be experienced as enjoyment, rather 
than boredom. These data indicated that perceived skill, over and above perceived challenge, 
was a key flow antecedent. 
These findings were reinforced by research which: (a) failed to demonstrate the 
expected influence of a C/S balance on flow (Engeser & Rheinberg, 2008); (b) identified 
situations in which the flow model may not apply (Moneta & Csikszentmihalyi, 1996); (c) 
found that perceived mental and physical skills were flow antecedents amongst competitive 
athletes (Jackson et al., 2001); and (d) found that perceive~ skill (independent of perceived 
challenge) was moderately correlated with flow (Stavrou et al., 2007). These findings were 
also theoretically supported by Self-Determination Theory (SDT; e.g., Deci & Ryan, 1985, 
2008, 2002) and Self-Efficacy Theory (SE; e.g., Bandura, 1977, 1997). Self-Determination 
Theory highlights the three basic human needs of autonomy, competence and relatedness. 
Self-Efficacy Theory emphasises the importance of self-efficacy beliefs ( an individual's 
belief that they have the power to influence a desired outcome) on skill perceptions, 
attainment of outcomes and enjoyment. These theories may offer alternative, and potentially 
complementary, theoretical bases from which to understand why various flow experiences are 
rewarding ( e.g., via autonomy, competence, efficacy-building) and how these perceptions can 
facilitate a positive learning spiral by motivating skill development and continued 
participation. 
Alrik (study one), for example, reported that freedom of choice, personal control, 
creativity and self-determination were key flow antecedents. Various flow experiences 
appeared to actualise different goals of 'the self (e.g., competence, autonomy, relatedness) 
and promote feelings of self-efficacy. These outcomes also appeared to increase future flow 
opportunities via a positive learning spiral. 
Future research should therefore explore specific relationships amongst SDT and/or 
SE principles and flow states within an RT framework. The theoretical scope of these 
theories might be expanded by examining a broader range of metamotivational states in 
relation to key concepts. For example, relationships between the alloic-autic 
metamotivational pair and the basic human need for relatedness could be investigated. 
Epistemologically, flow is posited to occur when the goals of the self are being fully 
actualised (Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). Recent research has also identified a connection 
between flow and the three basic needs proposed by SDT (Hodge, Lonsdale, & Jackson, 
2009). As RT, SDT and Flow Theory all identify the goals of the self as central to subjective 
experience, it appeared theoretically plausible that a broader range of flow states might be 
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identified in future research by incorporating (a) more metamotivational states and (b) the 
three basic human needs identified by SDT. 
Although participants reported competence perceptions across various flow states, 
perceived skills appeared particularly salient in telic and/or learning phases of an experience. 
Telic concern for outcomes logically implied that heightened skills would be essential to telic 
flow, whereas heightened perceived challenges in learning states would increase the 
importance of perceived skills. Aside from the inherent characteristics of these states which 
logically supported these findings, other factors appeared to influence this trend. 
Contextual Influences: Evaluative versus Non-evaluative 
Perceived skills appeared particularly important in evaluative contexts due to increased (a) 
felt significance of outcomes, (b) desire for control, and ( c) specificity of outcome goals. 
These are also telic state hallmarks (e.g., Apter, 2001; Frey, 1999). Thus, environmental 
context may have influenced flow via metamotivational state. 
In both studies, flow was reported more frequently in recreational and non-evaluative 
contexts than evaluative contexts. Data suggested that this finding could be attributed to 
greater freedom in task execution ( e.g., more than one way to run a rapid) in recreational/non-
evaluative environments. When tasks had measurable outcomes and/or occurred in 
evaluative/competitive environments (e.g., surfing in front of peers), flow was reported less 
frequently and described as qualitatively different to other flow states ( e.g., 
competitive/evaluative contexts tended to promote telic flow, whereas paratelic flow was 
reported more in recreational/less evaluative contexts). 
Sarah's case epitomised this trend insofar as she reported flow as an exclusively 
competitive experience. The heightened felt intensity of telic dimensions which characterised 
Sarah's flow experiences thrived upon high levels of competition. However, these 
experiences were infrequent, possibly because they relied on a number of factors, such as 
heightened skill perceptions, converging. Participants indicated that flow in evaluative 
environments had the potential to feel more intense, yet occurred less frequently, than flow in 
recreational/non-evaluative settings. 
These findings were supported by flow research which found that (a) flow may be 
more likely to occur in recreational settings (Forch, 2004); (b) telic dimensions were 
associated with flow amongst competitive tennis players (Young, 1998); and ( c) contextual 
differences influence athlete perceptions of 'optimal' experiences (Stein et al., 1995). 
Although the Stein et al. (1995) study was unable to identify psychological flow antecedents, 
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as neither goals, competence, nor confidence predicted flow, this project suggested that 
metamotivational state may better account for these findings. 
The telic state was identified as key antecedent of intense flow experiences in this 
project; this state appeared to facilitate flow by increasing felt significance of goals, which 
subsequently narrowed attentional focus. Sarah's case in particular suggested that evaluative 
audiences and time pressures associated with competition may increase the felt intensity of 
the telic state, and thereby telic flow (which is discussed further on). These findings were 
consistent with previous RT research which found that professional sportspeople were 
significantly more telic dominant than recreational participants (Kerr, 1987). Paradoxically, 
telic emotions ( e.g., anxiety) also appeared to negatively influence flow frequency. Data 
suggested that as clear task goals diminished, participants' attentional field expanded, along 
with flow opportunities and the saliency of their experiential 'wallpaper'. Thus, factors such 
as environment, group atmosphere, instructors and physical state ( e.g., 'wallpaper') appeared 
more salient during less intense, recreational flow experiences. 
This project's focus on recreational flow experiences may have influenced reported 
differences in the relative frequency of various flow states. Future research should compare 
evaluative and non-evaluative flow states within an RT framework, particularly with regard to 
(a) flow intensity, (b) flow frequency, (c) the saliency of perceived skills and (d) 
metamotivational dimensions. 
Significant Others 
All participants, in varying degrees, highlighted the influence of significant others on flow 
and metamotivational states. In study one, peers (e.g., Doug's climbing partner) and clients 
were reported have both negative and positive influences on flow, mood and reversals. Doug 
and Jody's cases even suggested that 'group flow', resulting from two or more people 
collaborating to achieve a common goal, may be possible. Future research should seek to 
investigate this phenomenon further with recreational groups and sports teams. 
Study two highlighted the influence of instructors and peers on flow and 
metamotivational states. Instructors in particular appeared to exert considerable influence on 
novices' metamotivational states, reversals, challenge perceptions and flow. Negative mood 
states and/or felt intensity of the telic state generally increased (a) if instructors were not 
perceived as trustworthy, and/or (b) as a result of instructors' hazard descriptions. Perceived 
skills and positive mood states reportedly increased when instructors (a) performed 'helping 
actions', (b) modelled skills ( e.g., running a rapid while novices' watched) and ( c) were 
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perceived as trustworthy. Peers also exerted positive and negative influences on novices' 
flow opportunities, skill perceptions and metamotivational states/moods via peer pressure. 
Thus future research should account for the role of group dynamics in flow and RT states. 
Practical implications of these findings are discussed further in Appendix Q. 
Physical State and the Physical Environment 
Studies one and two demonstrated the role of physical state (e.g., fatigue, hunger, cold, 
active/inactive) and physical environment ( e.g., weather conditions; moving through 
air/water) in flow experiences. Feelings of fatigue and hunger appeared to decrease flow 
opportunities and promote telic reversals (study two), while initiating action appeared to 
increase flow opportunities and positive mood states (studies one and two). These findings 
indicated that future flow and RT research should account for influence of physical state, 
energy intake and physical activity levels on flow and RT states. These elements appear to be 
particularly relevant to multi-phasic investigations of flow over time in adventure 
expenences. 
The physical environment, and the adventure medium, also appeared to influence flow 
and metamotivational reversals in studies one and two. In study one, flow descriptions and 
desirable antecedents varied based on the nature of the different adventure activities (e.g., 
environmental medium, equipment, physical movements involved). For example, skydiving 
and hangliding were both characterised by the joy inherent in three dimensional freedom of 
movement. In mountaineering, flow was facilitated by scenic overlooks and feelings of 
steadily increasing altitude. Flow in mountain biking was described as feeling merged with 
the bike and totally focused on the track; scenic attributes of Sarah's surroundings were never 
mentioned. While Edan and Jody both highlighted kinaesthetic foci while navigating river 
rapids, Edan's flow experiences and metamotivational states were profoundly influenced by 
the beauty of his natural environment. Study one demonstrated that flow and 
metamotivational reversals could be influenced by (a) the nature of an activity, (b) equipment, 
( c) manoeuvres required, and/or ( d) the natural environment in which an activity occurred. 
These findings reinforced RT research which demonstrated that particular physical settings 
can influence metamotivational states ( e.g., university library, telic; university party, paratelic; 
Tacon & Kerr, 1999). 
Study two also highlighted the positive and negative influences of the physical/natural 
environment on flow and RT states. Weather conditions (e.g., warm versus cold) influenced 
participants' flow and metamotivational state descriptions. Specifically, faster-moving water 
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and darker, colder, wetter weather conditions appeared to decrease flow opportunities and 
facilitate the telic state. Conversely slower water, awareness of beautiful scenery, and warmer, 
sunnier weather appeared to increase flow opportunities and positive moods. Both studies 
highlighted the influence of initiating action on: increased flow opportunities, positive mood 
states and metamotivational reversals. Thus, future flow and RT research should account for 
the role of activity, equipment, weather and other environmental and physical variables. 
Mental Skills 
Experts reported intentionally using mental skills to influence flow and metamotivational 
states. Novices demonstrated similar trends, albeit with less control and intentionality. 
Experts also focused more on task-relevant elements ( e.g., technique), whereas novices 
focused on emotional/motivational aspects of performance. Notwithstanding these 
differences, both groups reported using mental skills to improve performance and regulate 
emotions in varying degrees. These findings were supported by research which has found that 
elite athletes were more likely to interpret anxiety symptoms as facilitative (Jones & Hanton, 
2001), and that expert performers generally have greater mental control and are more task-
focused than novices (see Krane & Williams, 2006 for review). 
Experts suggested that mental skills were potentially more important than physical 
skills in facilitating flow. Mental skills allowed experts to facilitate peak performance and 
flow from a range of metamotivational states; however they appeared to be implemented most 
often in the telic state. Participants mainly reported using self-talk and imagery to influence 
reversals, felt metamotivational intensity, and to combat negative telic emotions. These 
findings questioned RT's notion that "individuals do not have direct control over reversals" 
(Frey, 1999, p. 13). Future research should further evaluate this RT tenet with regard to 
mental skill use. 
Although mental skills reportedly facilitated optimal experiences and 
metamotivational control, unsuccessful attempts to use mental skills sometimes increased 
anxiety amongst novices. High recreation participants in particular may benefit from 
appropriate and incremental mental skill training which focuses on facilitating optimal 
experiences from both the telic and paratelic states. 
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Flow and Enjoyment: Multidimensional, Dynamic and Paradoxical 
Both studies emphasised multidimensional conceptions of enjoyment. Enjoyment stemmed 
from a variety of sources both inter and intrapersonally. Common contributors to enjoyment 
included: (a) overcoming danger or fear; (b) succeeding at challenging tasks; (c) freedom of 
movement; (d) excitement and adrenalin; (e) relaxation and tranquillity; (f) reflection on, or 
analysis of, achievements; (g) learning and skill development, (h) immersion in the natural 
environment, task or interpersonal interactions; (i) watching significant others ( e.g., peers, 
students) succeed; and G) positive social interactions. Sensory aspects of an experience, as 
well as cognitive and self-actualising dimensions, facilitated enjoyment. Participants also 
enjoyed immersion in the natural environment and feelings of relatedness. These diverse, and 
sometimes paradoxical, aspects highlighted the influence of both telic and paratelic 
dimensions on enjoyment. 
Enjoyment and flow appeared to be closely related, yet distinct in these studies. Flow 
resulted in enjoyment, however immediate flow states were not always characterised as being 
enjoyable. Flow and enjoyment appeared to coincide in situations of decreased intensity, 
challenge, task focus and expectations of task success, wherein participants often reported 
feeling immersed in their thoughts, surroundings, or interpersonal interactions. These lower 
intensity flow experiences were characterised by a wider attentional field and greater 
emotional awareness than more intense flow experiences. 
More intense enjoyment appeared to result upon successful completion of challenging 
tasks with clear outcome goals and higher performance expectations. In these situations, the 
attentional narrowing required to complete a challenging task appeared to inhibit emotional 
awareness during flow. Enjoyment in these instances was reported to result from feelings of 
achievement, mastery and competence. Thus, flow appeared distinct from, but associated 
with, enjoyment in these case studies. 
Enjoyment appeared dynamic because it reportedly depended upon optimal alternation 
of opposing states across a range of intensities and challenge/skill perceptions. A balance of 
'positive' and 'negative' psychological states seemed to be integral to the enjoyment process. 
This synergy was evident across the cases in that participants' most intense, and ultimately 
most enjoyable, experiences were reported when intense positive and negative emotional 
states were juxtaposed. This juxtaposition created tensions between telic and paratelic state 
dimensions. Both studies indicated that positive and negative emotional states, and 
accompanying RT states, could function symbiotically due to these dynamic tensions. 
In line with RT tenets, an overall balance of the telic and paratelic states appeared 
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ideal in terms of experience quality and enjoyment. Continually shifting emotions were 
reportedly prefened to a single emotional state. These findings supported a model of 
enjoyment and flow comprised of distinct telic/paratelic dimensions at varying intensities 
which interacted in a dynamic, phasic manner. This continually shifting tension between 
paratelic and telic state dimensions, and challenge/skill perceptions, may account for the (a) 
multidimensional and dynamic nature of enjoyment, (b) multiple flow states, and ( c) the 
multi-phasic nature of flow identified in this project. 
Multiple Flow States 
This project identified a range of flow states. The main differences identified by participants 
were variations in felt intensity and emotions associated with flow. Distinct flow states did 
not result directly from a particular state or context, but rather varied with regard to subtle 
differences in telic/paratelic state dimensions and learning or mastery conditions. Although 
some cases suggested that challenge/skill perceptions, regardless of metamotivational state, 
influenced enjoyment and flow, it was impossible to disentangle these elements. According 
to reversal theorists (e.g., Apter, 1982), metamotivational states influence the way individuals 
perceive their environment (e.g., challenges/skills). Flow theorists maintain that flow depends 
upon challenge/skill perceptions, rather than objective measures ( e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 
1975). Thus, metamotivational state and challenge/skill perceptions are inherently 
intertwined and both appeared to influence flow in this project. As the clearest distinctions 
amongst flow states were reported in terms of telic and paratelic dimensions, conditions of 
learning and mastery will be discussed within these two overarching categories of flow. This 
approach facilitated a more nuanced understanding of various flow states within the broader 
categories of telic and paratelic flow. 
Telic Flow 
The distinguishing hallmark of telic flow was the presence of clear, specific, important goals. 
Study two in particular highlighted that the presence of important goals also had the potential 
to generate intense negative emotions due to a greater achievement expectations and pressure. 
Thus telic flow opportunities appeared less abundant, but more intense and memorable due to 
heightened emotions resulting from perceptions of important outcomes. In the telic state, 
anxiety and potentially unpleasant feelings regarding challenges and goal achievement often 
preceded the ultimately rewarding experience of telic flow. Furthermore, telic enjoyment was 
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generally reported after goal attainment due to positive telic emotions ( e.g., feelings of 
accomplishment), more than the process itself. Moreover, telic flow appeared more 
conducive to longer-term personal development and happiness, as envisioned by Seligman 
and Csikszentmihalyi (2000), than immediate enjoyment. 
Consultation with an RT expert (J.H. Kerr, personal communication, April 16, 2009) 
regarding concepts surrounding telic flow revealed that reversal theorists have occasionally 
used the term 'teliform' to identify activities and experiences often associated with telic flow 
in this project. Although 'teliform' was an informal, unpublished terminology, this concept 
bolstered the finding that the telic state was an important flow antecedent. Whereas reversal 
theorists use 'teliform' to describe preparation activities which appear telic in nature but are 
merely preparations for highly pleasurable paratelic experiences, either during ( e.g., for 
experienced skydivers) or after (e.g., for freestyle climbers who concentrate intensely while 
climbing, but experience euphoria upon finishing) an activity (J.H. Kerr, personal 
communication April 16, 2009), these case studies indicated that the telic state preceded 
intense flow states. Creation of the term 'teliform' appeared to reflect a contentious issue 
raised throughout data analysis: interpretation of telic and paratelic dimensions. The 
theoretical implications section herein, which explores potential ways to resolve these issues, 
further strengthens the interpretation that key telic dimensions can facilitate the construct 
identified herein as 'telic flow'. 
Leaming and Mastery Conditions 
Study one in particular highlighted differences in experience quality based on conditions of 
learning or mastery. Felt intensity tended to increase in learning conditions of heightened 
perceived challenge and lowered perceived skill, and decrease in mastery conditions (i.e., 
heightened perceived skills and lowered perceived challenges). Flow was reported as easier 
to attain in lower intensity mastery conditions, and less frequent in heightened intensity 
learning conditions. Leaming and mastery also appeared to be influenced by perceptions of 
goal importance and specificity. Therefore, episodes of telic flow identified herein were 
generally reported in heightened intensity learning conditions. Although this finding 
contradicted Rea's (1993) conjectures that learning only occurred in exciting, paratelic states 
and mastery only occurred in relaxing, telic states, some experts suggested that telic flow may 
also occur in lowered intensity mastery conditions. Specifically, brief descriptions of flow 
characterised by clear goals and a familiar environment during instructing appeared somewhat 
congruent with Rea's (1993) notions of relaxing telic flow. Future research should evaluate 
telic flow in mastery conditions of lowered intensity. 
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Paratelic Flow 
Paratelic flow was defined by the absence of salient and/or important outcome goals, which 
appeared to eliminate some of the unpleasant feelings preceding telic flow, and provide a 
greater range of flow and enjoyment opportunities. Paratelic flow appeared to depend less 
upon successful completion of clear tasks, and more upon participation in an engaging 
activity. Opportunities for paratelic flow may have been more abundant as this experience did 
not require clear, challenging goals. Therefore, conditions of learning or mastery were more 
useful in distinguishing amongst the range of paratelic flow states identified in this project 
than telic flow states. 
Leaming and Mastery Conditions 
Flow in mastery conditions was sometimes characterised by a lack of clear goals (paratelic) as 
participants did not generally have objective performance measures. These paratelic flow 
episodes at lowered intensity levels were described as relaxing, rather than boring. Flow in 
learning conditions was often characterised by the presence of clear, important goals (telic); 
however, these instances were often preceded by paratelic reversals, depending on the felt 
significance of the activity and the saliency of other telic/paratelic dimensions. Thus, flow in 
heightened intensity learning conditions also appeared to be related to the paratelic state. 
These paratelic flow episodes of heightened felt intensity were characterised by excitement 
and a strong protective frame. 
Relationships Amongst Flow States 
The range of telic and paratelic flow states identified in this project appeared to differ based 
on the relative salience of key RT dimensions (e.g., degree of goal importance or arousal-
seeking). Participants' most intense flow experiences appeared to occur on the borderline of 
learning and mastery, a finding supported by literature which proposed that 'edgeworkers' 
(e.g., 'dangerous sport' participants) are motivated by the desire to discover performance 
limits by exercising skills and negotiating boundaries (Lyng, 1990). Notwithstanding, 
participants did not 'rank' flow states or qualitatively privilege certain flow states as 'better' 
or 'worse' than others. Rather, different flow states provided distinct optimal experiences and 
a balance of flow states appeared optimal for longer-term learning and development (as 
discussed further on in relation to a positive learning spiral). This finding was supported by 
RT literature which posits that balanced reversals are optimal for psychological health ( e.g., 
Foster, 1993) 
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Some descriptions also indicated that telic flow could seamlessly reverse to paratelic 
flow within a single flow experience. This interpretation of participants' 'serious play' 
reports (i.e., experiences which integrated telic and paratelic dimensions) could be 
encompassed within RT's existing framework. Alternatively, a 'dynamic tensions' model of 
flow which accounts for the relative felt intensity of telic/paratelic state dimensions may 
better explain serious play and the different flow states identified herein. For instance, serious 
play might be characterised by salience of the arousal-seeking and outcome-oriented 
dimensions. This combination might facilitate sufficient felt arousal to encounter the risk 
inherent in adventure, while also providing optimal focus on clear goals and potential hazards. 
The relative salience of various telic/paratelic dimensions may facilitate a range of optimal 
flow antecedents. Although this interpretation differed from existing notions within RT, it 
provided a viable explanation of serious play and distinct flow states within an RT framework 
and directions for operationalising and measuring these states. A dynamic tensions account of 
flow suggests that certain dimensions of the telic/paratelic pair may be complementary and 
function symbiotically at various phases during a flow experience. This project provided a 
starting point from which to (a) identify qualitatively distinct flow states, (b) examine their 
relationships at various levels of abstraction and phases of an experience, and ( c) suggest an 
expanded flow model with an RT framework. 
The Multi-Phasic Nature of Flow and Metamotivational States 
Before a dynamic tensions model of flow can be introduced, a discussion of the distinct 
phases preceding and following participants' flow experiences is necessary. Previous 
research has recognised the dynamic and multi-phasic nature of outdoor wilderness 
experiences (i.e., Borrie & Roggenbuck, 2001; McIntyre & Roggenbuck, 1998) and divided 
recreational experiences into phases (e.g., Burke & Orlick, 2003; Clawson & Knetsch, 1966). 
This past research suggested that outdoor recreation experiences occurred in distinct phases, 
and that changes in states of mind during these phases were affected by contextual variables 
(i.e., activity, environment and passage of time; Borrie & Roggenbuck, 2001). Moreover, it 
was concluded that the identification of "special peak moments" during an activity/excursion, 
more than ordinary events or the passage of time, might reveal meaningful transitions in lived 
experiences and define significant trip phases (Borrie & Roggenbuck, 2001, p. 225). 
This project expanded upon past multi-phasic research insofar as it identified: (a) 
phases of flow within an RT framework; (b) more precise ways to operationalise phases of 
optimal experiences; and (c) the potential applicability of these ideas beyond the realm of 
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outdoor recreation. Distinct flow states, metamotivational reversals, learning and mastery 
conditions, mental skill use and contextual variables ( e.g., physical state, natural environment) 
appeared to better define significant phases of participants' experiences than temporal phases 
identified in previous research (e.g., Clawson & Knetsch, 1966). While past research has not 
attempted to describe the flow experience multi-phasically within a RT framework, early flow 
literature may be re-examined through this multi-phasic lens. Widespread use of the 
Experience Sampling Method (ESM) in flow research (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1988, 1993; 
Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988; Csikszentmihalyi & Larson, 1987; 
Csikszentmihalyi et al., 1977) lent itself to a multi-phasic interpretation of data in that it 
described various 'phases' of daily life based on their subjective quality. Della Fave et al.' s 
(1988) studies of farming communities, urban workers and professional dancers in Italy, for 
instance, revealed that daily life had clear phases in which flow was more likely to occur. As 
one dancer noted, 
[Flow] begins roughly after one hour of warmups and stretching when one has 
achieved a fine-tuning of muscle strength and psychological security ... Training 
helps it come about, but I must be very serene and mentally relaxed to get into it. 
What makes it go on is fitness, willpower, and enthusiasm. (p. 211) 
Flow, as described by this dancer, did not result from the passage of a fixed 
timeframe, but rather from the presence of key antecedents (i.e., strength and security). These 
reflections suggested that flow may be influenced by context more than time, and that flow 
may be but one portion of an optimal experience. Doug's case (study one), for example, 
indicated that more and less intense flow states, and alternating conditions of mastery and 
learning, were distinct phases of a continuous experience - which included periods of 
reflection and re-telling. Intense flow experiences were likely to be retold by participants, 
which highlighted a link between flow and enjoyment. Retrospectively 'reliving' an 
experience (sometimes more enjoyably) extended the influence of a flow experience beyond 
the physical activity itself. This finding further supported a multi-phasic conception of flow 
experiences reported herein because temporally bounding 'flow experiences' to the immediate 
duration of physical activity appeared to limit awareness of the longer-term value of satisfying 
flow episodes. 
Conceptualising flow phasically in an RT framework could expand the potential 
applications of the flow model across a greater range of human experiences. Any experience, 
ranging from a sixty second skydive freefall (short-term) to the flow lifestyle of an ocean 
cruiser or farmer (long-term), could be described in phases based on key experiential 
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variables. This conceptualisation was supported by Macbeth's (1988, p. 219) research which 
"[did] not suggest that the person is in flow throughout the duration of the activity. Rather, 
over a period of hours (or days) encompassing an activity such as rock climbing or composing 
a piece of music, the person will :fluctuate through a variety of levels of flow and non-flow 
experience." As the length and sequence of these phases may vary in relation to activity type 
and duration ( e.g., mountain climbing versus skydiving), future research should further 
investigate the specific nature of these phases across various activities. 
Participants in this project delineated phases of their experiences via internal and 
external variables (e.g., perceived challenges/skills, felt metamotivational intensities, flow, 
mental skill use). Therefore, a multi-phasic view of flow based on these key variables may 
increase our understanding of the dynamic relationships involved in this elusive phenomenon. 
Furthermore, conceptualising optimal experiences multi-phasically may expand the dynamic 
tensions model presented below to various levels of abstraction ( e.g., within an episode; over 
a period of days; throughout a career). 
A Dynamic Tensions Model of Flow 
The project findings suggested a 'dynamic tensions' model of :flow in which flow states were 
influenced by a continuum of dynamic tensions between key elements, such as telic/paratelic 
dimensions, conditions ofleaming and mastery and perceived challenges and skills (see 
dynamic tensions model, Figure 81 ). In this conceptualisation, intense flow experiences 
generally occurred when the C/S balance had just 'tipped' in favour of perceived skills. The 
heightened felt intensity reported at or near this 'tipping point' between learning and mastery 
appeared to dramatically narrow the attentional field, which in tum inhibited emotional and 
sensory awareness during flow. Conversely, some senses ( e.g., sight, touch) appeared 
heightened during these episodes. As the balance continued to 'tip' in favour of perceived 
skills, flow opportunities appeared to expand across a range of situations (i.e .. , mastery 
states). Beyond this tipping point, at which 'learning' became 'mastery', feelings of 
enjoyment and eventually 'fun' were reported. As skill perceptions increased, felt intensity 
appeared to decrease, which may account for expanded emotional and sensory awareness 
reported during lower intensity flow. 
For example, Tenzin (study two) and Vlad (study one) reported that a sufficient 
perceived skill level was necessary to attain goals before they could experience playfulness, 
enjoyment and 'fun' during an activity. Edan (study one) also highlighted the importance of 
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intense goal focus, followed by a phase in which he let go of goals and had fun. A dynamic 
tensions model of flow accounted for these complex and sometimes paradoxical reports. 
One benefit of a dynamic tensions model was that it addressed differences in breadth 
and depth of attentional focus reported during various flow states. At the tipping point 
attentional focus narrowed to one clear goal, which resulted in flow feeling 'intense' and non-
emotive in the moment (e.g., telic flow reports in study two). As confidence and perceived 
skills increased, attentional focus gradually expanded and often became less intently focused 
on performance aspects of the activity (e.g., participants became immersed in thoughts, the 
environment, other participants and/or the familiarity of the activity). This transition 
appeared to characterise the learning process (both in the short and long-term) and facilitate 
the range of flow states reported in studies one and two. Telic and paratelic flow states 
appeared to have uniquely enjoyable aspects and contribute to learning and development in 
different, but complementary, ways. 
A dynamic tensions model encompasses the interpretation that breadth and depth of 
attentional field may influence flow via the degree of perceived 'sensory loading' (e.g., less 
intense flow may engage all of the senses more, whereas more intense flow might inhibit 
some senses, while heightening others). Descriptions of heightened intensity flow in which 
certain senses were suppressed ( e.g., Sarah [study one] could not hear a crowd of 30,000 
people), along with less intense flow states in which overall sensory perceptions were 
heightened (e.g., less intense paratelic flow episodes in study two) were accounted for by this 
model. Calm physical environments may also have channelled the participants' focus inward 
and facilitated immersion in personal thoughts, rather than the activity, at lowered intensity 
levels. 
Heightened emotions reported at or near the learning/mastery 'tipping point', which 
appeared to rely on heightened challenge perceptions ( e.g., uncertainty over whether skills 
would match challenges) at some point prior to or during the experience, were also accounted 
for by this model. Moreover, this interpretation explained participant descriptions in which 
'positive' and 'negative' emotions appeared to function symbiotically despite their opposing 
qualities. Both studies indicated that dynamic tensions between bipolar states and/or 
emotions facilitated flow experiences. This dynamic tensions model of flow also accounted 
for the range of flow experiences reported in studies one and two characterised by differences 
in (a) frequency (i.e., flow in learning versus mastery conditions [study one] and paratelic 
versus telic flow [study two]); (b) intensities (e.g., flow in learning conditions [studies one 




As suggested earlier, a dynamic tensions flow model could also integrate the notion of 
'serious play' within RT's existing framework. Serious play episodes may result from 
dynamic tensions created by tipping points ( e.g., between learning and mastery or 
telic/paratelic dimensions). For example, at a metamotivational tipping point the perceived 
seriousness or felt significance of outcomes ( characterised by a narrowed attentional field) 
may reverse (or 'tip') and playfulness (characterised by an expanding attentional field) may 
increase in relation to heightened perceived skills. 
A continuum conception of flow is supported within a dynamic tensions model in that 
dimensions of the telic/paratelic states and flow are conceptualised in varying degrees of felt 
intensity. Accounting for RT and flow states on a continuum proposes that the saliency of 
telic/paratelic dimensions will vary during different flow experiences. For example, a 
serious-minded, but moderately arousal-seeking state could facilitate an intense telic flow 
state. Alternatively, a playful, relaxed and non arousal-seeking state could facilitate a less 
intense paratelic flow experience. In this model, various flow states result from the relative 
salience of key telic/paratelic dimensions ( e.g., goal specificity/importance, level of arousal-
seeking). A continuum model of flow appeared more ecologically valid (i.e., better explained 
these data) because it encompassed a range of felt intensities and telic/paratelic dimensions, 
rather than arbitrarily dichotomising participants' lived experiences into prototypical 'telic' or 
'paratelic' states. 
Reversal theorists currently acknowledge some of these ideas in their concepts of 
'tension stress' (the difference between preferred felt arousal and actual felt arousal) and 
'effort stress' (the effort expended to achieve desired felt arousal levels; Svebak, 1993). 
Nevertheless, this model expands upon these RT notions in that it (a) acknowledges dynamic 
tensions between multiple RT and flow dimensions, and (b) extends these concepts to explain 
various flow states, the multi-phasic nature of flow and the governing mechanism of a 
positive learning spiral (as discussed later). The concepts of tension and effort stress (Svebak, 
1993) may help explicate mechanisms governing a dynamic tensions model. Future research 
could examine the potential roles of tension and effort stress as the regulatory mechanism 
underpinning various flow states, phases of flow, and/or a positive learning spiral. 
Dynamic Tensions Model of Optimal Experiences in Adventure Activities 
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A dynamic tensions model of flow emphasises the interdependence of 
telic/paratelic states in flow and enjoyment rather than dichotomising them. For instance, 
flow appears to be more intense and serious when the telic state dominates initially. At a 
certain point a paratelic reversal, and/or shifts in felt intensity, may cause this arousal to be 
experienced as easier and/or 'fun'. A flow model based on dynamic tensions could reflect 
this potential directionality of telic to paratelic flow states, as well as alternating flow phases 
over time. In addition to accounting for multiple dimensions of flow and enjoyment (in the 
short-term), a dynamic tensions model accounted for the multi-phasic nature of flow and a 
positive learning spiral ( over the medium to long-term) identified in this project. Given the 
preliminary nature of these findings, further investigation of the dynamic interplay amongst 
(a) learning and mastery phases, (b) telic/paratelic phases, (c) felt intensity levels, and (d) key 
flow antecedents and outcomes over the short and long-term is merited. Moreover, the 
manner in which these dynamic tensions may contribute to a positive learning spiral is worthy 
of further discussion and investigation. 
The Positive Leaming Spiral 
A dynamic tensions model of flow highlighted seemingly reciprocal relationships amongst 
key states ( e.g., learning/mastery, telic/paratelic ). This model demonstrated how, over time, 
these relationships may be related in the manner of a continuous feedback loop insofar as 
completion of one phase leads to a desire for the other. Feelings of fun and excitement, 
coupled with a sense of satisfaction and accomplishment, appeared to optimise motivation and 
skill learning amongst participants. Furthermore, phases of recounting intense experiences 
also appeared to fuel a positive learning spiral (Rea, 1993). Data suggested that distinct 
phases of flow, including lowered intensity phases of reflection and re-telling, may be integral 
to longer-term participation, learning and enjoyment (see Figures 81 and 82 below) 
These findings were supported by (a) research which found that flow, mastery and 
attitudes towards risk changed and evolved during skydiving (Celsi, Rose, & Leigh, 1993); 
(b) RT's concept of satiation as a reversal mechanism ( e.g., Apter, 2001; Kerr et al., 1993); 
and (c) RT notions of tension and effort stress (Svebak, 1993). Thus, not only did dynamic 
tensions between bipolar states appear to shift 'horizontally' within a single flow episode, but 
these tensions also appeared to ascend 'vertically' over time in terms of skill development 
(see Figure 83 below). Continuously recalibrating C/S weightings appeared to maximise flow 
opportunities through various phases of the learning process ( as outlined in the dynamic 
tensions model). This learning process appeared to occur in a continuous feedback manner as 
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perceived mastery and flow reportedly lead to the desire to increase skills and 
challenges, thereby creating further flow opportunities. Thus the mechanisms underpinning a 
positive learning spiral of development were supported by findings presented earlier regarding 
the dynamic and multidimensional nature of enjoyment, multiple flow states and phases of 
flow. The relationships amongst these optimal experiences appeared to promote learning and 
development over time in the manner of a positive learning spiral. 
The positive learning spiral described by participants did not appear to unfold exactly 
as Rea (1993) hypothesised (i.e., paratelic, exciting learning phases followed by telic, relaxing 
mastery phases). Notwithstanding, symbiotic relationships amongst conditions oflearning 
and mastery, telic/paratelic dimensions and various flow states were evident. The dynamic 
tensions model is an initial attempt to illustrate how reported relationships amongst various 
flow and RT dimensions may promote long-term development. A balanced experience of the 
telic and paratelic states appeared integral to long-term participation, psychological growth 
and skill development amongst these participants. This finding was in accordance with a 
longitudinal study of flow with talented teenagers (Csikszentmihalyi et al., 1993). This study 
found that, for long-term development, learning needed to be "both enjoyable in the moment 
and significant for the future. Hence the optimal experience for talent development is a 
serious play state which enables students to experience their talent as simultaneously fun and 
important" (Rea, 1993, p. 84). 
In the high school study mentioned above, the future significance of activities (i.e., 
academic subjects, arts, sports) related to career potential. Although participants in this 
project discussed the 'future significance' of adventure experiences differently, (e.g., as 
survival; avoidance of serious injury; character and skill development; reinforcing personal 
values; conquering fears) they also described their activities as both fun and important. Vlad, 
for instance, reported that the desire to acquired new skills, explore mental/physical 
limitations, and master one's environment were underlying motivations to all adventurous 
endeavours. These findings indicated that a positive learning spiral incorporating balanced 
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This inference was supported by edgework research which found that 
negotiating various 'edges' (e.g., edge of competency/control) was a primary motivation for 
risk-taking (Lyng, 1990). Continuous edgework inherently requires successive phases of 
learning and mastery in order to maintain this 'edge' (Lyng, 1990; Stranger, 1999). 
Furthermore, Self-Determination Theory (e.g., Deci & Ryan, 2008) highlights the desire for 
competence as a fundamental human need. A positive learning spiral characterised by 
balanced phases of learning and mastery could satisfy the need for competence. Thus 
sociological and psychological literature lent support to this conception of a positive learning 
spiral. 
Serious Play and Flow Complexity 
The question of whether participants experienced their activity as a "serious play state" which 
was "simultaneously fun and important" (Rea, 1993, p. 84) was not fully answered by this 
project. Although this point may seem trivial from a pragmatic perspective, RT's central 
principle of bistability hinges on the mutually exclusive nature of opposing states ( e.g., 
seriousness and playfulness). Participant reports regarding the nature of serious play were 
mixed; some supported RT's tenet that serious and playful states occurred in quick succession 
(i.e., frequent reversals), whereas others suggested that these 'opposing states' were 
experienced simultaneously. Given the small sample size and subjective nature of the data, it 
would be imprudent to suggest that this project refuted RT's notion ofbistability. Rather, this 
project suggested a more fluid, continuum model based around the dynamic tensions between 
'opposing' states, and that skill development and experience may engender increasingly 
complex flow states. 
As participants progressed upward in a positive learning spiral of skill development, 
flow complexity also appeared to increase. This trend suggested that increasingly complex 
flow states may develop as a result of increased physical skills and improved mental control. 
Experts' descriptions of complex flow states (e.g., serious play) suggested that they may have 
been better able to 'hover' around balance points between dynamic tensions, and control 
fluctuations in flow and RT states to optimise experience. Edan's case in particular suggested 
that complex flow states of 'dynamic stillness' (Rea, 1993), characterised by heightened 
kinaesthetic awareness and optimal balance of telic/paratelic dimensions, may optimise 
enjoyment over the long-term. 
The hypothesis that alternation of distinct flow states may optimise psychological 
health is also supported by: (a) RT case studies of extreme sport participants adversely 
effected by the inability to reverse (Kerr, 2007; Pain & Kerr, 2004); and (b) recent research 
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highlighting the 'dark side of flow' (Partington, Partington, & Olivier, 2009). In 
the latter article, the negative aspects of flow were highlighted via interviews with extreme 
surfers. As many of the enjoyable flow dimensions cited by these surfers were congruent 
with high intensity paratelic flow (e.g., adrenalin, a physical 'high'), it might be cautiously 
inferred that exclusively high intensity paratelic flow experiences may be non-optimal for 
physical and psychological health. The positive learning spiral of skill development 
suggested in this project, which encompasses telic/paratelic phases and a range of flow states, 
may facilitate a psychologically healthier balance overall. 
Strengths and Limitations 
Studies one and two were generally congruent in terms of key findings such as (a) distinct 
flow states; (b) the multi-phasic nature of flow and RT states; (c) the role of perceived skills 
in flow; and (d) a positive learning spiral. Nevertheless, there were differences between 
studies one and two which may have been influenced, in part, by the different methodologies 
employed. 
Study One: Strengths and Limitations 
The inductive/deductive interview method (SCIM) employed in study one appeared to 
facilitate (a) detailed recollections, (b) participants' ability to temporally sequence key 
constructs, and ( c) the identification of relationships amongst novel (inductive) data and 
established (deductive) theoretical constructs. This method also allowed for multiple levels of 
member checking. However, potentially due to the retrospective nature of study one, phases 
of experiences generally appeared to be more uni-dimensional in relation to key constructs. 
For example, learning appeared to occur in paratelic states and mastery appeared to occur in 
telic states, as suggested by Rea (1993). Participants also tended to recall intense experiences 
in a predominantly positive light, or through a 'paratelic lens'. Participants may have 
attempted to make complex states appear more 'logical' and enjoyable in retrospect by 
reframing negative feelings ( e.g., fear) positively and/or simplifying complex emotions. 
Previous research with rock climbers highlighted difficulties involved in capturing the 
complex emotions involved in flow via retrospective methods: "the whole day would be cast 
in the positive light of having mastered a difficult challenge" (Rheinberg, 2008, p. 337). 
Thus, retrospective data may have masked the complexity of flow experiences as they 
unfolded. 
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In addition to limitations posed by participant recall, the subjectivity of 
the interviewer influenced the scope and nature of the data collection and analysis process. 
The author's construction ofreality influenced all aspects of the research project, from the 
questions posed to theory generation, and represented personal constructions and analyses of 
these experiences. Specifically, my personal experiences with the phenomena under 
investigation (both as a participant and instructor), research priorities, and personal values 
regarding adventurous experiences, effected these processes. The research priorities, with 
regard to theoretical integration in particular, may have influenced my analysis and 'reading' 
of the data and my attempts to interpret complex relationships within the data. Although the 
language used throughout this dissertation was carefully chosen to reflect the speculative 
nature of these findings, it is worth reiterating that the findings of this study represented one 
way in which the data could be interpreted and were intended to be of a suggestive, 
exploratory and preliminary nature, rather than definitive. 
Study Two: Strengths and Limitations 
The benefits of conducting prospective research in a fluid adventure environment appeared to 
outweigh the limitations. Although this method was logistically challenging due to the (a) 
natural environment; (b) absence of available power sources; ( c) necessity of waterproof 
recording devices ( cameras and surveys); and ( d) time and resource constraints, study two 
identified a greater degree of complexity and dimensionality with regard to participants' flow 
experiences. The prospective methodology employed in study two appeared to enhance the 
level of detail reported with regard to metamotivational and flow states and phases. Despite 
data analysis becoming increasingly complex and challenging, the prospective approach 
appeared to ultimately enhance the ecological validity of the project findings. 
Including qualitative and quantitative components in study two also increased the level 
of detail obtained. This mixed-methods approach allowed for concurrent assessment of 
diverse data sources (i.e., existing theoretical measures and inductive interviews) in data 
analysis. Nevertheless, integrating distinct data sets with different theoretical underpinnings 
was challenging, particularly when data sets conflicted (e.g., see Dan's case for a discussion 
of these issues). In these situations, a 'back and forth' process (successive iteration) ensued 
which holistically examined the qualitative data and the full range of quantitative variables to 
facilitate interpretation and analysis. The primary method (qualitative) was generally 
privileged over the secondary method (quantitative data). Notwithstanding, every attempt 
was made to integrate the full range of data during analysis. Although this approach was 
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more challenging and has the potential to obscure the detail and complexity of a 
phenomenon, merging diverse data sources appeared to result in fuller, more nuanced 
understandings of key constructs in this project. The use of qualitative descriptions in 
addition to existing instruments appeared to deepen the complexity of traditional notions of 
flow and RT states. These analyses in tum resulted in more dynamic and complex 
representations of participants' experiences, rather compartmentalising them into 
predetermined categories. 
Head-Mounted Cameras 
A novel methodology employed in study two to enhance recall of experiences in outdoor 
settings was the use of head-mounted video cameras. Video footage obtained from 
participants' point of view appeared to enhance specificity of recall in this adventure setting 
(i.e., river rapids). This method appears to have considerable potential value across sport and 
recreation domains and/or in decision-making research. Any research concerned with 
assessing subjective experience in-situ by cueing and enhancing recall quality could 
potentially benefit from this methodology. 
This project yielded preliminary findings regarding head-mounted camera use 
amongst different populations. Specifically, novices' interview comments suggested that 
participants who are more familiar with an environment or activity may recognise 
environmental cues in video footage better than participants in new environments or activities. 
Therefore this methodology may be most effective with intermediate to expert participants as 
they may have a better developed 'schema' for an activity or environment, which may enable 
them to more readily identify and recall visual and auditory cues from video footage. 
Notwithstanding, visual and auditory cues provided by head-mounted video footage appeared 
to better facilitate recall than having no recall stimulus. Future research should seek to (a) 
empirically identify the relative effectiveness of this method across a range of activities, 
environments and participants; and (b) potentially enhance the effectiveness of this 
methodology across populations by encouraging more 'speak aloud' techniques (Purcell, 
1999), and/or familiarising participants with the environment and methodology in pilot tests. 
Limitations 
Although this project examined the phenomenon of interest both retrospectively and 
prospectively amongst males and females across a range of experience levels, cultural 
backgrounds and adventure activities, it sacrificed breadth to achieve depth. The small 
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sample size (11 qualitative, 10 quantitative participants) and narrow range of 
adventure activities (6 in study one; 1 in study two) limited the generalisability of these 
findings. The small quantitative sample (n = 10) also limited statistical analyses and therefore 
data analysis relied upon visual inspection and instrument norms. Due to the nature of the 
river environment, measures may have been administered too infrequently to assess all 
changes in metamotivational states. Conversely, the frequency of measurement employed (22 
surveys over three days) may have fostered participant resentment of the survey measures. 
Furthermore, it was difficult to compare participants' responses to their normal 'range' as the 
author was unable to obtain a participant 'baseline' for survey measures with regard to 
'everyday' activities; however, the initial survey measure at base camp (data point 1) was 
used to address this issue to some extent. The inherently subjective data analysis process, due 
to the primacy of qualitative data, may have also overlook~d alternative explanations. The 
use of mixed-methods addressed this issue to an extent; however this methodology presented 
unique challenges and remained subject to the researcher's interpretations. To address these 
limitations, future research should investigate project findings (a) in larger samples, (b) across 
a broader range of activities and ( c) via a range of methodologies incorporating multiple data 
sources. 
Measurement Limitations and Implications for Flow and RT 
Study two was also limited by the problematic nature of the measurement instruments used. 
Study two participants often displayed opposing trends in their T/PSI subscales. This finding 
suggested that either: (a) survey implementation was problematic; (b) this measure may be 
inappropriate for the adventure settings in its current format; and/or ( c) telic/paratelic state 
dimensions may function more independently than recognised in past RT literature (e.g., Frey, 
1999). For example, in study two Nina, Mitch, Tenzin and, to a lesser extent, Dan's cases all 
demonstrated subscale discrepancies at various points over the three day course. Survey data 
indicated that some participants consistently maintained their playfulness score (SMP), while 
fluctuating on the arousal-seeking/avoidance dimension (AAS). Mitch's case in particular 
suggested that, in adventure contexts, certain dimensions of the telic/paratelic 
metamotivational pair may become more salient than others. Thus, the T/PSI may not have 
been sensitive to the adventurous aspects of this environment. These discrepancies suggested 
either: (a) shortcomings in instrument sensitivity; (b) the need for instrument modification and 
validation in adventure settings; and/or (c) that telic/paratelic state dimensions could 
potentially be examined separately rather than being amalgamated ( as discussed in the 
following section). 
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These findings may indicate that the T/PSI subscale measures of serious-
minded/playful and arousal-avoidant/seeking contributed in meaningfully different ways to 
participants' overall mental state. If this was the case, future research using the T/PSI (or 
other telic/paratelic measures) should examine these subscales separately (i.e., serious-
minded/playful and arousal-avoidant/seeking), rather than combining them to determine a 
singular telic/paratelic cut-off score. Some RT literature has discussed these dimensions (i.e., 
arousal-seeking/avoidant and serious/playful) as independent states, however this distinction 
has not been widely acknowledged or integrated into RT (e.g., Apter, 1993; personal 
communication, Kerr, 2007). An alternative possibility was that T/PSI scores could be 
interpreted to indicate a range of intensities and/or motivations within the telic/paratelic states. 
In telic flow, for example, arousal-seeking scores might remain moderate to high, while 
playfulness decreased. This approach could facilitate identification of various flow states 
using existing RT instruments. 
Identification of telic/paratelic states, and attempts to isolate cases of telic and 
paratelic flow, were also hindered by the multidimensional nature of the telic/paratelic states, 
and the way they have been operationalised in RT literature (e.g., O'Connell & Calhoun, 
2001; Potocky et al., 1993). Telic/paratelic state criteria appeared to be lacking sufficient 
precision for use in adventure contexts. Reversal Theory criteria for determining reversals 
(e.g., O'Connell & Calhoun, 2001; Potocky et al., 1993) was challenging to interpret in the 
context of this qualitative data. Specifically, it was often difficult to determine whether 
participants were reversing between the telic and paratelic states, or experiencing varying 
emotions within the same state. The wide range and specificity of goals reported herein, as 
well as their relative importance and meaning to participants, meant that traditional 
metamotivational criteria (O'Connell & Calhoun, 2001; Potocky et al., 1993) lacked 
specificity for the present study, and were therefore impractical in this research application. 
In response to these issues, the T/PSI could be redesigned for use in adventure 
settings. In its present format ( originally designed for use in everyday settings), telic/paratelic 
dimensions which might be considered separately are amalgamated. Scores also appeared 
skewed towards the high end of the scales, which prevented more precise analyses. For 
example, one of the T/PSI items asks respondents if they are 'feeling adventurous'. 
Adventure participants may endorse this item based on a general, overall assessment of their 
activity, rather than indicating how they feel at that moment. Furthermore, participants 
interested in learning a new hobby may endorse the 'doing activity just for the fun of it' item, 
when in that moment they may have actually set clear outcome goals for themselves. 
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Some of these issues were identified during validation of the T/PSI 
(O'Connell & Calhoun, 2001). This research found that (a) the T/PSI was best at predicting 
paratelic states of high arousal, and (b) misclassification of states more likely to occur in 
relation to low-arousal memories (O'Connell & Calhoun, 2001). Researchers also found that 
participants often experienced paratelic reversals after finishing a challenging task, which lead 
to difficulties in accurately reporting telic/paratelic states during an activity. These findings 
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reinforced issues raised herein regarding limitations (a) in precisely identifying RT states, and 
related flow states, and (b) of retrospective data collection. 
Although the SFSS appeared to be a useful measure for quickly assessing flow states, 
identification of various flow states with this tool alone was not possible as it was not 
designed to detect metamotivational variations in flow. The intense task focus and lack of 
emotional awareness inherent in flow also indicated that enjoyment could perhaps be 
considered an outcome of flow, rather than a conscious emotion experienced during that 
optimal state. This issue should be addressed in future flow research as positive emotions 
( e.g., happiness and enjoyment) have generally been considered key flow elements ( e.g., 
Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). Specifically, the 'autotelic experience' 
dimension in flow measures could potentially be re-evaluated. The SFSS may also benefit 
from inclusion of an 'altered sensory awareness' dimension, as discussed in the theoretical 
implications section. Examining specific flow dimensions, rather than a global flow score, 
may better illuminate key aspects of distinct optimal experiences across domains and 
participants. Future research could investigate qualitative differences in flow based on RT 
and flow dimensions, rather than global state scores. Overall, the instruments used in study 
two did were not sufficiently sensitive to subtle variations in the quality, intensity, or phases 
of flow and metamotivational states in that specific adventure context. 
Theoretical Implications 
The theoretical implications of this project related to Reversal Theory and Flow Theory. 
Although certain implications may be unique to the application of RT or Flow Theory in 
adventure settings, these issues are also worthy of consideration in future RT and flow 
investigations across other domains. The theoretical issues identified herein also have 
practical and measurement implications which, in addition to being explored this discussion 
chapter, are also discussed in Appendices Q and R, respectively. 
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Reversal Theory 
Qualitative and quantitative data analyses indicated that the telic/paratelic RT pair may need 
to be better operationalised in future research, particularly with regard to adventure settings. 
Bistability was a problematic aspect insofar as data suggested that not all telic/paratelic 
dimensions are 'opposites'. For instance, qualitative and quantitative data often reflected 
participants' preferences for important activities or goals (telic) while they remained arousal-
seeking (paratelic ). Conversely, activities lacking clear or important goals (paratelic) 
sometimes appeared to inhibit the salience of arousal-seeking (paratelic ), or even to facilitate 
arousal-avoidance (telic) when participants were content to 'be in the moment' without 
disruptions. These findings made it difficult to empirically determine participants' 
metamotivational states. 
There are a number of ways these issues could be addressed within RT. First, the 
construct validity of the telic/paratelic pair could be re-evaluated in relation to all dimensions, 
and certain dimensions could potentially be extricated into separate metamotivational pairs. 
Separating out the arousal-avoidant/seeking pair would appear to be the most logical first step 
in this direction, based on trends identified in this project and past research. Tacon and Kerr 
(1999), for instance, did not find expected significant differences in felt arousal levels 
between telic and paratelic participants. Reversal Theory literature which discussed the 
arousal-seeking/avoidant dimension of the telic/paratelic pair separately (e.g., Apter, 1993), 
indicated that this approach may have been used implicitly to some extent in the past. 
Michael Apter (1993), the originator of RT, has discussed the paratelic and arousal-seeking 
'modes' separately as they relate to different phenomenological frames. The author is only 
aware of one empirical study which explicitly addressed the arousal-avoidance/seeking 
dimension as a separate 'mode pair' from the telic/paratelic pair, and this was done to assess 
personality and metamotivational dominance over time rather than immediate states (Apter et 
al., 1998). 
Further investigation of this issue via personal communication with leading reversal 
theorist John Kerr (October 15, 2007) indicated that reversal theorists did not widely 
acknowledge or accept five pairs of metamotivational states (i.e., the traditional four plus an 
arousal-avoidant/seeking pair). This project found that disentangling the arousal-
seeking/avoidant dimension of the telic/paratelic pair could potentially enable researchers to 
draw clearer links between specific metamotivational states and flow, and improve the 




Separating the telic/paratelic dimensions may also account for cases in 
which the protective frame appeared salient in an otherwise telic state. Currently, the 
presence of the frame is considered to be "concomitant with the arousal-seeking state" (Apter, 
1993, p. 31), which is also concomitant with the paratelic state. Separating the arousal-
seeking/avoidant state could better account for cases in which the protective frame appeared 
salient alongside other telic dimensions. This approach may also provide an empirical way of 
addressing issues identified by the informal 'teliform' concept (discussed previously) which 
attempts to account for 'telic' behaviour/motivations within a 'paratelic' frame. 
An alternative, and potentially complementary, approach would be to conceptualise 
and measure RT states in terms of their 'felt intensity'. Although the term 'intensity' has been 
used to describe emotions in RT, and 'salience' denotes the relative importance of 
metamotivational states, reversal theorists have not previously discussed the intensity of a 
metamotivational state (J.H. Kerr, personal communication, April 16, 2009). For example, 
'felt arousal' is currently considered to be just one aspect of the telic/paratelic pair. Using the 
concept of 'felt intensity' to describe the perceived intensity of a metamotivational state, 
based on key state dimensions, may be a useful expansion of RT. In this project, the 'felt 
intensity' concept was a useful tool for distinguishing amongst states in adventure settings. 
Project findings suggested that the concept of 'felt intensity' could potentially increase the 
accuracy and precision of future RT research, while retaining RT's epistemology ofbistability 
between opposing states. These expansions could increase RT's ecological validity and 
accessibility for researchers across a range of domains. 
These findings also supported the emerging trend amongst RT researchers to write in 
terms of multi-stability of multiple metamotivational pairs, rather than bistability (J.H. Kerr, 
personal communication, October 15, 2007). As the telic/paratelic dimensions are the most 
researched of the RT states, the concept of 'multi-stability' could potentially apply to distinct 
dimensions of the telic/paratelic pair. Investigating the multi-stability of other 
metamotivational pairs in relation to flow could also facilitate greater precision in 
identification of distinct flow states. 
The concept of 'felt intensity' could also expand RT explanations ofreversal 
mechanisms. Data indicated that 'felt intensity' of a metamotivational state could influence 
reversals via satiation, and potentially frustration. Reversal theorists posit that the longer an 
individual remains in one metamotivational state, the more likely they are to reverse to the 
'opposing' state (e.g., Frey, 1999). This can be conceptualised as a 'duration' account of 
satiation. However, this project found that satiation may also occur due to 'felt intensity' of a 
metamotivational state. In this 'intensity' account of satiation, the greater the 'felt intensity' 
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of a particular state, the more likely an individual is to reverse to the 'opposing' 
state. This interpretation of satiation better accounted for more frequent reversals at 
heightened felt intensity levels than the 'duration' interpretation. 'Felt intensity' may also 
influence reversals via the degree to which frustration (another reversal mechanism) is 
experienced. The greater the 'felt intensity' of a state, the more likely an individual may be to 
experience frustration ( e.g., due to inability to achieve important goals or desired heightened 
arousal levels) and therefore a reversal. These integrations of 'felt intensity' into RT appeared 
to have immediate utility in expanding the depth and precision of RT in adventure activities, 
as well as the potential for future application to other aspects of RT. 
The concept of felt intensity may also allow for greater precision in terms of the 
emotions assigned to various RT states. For instance, rather than being considered an 
exclusively 'telic' emotion, relaxation might also be associated with paratelic states of 
lowered felt intensity. This project suggested that RT could benefit from the following 
refinements with respect to the domain of adventure: (a) refining metamotivational 
dimensions; (b) potentially separating out the arousal-seeking/avoidant metamotivational pair; 
( c) embracing multi-stability over bistability; ( d) introducing the concept of 'felt intensity'; 
and (e) considering the influences of 'felt intensity' on reversals and metamotivational 
emotions. The 'dynamic tensions' model presented earlier was an attempt to consolidate 
these implications for RT within a concise model. This model endeavoured to explain a 
specific phenomenon (i.e., flow) within an RT framework, and while it will certainly require 
further validation and refinement, the dynamic tensions model has potential implications for 
RT's future conceptual directions. 
Flow Theory 
Although flow literature has suggested the potential for different types of flow ( e.g., across 
settings/activities; 'micro' /'macro' flow; 'flow lifestyles', ( e.g., Csikszentmihalyi & 
Csikszentmihalyi, 1988), attempts to distinguish amongst different flow experiences have 
either remained theoretical hypotheses (e.g., Rea, 1993), or have been largely defined in terms 
of different combinations of the nine flow dimensions. This project indicated that Flow 
Theory could potentially be expanded to account for a variety of flow states based on a range 
of: (a) felt intensities of RT states; (b) specific metamotivational dimensions; (c) perceptions 
of 'learning' or 'mastery' (i.e., various challenge/skill weightings); and ( d) enjoyment 
dimensions. The scope of attentional field (i.e., broad/narrow), sensory and emotional 
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awareness, physical state and directionality of focus ( e.g., inward/outward; 
others/self) also appeared to be useful for identifying and differentiating diverse flow states. 
In line with previous research (Stavrou et al., 2007), this project emphasised the role 
of perceived skills in flow experiences, above and beyond the influence of perceived 
challenges. This finding, along with evidence telic and paratelic flow states which varied 
across learning and mastery conditions, posed potential challenges to traditional flow 
definitions that generally hinge on a perceived C/S balance (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1975; 
Jackson & Eklund, 2004). Varying levels of skill perceptions appeared to be more useful 
indicators of distinct flow states than the presence or absence of a C/S balance. The dynamic 
tensions model presented earlier further suggested that a dynamic recalibration of challenges 
and skills, rather than a 'C/S balance' may provide a more precise way of operationalising this 
key flow dimension. Although this idea has been conceptually discussed in flow literature 
(e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1975, 1997), flow research still appears to rely heavily on a literal 
'C/S balance' to operationalise and identify flow (e.g., Jackson & Eklund, 2004). These 
implications were strengthened by recent research which found only partial support for the 
hypothesis that flow depends upon a C/S balance, and that this relationship was moderated by 
an activity's perceived importance and achievement motive (Engeser & Rheinberg, 2008). 
This study also supported the current project finding that flow may be influenced by 
metamotivational state, in addition to perceived challenges and skills. 
The 'autotelic' and enjoyment aspects of flow were also questioned in this project 
insofar as some intense flow states were reported when participants were pursuing an 
important goal beyond the 'sake of the activity itself. These states were often characterised 
by heightened levels of negative emotions ( e.g., anxiety) before or during the event, rather 
than enjoyment, yet were reported to facilitate intense flow states. Thus, it was unclear 
whether these episodes represented previously unidentified or overlooked aspects of flow, or 
whether they suggested the existence of a distinct, but overlapping, state which shared flow's 
'absorption' dimensions. Study one suggested that some experiences, often referred to as the 
zone by participants, may either: (a) represent diverse flow states which vary in terms of their 
felt intensity of 'enjoyment' or (b) share overlapping characteristics with flow. Furthermore, 
while enjoyment was often reported after flow, it was not always used to describe the 
immediate experience. 
These findings were reinforced by flow research with rock climbers which found that 
positive and negative activation were not mutually exclusive, particularly in life-threatening 
situations, but that negative activation may inhibit feelings of happiness (Rheinberg, 2008). 
Furthermore, these rock climbers reported strong feelings of happiness and low negative 
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activation after completing challenging portions of their activity. This research 
supported earlier suggestions that: (a) the flow-enjoyment relationship and autotelic flow 
dimension should be re-examined; (b) seemingly 'opposing emotions' may function 
symbiotically; and ( c) flow may unfold phasically. Flow Theory may benefit from 
emphasising subtle nuances of the flow-enjoyment relationship, as well as accounting for key 
phases of negative emotions. 
This project suggested that flow dimensions could potentially be expanded to include 
'altered sensory experience'. Although evidence of this flow dimension is evident in past 
flow literature (e.g., see Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988 for review), it does not 
appear to be fully addressed by the current nine flow dimensions. Similar to the existing 
'transcendence of time' dimension, participants reported varying types of altered sensory 
awareness depending on the activity and flow intensity. For example, in less intense flow 
states the attentional field appeared to expand and encompass all senses, whereas in more 
intense flow states attention appeared to narrow and heighten some senses while inhibiting 
others. The main determinant of this proposed flow dimension would be an alteration in 
'normal' sensory functioning. As this may be an overlooked aspect of flow, accounting for 
differences in the directionality of attentional absorption could potentially improve the 
specificity of Flow Theory. Alternatively, this dimension may be adequately accounted for by 
the absorption aspect of flow in that total absorption may lead to altered awareness and 
filtering of sensory information. 
The specificity of Flow Theory could also be increased by encompassing key RT 
constructs which may: (a) better account for qualitative differences reported amongst flow 
states; (b) elucidate the multi-phasic and multidimensional nature of flow; and ( c) explain the 
hypothesised development of increasingly complex flow states (Csikszentmihalyi, 1993; Rea, 
1993). The dynamic tensions model presented earlier provided an initial conception of how 
key RT and flow constructs could be theoretically integrated. Identification of RT states 
during flow is a logistically challenging, and potentially moot, approach as it may prove less 
useful than defining flow in terms of key metamotivational antecedents. Due to the lack of 
emotional awareness reported by participants, the use of key RT dimensions to classify 
various flow states provided a theoretically meaningful way to distinguish flow states herein 
and may provide a useful heuristic tool for future flow research. 
Recognising the telic state, in particular, as a key flow antecedent could increase Flow 
Theory's theoretical precision and expand the range of instruments available to measure or 
promote flow (e.g., novel flow 'intervention' studies, mental skill training based on RT 
principles). This project found that flow states were often preceded by negative emotions and 
that the effects of different flow states extended beyond the activity itself. 
Expanding the temporal boundaries of a 'flow experience' and accounting for the role of 
negative emotional states and flow phases within an RT framework could also increase the 
explanatory power of Flow Theory. 
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Although Flow Theory highlights the memorable aspects of flow, these temporal 
issues may not have been sufficiently addressed in empirical literature. Accounting for the 
multi-phasic nature of flow, and clarifying temporal boundaries of flow experiences based on 
key RT states, could increase our understanding of the mechanisms underpinning the 
development of increasing complex flow states and a positive learning spiral. These 
approaches could facilitate flow research beyond the measurement of immediate flow states 
and increase empirical support for the hypothesised long-term influences of flow ( e.g., 
Csikszentmihalyi, 1993). Specifically, a multi-phasic approach could be used to guide 
investigations of: (a) flow lifestyles; (b) changes in phases of flow over time; (c) flow 
complexity; ( d) the relationship between flow and different phases of the learning process; 
and ( e) flow in relation to skill acquisition and talent development. 
Practical Implications 
Participants 
Participants in adventure activities could benefit from the findings of this project in a number 
of ways. First, the identification of key flow antecedents (e.g., perceived skills; the telic state) 
has direct application for mental and physical preparation techniques. Participants could 
influence metamotivational states and flow opportunities via: (a) mental skills training; (b) 
monitoring their physical state (e.g., proper rest, nutrition); (c) selecting appropriate 
environmental and social settings; and ( d) regulating the evaluative aspects of their 
expenences. 
Awareness of relationships amongst mental states, physical states and flow 
opportunities can optimise participants' adventure experiences. The initiation of action, for 
instance, appeared to produce unequivocally positive mood states amongst participants in this 
project. Individuals seeking to induce reversals or increase positive mood could initiate a 
course of action. These changes could be enhanced by appropriate mental skill use in relation 
to metamotivational state. Thus, adventure participants may benefit from appropriate and 
incremental mental skills training which focuses on facilitating optimal experiences from telic 
and paratelic metamotivational states (see Kerr, 1989 for examples). This project suggested 
that mental skill training, particularly as expertise increased, was beneficial (if not 
essential) to performance and optimal experiences. 
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The finding that 'felt intensity' of a state could influence satiation and reversals 
indicated that adventure participants, in particular, should plan for reversals, and shifts in felt 
intensity and preferred arousal levels. Due to the heightened felt arousal levels which are 
generally inherent in adventure experiences, participants should expect to experience phases 
of 'opposing' states and reversals due to physical factors ( e.g., duration, fatigue, nutrition 
levels) over the course of an adventure experience. 
In terms of the natural and social environment, participants should consider potential 
influences of the physical environment ( e.g., rain, cold/heat, beautiful scenery) on 
metamotivational states and flow opportunities. Participants would also be wise to choose 
peers or instructors who can facilitate optimal social environments in which to develop new 
skills and experience flow. Peers, for instance, can induce positive or negative emotional 
reversals. In certain multi-person or multi-day activities (e.g., climbing) these relationships 
could be particularly important in terms of physical and emotional safety. Adventure 
participants should be aware of interactions amongst their own and significant others' 
metamotivational tendencies before embarking on adventure activities. 
According to paiiicipants in this project, 'negative' emotional states should not 
necessarily be avoided. Rather, an experience of the 'negative' often appeared to facilitate 
intensely positive states. Focusing on potential hazards and consequences may: (a) facilitate 
negative sensations which increase actions to ensure personal safety; and (b) heighten positive 
emotions as a result of their juxtaposition to negative emotions. These findings suggested that 
regular reversals, and sufficient awareness of the telic state, may optimise experience quality 
and physical safety in adventure experiences. 
The telic state also appeared important to flow in adventure experiences as mental skill 
use seemed to occur most often in this state, and the telic focus on attainment of important 
goals appeared to facilitate memorable flow experiences. Goal setting and mental 
preparation, which appeared integral to optimal enjoyment and skill development in adventure 
activities, was generally concomitant with the telic state. Paradoxically, awareness of telic 
dimensions (e.g., important outcome goals) could potentially inhibit some flow opportunities. 
Long-term enjoyment and learning may also be optimised by sufficiently balancing 
learning and mastery experiences and the telic/paratelic states. Participants should seek 
opportunities to encounter novel challenges (which may heighten felt intensity), followed by 
phases of consolidation, mastery and reflection (which may lower felt intensity). Constantly 
increasing perceived challenges appeared potentially detrimental in the adventure context. 
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Participants appeared to maximise enjoyment and skill development by allowing 
for mastery and consolidation phases before recalibrating the C/S balance. This process may 
optimise various forms of enjoyment and lead to the development of a positive learning spiral 
and increasingly complex flow experiences. In accordance with RT literature which found 
that the inability to reverse may be detrimental to health in adventure domains (Pain & Kerr, 
2004), and flow research which highlighted negative effects of flow (Partington et aL, 2009), 
this project found that the ability to experience diverse flow states and enjoyment may 
optimise psychological health and physical safety in adventure activities. This process may 
unfold as a positive learning spiral in which sufficient alternation of learning and mastery 
states is facilitated by dynamic tensions between telic/paratelic state dimensions. 
Instructors/Leaders 
Many of the implications for participants may also apply to adventure instructors or leaders. 
However, there were some implications for these individuals above and beyond those already 
outlined. Instructors in particular may benefit from identifying their own metamotivational 
tendencies, participants' metamotivational states and key environmental and social factors 
which may influence participants' experiences. For instance, instructors should be aware that 
the following factors may induce the telic state in participants: (a) inclement weather; (b) lack 
of perceived trust in instructors; ( c) heightened perceived challenges; ( d) increasing perceived 
personal responsibility levels; ( e) discussing upcoming hazards or planning. 
Inducing the telic state in participants may be desirable or undesirable, depending on 
the context. For example, adventure instructors may wish to induce a telic reversal amongst 
participants in a paratelic state of high felt intensity to increase safety awareness and more 
cautious behaviour. The further implications of these findings are that instructors should not 
necessarily eradicate participants' 'negative' emotions or sensations as these may facilitate 
optimal experiences and be critical to safety. Alrik (study two) highlighted this point:fear is 
there ... to protect you. Some participants may also require increased perceptions of personal 
risk and responsibility to optimise enjoyment. This could be achieved by increasing dynamic 
tensions between metamotivational dimensions. Participants in this project also highlighted 
the importance of exercising personal skills, rather than someone doing things for them. 
Arguably the biggest challenge for adventure instructors is to match clients' dynamic 
metamotivational desires with appropriate perceived challenge and skill levels, so as to 
maximise participants' control and mastery perceptions while ensuring safety. If successfully 
achieved, this balance may facilitate immediate enjoyment as well as a sense of 
accomplishment, and increase the likelihood oflonger-term participation. 
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Awareness of environmental and group influences on metamotivational states will 
allow instructors to better facilitate optimal experiences and ensure safety amongst diverse 
participants in adventure activities. Instructors should consider the group dynamics and group 
environment when teaching new adventure skills. Peer pressure was reported to have positive 
and negative influences in this project. Placing participants in situations with important, 
measurable outcomes and an evaluative audience is likely to instigate the telic state. This 
project found that high intensity telic states have the potential to produce both highly positive 
and negative outcomes, particularly with novice participants. As negative experiences during 
early participation stages may discourage future participation, instructors should avoid 
creating these situations if they are not adequately justified by the learning objectives. 
Decreasing evaluative activities and facilitating a supportive social environment which 
advocates 'challenge by choice' (e.g., Haddock, 1993) could optimise flow and longer-term 
learning opportunities in adventure settings. 
The telic state appeared to be an integral, yet overlooked, antecedent of flow. 
Therefore mental skill training should focus on ways to promote the positive aspects of the 
telic state, particularly with regard to competitive training. Mental skills training programs 
should strive to promote an ideal balance of the telic (goal oriented) and paratelic states (fun) 
as they both appear conducive to flow, long-term skill development and enjoyment. 
Instructors should also be mindful of satisfying participants' basic needs in order to 
promote optimal experiences. Although flow literature tends to focus on the mental aspects of 
this optimal state (e.g., mental pre-performance states, Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999), 
this project highlighted the important role that physical state may play in promoting or 
inhibiting flow opportunities. Any adventure ( or sports) programme which requires physical 
exertion, and seeks to optimise experiences and/or performance, should not overlook the 
importance of ensuring proper nutrition, rest and a minimum degree of physical comfort for 
their participants. 
Cultivating an awareness of personal metamotivational tendencies and maximising 
diverse enjoyment sources through balanced metamotivational reversals could also prove 
beneficial for instructors. For example, an instructor 'stuck' in the paratelic state may select 
inappropriate challenge levels and/or alienate 'telic' clients. Instructors could also plan to 
induce or maintain telic dimensions at key points on a trip, such as after completing the most 
challenging 'crux' (e.g., while down-climbing from a summit or exiting a river rapids near 
submerged trees) when the biggest hazards have been surmounted. During these phases, 
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participants may enter the paratelic state and lose focus. These issues, commonly 
referred to as 'get home-itis' or 'dropping your guard', have been identified as significant 
contributing factors to outdoor incidents (Haddock, 1993). Using mental skills to maintain a 
telic focus personally, and amongst clients, may therefore be a beneficial aptitude for 
adventure instructors. 
The project findings also have implications for planning adventure excursions, 
particularly in terms of the activity sequencing and expected metamotivational phases. 
Activities should be sequenced to allow for optimal alternation between phases oflearning 
and mastery and the telic/paratelic states at varying intensity levels. Poor timing of activity 
phases could result in negative emotional and physical outcomes. Lowered perceived 
challenges may be insufficient, and therefore experienced negatively, in a paratelic state prior 
to experiencing heightened felt arousal levels, whereas lowered perceived challenge levels 
may be more enjoyable following heightened felt arousal. Planning RT phases of an 
adventure experience may greatly increase the range of flow opportunities for participants. 
For example, providing opportunities for telic flow characterised by heightened perceived 
skills ( e.g., mastery state) could subsequently increase opportunities for paratelic flow 
characterised by heightened perceived challenges (e.g., learning state). Well-planned 
metamotivational alternations could facilitate a positive learning spiral of development if 
sufficient levels of challenge and support are continuously integrated and recalibrated. In this 
manner, activities and skill development could be planned to optimise flow and learning in the 
short, medium, and long-term. 
Finally, instructors should attempt to facilitate personal optimal experiences 
throughout their career. Instructors who are able to increase personal challenge levels, 
without increasing group challenge levels or compromising safety, may optimise personal 
enjoyment and group safety in the short and long-term. Seeking to laterally increase a range 
of challenges, such as by: (a) multi-tasking; (b) improving organisational abilities; ( c) 
implementing 'best practice' at all times; ( d) working well with other instructors; ( e) 
facilitating enjoyment for clients; and (f) successfully managing unexpected events, may 
provide more frequent and varied flow opportunities for instructors. Immersion in 
environmental aspects of adventurous trips ( e.g., beautiful natural scenery; increasing 
knowledge of local flora/fauna) could also facilitate lowered intensity flow states. In the 
interests of safety and long-term fulfilment, instructors should seek to maximise the variety 
and complexity of their flow experiences via a range of avenues beyond continual 
recalibration of physical challenges and technical skills. The ability to experience diverse and 
complex forms of flow may also facilitate a flow lifestyle over the long-term. 
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Future Research Directions 
The findings and implications of this project suggested a number of future research directions, 
some of which were highlighted previously. Future research should seek to identify and 
operationalise various flow states in a multi-phasic manner. Specifically, future studies 
should empirically investigate and refine the constructs of telic and paratelic flow, and 
evaluate the proposed 'dynamic tensions' model of flow. Future research may also benefit by 
reconceptualising flow states as a component of a multi-phasic optimal experience. A venues 
explored in this project included using the RT framework to differentiate flow states based on 
key metamotivational phases and examining flow experiences over time in relation to learning 
and enjoyment. Alternative, and potentially complementary, theories ( e.g., Self-
Determination Theory, Self-Efficacy Theory) may also prove useful to inform further flow 
and RT investigations. Links amongst these related bodies of theoretical literature should be 
evaluated and strengthened in future research. 
Flow should also be investigated in relation to the wider range of metamotivational 
states (i.e., the mastery-sympathy, negativistic-conformist and autic-alloic pairs), and 
potentially in relation to an arousal-seeking/avoidant pair. Studies encompassing multiple 
metamotivational pairs may better account for a broader range of flow experiences and reduce 
interpretive hurdles posed by focusing exclusively on the telic/paratelic pair. 
Flow theorists could also investigate the relative utility of separating perceived skills 
and challenges as distinct flow dimensions. Although researchers have previously analysed 
challenge and skill dimensions independently ( e.g., Stavrou et al., 2007), flow remains largely 
defined by the C/S balance. This suggestion is supported by literature which argued that, 
because perceived challenges actually result from assessment of the skill/ demand balance, 
that measuring flow in terms of 'challenge' and skill is problematic (Rheinberg, 2008). 
Future flow research could also: (a) re-evaluate flow dimensions as suggested earlier; (b) 
investigate various flow experiences in terms of the breadth of attentional field (broad to 
narrow); (c) examine the role of 'negative' emotional states in flow; and (d) investigate the 
flow-enjoyment relationship. 
Although this project evaluated flow and RT in adventure contexts, future research 
should examine these initial findings across a variety of domains and participants. 
Investigations could also seek to identify telic and paratelic flow states and dynamic tensions 
across settings ( e.g., work, leisure). Future investigations in competitive and/or lower risk 
sport settings could be particularly fruitful as previous RT research has suggested that 




Kerr, 1991, 1999a; Svebak & Kerr, 1989; Young, 1998). Evidence oftelic flow 
herein may be more consistent in sport settings where opportunities for goal-attainment (telic) 
are always present, as opposed to recreation which does not inherently entail goal-attainment 
or an evaluative setting. Anecdotal suggestions of a 'group flow' phenomenon herein may 
also be more evident in team sport settings. Moreover, differences in flow states, phases and 
flow complexity should be investigated longitudinally in these domains to assess the proposed 
positive learning spiral. Further investigation of the dynamic between telic and paratelic flow 
phases, the positive learning spiral, and learning or mastery conditions within an experience, 
is also merited. 
Longitudinal research should prove particularly effective in assessing the proposed 
positive learning spiral. Csikszentmihalyi et al.'s (1993) four-year study of flow and talent 
development may provide a useful precedent to guide such an investigation. Outdoor 
education schools ( e.g., Outward Bound) may be ideal venues in which to implement these 
studies with instructors and participants. Researchers could examine changes in phases of 
flow complexity, and/or a positive learning spiral of skill development over time, in these 
settings. 
Potential negative influences of flow (e.g., addiction, dependence) could also be 
investigated in this manner. Longitudinal studies could examine the influence of various flow 
states over time, particularly the relative benefits and drawbacks of frequent high intensity 
paratelic flow states. Research could evaluate whether individuals who experience balanced 
alternation of telic/paratelic flow at varying intensity levels exhibit healthier psychological 
development and well-being than individuals with restricted flow experiences. This research 
could also inform the design of practical interventions. 
In terms of RT, future research should: (a) refine the telic/paratelic pair in adventure 
settings; (b) evaluate construct validity and ecological utility of a separate 'arousal-
avoidant/seeking' pair; and ( c) evaluate the concept of 'felt intensity' and its influence on 
reversals. Validation, and potential revision, of RT and flow instruments for use in adventure 
settings could also be accomplished via future studies. 
Further investigation of specific mental strategies used within various RT states, and 
during different flow phases, could elucidate optimal mental skill use. As participants in this 
project reported using mental skills to regulate RT states and reversals, research should also 
evaluate RT's proposition that individuals' cannot induce reversals (Frey, 1999). For 
instance, an intervention study could investigate whether mental skill training influences 
participants' ability to reverse at will and/or the quality, frequency, or phases of flow. 
This project highlighted the need for prospective and mixed-methods approaches to 
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studying adventure activities in general, as well as subjective experiences ( e.g., 
flow and RT states). The lack of prospective studies of adventure activities, particularly using 
head-mounted cameras to facilitate recall, indicated that this could be a fruitful methodology 
for researchers interested in capturing subjective experiences as they unfold. Future research 
should use emerging technologies to expand the depth and breadth of RT and Flow Theory 
via prospective studies including a range of theoretical measures. 
Reversal Theory and Flow Theory may also benefit from technologies and theoretical 
frameworks developed across disciplines. Neuropsychological approaches appear particularly 
promising in terms of providing biological explanations of subjective experiential states ( e.g., 
Goldberg, Harel, & Malach, 2006). For instance, research has identified different 
neurological pathways (i.e., rational/logical, emotive) related to decision-making, addiction 
and gambling (e.g., Bechara, 2004; Bechara, Damasio, & Damasio, 2000, 2003). Flow 
Theory and RT should integrate biological measures (e.g., MRI and CT scans) to identify 
areas of the brain and/or neurological pathways which may be activated in relation to flow 
and metamotivational states. Isolating areas of the brain associated with various states would, 
ideally, enable researchers to 'map out' phases of optimal experiences and identify sequences 
of states. Although this may prove to be an overly ambitious task, initial investigations in this 
vein are merited. Identification of neurological correlates would provide compelling support 
for the theoretical expansions proposed herein, as well as existing theory. 
Conclusion 
This project identified (a) qualitative differences amongst flow states in relation to key RT 
constructs; (b) the multi-phasic nature of these flow states (in the short and long-term); and ( c) 
links between flow, RT and a positive learning spiral of skill development in adventure · 
experiences. Contrary to previous theoretical literature (i.e., Apter, 1982; Kerr, 1989), the key 
role of the telic state in flow experiences was supported, along with distinct telic and paratelic 
flow states. Conditions of learning and mastery, psychosocial and environmental influences 
were also found to influence distinct flow states. 
Telic and paratelic flow states, and resulting emotions ( e.g., satisfaction, relaxation), 
were characterised as dynamic and multi-phasic in this project. Flow experiences appeared to 
unfold phasically, depending upon the dynamic tensions between opposing states rather than 
one state in isolation. Continually shifting perceptions of personal skills in relation to 
challenges also contributed to optimal alternation between telic/paratelic states and 
learning/mastery states. These dynamic tensions were linked to the development of a positive 
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learning spiral and increasingly complex flow states. Findings highlighted 
symbiotic relationships amongst seemingly 'opposing' states at various phases of the learning 
process and identified the need for further refinement of Flow Theory and Reversal Theory in 
the context of adventure experiences. 
The central, overarching theoretical implication of this project was that Flow Theory 
and RT should move from dichotomous models to more fluid, dynamic conceptual models of 
optimal experience (e.g., the presence/absence of a C/S balance= flow/non-flow; low 
perceived challenges= anxiety, high perceived challenges= boredom; 'opposing' 
telic/paratelic dimensions). Optimal experiences in this project appeared to thrive on 
movement and were reported during finite, but infinitely meaningful, gaps between phases of 
stability. Flow stemmed from dynamic tensions, rather than homeostasis, and dualities 
appeared complementary, not inhibitory. Flow states could not be examined in isolation as 
their unique qualities depended upon the contrast of surrounding experiential phases. These 
findings questioned whether 'positive' states could be experienced in the absence of 
'negative' states and indicated that an appreciation of negative states in the flow process may 
enhance our understanding of optimal experiences. 
Although dichotomous theories are heuristically attractive, they may obscure the full 
range of optimal experiences. Despite being potentially more challenging in application, 
dynamic continuum models of optimal experiences may ultimately prove more useful. This 
theoretical shift need not disregard the robust epistemological underpinnings of these two 
well-established theories. Rather, the strength of their theoretical foundations should allow 
Flow Theory and RT to accommodate subtle changes in their conceptualisation. Based on the 
project findings, future investigations should: embrace 'shades of grey'; account for varying 
phases within an experience; expand the 'temporal boundaries' of optimal experiences; and 
develop more nuanced conceptions of key states. 
Flow and reversal theorists should strive to increase ecological validity, even if that 
entails reconceptualising traditional notions. This approach may more fully reflect 
individuals' lived experiences and thereby reduce the ubiquitous gap between theory and 
practice. Flow Theory demonstrates that new challenges bring opportunities for growth. 
Therefore, flow and RT theorists should embrace these challenges as exciting opportunities 
for future theoretical growth. 
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APPENDICES 
Please see enclosed CD ROM for all appendices listed below. 
Appendix A: Facilitative anxiety, multidimensional anxiety and RT 
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